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Introduction: Gendenng the Subject in the Modemist Poetics of Minam 

Waddington and Dorothy Livesay 

The goal of this dissertation is to explore from a feminist perspective the contribution of 

the early work of Dorothy Livesay and Miriam Waddington to Canadian modernist poeûy. 

The strategy 1 will use to pursue this goal is the linkkig of representations of fernale subjectivity 

in Livesay's and Waddington's unpublished life writing and published poetry, an approach to 

criticism which Janet Todd defmes in Feminisl Liierary History as a "kind of historically 

specific, archival, ideologically aware but stU empincaliy-based enterprise, using a sense of 

specific genre as well as notions of female experience" (7). This shidy will situate the gender- 

based articulation of female subjectivity in Livesay's and Waddington's lync poeû-y and life 

writing within Canadian modemism. 1 have chosen to focus on these witers' early books of 

poetry in order that my discussion of female subjectivity might be productively linked to a 

Canadian modemism which included female poets writing about themselves and their own 

gender. In all but one of four chapters I limit discussion to Livesay's and Waddington's work 

before the mid-fifties in order to remah within the parameten of Canadian modemism. 

It is my thesis that both Livesay's and Waddington's early writing constitutes a 

aansformative poetics that signifies the weakening of patriarchal authority -- God, male poet, 

and father -- as the exclusive medium of cultural authority, while m o h g  to refipre the female 

subject. As Chris Weedon notes: "because the subject is the crucial site of the fixing of 

meaning, subjectiviiy is also the site of potential revolution" (89). I argue that the process of 

texnializing a transfomative "1" is central to both Livesay's and Waddington's early poetics in 
- -  . 

a p e n d  in which gender was a cmcial, albeit often overlooked, factor. 

For the purposes of this dissertation 1 define poetics as "principles promulgated or 

exemplified by a p e t  or critic" (Hohan 384). The early poetics of theçe female writers were 



not for the most part "promulgated" in theoretical papes. My central resources in this snidy 

have been their life wnting and poetry. Livesay's and Waddington's early work is focused not 

on the objectivity idealized by 'post-Eliot' male modemists such as A. J. M. Smith, but on the 

subjectivity of an emerging female-centred poetics found in the work of Virginia Woolf. 

Kathenne Mansfield, H. D., Edith Sitwell, and Amy Lowell. Sydney Janet Kaplan 

contextualizes Mansfield's "sîylistic evolution" with regard to women's d e s  in the twentieth 

century in ternis of a "social change" related to "the rise in women's expectations" (5-6), which 

was more prooounced in the avant-garde expatriate communities of Europe in the twenties, but 

which also occurred in post-colonial countnes such as Canada. As Diana Relke notes in 

"Literary Mothers and Daughters: A Review of Twentieth-Century Poetry by Canadian 

Women," "until recently the important events in the history of Canadian poetry have been 

recorded in ternis of those concems which have preoccupied male poets," rather than taking 

"the rise of women's expectations" into account. 

For me, at least, a fmt step in relinquishing a bias which had led me to think of 

Canadian modemisrn as a male movement, was to read the Canadian women poets of the 

penod. My study of the life writing of Livesay and Waddington provided proof that gender 

ditference was a central concem in the5 early writing. It followed that the largely overlooked 

significance of gendered subjectivity in lyric poetry of the modemist period might well lead to 

fresh readings of both female poets and their male contemporaries. 

A geat deal of male-centred Iiterary criticism in Canada has not acknowledged the 

con tri bution of modemis t female writers, irnplici tly placing fernale c o n m s  as peripheral to the 

"new." 1 wilI use the hitherto buned perceptions of Livesay's and Waddington's unpublished 

life writing to reinforce a reading of their early lyrics as expressions of an emerping female- 

centred poetics within their own, always evolving, versions of Canadian modernism. When 

Tom Marshall wrote a series of articles on Canadian modernists for Canadian Forum, he noted 



that Livesay "went forward to articulate the life of a twentieth-centuxy woman. . . [and her 

early work] in tum look; forward to the work of Waddington." Marshall concludes that "[iln 

bivesay's J case 'modemism' has meant somethhg more than eclectic detachment" (17). In 

engaging in analysis of the "something more," 1 wiU reassess the importance of both Livesay's 

and Waddington's contributions to Canadian modernist poetry, and, also, suggest the value of 

working towards a gender-inflected reconceptualization of English Canadian modemism. In 

focusing on female subjectivity in Livesay's and Waddington's life writing and poeûy 1 pursue 

an examination of their work which wiIl, 1 hope, contribute to an ernerging critical Liteniure 

about Canadian women's poetry in English. This sntdy is intended to challenge critics of 

Canadian poetry to consider ihat modernist women poets have a significant, always highly 

individudistic,' contribution to make to our understanding of female subjectivi~, particularly 

within culniral discourse concerned with the modemist Canadian lyric. My goal is to induce 

other scholars to reread Canadian rnodemist lync poetry by both fernale and male poets and re- 

examine the way it is theorized and taught in relation to gender difference. 

Two Lives 

Both poets were bom in Winnipeg, Manitoba and spent their early childhoods there. 

Livesay was bom in 1909 and Waddington in 1917. They earned undergraduate degrees in 

literature h m  the University of Toronto -- Livesay in 1931 and Waddington in 1939 - and 

both eamed diplornas fiom the School of Social Work at the University of Toronto: Livesay in 

1934, Waddington in 1942 (Blain 663,1120). Waddington entered Social Work with an 

avowed desire "to help change the social system" (AS 19). As their fnendship began in the 

early 1940's Livesay and Waddington shared an interest in left-wing politics as well as a 

growing cornmitment to Canadian fiterature. Despite these affmities, it is important to 



remember that Livesay and Waddington are h m  different cultural backgrounds: Livesay is a 

gentile insider of the Canadian literaxy establishment, and Waddington (bom Dworkin) is a 

self-described "outsider" to the traditional Anglo-saxon and Protestant establishment as a 

Jewish daughter of Russian immigrants (AS 36). 

The decision to study their wrîting together is based on the desire to explore both 

shared concerns and differences between the two. One of their important differences in relation 

to Canadian modemist poetry is chronological. Livesay's f rs t  two books, Green Pi~cher 

(1 928) and Signpost (1 932), represent " [tlhe fvst books of modemist poetry broadly available 

in Canada, and written by a Canadian poet who was to develop a substantial reputation" 

(Arnason 13). Waddington's first book, Green World (1945), appeared during the sccond 

wave of Canadian modemism, afier the hiatus in Canadian publishing precipitated by the 

Depression in the 1930s and by the Second World War. 

When considering Livesay's contribution to Canadian modemism there is a significant 

gap between Signpoa (1 932) and Day and Night ( 1  944). This gap can be explained with 

reference to Livesay's commitment to communism. Livesay joined the Cornrnunist Party in 

1932, and left it in 1939 (Blain 663). Livesay chronicles her activity during this tirne in Lefr 

Hand, Right Hand. The Communist Party offered social activists such as herself a gendered 

critique of Canadian culture while "attempt[ing] to challenge the confining boundaries of 

women's lives" (Sangster 156). In hindsight, Livesay found that the Party's theoretical 

cornmitment to gender equality was rnisleading. Within Journey Wilh My Selves she 

chronicles the high cost she paid in practicing "free love" with male cornrades ( J W S  141 , 149- 

150). She writes that while leftist theory maintained "we were free and equal," the practice 

lagged far behind (1 977: 124). 

"Being of independent mind and rebellious nature," Minam Waddington possessed 

a passionate temperament similar to that of Dorothy Livesay. However, as a Jewish- 



Canadian, she knew race-haîred fust hand. As a child, and later as a young wornan, 

Waddington faced discrimination because she was Jewish. She recalls that while still 

living in Winnipeg she experienced anti-Semitism as part of everyday Me: 

Canadian society during the twen ties and thimes brain washed every schoolchild 
with British Empire slogans, and promoted a negative stereotype of dl Eastern 
European immigrants, but especially of Jews. . . . During ail my primary school 
years, the phrase 'dirty Jew' had regularly been hurled at me from the street corners 
and back d e y s  of North Winnipeg. (AS 5) 

She has written of the resentment she felt as a teenager of her own "difference from my 

Canadian fnends whose parents had been bom in Canada of English background" (AS 5). 

The Dworkin family moved to Ontario at a t h e  when "(t)he Muskoka morts advertised 

themselves as being for Gentiles only, and the sign NO E W S  ALLOWED was a 

cornmonplace. . . and no Jew could get a job teaching in a Canadian university until after 

World War II" (AS 40). In her frst books and beyond, Waddington explores female 

subjectivity from the perspective of what she refers to in her poem "The Bond" as the 

"Jewish me." Her work stakes a place for the "1" trûditionally outside the dominant group 

in terms of both gender and ethnicity. Her fust language was Yiddish and, while it is 

beyond the parameters of this study, the influence of this decidedly 'other' iradition on 

Waddington's work deserves fürther scholarly research. In Aparmient Seven she notes 

that the Montreal Yiddish poet Ida Maza was the fmt " r d  writer" to read her poetry (AS 

3). She recalls "I had been writing poetry for about four years, and my mother musr have 

mcntioned it, because Mrs. Maza at once offered to read my work" (AS 3). 

Livesay married Duncan Macnair in 1937 and promptly lost her job with the B.C. 

WeIfare Field Office since "[ajt that t h e  no rnarried woman could be IegaUy employed in 

the professions of teaching, nursing or social work" ( J W S  156). She recalls that because 

of the lack of paid work after her maniage, she became "deeply depressed" ( J W S  156). 



Biographer Lee Briscoe Thompson summarizes Livesay's witing in the 1940s and 1950s 

in largely negative ternis: 

In persona1 poetq of the 1940s and 1950s. . . an increasing sense of strictme and 
confinement. . . weighted her feet, saddened her Song. It was a predictable 
condition in one who was the mother of NO; wife of an authontarian and fiinty 
older man; working woman beset by financial and professional anxieties; western 
Canadian femaie writer in a national culhm dominated by an eastem male elite; and 
citizen of a nation with a self-image of reserve and caution. (8) 

One might argue that Waddington's work is similarly "weighted" with "predictable" 

references to rnotherhood, "fmancial and professional anxieties" and a mamïage which ends 

in divorce. But further investigation will reveal that such assertions lead to reductive and 

rnisleadinç conclusions which tend to diminish significant work. 

The gritty detail of economic hardship and urban squalor, which both obscrved as 

social workers, fin& its way into a signifcant number of poems from the 1940s and 50s. 

As their friendship developed, Livesay and Waddington corresponded about balancing 

farnily and work outside the home, as well as about Canadian poetry . Their engagement 

with the particulars of their own lives is richly evident id their life writing. In their poetry, 

one finds a corresponding comrnitrnent to a non-elitist version of modemism which both 

registers gender difference and explores it. 

"Modernism" and English Canadian Poetry: Notes from a Feminist 
Perspective 

The tenn "rnodernist" enhances most of the literary reputations of the writers it 

touches, yet its defmitions and chronologies are various. While Canadian literary history 

has lionized "The Young Turks" -- "Canada's 'angry young men' of the 1920s" (Morley 

67) -- it has been slow to think through the significance of gender in the Literary comrnunity 



of English Canada during this period. In the first wave of modernism, Dudek and 

Gnarowski praise "the strong modemist individualism" (3) in Ione practitioners such as 

Arthur Stringer, W.W. E. Ross, Raymond Knister, and Dorothy Livesay (4). The second 
a 

wave of the forties in Canada was a time in which Frank Davey sees "A. J. M. Smith's 

version of modemism dominat[ing] Canadian poehy. . . partly through the influence of 

Preview magazine " (1 6 0 ) .  

As a female contemporary of Arthur Smith (b 1902). Frank Scoa (b 1 899) and Leo 

Kennedy @ lgO7), Doroth y Livesay shared their interest in rejecting a sale poetic tradition 

while drawing inspiration f?om sources which included a previous generation of men and 

women both abroad and in Canada. Livcsay and the fernale p e t s  who published after her, 

in the late thirties and forties, including Waddington, Margarct Avison, Anne Marion, and 

P. K. Page, are not lesser poets than their male con temporaries. In their poetry they used 

the stylistic innovations of modernism as did their male contemporaries. But female, not 

male, subjectivity was at the centre of their literary endeavour as modernist writers. 

When I use the terni 'modemism' in this dissertation I refer to the "converging 

processes of modernization" as applied to the poetry of English Canada circa 1920-1 955 

(Wohl68). 1 employ a chronology which stretches Canadian modemist poetry fkom the 

twenties when modernist poems by Canadian women and men were published in Hamiet 

Monroe's Poetry (Chicago) (Amason 8), moving through the late twenties and early 

thirties when Livesay published her fmt  hvo books, and up to the mid-fifties. 

David Amason's essay "Dorothy Livesay and the Rise Of Modemism in Canada" 

(1988) has been particularly usefid: fmt,  it (tentatively) offers a working definition of 

modernisrn in the context of Canadian poetry; second, it counts women poets as part of the 

penod; and third, it focuses on Livesay's achievement as a modernist poet. With Davey, 

Amason recognizes that Smith had "a p o w e N  influence in m a h g  literary reputations, not 



the least of which is his owo" (6). But rather than accepthg Smith's vemon of modemism 

he proposes "a Little literary revanchism." A critic without an explicitly feminist 

orientation, Amason nevertheless includes fernale pocts left out of many accounts: 

Livesayls mother Florence Randal Livesay, who both subscribed and conûibuted to Poetry C 

(Chicago), and her fkiend Louise Morey Bowman (Sullivan xi), as well as Constance 

Lindsay Skinner (Arnason 8-12). Experimenting with free verse and unconvcntional 

themes, these poets were part of this frst  wave of modernism. 

A published poet herself, Fiorence Randal Livesay gave her daughter an early exposurc 

to modemist verse. Dorothy Livesay notes in her mernoirs that her mother "bought most 

books and anthologies of Canadian poetry that appeared in the boom years of Canadian 

nationalism, the 1920s." As a result, Livesay recalls, "1 knew and adrnired the free verse 

of the fmt Canadian imagists, Arthur Stnnger and Louise Morey Bowman" (JWS 90). 

Inside Canada, &ticism of rnodernist poetry has often stressed "the renovation of 

Canadian poeûy dong rnodemist lines" (Dudek and Gnarowski 24) as a matter of shifting 

forma1 properties such as free verse, irregular rhyme, or lack of rhyme, and use of 

vemacular speech patterns. Amason offers the following useful fomal defuition of 

modernisrn in relation to poetry: 

Modemism, as 1 will use the tenn, refers to a rejection of conventional nineteenth 
century poetic structure. It is characterkd by a movement away from rhyme and 
regular poetic feet. It abandons poetic archaisms such as 'thou' and 'thee' and 
'wouldst." It is suspicious of the narrative mode, p re fehg  the lyric. In its earlier 
manifestations, it concentrates on the individual image. Its later manifestations 
move it toward a concentration on the metaphor, often the tough intellechid 
metaphor, and towards a highly charged language. Objectivity and irony become 
its defining qualities, and its chief words of praise. (6) 

1 dispute Arnason's view that "objectivity and irony become [modernism's] defining 

characteristics" by suggesting, hstead, that "objectivity and irony" became the "chief 



words of praise" of influentid critics of modemist verse such as A LM.  Smith. However, 

it is true that in Livesay's Day îzrzdNight (1944) and P o e m  For People (1947) what 

might be considered markers of "objectivity" are found more frequently than in her fmt 

two books. In certain poems in these volumes, references to "man's building heart, his 

shaping soul" (PFP 17) and the "infant" as the upcoming "upright man" nsing to "[olne's 

certain self-supreme self consciousness" (PFP 51, seem to tum away fiom the female as 

subject in favour of the universal "mankind." However, as 1 will show in my final 

chpter, in other poems such as "Serenade for Strings" and "Five Poerns" female 

subjectivity remains the central concem. And few of the poerns in either of the above- 

rnentioned books are predominantly ironic. In Waddington's Second Silence (1 9 5 3 ,  the 

code of "objectivity" exists in unresolved tension with the intense female subjectivity of the 

birth poems "Night in October," and "Fables of Birth." Once again, as with Livesay, 

objectivity is not a dominant feature. 

In the light of recent criticism on modernism as an international movement sbessing 

wornen writers and historical context, 1 wish to temper Amason's formal definition of 

Canadian modemism with a consideration of gender within modemist poetry. Bonowing 

frorn cntics of modemism outside of Canada, I see modemism as ". . . the product of a 

many-layered culture in the process of disintegration and recomposition" (Wohl 68). In 

Canadjan modemist p o e q  this "disintegration" and "reintegration" resonate wiih a 

gendered tension over who speaks, and who, or what, is silent, or silenced. 

"Properly speaking," writes Bnan Trehearne, "Canadian Modemism beçins 

somewhere in [The McGill] Fortnightiy, ycs; as weli as in the Newfoundland Verse of 

Pran and the eatly volumes of Livesay" (252). However, by the tirne Trehearne arrives at 

this statement, late in his book-length study, he has developed a myth of the ongins of 

Canadian modemism which dl but cuts Livesay and other women poets out of the picture. 



In Aestheticism and rhe Canadian Modernisfs, Trehearne focuses on W.W. E. Ross, 

Raymond Knister, F. R. Scott, and A. J. M. Smith, as well as John Glassco. Livesay 

falis just outside his analysis, and so, too, evidentiy, do the women poets of Canadian 

modemism's second wave. Central to Treheame's study of the early grooup of Canadian 

male poets is the premise that "delayed Aestheticism h m  the 1920s" influenced them 

dong with modemism. 

He sees a division between two generations of Canadian modemists, the frst 

influenced by the aestheticism of Wilde and the aestheticist theory of Pater; and the second, 

later generation influenced by the realism and social activist writing found in the work of 

Auden and Spender. In Treheame's analysis, the two generatioiis of writers who were 

Canadian modemists crcated different versions of modemism. Trchearne mentions Dudek 

and Layton as belonging to the second group of "delayed modem[ists]" who represent "a 

Modemism substantially different from the Modemism of the frst group of Modernists" 

(3 14). Of the differences between generations, he has this to Say: 

That they were hostile to one another is naniral, given that each generation brought 
to the Modernist impulse antithetical tastes, the fmt  for the Aesthetic, the second for 
committed realist poeey. Only by recognizing each generation in a context larger 
and more complex than inhented literary Modernism can we understand the 
Modernism of this country; and such recognition c m  only corne when we grow 
sensitive to the multifarious ways in which influence, whether cultural, artistic, or 
political, whether rnediated by time or imrnediate , has shaped Canadian literature 
from fust foundations onward. (3 24) 

Trehearne makes the valid point that "literary Modemism" changed between generations of 

the male p e t s  he considers. Yet, Livesay and Waddington both tend to present challenges 

to the male-centred version of rnodemism he explores. 

Literary influence is notoriously elusive. However, Livesay's early journals make 

numerous mention of fernale modemists Virginia Woolf and Katherine Mansfield. Indeed 



these are the writen her early joumals emphasize. While she was a younger contemporary 

of Scott and Knister, Livesay was probably less indebted to the aesthetic movement, as 

well as to male modernists such as T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound, than were the male poets 

with whom Trehearne is concerned- 

Reviewing Livesay 's Selecrcd Poems: 1926-1 956. Northrop Frye called her " an 

imagist who started off, in Green Pif cher in the Amy Lowell idiorn" (1 97 1 : 84). It should 

be noted, too, that while the imagist movement coilapsed by the end of the First World 

War, Livesay went well beyond imagism. Her lyric style seems at least as indebted to the 

prose styles of Woolf and Mansfield as much as to Lowell. Livcsay's poctry changed 

significantly between her fmt  two books Green Pifcher (1928) and Signposf (1932) and 

Day and Night ( 1  944) and Poems For People (1947). Frye notes that in Day and Nighi 

"a social passion begins to fuse the diction, tighten the rhythm, and concentrate the 

imagery" (1971: 85). In grappling with "the modemist thesis of cultural break" (Wohl 72) 

and "the imaginative proximiv to revolution" (Williams 106) both Livesay and 

Waddington are quintessentially modemist. 

Numerous critics still pursue a view of modernism - by emphasizing the 

accomplishment of T.S . Eliot, Ezra Pound, and James Joyce -- as "strictly that of the male 

line" (Sidney Janet Kaplan 9). Evidently following this androcentric bias and applying it to 

English Canadian poetry, Trehearne refers to Dorothy Livesay only three times, and to 

Waddington not once. For me, the excellence of his contribution to Canadian criticisrn in 

Aestheticism And The Canadiun Modernis~s (1989) is undercut by his inability to consider 

the modemism of female poets. In writing of the second wave of Canadian modemism in 

C a ~ d i a n  Modernisfs, Frank Davey, too, seems to demonseate an unavowed preference 

for male poets of the penod, for just as Trehearne writes of the frst wave of Canadian 



modernism as being by and about men, so Davey writes of the second wave as if the men 

are, once again, the only important contributors. 

In their own published life writing, bot. Livesay and Waddington have a different 

perspective as they look back upon the making of modemist poetry in Canada. To use 

Waddington's phrase of Livesay to appiy to them both. each "had the development of 

modem Canadian poetry passionately at heart" (AS 20). The continuing sense of 

"imaginative proximity to revolution " (Williams 1 06) informs Livesay's Day And Nighl 

(1944) and Poerns For People (1947) and Waddington's Green World (1 945), and The 

Second Silence (1 955). 

ln Livesay's two books published in the forties, female subjectivity and class 

inequality are intenvoven with corning to tems with the aftcrmath of the Spanish Civil War 

and World War II. The reaction against T.S. Eliot's version of modemism -- where 

Livesay had, as cntic, found "an absolute lack of social value" (RHLH 64) -- is manifest in 

her subsequent poetry. Livesay led the way within Canada in iurning away from Eliot's 

and Sitwell's high modernism. And the reaction against high modernism was sornething 

Livesay and Waddington shared. 

Ln Waddington's Aparfment Seven "modemism" is refemed to in the context of the 

second wave period, from the early 1940s into the 1950s, a time when English-Canadîan 

nationalism and modemism fused. Waddington portrays a dynamic Canadian community 

of poets who sought to make their poetry "new." She recds  a vital literary community of 

men and women in thrre Canadian cities: Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver (AS 24). 

Giiiian Hanscombe and Virginia Smyen ask why when "women were not a 

sidelight of the literary production of the period. . . . the men's narnes have emerged since 

as the stars?" (xvii). Suzanne Clark suggests, as if in direct response, that the emergence 

of a broad range of cnticai work favounng male writers as interested in 'ideas' has been a 



crucial factor in forrning a modemist canon. She notes that in the United States rnodernist 

writing came under the scmtiny of "the modemist cnticism" of the New Cntics such as 

John Crowe Ransom who "used aesthetic anti-sentirnentality to make distinctions, to 

establish a position of authority against mass culture." Clark States that "mass culture was 

a feminized enemy they saw as powemil and dangerous" and suggests that the New Cntics 

conflated sentimentalism with the traditionai, and the traditional with the ferninine. 

In Canada, 1 find this "feminized enemy" in the critical work of A.J.M. Smith and 

in the poetry of F.R. Scott. Smith's version of modemisrn, as he wrote in 1936, sought ro 

toughen the "soft heart," "soft soul," and "soft head" of "the Canadian poet" @udek and 

Gnarowski 39). Smith cailed for a poetry which was "objective, irnpcrsonal, and in a 

sense timeless and absolute" (Dudek and Gnarowski 40). Here is Clark's critique of this 

position as it was manifest in "the Amencan modernist literary criticism" of the New 

Cri tics: 

Ln order to avoid admitting the rhetorical situation of Literature, which engages it 
aevitabl y in culture, history, and desire, the Amencan modernist literary criticism 
endorsed a formalism which avoided ideology by calling women ideological, and 
rejected their sensible attachments to the everyday. (6) 

From Clark's perspective, this led to a "double bind" for female modemist writcrs. And in 

Canada the "soft heart" stereotype associated with women writers came also to be 

associated with what Smith called the "romantic" and "conventional" "bulk" of traditiond 

Canadian verse @udek and Gnarowski 38). The critique of the "sentimental" customady 

conflated a "love idealized, sanctified, and inflated" with femininity, while for an influential 

critic like A. J. M. Smith, modemist poetry was associated with stereotypicaliy masculine 

qualities valuing intellect over emotion. Smith wrote in 1936 that "[tjhe fundamental 

cnticism that must be brought againçt Canadian poetxy as a whole is that it ignores the 

intelligence" (39). "[I]ntelligence" was a quality New Critical writing tended to daim for 
G 



the male poet and a few women such as Mariame Moore (1 887-1972) and Elizabeth 

Bishop (1 91 1-79) who did not, explicitly at least, focus on female subjectivity as did poets 

such as Edna St Vincent MUay (1 892- 1950) and Sara Teasdale (1 884-1933). 

Numerous critics approved the less female-centred aspect of Livesay's writing after 

Signposi. For example, in The White Savannah (1936), W.E. Collin comrnented that 

"[slhe has developcd beyond her egocentrisrn to devote herself to a human cause" (1 53). 

In praising a shift from the "Narcissus-like posture" of contemplating [female] subjectivity 

to political poerns which spoke of "Man" and human beings as "brothcrs," Collin 

prioritized the thematic concems of socialism as supex-ior to a nascent feminism. When 

Livesay wrote poems which spoke of "man" and "manliind" she reverted to a language 

which was easier for her male critics to read and less objectionable to those influenced by 

new criticism's admonitions against ferninine sentimentality. 

The combination of affiliation with male-dominated radical politics, the poetic 

influence of Auden and C. Day Lewis, and critics representinç New Cnticism, put the 

North American female modernist of the thirties and forties in a difficult position. 

Waddington recalls: 

. . . at University, 1 met the doctors and saints referred to in Omar Khayyam's 
Rubaiyal, and most of them -- during the late thirties and forties -- were believers 
in the new criticism. Some of the so-cded new ideas that floated around in those 
days are by now clichés: that literature is a world unto itself, rhat a poem should not 
mean but be, that the fonn itself is meaning enough and it is therefore irrelevant to 
search for a deeper human core. There was also the notion - ver=  widespread -- 
that the poem should be detached from ali penond expenence, that the writer 
should be distanced and objective, that the '1' should not intmde too often or too 
passionately. Also, the more easily you could relate the poem to myth, theology, or 
traditional works of literature --but not to politics or social issues - the better and 
the more universal the poem. 
(AS 166). 



The above quotation makes it clear that Waddington defmed her poetics in opposition to the 

male cntics who espouscd the "distanced and objective" stance within lyric. 

Clark represents the dificulty of the woman writer of this period in terms of 

contradiction linked to an "unwarranting of ferninine authority" and corning up against the 

promise of a new freedom. In responding to the challenge of the period she suggests that . 

modernist women "worked to change gendered identity": 

Modemism for women represents. . . a doubleness as well as a double bind: not 
only the unwarranting of ferninine authority but a rupture of conventional 
womanhood that promises freedom. Women such as Emma Goldrnan or Edna St. 
Vincent MilIay or Louise Bogan or Kay Boyle. . . have been happy to seize the 
moment to escape fiom the confming categones of gender. Modernist womcn 
worked to change gendered identity within writing. We should not risk rnissing the 
extent to which women were the modernist revolutionaries. (8) 

Although Clark surmises that "modemism invented. . . [a] writing which would rupture. . 

. conventions," she insists that "it did not make it possible for the ferninine subject wiihin 

language" (7-8). The modemist woman writer had a particular, heavily gendercd, ie t  oftcn 

criticaUy "unmentionable" stmggle if she sought to explore the subjectivity of her own sex 

(Clark 8). 

As 1 have noted, the broad picture of modemism in Canada as formulated by A. J. 

M. Smith, Louis Dudek and Michael Gnarowski, Frank Davey, and Brian Trehearne, 

emphasizes male modemist p e t s  and critics over women poets. Continued reluctance on 

the part of feminist critics to engage with penodizaiion when wricing about fernale poets 

may Iead to a lasting neglect of the women poets' work. Many cntics have recognized 

Livesay as a siçnificant poet, and there are now a few book-lençth sixdies of her work, 

including Lee Briscoe Thompson's Dorolhy Livesay (1 987), and Nadine Mchnis's 

Poetics of Desire (l991), as weii as Sandra Hutchinson's Ph.D. dissertation "Form and 

Vision in the Poetq of Dorothy Livesay, 19 19- 1984" (1 986). Nonetheless, therc is no 



book-length study of her role as a leading Canadian modernist. Waddington's contribution 

as a modemist poet has received even less attention than Livesay's. And to date there is no 

book entirely about female modernist poets in Canada. As Frank Davey has observed, 

critics should not overlook "the power of the act of naming" (1988: 106) when using terms 

such as 'modemism' and 'postmodemisrn.' In applying the term "modemism" to Livesay 

and Waddington, 1 mean to wrest some of "the power" of this particular term for Livesay 

and Waddington and, perhaps, in fuiure work, for other pocts such as Margaret Avison, P. 

K. Page, and Anne Marriott. 

The Modemist Lync 

The "lyric" as a genre, and the modernist lyric in particular, are notonously rcsistant 

to definition. There are two important aspects of lyric relative to Livesay and Waddington, 

and the concems of this snidy: first, its traditional association with music, and second, its 

efficacy as a vehicle for the speaker's response to experience. As David Lindley points 

out, "[flor critics in all periods the etymological derivation of 'lyric' from the lyre has 

furnished one element of the definition of lyric as universal" (1). In the "Foreword" to her 

Collecled Poems: The Two Seasons, Livesay States "[wlhatever the cause, alwqs,  1 

believe, 1 hear music behind the rhythm of words" ( v). Similady, in her essay "Song and 

Dance" she writes that " [blehind all poetry is the song" (40), and she recalls her mother 

playing nursery rhymes on the piano while she and her sister sang dong. The Ulcrainian 

immigrant girls employed in the house sang Ukrainian songs which her mother translated 

and published (41). The songs which she wntes about are in women's voices. This 

traditional association of the lyric with these songs may have helped to make Livesay's 

poetry a fernale-centred medium. At the same time, it was not in rhymed poetry, but in free 



verse, in the rhythms of speech, that Livesay felt most at home. She writes in "Song and 

Dance": 

I was happiest breaking into free verse. . . . This free expression was suited to my 
own rhythmic sense and was dictated, no doubt, by my own breath groups. . . . 1 
always said the poem aloud. (43) 

Her own singing voice was less than perfect. She recalls "1 could not sing beautifully or 

keep my voice m e "  (41). Ln poetry, therefore, she made a 'kong" which used the 

speaking voice. 

Livesay's "Song and Dance" States: "1. . . tend to shy away from acadcinic poets 

and academic cntics. They miss the essence. The essential rcmains: Song and Dance." As 

an aspiring p e t ,  Livesay read an older generation of Canadian poets with attention to the 

formal qualities of lyric. She was particularly sensitive to antiquated lanyaçe and rhyme 

by rote, "nearly suffocating wi th suppressed laugh ter" when Wilson MacDonald gave a 

reading of a poem which rhymed 'Little Brown Dee' mer own nichame] with 'To whit to 

whee!" (JWS 98). 

In Waddington's early manuscripts the lyric is a vehicle for entering "a world al1 my 

own" (WPNA 1933). That "world" is not simply a site of girlish fantasy and escape. In 

her unpublished joumals, English and Yiddish lyrics are recorded side by side. Delight in 

the musicality of poetry is evident in her eariiest rhymes. But in her fmt book Green 

World, the rhythms of speech predorninate. Waddington wntes with admiration of 

Souster, Livesay , and Marriott "givi[ing] voice" (AS 23) to the Canadian "man [and 

woman] in the mass [sic]" (AS 23). Her own lync voice presents "ordinary, anonymous 

people who would never make the headlines," people who speak without "English accents" 

(AS 32). 



Waddington grew up conversant with both North Amencan and British lyric 

poetry, and with the Yiddish tradition of lyric. At Ida Maza's apartment in Montreal she 

recalls as a school-girl listening to poets reading their poems: one of them likening the hem 

to "the jumbled untidiness of an unmade bed" (AS 5). In her frst book of poetry the 

shadow of the Jewish Diaspora and the holocaust are intexwoven with a commitment to a 

new kind of poeûy: a lyric which explores subjectivities which were quite emphaticaily not 

representative of a pnvileged goup. In Waddington's first two books one finds the 

"credibility of colloquial speech as an alternative to. . . impersonal modemism" (Arnason 

6); qualities which Davey (although not refening to Waddington) attributes to the "maidine 

Amencan modemism of Pound, Williams, Blackburn, Olson, Corman" (Davey, 1980, 

174). Whatever her Iiterary influences, for Waddington colloquial speech and modernism 

were intenwoven: recent history and Literature belonçed together. 

Two further elernents in the slippery history of the modernist lyric seem noteworthy 

with regard to Livesay's early work: frst ,  the advent of imagism; and second, the 

implications of a reaction against what has corne to be called high modenisrn. As 

Waddington makes clear in her essay "Apartment Seven" she, too, was very aware of "the 

movement of modemism" (AS 24). Her extensive use of both free verse and colloquial 

speech in Green World underscore a reaction against high modemism, shared with poets 

such as Livesay and Souster. 

Imagism is the initial "poetic vogue" which launched modcmism between 19 12 and 

1917 (Abrams 82). Under the tutelage of Ezra Pound, imagism provided a foundation of 

"Don'ts" for modemist poets to observe. Abrams offers helpful cnb notes on this 

movement: 

lmagism was a poetic vogue that flourished in England and, even more vigorously, 
in Amenca between 1912 and 19 17. It was organized by a group of English and 



American writers in London, partly under the poetic theory of T. Hulme, as a revoit 
against what Ezra Pound c d e d  the 'rather blurry, messy. . . sentimentalistic 
mannerish' poeüy at the turn of the cenhuy. Pound, the f m t  leader of the 
movement was soon succeeded by Amy Lowell. . . . (82) 

Livesay's early lyrics are particularly marked by the influence of a verbal compression 

which we have corne to associate with imagisrn. Waddington's work was less influenced 

in this way. However, tme to the imagist credo, her fmt book used the rhythms of speech 

rathcr than mechanical rhyme. At the same tirne, it should be noted that when Green 

Worid was published in 1945, imagïsm was already long-finished. 

In her earliest published work, Livesay moved away from the "conventioiial" in 

versification through both free verse and experimentation in other poetic forms. Lorraine 

York's essay "A Thankful Music: Dorothy Livesay's Experiments With Feeling and Poetic 

Form" is helpful in pointing out Livesay's early, and continukg, expenments with poetic 

form. Rather than identifying completely with imagism, Livesay began her career as a 

published poet with an experimental treatment of various forms including the bdlad and thc 

sonnet. But even when working in these forms, she tends to assert a new "freedom" 

through disregarding traditional d e s .  Where ballads are traditionally "impersonal" 

(Abram 12) her ballad "Pervesity " in Green Pilcher ernphasizes the pli& t of a particula. 

female, and, as York points out, whereas traditional sonnets follow a rhyme scheme, 

Livesay's "Sonnet for Ontario" in Signposf "follows no regular rhyme pattern" (1 6). For 

her part, Waddington displayed less interest in formai experiment in her fust two books. 

She accepted free verse as the form of her own day. 

In The New Poerry (1 9 17) editors Harriet Monroe and Alice Corbin Hendenon 

called for "concrete and immediate realization of Ne" quoting Yeats's caii for "a style like 

speech, as simple as the simplest prose, like a cry from the heart" (Rosenthal 18- 19). This 



new "style," "get[ting] nd not only of rhetoric but of poetic dictiont' (Yeats in Rosenthal, 

18) is present in Canadian modemism in the work of Livesay, Sutherland, Souster, and 

Waddington. In Green World (1945) one fmds the extension of subject matter to urban 

Me, an extension which Lindley describes as one of the hailmarks of lyrk modemism (75). 

This signifcant element within the modernist lyric tradition has been rather muted in 

Canadian literary history. 

High modemists theorized modemist f o m  for their own elite goup of readers. 

Arnason notes that by 1932 Livesay "separates herseIf from what has corne to be seen as 

the mainstream of modernist writing. . . typified by Eliot - hi* modemism" (16). In 

"Decadence in Modem Bourgeois Poetry ," a 1936 radio talk included in Right Hand. Le/r 

Hand Livesay spoke against "The Waste Land" in particular, and high modernism in 

general, proclaiming that "bourgeois art is dead" and that "a new art, the proletarian is 

being boni" (67). In reaction against high modemism Livesay's and Waddington's early 

poetry tends to stay within lyric form and within the rhythrns of speech. Issues of "cultural 

and political responsibility" engaged both Livesay and Waddington in their poetry of the 

late thirties and forties. They eschewed the aesthetic poets' reverence for "art for art's 

sake." Both of them were attracted to the "revolutionary impulse in modemism" played out 

in "externally-referentiai poew." 

In The Auden Generation, Samuel Hynes gives a sumrnation of Day Lewis's 

account of the "problem of the modem poet." Quoting Day Lewis, Hynes notes "the 

problem is seen as a personal one: 'how does the individual poetic mind relate to the 

conditions of the world outside?"' (43). Livesay and Waddington read Day Lewis with 

avid interest. But where Auden's çeneration of male poets assumed in the common usage 

of their time. that "mankind" encompassed aii humankind Livesay's and Waddington's 

lyrics share the additional complexity of a focus on female subjectivity. In their work in the 



forties and f ~ t i e s ,  Livesay and Waddington also adopted these 'universal' terms in their 

poeüy. As univesity snidents, they had been taught to refer to both a &ter and a reader, 

when speaking in the abstract, as "he." Their acceptance of this usage in both poetry and 

critical writing underscores the gender bias of an education within patriarchal culture which 

many of us educated decades later were also taught to regard as neutral. 

For me, gendered subjectivity is a centrai issue in the Canadian modemist lyric. 

Where male poets such as F.R. Scoa assumed -- both by way of polemic and in verse -- 

that the lyric speaker in the rnodemist poem was the modem male, and that modemism 

belonged to "the boys," female poets such as Livesay and Waddington occupied, as female 

poets, the position of outsiders. They were doubly chastened by a colonial mind-set which 

took it for granted that al1 the tmly great poets in English were bom and raised in the Old 

World. Against the premise that the poetic subject was male, they had the example of 

Emily Dickinson, as well as a fmt  generation of modemist writen such as H. D., Sitwell, 

and Woolf and rnany lesser known others. 

The rejection by Canadian modernist poets of formal elements such as predictable 

rhyme, antiquated diction, and regular poetic feet, may be productively Linked to the 

rejection of a cultural past which confined women to secondary status, and the poets of 

Canada to a colonial and patriarchal past. As young female poets, Livesay and Waddington 

adopted the modernkt impulse to 'make it new' within lyric poeüy and extended it to their 

own emerging feminisrn. The modemist Iyrk was a central means to explore a rupture 

with the old world in the? own textual terms. 



Fernale Subjectivity and the Author 

Over the past thirty years theoretical writings of French critics Jaques Derrida, 

Roland Barthes, and Michel Foucault have chailenged North Amencan and British literary 

critics to intemogate the liberal humanist notion of unified subjectivity, centre, and self. 

Cntics refer to the dismantling of these concepts with a range of tenninology including 

posts~ucniralism, modernity, and postmodemisrn. Precise definitions of each of these 

separate tems is dificult in itself and yet most would now agree that, taken together, these 

terms represent theoretical stances which challenge notions of unifid subjectivity, and of 

'Tnith,' whether vested in "God" or in "Man." 

ALice Jardine's Gynesis: Confgurationr of Woman and Moderniry (1985) 

approaches the challenge of pst-süucturalism h m  the position of an engaged feminism. 

She includes post-structural theory under the umbrella of modemity, waniing North 

Amencan ferninists that as long as we do not recognize new kinds of artZïciaI and symbolic 

constructions of the subject, we will be engaging in dated polemics. The immediately 

positive side of engaging with ps t -  stmcturalist theory has been the calhg into question of 

traditionally maie-centred notions of authority. As SalIy Robinson points out "the 

deconstniction of unitas, identity has meant dismantling the humanist fiction of Western 

Man as universal subject and of Woman as the negative term which guarantees his identity" 

(Robinson 3). From this perspective, post-structuralist thought seems to dissolve the 

concept of "Western Man" and, one might think, to unfetter those interested in female 

subjectivity to pursue their subject. However, as numerous ferninist critics including 

Jardine have noted, "Theory" aiso presents feminist scholars with challenges which go 

beyond any simple notion of liberation from patriarchal culture. 



Working "at the site where feminist criticism and pst-structuraiisrn are presently 

engaged in dialogue," CheryI WaLker explores post-stmchiralism's questioning of the 

"author" with reference to the work of both Roland Barthes and Michel Foucault (553). In 

the following passage, and throughout her article "Ferninist Literary Criticisrn and the 

Author," a discussion of Foucault's work is central: 

According to Foucault, in his essay "What 1s an Author?" (1 9691, th[e] authorid 
presence has disappeared. In the modern period the author is an effacement, an 
absence of the personal, who writes him-or-herser out of the text, through the 
strategies of fictive composition. Nonetheless, we stiu have what Foucault c a s  
"the author function," which dows  us to classify "a Woolf novel," for instance, as 
a different kind of entity than a novel by Jane Austen. The author-function is not a 
subjective-presence but a signature. . . . (Walker 551) 

WaIker adopts Foucault's tenn "the author-funceion" while arguing, as a ferninist cntic of 

poehy, for "re-animating the author [and] p r e s e ~ n g  author-function" (553). The 

temiinology -- "author-function" and "re-animating the author" -- marks the self-conscious 

separation which post-structural theory makes between the one who signs author and the 

fmished text. 

Io S e x u a U T ~ a l  Politics (1985), Toril Moi suggests that in accepting the 

traditional view of the author as "the source, origin and meanhg of the text" one replicates 

the stance of "the paûiarchd critic": 

For the patriarchal aitic, the author is the source, origin and meaning of the text. If 
we are to undo this patxiarchal practice of authonty, we must take one M e r  step 
and proclairn with Roland Barthes the death of the author" (Moi 62). 

Post-stmcniralist theory opens source texts -- in this dissertation life writing and poetry -- 

to many possible readings, none absolute. Despite Moi's prescription for what "we must" 

"undo" a signifiant number of ferninist cntics have refused to accept the death of the 

female author. In "My Statue, My Self," Elizabeth Fox Genovese reflects on a privileged 



elite of "white male authon" who have, to her mind, unfairly proclaimed the death of both 

the author (Barthes) and unifïed notions of subjectiviw (Derrida, Barthes, Foucault) not 

just for other white male authors, but also for women and men outside the privileged goup  

(180). 

Social theonsts such as Jean Baudrillard (1977) have described late modernity in 

t e m  of the "political economy of the sign," and Jean-Josep5 Goux (1991) makes similar 

claims in describing it in terms of a "culture of substitution." In their analyses, Baudrillard 

and Goux link the increasingly socidy-impoverished conceptions of human identity 

leading to discourses such as that on the "death of the subject" to the erosion of social 

relations by increasingly dominant categories which were initially associated with economic 

realities, but which have corne to pervade all fonns of late modem culture under such 

rubrics as globalization. It is therefore no coincidence, they argue, that the severing of the 

relation of the signifier and the signifed, the separation of the author £rom the text occurs 

sirnultaneously with the free rein of economic value which Boa& around the world in 

money markets, without inhering in any çpecific material commodity. There is therefore a 

"triumph of the code" of valuing signs which erase muhially-dependent and contextually- 

specific forrns of social relations. A case can therefore be made that - in linking feminism 

and critiques of capitalism as Livesay and Waddington both do -- resistance to patriarchy as 

well as to the increasing domination of economic categones can form the basis of a female 

subjectivity which posits a ûansformative viabiiity that challenges structures of late 

modemi t y,  as well as perspectives like pos t-stnicturalis rn, which replicate, rather than 

challenge, these forrns of domination. 

In deriling with both life writing and poetry of Livesay and Waddington, I have 

found no easy answerç to how one considers the author, or de& with subjectivity. It 

does, however, seem fairly clear that the "1" in an archival journal by Livesay or 



Waddington usually refers, in a more 'proximate' manner, to use a narratologicai term, to 

the human agent or author. Influenced by post-stmcuralist theory, and yet drawn, as a 

North Amencan feminist critic of wornen's poetry, to affin the "importance of difference" 

and "agency" of women writers, Walker sketches what she refers to as a "third position" 

between whole-hearted affinnation of the death of the author and subject, and the refusal to 

engage with such concepts (553). She writes: 

What we need instead of a iheory of death of the author, is a new concept of 
authorship that does not naiveiy assert that the writer is an originating genius 
creating aesthetic objects outside of history but does not diminish the importance of 
difference and agency in the responses of women writers to historical fomiations. 
(560) 

It is the "historical formations" of late modemity which Livesay and Waddington -- in both 

their emerging feminism and the socialist beiiefs - make more problematic than do the male 

poets of Canadian modemism. 

"The power of language belongs with recognition of the bodily roots of 

subjectivity " (Braidotti 90) .  While accepting these "bodily roots" I fmd it useful to make a 

distinction between "real-iife women" (Braidotti 90) and the cultural tex& we may 

generate. When 1 use the phrase fernale subjectivity in this dissertation, 1 refer to a 

constnction of words and, yet, at the same time, because of the simultaneous focus on life 

writing, these words refer backwards and forwards in time to the real world, a site of 

feminist stmggle. In other words, 1 am countering the increasingly decontextualized world 

of late modemity with the specfics of the iink between poetry and Me writing so as to 

challenge that decontextualkation in a feminist poetics. 

Ln Feminist Practice and Pos~structuralisf Theory Chris Weedon notes: " because 

the subject is the cruciafsite of the fixing of meaning, subjectivity is also the site of 

potential revolution" (89). Recent critical works by Liz Yorke and Shari Benstock display 



an engagement with post-stnicturalism, postulating that language consûucts subjects-in- 

process. "Language," writes Benstock "is not merely a social-cultural medium of 

communication (a tool) but the very fabnc of subjectivity" (17). This "fabric of 

subjecûvity" is of central concem in this snidy. As literary critic Liz Yorke observes in 

Impertineni Voices. "the female body is always mediated in and through language - in 

relation to the sociaVpolitical world- as well as in psychological relation to others" (Yorke 

12). If language has been a site of oppression for women, writing on female subjectivity 

can be explored as a site of struggle and potential liberation. With Di Brandt, Liz Yorke, 

and Rosi Braidom, 1 see poeüy playing a role which rejects "the traditional vision of the 

subject as universal, neutral, or gender-free and the binary logic which sustains it" 

(Braidotri 90). 

In a brief review of c e n d  works of feminist poetry cnticism in North America, 

Waker  avows that, notwithstanding her commitment to post-stnictural theory , she shares 

with Alicia Ostricker, and Donna Bennett, and others, a belief in "the role of litenry 

expressions in bnnging to consciousness conflicts burïed in the poet's psycheft (563). 

From her perspective as a feminist critic, Yorke asserts the irnperative of claiming "the 

powerful transfomational medium of poetry in an ongoing process of re-vision and re- 

interpretation within cultural forms " (1 3) . In my reading of Livesay's and Waddington's 

work, poetry is a site around which discussion of the hitherto "invisible" or "hidden" may 

occur so as to enrich o u  appreciation of an earlier penod while connecting us to the 

stmggles of a previous çeneration . 

Life Wnting and Female Subjectivity 



As Barbara Godard notes in "Ex-centriques, Eccentric, Avant-Garde: Women and 

Modemism in the Literatures of Canada," ferninist critics have worked for "the 

establishment of a broad defmition of the canon of Canadian literature to include para- 

literary forms, travel writings, joumals and letters" (58). Letters and joumds, may, in 

fact, be a means by which women writers leam to bansgress, to challenge what Waugh 

calls a "nom of human-ness" which has not included 'lady poets.' As Waugh notes: 

For the woman writer, the. . . implication is that, if '1' is spoken or positioned in a 
discourse where subjectivity, the n o m  of human-ness, is male, then '1' is. . . - 
displaced, '1' cm never in any material or metaphysical sense be at one with 
myself. (1 1) 

In considering the life writing of Livesay and Waddington together with their poetry, 1 will 

examine these joumals and letten both within the parameters of this broader d e f ~ t i o n  of 

English Canadian litentue, and as a medium which locates femde subjectivity as a basis 

for resisting dominant foms of expression. 

In Waddington's work this mediated record is Linked to what her essay "Outsider: 

Growbg Up in Canada" describes as "two cultural aspects -- Yiddish and English 

Canadian -- (which) did not corne together in me for many long y e m .  They simply existed 

side by side and I devised two codes of behaviour, one to fit each world" (AS 40). The 

trouble she found in both "worlds" led her to write poetry: "(t)hat1s why 1 also had to 

create a third world, my own invented one. . ." (AS 38). As Patricia Duncker notes in 

Sislers & Strangers: An Introduction to Con~emporary Feminis~ Ficrion (1 992): 

n e  expenence of being forced into a particular marginal position does have 
implications for a woman who fmds herself writing from the rim of the circle. Her 
relationship to the lançuage she uses, to the foms she inhabits, will be different 
from the acknowledged legislators of the Literary traditions. Her position will affect 
how she is published or why she rernains unpublished -- and how she is read. (Ur) 



Waddington produced work which is marked by the spectre of a dominant, often hostile, 

WASP establishment against which the female subject is both rnarginaiized and reactively 

poised to speak as rebel outsider. 

Recent critiques of Livesay's letters and poetry by Pamela Banting and Jennifer 

Hendeson present Livesay as, to use Banting's phrase, "Daddy's girl" who, within the 

family romance, plays Athena to her father's Zeus. Centred as it is on the process of 

femaie subjectivity, my reading finds a transfomative emphasis in Livesay's life writing, 

whereas Banting's reading fmds a static "old story ," in which patriarchy is reinscribed. To 

the contrary, 1 argue that in setting out to be a poet Livesay entered a tenitory where her 

father, a lover of prose, was no longer in control of the "girl." 

The near iavisibility of female pets in Canadian modernism is attributable on1 y in 

part to the failure of writers and critics who, if not themselves male, have been rrained to 

valorize males and look for the significance of any period in men's lives and their work. It 

has also to do with the perception of a lack of connection among women poets during both 

the frst  and second waves of Canadian rnodemism. When 1 spoke to P. K. Page after a 

reading she gave at York University in the fall of 1993, she noted that as a young woman 

poet she felt little, or no, sense of connection with other women poets. Phyllis Webb, who 

knew Waddington in Montreal in the late 1940s, makes a similar observation in a m e n t  

interview .' 
Hauscombe and Smyers suggest that for female modernist writers in England "[il t 

is [the] sirnultanmus breaking with boîh iiterary and social conventions which constitutes 

the radicalisrn cornmon among them which makes it possible for them to form a network" 

(1 1). Within Canada the Links between female poets seem to have been more tenuous in the 

fxst half of the twentieth century. Ln part this may have been due to a perception, explicit 

in life writing, îhat 'Men' would ahays be the important ones. Alliance with influentid 



male poets and critics was vital to a woman poet's success. However, Livesay and 

Waddington shared a background in both social work and affiliation with radical political 

interests. Their early life writing forms a kind of path of comection leading up to their 

correspondence which begins in the rnid-forties. The case 1 make in this dissertation is that 

Livesay and Waddington began the pmcess of politicking female subjectivity in terms of 

gender. Life-writing provides a ~ x i u a i  ground from which we may delineate an emerging 

seose of resistance to traditional femininity. 

Waddington refers to transfomiing modem poetry in a passage fiom Apartmem 

Seven about Dorothy Livesay, whom she fmt met in the 1940s: 

. . . she believed that the day had corne for modem poetry to proclaim itself in 
Canada. We all believed that the colonial attitudes and habits of rnind of the poets 
who were then dominating the Canadian Authors Association and their offici al 
publication, CcLnadim P o e ~  Magazine, needed to be cornpletely transformed. 
And we believed we were the ooes to do it- (AS 20) 

Her written statements recognize Livesay both as deepIy committed to her own work, and 

having "the development of modem Canadian poetry passionately at heart.': (AS 20) Ln 

addition to Livesay, Waddington's female fnends included aspiring writers such as 

Margaret Avison and Anne Marriott. Waddington recalls Livesay as a slightly older and 

more established poet who becarne her fiiend in the early forties: 

Dorothy Livesay and 1. . . met and corresponded. . . . Let's Say Dorothy Livesay 
was very encouraging in those days. . . . 1 did look up to her, yes, very much, 1 
would Say. 1 felt very honored that she boîhered with me. She always came and 
visited us. . . . She sent (her work), 1 sa11 have it. And she would send poems as 
she wrote them. She'd send them. She was a great writer of letters. Oh my God, 
I must have written. . . . She didn't keep ail my letten only some of them. . . but 1 
wrote her hundreds. (Taped Interview with LM) 



1 will û-ace this literary friendship of over thirry-five years through an examination of f Q -  

three letiers by Livesay in the Waddington Papers at the National Archives and twenty-four 

letters by Waddington in the Livesay Papers at the University of Manitoba. 

As Joçephine Donovan wiites in "Towards a Women's Poetics," friendships can 

play a vital part in strengthening the female artist's resistance to the dominant male culture's 

diminishment of women. Donovan focuses on the importance of female fnendship among 

wnters. In her words: "For the silenced other to begin to speak, to create art, she must be 

in communication with others of her group in order that a collective social constniction of 

reality be axticulated" (1 01). Further attention to the anhivally-placed letters of female 

poets during the modemist period may yet yield evidence of an emerging female 

cornmunity of writers and enrich our understanding of hitherto neglected connections 

between the "cultural, artistic" and "political" (Treheame 314) as they apply to both male 

and female poets. In examining what 1 call the '1 of i d , '  that is, the '1' of life wnting 

which is not necessarily published, together with the '1 of pnnt' in the poetry, I am seeking 

to explore the troubling, yet vital, links between life and lyric poetry. 

Self and (M)others 

Gayle Greene observes in Chunging Subjecrs: The Making of Fenzinist Liierary 

Criticism that "(Qeminism happened when women learned to Say "1" (1 1). In my own 

"say(ing)" of "1," rnodeniist female poets such as Livesay and Waddington have played a 

vital role. The stylistic evolution of both Livesay and Waddington was undoubtedly 

influenced by the work of older modemist writers such as Mansfield (1 888- 1923) and 

Woolf (1 882- 1941). Their wnting was also influenced by social change pertaining to 

Canadian women. The work of Nellie McClung (1 873-1951) and Ernily Ferguson Murphy 



(1868-1933) had helped to make a previous generation aware of matemal feminisrn, which 

Janice Newton descnbes in ternis of an emphasis on "women's special maternal role (not 

women's autonomy)" (1 995: 9). Neiiher Livesay's nor Waddington's early life writing 

and poeay give any evidence that, as young women, they considered women a morally 

superior sex, as did McClung. Their life writing does, however, attest to the fact that both 

writers sought politicai equality with men. As a graduate student in Western Canadian 

history at the University of Manitoba 1 had shidied the social thought of Nellie McClung 

and Emily Ferguson Murphy. McClung reflected the values of a still colonial Canada 

when she clairned "Alfred, Lord Tennyson" as "our poet" (McClung 30 1). This earlier 

genention of Western Canadian feminist writers seemed at pains to record that they were, 

to use McClung's somewhat disingenuous phrase, "simple-minded, hopeful people" 

(301). Livesay notes in her memoirs that by the 1920's "Nellie McClung and Emily 

Murphy (Janey Canuck) were already legendary. Through the[ir] efforts. . . Manitoba in 

1916 becarne the fust province to grant women the vote" ( W S  50). However, 

cornmitment to women's issues was always more complex for socialist women. As Janice 

Newton makes clear in "The Alchemy of Poiiticization: Socialist Women and the Early 

Canadian Left," in the fmt decades of the twentieth century "socialist convictions at times 

aljenateci" socialist wornen "fiom conservative allies in other movements" (1992: 11 9). My 

point is that the gender critique which these poets inherited from the previous generation 

had both maternal feminist and socialist stmnds. 

During their youth and in the yean which foilowed Livesay and Waddington 

stmggled for gender equality both as committed socialists and as poets. Their early poetry 

contains a rnuch more nuanced exploration of gender than 1 found in the neat binaries of 

darkness and light, good and evil, temperance and dmnkenness, male and female, so 

evident in the writing of Nellie McClung. It is imponant to note that the neat binaries found 



in McCLung's work may wel1 not have been present in the written work of socialist women 

in the first decades of twentieth c e a m  Canada: women who "had to make tactical choices" 

fmding, as Livesay would, too, during the Depression, that "[cjommitment to wornen's 

issues meant alienation fkom the left, or alienation from allies in other organizations" 

(Newton 1992:141). Livesay and Waddington made few explicitly feminist statements in 

their writing up to 1955. Whereas the more explicitly femuiist (and conservative) McClung 

wrote, as she put it, to leave "some small legacy of ûuih" (xi), by contrast, for Livesay and 

Waddington emphasis falls on the "[ilnterrogation" (Livesay 1972: 28) of self, other, and 

life. 

Far from idealizing the smiggle of the previous generation of women, Donovan 

notes that many modernist writers ". . . probably because of uncertainties about gender 

identities -- were in rebellion against their actual or literary mothers" (x). As 1 will discuss 

in the fmal chapter, both Livesay and Waddington saw their own mothers as highly 

fnistrated women, to use Livesay's phrase, "in an unacknowledged revolt against the 

woman's place in the home" (JWS 52). Livesay recds  that her mother was a conservative 

who tended to react to morality "in typical Victorian fashion" ( J W S  31), "implant[ingJ" 

"inhibitions" in her daughters while her father "urged" "rnany freedoms" (JWS 15). The 

preference for her father is marked throughout Dorothy Livesay's life writing. At the same 

tirne her school girl diary very early observes that men, like her father, had easier lives than 

women like her mother. labeled "[s]lovenly" by her husband and yet bound to her home 

after she had children, defined primarily as a mother and wife ( J W S  31). Livesay wntes: 

A sense of family and individual conflicts dorninated rny teenage years in Toronto. 
It was only with my best fnend, Gina, that 1 felt at ease, free to speak out my real 
feelings conceming the institutions of family, religion and capitalism, from al1 of 
which I longed to break fkee. ( N S  3 1) 



As a teenager Livesay formed the aspiration to combine rescue by "Prince Charming" with 

"a purposeful feminist career as a novelist" (TWS 31). 

By Waddington's account her ". . mother was a rebellious feminist who never 

accepted her woman's lot. Subverting the text of life was her favorite pursuit and she 

worked at it with a passion" (AS 204). Waddington has affmed that the mother in the 

title story of S u m e r  At Lonely Beach resembles her own mother, "a passionate admirer 

of the written word and of the feminist movement. . . ." (1). Both Livesay and 

Waddington found their mothen extremely diffcult to deal with. Each in her youth sought 

to remove herself beyond her mother's grasp. Yet, by my reading, when they explored 

gender in poetq, Livesay and Waddington brought their mothers' lives, and traditional 

"woman's place," to the page. As adult women they rehimed to enigmas their own 

morhers had faced as wives and mothers. 

The tension beîween rising expectations for women, and retum to a traditional 

rniddle-class ideal of woman as homernaker after World War Two, was, 1 believe, an 

added impetus for breaking with old ways of writing in a f o m  which as DeKoven writes 

of modemism, "inhabits the space of unresolved contradiction or unsynthesized dialectic" 

(1 0). In their lyric poetry, a nuanced register of the tension between traditional gender 

roles and feminisrn is part of the "unresolved contradiction" - fmt evident in their early 

life writing -- that marks Livesay and Waddington as modemist writers. But the 

"contradiction" is never sirnply a matter of tradition (past) in opposition to egalitarian 

feminisrn (new) . 

Poetry has played a preeminent role in both writers' lives. As Livesay writes in 

Sclcc~ed Poam: The Sel/-Completing Tree "whether a leap is possible, a miracle of 

changed feeling, changed thinking -- that is the theme of these many poems" (1 986: 3). In 

an essay entitled "The Golden Eye" Waddington States that "the poem always knows more 



than the poet" (1984: 66). For both writers, poetry has been a central means of exploring 

the subjectivity of the culturally lesser-known 'Other.' Along with Di Brandt, I suggest 

that "poetry is one of the most powemil tools we have to help us remember who we are as 

women, where we have corne fiom, what was doue to us, and what we wish to do about 

it" (Brandt 1996: 43). 1 believe that both through reading and writing texts, women can 

recognize and combat the intemalization of negative messages about their own gender. 

Notwithstanding their "rebellion" against their mothers, Livesay and Waddington inhented 

a background of frst wave feminism. The "transfomative" element 1 locate in their poetics 

represents an engagement with "serious questions about gender identity," questions which 

these lyric poets inherited from their biologicd as weU as their literary mothen (Donovan 

XI. 

1 Webb States: "1 suppose one of the marked differences between then and 
now is that I didntt think of myself as a 'woman writer' and there weren't 
many things that reminded me that 1 was a woman trying to write.-..there 
were hardly any women writers in  this group. Miriarn Waddington turned 
up occasionally, but there wasn't much resonance between the two of us at 
that time ... there were a few other women coming and going with the men 
usualIy."(321) 



Chapter One: "Someone's Trying to Speak": Female Subjectivity in Dorothy 

Livesay's EarIy Life Writing and Poetry. 

"You would know more about me if you could read poehy old man," writes Dorothy 

Livesay in an undated early letter to her father @LUM B37 F2). In their focus on leaming 

"more about me," Livesay's fmt two books of poetry Green Pifcher (1928) and Signposr 

(1932) -- when explored with her Life writing of the same period -- constitute an oblique 

challenge to patriarchal authority. Ln the first poem of Signpost the reader is told that 

"(s)omeone's trying to speak" (3) but, in the "staccato" of this nirbulent fmt poem, the identity 

of that "someone" remains ambiguous. At points in the poem the disturbing "someone" seems 

sepante from the lyric speaker, at other points the threatening sound seerns to originate "in 

[her] head." From the fust poems in both of Livesay's early books of poetry "speak[ing]" as 

subject is charged with the possibility of disturbing the balance between self and other. Read 

from a gendered perspective this upset marks a revisionhg of the known world. 

As Cynthia Hogue suggests in Schenting Women: P o e ~ .  Privilege, and ~ h e  Politics of 

Subjecl iv i~,  "modified by aesthetic and cultural codes, female poets also transiorm them" 

(xvii). This chapter will consider Livesay's early diaries, acadernic thesis, and her two fmt 

books of poetry. 1 read the diaries Livesay kept between 1927 and 1930, and her 1932 thesis 

on "Modem English Poetry" together with her early poetry as initiating a transfomative 

process, "a web of action/pulling" her reader in " to playhew , unknown games/ making" the 

female subject "a centre" within modem poetry @LCP 275). 

On both a formal and substantive level Livesay's early work is charged with tension 

between rcceived patteming and the process of new design. As such, it manifests an 

ambivalence which is characteristic of literary modemism, displaying what DeKoven in Rich 

and Slrange: Gender. History, Modernisrn ( 1  99 1) refers to as "unresoived contradictoriness" 



(21). In this chapter, 1 will consider the manner in which Livesay's diaries illuminate what 

DeKoven ca.Ils the "oscillating moment to moment ambiguity" (14), the "unsynthesized 

dialectic" (21) of tension not only between male and female, but within the female subject who 

brings conflicting selves to the centre of lyric. 

Writuig t h i q  years apart, Desmond Pacey and David Arnason have both linked 

Livesay's early poetry in Green Piicher and Signposi to a reaction against "the ornateness and 

involved rhetoric of late Victorian verse. . . (Pacey xi)."' However these critics do not theorize 

a comection between modernist formal practice and female subjectivity. In this chapter, 1 link 

Livesay's use of modemist forniai practices to her reading of the work of female modemists 

such as Virginia Woolf, Katherine Mansfield, H. D., and Edith Sitwell. 

As suggested in the introduction, life writing provides a textual 'underground' in which 

to explore the female as subject-in-process Ieadinç up to the published work. This linkage of 

life writing and poetry is therefore central to a consideration of textual representations of female 

subjectivity. In Journey With My Selves. Livesay recounts that as a young woman still at 

home with her parents in Clarkson, Ontario, she refused to play a Chopin prelude for Charles 

G. D. Roberts. Instead, she directed her discussion with him to the modern free verse 

movement in poetry (JWS 94). The episode is recounted as follows: 

. . . my mother sought to please the poet by playing some Beethoven sonatas. She 
played with feeling, but with no technique. The poet urged me to play a Chopin 
prelude which FRL told him 1 knew, but 1 stubbornly refused. 1 knew that I had no 
technique either. instead we discussed poetry, the modem kee-verse movement. "The 
hardest poetry to wnte is free verse," Roberts rold me. 1 didn't agree; that would have 
been to admit to being a mere dilettante, which 1 did not believe 1 was. For me, 
though, free verse was the easiest to write: the rhythrns so close to speech, delighted 
me. . . . 1 was sharply aware of his worldliness, his elegance. 1 dared to challenge this: 
1 called him the grandfather of Canadian poetry, and this miffed him. ( W S  93-94) 

In rcfusing "to play" Livesay "dared. . . challenge" Roberts with a new f o m  in which he too 

was practitioner radier than an omniscient judge. For the young female poet the free verse 



poems were "the easiest to write," while for "the grandfather of Canadian poetry" they were 

"the hardesttl ( J W S  94). An interest in modem "rhythrns. . . close to speech," led Livesay to 

break the old rules of traditional poetry. 

" Undemeath stories of quiet Little girls ," writes Valerie Walkerdine , "are murderous 

fantasies. These are not there because they are essentid to the female body or psyche but 

because the stories of our subjugation do not tell the whole cnith: our socialization does not 

work" (xv). The late dian marino (sic), a gifted teacher and a professor of Environmental 

Studies at York University, used a concept in teaching which she c d e d  "creative 

misinterpretation," taking a phrase, or idea, to apply in a different way to new ends which 

challenge dominant perspectives. In a 'creative misreading' of Walkerdinets phrase 

"underneath stones," I mean to elaborate a process-oriented representation of female 

subjectivity. The fundamental tension in Livesay's early writing is, as 1 read it, between 

ferninine roles in which women have k e n  defrned through men, and a refusal of such 

patteming -- most often expressed 'under cover' whether in dreams recounted in the journals, 

indirectly explored in academic writing, or, last and most powerfully, inscribed in book of 

p0etr.Y 

In Journey Wifh My Selves. Livesay writes that as a young poet she "was. . . 

disgusted with the poetic pose that dictated there must be a young adoring maiden constantly 

visible at the poet's feet" (96). The place assigned the "maiden" in Canadian iiterary culture 

c i ra  1928-1932 reflected the gender-patteming of the period, a gender-patterning which, while 

stiu confi yring the female in relation to the dominant male, whether father or male poet, was 

also open to challenge and change. 

Shirley Neuman writes that "the entire process of inventing a self in autobiographies" 

cm bc rcad "as a double gesture by which the narrator presents herser or is read as culnirally 

dcfined as a woman and as 'different from cultural prescription' as both the product of social 



discourse and as individual" (218). This concept of "a double gesiure" which Neuman appiies 

to women's autobiographies can also be applied to female subjectivity in p o e q  in which the 

"1" within lyric may be read both as "woman," and, at the same time, may work to critique 

"Woman" as essentialist category. As the introduction States 1 use "fernale subject" and 

"female subjectivity" to emphasize the process of reading and writing subjectivity in the female 

rather than fixing the "identity" of a "Dorothy" conflated with text. The "1" pushing the pen is, 

as Neurnan emphasizes, engendering the wriîten "1" of subjectivity in a 'double gesture' of 

cultural prescription and individual invention. Livesay's writing situates "unsyntheshd 

dialecticality" in female subjectivity: in her writing the femaie is not an observer but rather a 

self-divided speaker wiihin a gender-polarized world . 

Following the example of Pacey in his introduction to Selected Poems of Dorothy 

Livesay: 1926-1956. rnany critics have found Green Pitcher (1 928) and Signpost (1 932) 

"mainly Iyrics of personal emotion or nature description, short, simple, direct and restrained," 

poeh-y which, in surnmation, is "not as significant as it might have k e n "  had it reflected a later 

period when "her political interests became dominant" (xv). As a representative cntic of his 

penod, Pacey, too, overlooked the "richly significant relevance" of female subjectivity to any 

critical exploration of Livesay's early work. However, as noted in the introduction, a number 

of feminist cntics including Diana Relke and Pamela Banting and Lorraine York have more 

recently opened Livesay's early writing to feminist interpretation. 

Both within Canada and abroad, recent ferninist cnticism has begun to revise the 

1iterax-y history of the modernist penod. Gilbert and Gubar state in The War of rhe Words that 

the code of objectivity they locate both in male modemists' theoretical writing and in their 

poetry was formulated in response to the advent of women into literary high culture. Sydney 

Janet Kaplan clairns that there is both a "hegernonic defmition of modernism" and a 

"submerged" female voice. The "hegemonic" version is focused on "legitimizing masteworks 



such as Ulysses and The Waste Land" with a "rhetoric and doctrine to explain and justify that 

body of work" in large part wrïtten by T. S. Eliot (8). Kaplan writes as follows of the 

"submerged voie  in this formulation": 

. . , the female. . . achieves its decisive fomulation in the mid-to-late twenties - not 
only because of legitimizing mastenvorks such as Pilgrimge, "Prelude," or To the 
Lighthouse but because there developed a rhetorically effective d o c t ~ e  to explain and 
justify that body of work. For this rhetoric and doctrine wootfl was in large part 
responsible ." (8) 

As mentioned in the inû-oduction, Livesay's life writing verifies the fact she was reading the 

"masterworks" of rnodemist women such as Mansfield and Woolf as well as the better known 

men. Woolf s Jacob's Room is buned in the garden by the mother in Livesay's radio play 

"nie Times Were Different" (RHLH 134). The young female protagonist tells us "I was 

allowed to read. . . the modems, like Hemingway and Lawrence. But it was different with one 

book, one written by a woman!" (RHLH 134). Kaplan's statement about the "doctrine" of 

"the female" version of modemism being "explain[ed] and jiistflied]" implies a cohesive 

version of female modernism. However the work of female modernists such as Richardson, 

MansfieId, and Woolf did not receive much attention in discussions about modernism until the 

advent of feminist cnticism. The premise seemed to be that women writers did not reaily fit. 

As Livesay's play intuits, the gender-politics of the period could make the modem book 

"written by a woman!" seem more of a threat to the given order than a book by Hemingway or 

Lawrence (RHLH 134). Accordùigly , in Livesay's radio play "The Times Were Different?" 

the Canadian matron of the mid-1920's takes up her husband's spade and buries Jacob's 

Room (1 922) seeking to protect the innocence of their daughter, burying female modemism 

using good Southem Ontario dirt. 



Livesay's Journals: 1927-1930 

The earliest extant journal of Livesay, dated 1927-1929, is located in Special 

Collections at the University of Manitoba. It has a marbled hardback cover with iined pages. 

It opens with a sketch of D. K. Livesay by the pe t ' s  sister, Sophie Livesay. The journal is 

handwritten with unnumbered pages. The second extant journal, dated 1929-1 930, is also 

handwritten and unpaginakd. The two journals are of a piece. Together they cover the penod 

when Livesay began a B. A. (Honom) in modem lanyages at Trinity College, University of 

Toronto, and spent her third university year (1929-30) at University of Aix-en-Provence, 

ending with her return to Toronto. In these joumals the focus is not on the record of where 

Livesay is, or with whom, which one customarily associates with diaries. Instead, they 

explore the dilemma of the artist as a young woman unsure whether, as she States at the end of 

the fmt journal, "D. K. Livesay would rather be happy and loved than an artist." 

Ln her life writing in these two early joumals, there is debate both about whether a 

woman can be a writer and about which genre she as a writer will choose. Two opposed codes 

of meaning are explored as "conservative" and "modem." The conservative code is allied with 

patriarchal ordei affixming female hiIfUment in mmiage, and the "modems" are associated 

with female artist figures such as Woolf and Mansfield. 

Reflecting on the "diary" f o m  in her "Personal Diary 1927-1929," Livesay considers 

"her book" both "an expression of self' and a work within a genre in which women such as 

Fanny Burney have descnbed "the extemals of an interesting life" and in which Katherine 

Mansfield had written in a manner Livesay recognized "as important, as creative, as her defmite 

work." Unlike Fanny Burney's famous diaries which are full of the events of daily life, as 

Todd notcs in The Sign of Angelica, "muted, excised and clarifed by the older Fanny Burney, 

the famous novelist" (274), Livesay's own "diary" is concemed with "thoughts" and 



"transitions." She had read both Burney and Mansfield and rather than staying, as Burney 

had, with extemals, Livesay emulated Mansfield, the modernist. However, whiie Livesay 

approved of "Kathenne['s]" journals being pubiished, she feIt that her own diary should be 

In her journal of 1927-1929 she conducts a debate about her future. Within it she is of 

two minds , divided between needing to pull back hto  a pro tective anonymi ty , and daring to 

become a writer. The journais constitute a space where she could write of this inner conflict 

without fearing the disapproving audience fiom whom she had "heard" about poor, dead 

It is only a very vain, a very b h d  person, who saves young diaries. And the time 
must corne for me to burn mine. . . one's thoughts one's transitions, are useful things 
to remember: but they should be kept forever private, and buried in the end of one's 
coffui. . . . 1 have heard that in Dr. Pierce's life of Max-jorie PickthaU he has pnnted 
parts of her diary of no importance. Had she realized, how quickly she would have 
burnt hem! 

As for myself, 1 once wrote a diary with romantic dreams of publication. O thank 
whatever gods there be that 1 am beyond that stage now! Honestly and sincerely 
beyond it. 

Yet s till 1 wish 1 had the courage to Say, as Disraeli, "1 want to be Pnme Minister," and 
be it. But ambition with me is an evii to be fought, because it makes my imagination 
unbalanced. (DLUM D l ,  Jan. 20,1928) 

This passage conveys the repressive power of stereotypical notions of femininiq, and suggests 

that "ambition" is not a matter of courage, but rather, if one is a female, and Canadian, of "an 

evil to be fought. . . ." While the "diaries" refer to the widely recognized Ernily Dickinson and 

Katherine Mansfield in idealized t e k s ,  Pichthall is rnentioned only this once in the shadow of 

her biographer who is found to have quoted from writing which she, could she have known, 

would have "burnt." In the poems of Green Pifcher, the spectral "wraith" with her Keatsian 

"aching sorrow" (5) is one of the less substantial lyric representations of female subjectivity. 



In Livesay's journal, Pickthall is seen as "an aimost," a spectral figure, a "wraithn in the pliant 

hands of a male (Atwood 179): Here Livesay faces one of what she WU later c d  "these 

riddles" which threaten her sense of vocation as writer. If the "young" woman values her 

writing and dares to build a literary reputation, she risks being - .  as severely judged as Pickthaii 

was shoaly after her death. If she keeps her writing "forever private," then she WU never be 

known. 

As Janice Williamson notes, for Marjorie Pickthall and her generation, the dominant 

gender codes c o n f i g  the fernale poet to the position of ornamental ange1 had beyn  to be 

challenged on the political front by feminisrn and on the literary one by modem verse. For the 

already successfbl "poetess" Matjone Pickthall, the "revolutiooary horizon" (Anderson 104) of 

the twentieth century presented complex challenges which Livesay (the next generation) was 

left to take up. Williamson writes in A Mazing Space: 

The image of the middle-class Victorian woman as decorative window dressing became 
unsenled when wornan began self-reflexively to examine her own gendered role. For 
those Victorians bom in the 1880s womanly ideals and expectations were marked by 
both 'change and continuity.' Gendered codes of earlier generations were both 
affimied and intempted creahg a conixadictory relation to the 'feminine.' The middle- 
class ideal, the 'angel of the house,' becarne as much a limit as a model. The 
stereotypical spinster or the 'mannish woman' remained the al temative to the marrîed 
woman of the period. Caught between the hegemonic conception of 'feminine duty' 
and the imaginative possibilities of the 'modem' woman, Pickthall's self-analysis as 
'rnisfit' seems entirely comprehensible. (169) 

Whereas PickthalI presents herser as "a misfit of the worst kind" (Pickthail in Willianson:168) 

when she writes her fiiend Helen Coleman in 19 19, Livesay -- a Little over a decade Iater -- 

conveys in her journal a similar sense of not fitting when she states: "1 dare not let my dreams 

escape, they are so wild" (DLUM Dl, Jan. 20,1928). Feminine gender patternhg served as a 

central tension in both writers' careers, but it would seem from Livesay's 1927-1 929 journal 

that Pickthall, the best known Canadian woman poet of the previous generation, offered a 

spectral waming: to conceal hcr wild dreams and her book. 



A little over a month after it was begun, the journal announces the forthcoming 

publication of Green Pitcher with the note, "1 am afraid of any kind of notice, of auy kind of 

farne. 1 am afiaid that it will cheapen me, make me forget the things I create corne through no 

volition or no power of mine" (DLUM Dl, March 9th, 1928). "[Nlotice" involves trespass. It 

means crossing over the chasm betwecn the pnvate hand-written book - a book Livesay had 

prornised herseif eventually to bum - and entering the public domain of print culture. 

In a passage which is presented without contextual introduction that would situate it as 

either a dream or reaiity, Livesay writes: 

The Prince said: "The trouble with behg a poetess is that you have to be deep -- isn't 
it!" 

So 1, thinking he meant it as an assertion, and was explaining things to me, 1 put on my 
pride and subrnitted gratiously to the dictum. "Yes. I suppose you are right." 

When ail the while he must have meant it as a question. My answer should have 
shown that 1 was simple undemeath it all. (DLUM D l  March 5,1929) 

During her senior year at Glen Mawr School, Livesay was invited to a bal1 at Government 

House when Edward, Prince of Wales, visited Toronto. There is no record that she spoke 

with the Prince (JWS 66), but the conversation fragment which she records two years later 

illusirates the debilitating sexual stereotyping which stiu applied both to the "poetess" arrd to 

Livesay herself. Poet Dorothy Parker's strategy against king Iabeled a "poetess" was to be 

what she called a "smarty." She recalled in a Paris Review interview "Dammit, it was the 

twenties and we had to be smarty" (75). It was fashionable for women in certain circles to be 

hverent  following the light lync style of Edna St. Vincent Millay. But in her schooi-girl life 

writing Livesay reports diat she could muster no clever ("smarty") reply. Tradition weighs her 

down, in the figure of the regal "Prince" who uses the diminishing word "poetess." 

For a male p e t  to bc caiied "deep" would place him in the visionary catcgory of the 

pcat (dl-male) Rornantics: no "trouble" there. But for a well read young woman, and an 



aspiring poet, having to be "deep" was out of key with the time. It meant the possibility of 

being mocked for writing "of no importance" like Pickihall, and if one pemsted it also meant 

didactic combat against a culture which wanted its "Little girls" made of " [slugar and spice" 

(RHLH 136). In "submitt(ing) graciously to the dictum," the diarist accepts as "assertion" 

what she later decides was a question. The value for the female of what Woolf in Jacob's 

Room calls "Dleauty in its hothouse variety" (JR 67), the pleasing but unchdenging surface, 

made having "to be deep" undesirable not only to Livesay's "Prince," but also to the young 

Canadian poet who grew up within a culture which upheld limiting stereotypcs that women 

have f is t  beauty and then babies, while men have great thoughts. 

"Katherine" [Mansfield] and "Virginia" [Woolfj, are referred to numerous times in 

Livesay's fmt journal. Thc references to these writers seem especially significant since they 

deconstruct "traditional conventions of fiction which resîrict the roles of women" (Kaplan 86). 

These modemkt writers question the whole "manner of our seeing" through language, as 

Woolf does in Jacob's Room (1922), to describe "life" oot in tem of courtship and mamage, 

but, rather, as a brilliant but quickly changing "procession of shadows" (70). 

The male voices quoted within the fmt  joumals -- her father, the Prince [of Wales?J. an 

unnarned critic - all  serve to müiirnize rather than enhance the adult fernale's daim to 

subjectivity either through derogatory comment (father about mother), or through affûming 

stereotypes which suggest that a "poetess" is undesirable as a woman. Here again is the 

"unsynthesized dialecticaiity" of female subjectivity. If her own society continued to reify 

women according to Lirniting stereotypes, Livesay's early joumals contain evidence of 

challenging henelf, as a wnter, to "see" possibilities for the fernale as subject beyond the 

confines of the seductive fernale stcrcotypc of the bcautiful, chamiing 'jeune fille.*3 

In an entry of the prcvious year. Livesay reviewed the proofs of Green Piicher and 

rcported ". . . people will likely cal1 it 'Channing'. . . As yet I have reached no greater beauty 



than charm. What 1 long for is power, fne. . . " (DLUM Dl, A p d  20,1928). The text of the 

dreddialogue with "the Prince," who may as weil be the Prince Charrning of faky tale. 

suggests the constriction which even the most privileged and boldly ambitious of Canadian 

young woman poets faced when coming of age in this period. In Livesay's subsequent work 

"plung(ing)" (SP 45) and "divingo (D&N 37) wiii be associated with a female speaker's desire 

to break away: both moving with the drowned "Virginia" woo l f j  "[djown, down" as weI1, in 

the same poem, as "flying" (D&N 38). 

The source of Livesay's ambivalence about the publication of Green Pitcher is the 

desire not to d e  out a "conservative" future prescribed for the femaie of her time and class 

with reference to husband and children. In Scherning Women , H o p e  stresses that some 

women were disempowered because of their sex but "privileged because of class and race." 

Gentile and economically secure women poets have had a "differing relationship to pnvilege" 

(xx) than have wornen poets born without social status and/or born Jewish or Black. Hope 

suggests the need to "resist ideaiking assumptions of cornmonalty among women, as well as to 

clarify how. . . poets relate to privilege as well to oppression" (xx). Livesay's life writing 

makes it clear that she had a privilegd childhood. She was well aware that she could be a 

writer if she chose, but equally aware of the contradictory assumption that good girls would 

fi~lfill themselves, not as "bluestockings," but within marriage. 

Livesay's journal indicates the influence of a middle and upper class-bound assumption 

of the time that a girl's mie vocation is rnamiage and children. Her journal refers to the writing 

of Gcorge Moore who would, she surmises with evident approval, consign al1 women to carc 

for "the more serious concems" of households, leaving men to sustain "Art." Shared class 

assumptions blend together with patriarchy. The formidable novelist, George Eliot, is blamed 

for the "sticky porridge" which results when white middle class women dcfy tradition and 

pursue their own individual work. Livesay writes: 



George Moore hits it on the head ". . . Women like art until the more serious concerns 
of life begin for hem, and George Eliot, who had no children, continued to stir a sticky 
porridge al1 her life long. . . . [sic] Wornen have succeeded as actresses and as 
courtesans - yes, and as saints, best of all as saints; they have worshipped with the 
gods that men have created.". . . . 1 want to write quite a profound essay on "Women 
and Art" - combating Virginia Woolf. (DLUM Dl,  March 24,1928) 

Rather than writing a "profound" essay "combating" Woolf, Livesay, for her next volume of 

poems, wrote in a letter to her mother that she proposed to title her book with Woolf s words, 

beginning with a list of three possible epigrarns frorn Room Of One's Own. Within what she 

refers to in 1928 as "fifil gusts" of poeûy, Livesay pursues altemate female "faces" and 

"selves ." The diaries textualize a gendered conflict between "conservative" codes of meaning 

and the "wild" dreamings of one who seeks to become more than "man's world" seems to 

allow one of her sex. The tcxtualized "selves" speak on both sides of this struggle. 

In "A Dream," a two-page passage written in December 1929, Livesay records the 

presence of a "Fa* Godmother": "we were on a train, running up and down the conidors, 

when the Fa j l  Godmother -- a Little crinkled up woman with soft white hair - found me." 

Given a wish, the narrator responds "1 wish that 1 may love someone with my whole self. . ." 

But "not like the ordinary Fa j r  Godmother," the old woman responds: 

"No! Dont Say that. You will have plenty of experience without wishing for it." 

" WiU I?" 

She nodded, wisely. 1 ran the whole length of the train trying to think it out. When 1 
found her again 1 knceled down before her, lifted up my face: "1 wish to be a real 
artist!' 

The light seerned to break into fragments. She must have waved her wand. "But oh, 
my dear, that will be cruel. There will be pain." 

"1 know." Knowing, 1 woke up. 

This is perhaps the most defmite d rem I've had; and yet the most irnaçinary , the 
farthest from reality . It was like bcing seven again. @LUM D2, Dec. 21, 1929) 



The "1" on the train fmt  wishes for romantic love, a wish linked both to the romance plot of 

fairy tales, to romantic novels, and to the fast f ~ s h  Moore predicts for the most modem of 

women's art is tic aspirations after maniage. But within the modem enclosure of "the train" the 

seemingly tkneless and "natural" wish to "love someone with my whole self' is dismissed. 

The "wishn the "Fairy Godmother" gants requires the volition of "think(ing) it out, and then 

the "break(ing) into fragments" of one reality for a "cruel" process in which "there will be 

pain." Like the hero in a male bildungsroman the "whole self' in the dream wakes "knowing" 

that she has a dificult stnxggle before her. 

Livesay characterizes campus life at the University of Toronto in the late 1920s in terms 

of division of the sexes in an environment where "the possible role of women as writers was. . 

. v e r -  much questioned" (JWS 95). She laments finding in the life at university ". . . never a 

kinsprit (sic) face, someone to laugh with" (DLUM D l ,  Oct. 2, 1927). The lcindred spirit she 

missed in university she creates in early journals which are, after ail, "though ts. . . (and) 

transitions" written to her older self (DLUM D 1, Jan. 20,1928). Excelling as a poet and 

winning the Jardine Prize for ". . . not prose, but a lyrical outpouring," Livesay recalls in her 

mernoirs "that award. . . lost me a social life" ( W S  95). In September 1928, Livesay wrote 

that ". . . life is constantly fnisbating self and art is constantly giving freer scope, within" 

@LUM Dl, Sept. 27,1928). Within the diaries her kindred spirits are the writers she 

admires, most notably women, ". . . Emily, Virginia, and Katherine" (DLWM D l ,  Jan. 12, 

1928). Dickinson, Woolf, and Mansfield provide a female community within the journal. 

They are the empowering Company which the journal orchestrates with a female muse figure, 

the "crinkled up woman," a mother bearing the prcfixes "Faky" and "God," who sanctions hcr 

wish to bccome that "unnatural" thing among her sex: "a mal artist." 
1 

The power to bccome "a real Artist" is dso Linked to Livcsay's dream of the Fajr  

Godmothcr who, like the famous woman poet supporting . Esther Greenwood in Sylvia Plath's 



The Bell Jar, responds negatively to her "wish" to be loved. Plath's Esther states, "1 might 

weli get manied and have a pack of children someday." The "weird old wom(a)nfl replies, "in 

horror. But what about your career?" (Plath in Bennett 127). As Bennett observes in her 

study of fernale poetics, Plathts "weird old wom(a)n" and, 1 would add, the "Fairy 

Godmother" of Livesay's journal, react, on behalf of a young woman aspiring to write, against 

traditional gender d e s  which, h m  their perspective, tend to ease women out of titerary 

achievernent through bbinding them - in literature as in life - to the romance plot. In both 

Plath's novel The Be11 Jar and Livesay's early joumals we find the "double gesture" (Neuman 

218) of at once representing cultural prescription, and reacting against it. In both passages 

"weird old women," and not the young "self," support a "wish" which involves writing new 

tex& rather than accepting old ones. 

One of the things which ûaditional poets tended to need, and women had tended to 

lack, was a classical education. Both Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Virginia Woolf wrote of 

the serious impediment for a female writer of lacking a university education. Desmond Pacey 

states that the "University of Toronto was [in the late twenties] a very congenial environment 

for a young writer" (xiii). Although women were ailowed to be students and able to seek 

advanced degrees, they were absent both from faculty and in course lists of writers. The lack 

of female professon, and the al1 but exclusive study of writing by and about men, was clearly 

not entirely "congenial" to Livesay. In Livesay's journals of the period there is a pervasive 

note of ennui. In November 1928 she writes: "1 can scarcely bear. . . any study that is not 

delight - bringing, and so profitable for my mind, constructive for my thought." She 

concludes that "the institution of a Univers@ Degee was bom in Ugliness itself." Although 

noting "(o)f course this sounds childish, possessive," she adds that ". . . this narrow Ieaminç 

gives me no way to prove myself, to understand what 1 have or have not" (DLUM Dl, Nov. 

28,1928). What the young Livesay refers to as the "narrow leaniing" offercd in the 



"University Degreen was, as Woolf made clear in a Room of One's Own, based almost 

completely on a study of civilization as the creation of "Man." S m d  wonder, then. that in 

speaking of "myself," a young female, privileged even to be ailowed into this androcentric 

world, displays a contradictory attitude: she is both bored by the "history of kings" and critical 

of herself for "sound[ing] childish. . . ." While it set her apart fiom her peers as a 

"bluestocking," modem poetry was a medium in which the llprov(ing)" of a "self" could occur. 

For the young Livesay the idiom of everyday speech, present in her fmt books, can be read as 

a mnsformative link between a poetic tradition by and about men, and what feminist 

sociologist Dorothy Smith calls altemate gound "beyond the immediately known" (83). 

Livesayfs early joumals engage her reader in an ongoing and sometimes contradictory 

process of exploring gendered subjectivity, as when she ends the 1927-1929 journal by 

claiming that a list of her recent poems have predicted the future, and then, in apparent rehisal 

of the power of her poetry, resolves that she is not going to be a poet after dl. In the following 

passage the pnder patterns of the day seem to close like an iron door and only conventional 

codes of femininity seem to offer "The key": 

The key to al1 these riddles is that D. K. Livesay would rather be happy and loved than 
an artist. So 1 am defeated everywhere - a conservative and a woman. 1 have corne to 
believe even, that "the world is wiser than the modems" ! (DLUM D 1, Mar.. 1929) 

The aspiring writer "D. K. Livesay" is figured, on this last page of "Her Book" (DLUM Dl) ,  

in the apparently abject position before the received wisdom that the " world" is " wiser than the 

modems." The particular "world" of which she writes evidently claims poetry for males. The 

cmerging female writer musr, it seems, be suppressed to ensure that she will be "happy and 

Ioved." As H o p e  might suggcst, the choice of maniage and children over "art" represents 

both a romaotic resoiution of hcr class and a "defeat" of the woman as artist. 



In the second journal Livesay challenges herser to corne to ternis with the alternate 

reality of being known not only as "Dorothy," or a privileged White Anglo-saxon Canadian 

girl, but as the author of texts. In a dream recounted while staying in Aix-en-Provence, the 

"new pensionaire" is presented: 

The newcomer srniled, turned to me: "And who is D. K. Livesay?" she demanded. 
"Oh just that: D. K. Livesay," 1 answered (modestly). 
"Indeed you're more than that. 1 remember now! 1 read your --Il 

Our hostess bûamed. She was "in the know." She hastened eagerly to explain who 1 
was. And ail the while 1 kept on smiiing, shyly, modestly. . . 
God, how living with people creates vanity. That has happened before: 

"My daughter, Dorothy ." Dorothy smiies shyly . "Oh Dorothy ! Dorothy Livesay ," 
cries the visitor. 

How can 1 become simple, natural, eager, when ail that "precocity" is in the back of rny 
mind? It is so fatally easy to take oneself for granted. And after that, the world has 
trapped you. (DLUM D2, Nov. 1 1,1929-1930) 

For Livesay, life writing was a central means of not taking "oneself for pnted ,"  and thereforc 

provided an important expression of the struggles for a transformative poetic of fcmale 

subjectivity. The dream gives way in this passage to meditaiion on constniction of the 

gendered social self. The repeated adverbs "shyly" and "modestly" suggesi the 'correct' 

(subsenient) patteming of female submission within the society of her place and t h e .  But the 

dream itself plays with a script in which "D. K. Livesay" is not only a "modest" girl but 

recognized as "more" with reference to a pubiished text. The avowed aspiration of becomi~ig 

"simple, natural, eager" stands in opposition to the "precocity" of having published. Also, as 

"daughter, Dorothy," Livesay had been raised to esteem writers, even as a child she had 

collccted signatures of the "Somebod(ies) " of Canadian liter~ture including Charles G. D. 

Robcrts, F. P. Grove, Duncan C. Scott, and neighbour and family friend Mazo de la Roche 

(DLUM B3F2). 



In "Personal Diary March 1929-September 1930," wriîten in Aix-en-Provence, 

Livesay recounts hgments of conversation which suggest the penistence of gender confiict as 

a concern in her Me. The youog French girl whose family she lives with asks her, "Pourquoi 

les garcons sont-ils tellement egoistes? Est--ce que hi peux les supporter?" No answer is 

recorded. The question is apparently the notable thing. On the next page Livesay recounts 

how, while climbing wiîh the girl and her family, conversation shifts fkom "les garcons" to "les 

femmes " : 

Half way up the mountain, when JoeI began taUring about women -- we al1 becarnc 
feamilly alert, Iistening to each other. X dropping his questions down at me, about thc 
strange Amencan woman who has no dot. . . and I shooting them up to him, laughing. 

"Elle donne elle-meme, Xavier! Et aussi, souvent, elle gagne sa vie, meme marice!" 

. . . this kept recumng, ail day. Madame, you see, knows my other self as her children 
do not. But 1 wonder whether she knows! Because 1 seem to change selves like 
gments .  So now it would seem the most natural thing in the world to renounce 
everything of the old Me and to accept their traditions, their bcliefs, their country. . . 
@LUM D2, April27,1929) 

The gender patteming of the bourgeois French family seems, in this passage, to reduce the 

fernale to a "dot." The "stranp Amencan woman" interpreted by Livesay to "Xavier" is 

presented as a figure of "imaginative possibilities of the 'modem' woman." The French family 

conventions naturalize - that is, make "the most natural thing" - of the acceptance of male 

egoism and fernale submission. The figure pursued in the journal is the "other self," the one 

who records questions and pnvileges her own uncertain dreams. The following passage reads: 

This has happened before, this transformation. . . I always wondered whcther it would 
last: whether there was any permanent me that would demand expression. How can 1 
know? I seern to be a person without a country - "a house with neither wall nor door." 
I become the people 1 !ive with . . . . 

This is a tremendous failing. Yet it leads to knowledge of othen. If 1 am no one, therc 
m u t  be some compensation in being everyone. . . ! (DLUM D2, April27.1929) 

. 



The uncertainty about "any permanent me" explored in this passage may be read as illustrating 

what Marianne DeKoven calls the "modernist wnters' inesolvable ambivalence" (4) in relation 

to subjectivity. In the Company of Xavier, his sister, and mother earlier in the &y, Dorothy 

reports herseIf to suggest that change in North Amencan gender roles is a positive thing. A 

wornen may e m  her own living, even if married. Once alone the young female Livesay 

experiences her own lack of fixed (girUwife/mother) identiîy as both loss and liberation. What 

is clear is that neither the convention of patriarchal authority naturahed within the French 

family nor the example of the modem Amencan woman successfully define the life goals of thc 

recording "1. " 

The speaker in Emily Dickinson's poeû-y celebrates being "Nobody," and turning from 

"an admiring Bog!" to an individual reader she can question, "Are you - Nobody -- Too?" 

(133). As nurnerous feminist critics have observed, the liberal humanist notion of becoming a 

unified "Somebody" has rarely extended to women. Woolf s female speaker in Ruont o/ 

One's Own reports of k i n g  ushered off "the turf" of the culturally-pnvileged male onto a path 

occupied by women "for 300 years in succession" (8). Revolutionary socidist simggles 

which Livesay came to support in the thirties privileged class analysis over feminist analysis. 

But as Livesay has remarked, she came to recognize that only "(i)n theory were [wornen ] free 
* 

and equal as cornrades on the lefi" (RHLH 124). In her early poetry Livesay found a medium 

in which the exploration of female subjectivity might be placed at the centre of cuIninlly 

consequential speech. Modem poetry provided a space where authority could shift with the 

wind and "everyone," including those buned and lost in anonymity, might be heard "trying to 

speak" (SP 3). C 



Livesay's Masters Thesis (1932) - "Syrnbolism and the Metaphysical 

Tradition in Modem English Poetry" 

Livesay's Masters îhesis iuustrates a selective widening of the acadernic shidy of 

"modem poetxy" to include the voices of women poets, among whom she mentions Edith 

Sitwell, Amy Lowell, and H. D. As many British and North American feminist cntics have 

now remarked, and as 1 noted in the Introduction, previous fomulations of the Modcmist 

Canon both in England and North America have tended to privilege what Kaplan would cdi 

"the men's line" of Pound, Eliot, and Joyce" (9). These witers are considered as emb!cmatic 

of modemism, while the work of literary "mothers" such as Woolf, Stein, and Mansfield is 

often neglected. 

Women poets do not dominate Livesay's thesis on modem poetry and it is ncvcr 

explicitly feminist. However, keeping Kaplan's assertion in mind that "(rn)otherj rcprcscnt 

what must be escaped from," one may see that Livesay's chapter on Edith Sitwcll rcpresents a 

significant recognition that modem poetry had both mother (Sitweil) and father (Eliot). From 

the fmt paragraph of the thesis, Edith Sitwell is the more influentid presence. An opening 

quotation from Sitwell marks the direction Livesay will follow. As critic, Sitwell assumes the 

role of (femaie) interpreter of both "modem poets" and tradition. The prominent use Livesay 

makes of Sitwell's poetry and criticism tends to demonstrate a willful disniption of any rcading 

of modem poetry which would surrender control to "the men." For Livesay, "leaving the 

tradition that leads from Wordsworth. . ." had pardy to do with locating traditions which 

would serve rather than inhibit her own poetry. Sitwell assists Livesay's anaiysis from the 

fmt page of the thesis in which the fmt penon "1" is rather striking: 

I think it cannot be denied that one of the principal reasons why certain critics, and a 
large part of the public, feel unable to understand the aims of modernist pets is that 



these poets are leaving the tradition that leads from Wordsworth, and are rehiming to an 
earlier line of poetry ." (Sitwell) 

The "earlier line of poetry" met with another movement - that of French symbolism: a 
movement not unlike, often in a curious way repeating, the fmt. It is the purpose of 
this essay to show the combination of these sources has greati influenced such 
coniemporary poetry as that of T. S.. Eliot and Edith Sitwell. 2 

In her discussion of Symbolism, Livesay States that "the important gift of Symbolism. . . was 

frce verse" (UM MEP30). While avowing the significance of "vers libre" to modern poctry , 

thc thesis focuses discussion on the "syrnbol." Livesay defines the "symbol" as "a mask 

representing the expenence of the artist, and creating further expenence in the rnind of the 

onlooker or reader." In a marginal comment, the Sorbonne profcssor marking the paper mixes 

French and English mixing "pourquoi faut-il un masque? Projection (bencr?)" @LUM 

MEPl6). 

For the female poet wnting out of a tradition in which male poets dominated. the 

concept of "the mask" might open a field of signification through which the female poet might 

appropriate power traditionally vested in the male. Margaret Homans recognizes the creative 

potential of the concept of the mask for both nineteenth and twentieth cenniry fernale poets in 

freeing them. She suggests that "an exclusive valuation on the literal. especially idenhfying the 

self as the literal, is simply. . . ratify[ingJ women's age-old and disadvantageous position as 

the other and the object" (Homans 21 8). Behind the device of the mask, the gender of the poet 

is no longer a matter of essence but rather, according to Livesay, links the poem to the process 

of sensual perception and of "emotional expcrience" which both sexes presumably share (16). 

Livesay's chapter on Sitwell's poetry focuses on a close reading of selccted poems 

illustrating her early indebtedness to Donne, and certain poems' thematic intercst in "dcath and 

decay," as well as an appeal to the "'inner ear and eye' of the intellect" (59). Along with this 

attention to Donne. Livesay also discusses the "terse wit" of Marvell (64). Baudelaire's 



"symboiism," the "musicality" of the Symbolists "whose elements are alliteration and 

assonance of vowel sounds together with intemal rhyme" (65). She looked to Rimbaud for 

"texture" and "confusion of the senses" (67) and to Laforgue for "freer, bolder rhythm" (61). 

The Syrnbolists offered an immersion in sensud rather than cognitive experience. 

Within the thesis, Livesay asserts that "complete subjectivity and preoccupation with the 

mystery in things was the kernel of syrnbolist philosophy . . ." (1 8). In the code of "complete 

subjectivity" as adapted by Edith Sitwell, Livesay notes the poet's ability to "create" one's 

"own world," however far frorn the dominant reality of one's tirne and place (62). Perhaps 

one of the most significant elements in Livesay's discussion of Sitwcll is the rcpeated rcfcrcncc 

to "the poet" not as universal male, but rather as "she." 

Fernale Subjectivity in Livesay's Early Poetry 

As noted in the introduction, Arnason clairns that "(t)he fmt books of modernkt poctry 

broadly available to the reading public in Canada, and written by a Canadian poet who was to 

develop a substantial reputation, were Dorothy Livesay's fmt two collections, Green Pifcher in 

1928 and Signpost in 1932" (13). Green Pircher is now a rare book. Reading its twenty-five 

poems printed on sixteen green chapbook pages, one may recdl Frye's cryptic note on "Miss 

Livesay's poetry" written in "the "Amy Lowe11 idiom" (84), and Sandra Hutchison's assertion 

that both Green Pitcher and Signpost represent the poetry of innocence rather than expenence, 

somewhat like Robert Louis Stevenson's "A Child's Garden of Verse" (22). Both comrnents 

seem dismissive, albeit in diffcrent ways, but one finds them repeated in cornrnentary from 

various critics. My own reading of these two fmt  books will suggest that rather than 

constituting traditional verse about childhood, these lyrics are cornpressed reports on corninj of 

age as a female: in poems such as "Staccato" past codes of gendered subjectivity do not seem 



pertinent to the night world, and in "Green Rain" they dissolve in the "green minn of a 

modernis t Iyric . 

Green Pitcher and Signpost are volumes which play out the poetic "linen - as in 

"Protest," the last poem of Signpost - maneuvenng between old aad new form and diction. 

Eighteen of the twenty-five poems in Green Pilcher are in fke verse. The book tends much 

more often than not to f u l f i  Arnason's fint aitena for literary modernism in that it rejects 

more than observes "conventional nineteenth-century poetic s~ukture. And it is characterized 

by a movement away from rhyme and regular poetic feet." With the exceptions of words such 

as "wraith," in the poem of that title in Green Pitcher and "a-quivering" ("Protest") in Signpoa 

it abandons poetic archaisms such as 'thou' and 'thee' and 'wouldst.' And it is "suspicious of 

the narrative mode, preferring the lyric" (Arnason 6). 

In Green Pircher the breaking of old conventions of verse is part of breakhg wi th 

prescriptive notions of femininity (GP 1). Both at a formal and thematic level, Green Pifcher 

provides a lyric record of conflict and contradiction within the lyric subject. These are mmarkcrs 

of what Mariame DeKoven andyzes as "the oscillating moment to moment ambi yity" (23) 

charactenstic of literary modemism. Both Green Piccher and Signposr are works which are 

fundamentaliy concemed with textualizing femde subjectivity, and with examining the "chance 

and change" that the speaker in Charles G. D. Roberts' poem "The Tantramar Revisited" could 

not face (158). 

Green Pitcher 

Diana Relke has noted that the titie of Green Pitcher cm be read as a female 

appropriation of poetic power: "male writers can wnte with the phallic pen, the female p e t  

creates the body-of-work, a "Green Pitcher" from which she can pour out lync song." Reikc 



links "the green pitchcr - the image of the poet as vesse1 --" to what she reads as "Livesay's 

refus(a1) to be haunted by patriarchal notions of poetic creativity" (1986:228). The modemist 

note of contradiction and arnbiguity begins with the fmt poem, "Sympathy": 

There is a silence on a counw road 
Where 1 have found alone 
Your shy mind groping for a hidden word 
Before the thought has fl own. 

And always, in al1 quiet, 1 shaii feel 
Your impotence with words-- 
Whether you saw a mountain's silver peak, 
Or just, the flight of birds. (GP 1) 

The uneven measure of five and the-foot iines tends, in itself, to suggest a relationship 

which, while rneasured, is not equal. The speaker within "Sympathy" fin& a text which 

lamen ts the "impotence with words ." The "words-"1" birds" end-rhyme suggests the power of 

the speaker who has assumed the disarming posture of "sympathyu while announcing what 1 

read as a usurpation of the poetic power of flight. The "silence" ruming betwcen the "1" and 

"you" is set in uneven meter md uncertain rhyrne. 

In "Professions for Wornen" (1931), Virginia Woolf wntes that when she fust began [O 

review books she encountered the "Ange1 of the House," a figure who illuminates the attitude 

of the speaker of Livesay's "Sympathy." This figure represents an analogous encounter both 

with another and with the self. Woolf writes of "the Angel": 

. . . when I came to write 1 encountered her with my very fust words. The shadow of 
her wings feu on my page; 1 heard the rustling of her skkts in the roorn. Dircctly. . . 1  
took my pen in my hand to review that novel by a famous man, she slipped bchind mc 
and whispered: 'My dear, you are a young woman. You are writing about a book that 
has been written by a man. Be sympathetic; be tender, flatter, deceive; use ail the arts 
and wiles of your sex. Never let anybody guess that you have a mind of your own. 
(60) 



Livesay's "Sympathy" precedes Woolfs article and yet Wooif suggests the vital affinity 

between what 1 see as Livesay's exploration of the "submerged voice" of rnodemism, a voice 

Woolf ". . . developed a rhetoricalIy effective doctrine to explain and justify." (Kaplan 8) 

Livesay was aware of both WooIf's and Mansfield's work when she wrote Green Pitcher. Her 

first journal mentions Mansfield with particular admiration, while Woolfs The Conmon 

Reader and Mrs. Dalloway were published in 1925, and in 1931 while a student in Park 

prepmïng Signpost for submission as a second book, Livesay read A Room of One's Own. 

The Iyric "1" in "Sympathy" begins with what seems to conform to the traditionally 

feminine "Angel('s)" advice. The title of this poem seems to announce the supportive and 

unthreatening lyric voice of a pliant and dutiful daughter speaking to the potent, or impotent, 

male. The phrase "impotence with words" suggests a recognition of something missing in the 

"you" to whom the speaker refen. Just as Woolf came to use the image of a benevolent, 

selfless, ferninine "Angel" for the muse she had to "murder" in order to write, so Livesay's title 

"Sympathy" presents a pleasant and submissive surface which the phrase "your impotence with 

words" tends to belie. If the male "you" cannot find words, the speaker will. 

In linking life wnting with a reading of the poerns, it becornes clear both that gender is 

of fundamental significance in Livesay's biographical writing and that this concem appears in 

her early lyric verse. But, most contemporary ferninist critics would agree, the speaker within 

lyric is not equd to the "1" in the journds. Even so there is some connection between the "1" of 

lyric, and the "1" consumed by issues of gender within the joumals. Livesay herself made a 

direct co~ect ion  between speaker in poerns and the poet in iife. As already noted, Livesay's 

Sorbonne thesis discusses "the mask." She was evidently intcrested in capturing some sense 

of the always shifting "state of mind" behind the mask of the persona. She States that ". . . 

always the personality is bchind -- suffering, disillusioned, cynical; or gloomily acquiescent. 



The whole pocm, however objective it may seem, is the symbol*of the poetls state of mind" 

(MEP 31). 

The poem "Impuissance" is pastoral, but the swain rather than the maid is the object of 

the speaker's desire. It is unthreatening "boy(s)" and not men who are figured as desiring and 

being desired in both "hpuissance" and "A Boy in Bronze." In the latter, the female speaker 

produces a h s h  reading of a traditional "Bronze," praising the body of the objectified male ". 

. . body's symmetry, Its young desirdit's growing urgeEor flight." In "Impuissance" the 

I longed to cry out, 
"Stay! stay! I am here" 
But the words would not corne: 
My feet were held fast. 
Instead I watched the wagon 
Pass through the gate 
And lumber along the road 
Tili the boy was only a swaying form 
Against the sky. (GP 5) 

l yric tcxt is presented as a record of a desire which "would not" be said. The speaker 

se from "Sympathy") "impc In this fourth stanza it is the lyxic "1" who is (to repeat the phra 

with words." Shehe need only cal1 out to stop the sun-touched transit of the object of desire 

with "his bronzed face/And strong , lithe body." Just as " S ympathy " explores the speaker's 

relation to a "you" who can not s p a k ,  "hpuissance" is concemed with an inabiiity to spcak 

out and name one's self and one's desire. Within patriarchal society, female desire is more 

closely circumscnbed than that of the male, and the text of the poem both explores desire and 

puts it under erasure; the subject in "Impuissance" longs to "cry out," but the "words would 

not corne." The "puissance" to express desire is, however, dernonstrated in the text of the 

poem. The reader reccives the dechration of presence: ". . - 1  am here." But the "1" is neither 

namcd or even pronorninally gendered, and thus holds back not only on "the boy" but also on 



the reader (GP 4). Yet, the poem tums around the desire to reveal the self. The speaker both 

cancels the possibility of connecting with the desired male, and then eloquently reverses the 

silence with speech. The French title, "Impuissance," uses a foreign language to return to the 

"impotence with words" fxst found in "you" (GP l), now found in the silent self. There can 

be no simple appropriation of poetic power for this speaker and, although "Sympathy" may 

suggest otherwise, she shares the sense of impotence that she amibutes to her cornpanion. In 

"Impuissance," power is tnnsformed from a heavily-gendered concept to lyric power of "wind 

running among the rushes." The wind of change moves fkom speaker to reader. This "wind" 

breaks the silence with its irregular rhythms, placing both speaker and reader "(i)n the field by 

the river's edge," and raising the possibility of a rctum in which self fust "cr(ies) out" to an 

other, and then is able through the breath line of free verse to "hear" (GP 5). 

In the poem "The Invincible," the speaker visits "die. . . gardent' which can be 

compared to the "dark" and "strange rhythms" of modem verse which are then twinned with 

the "elrns" in a poetic landscape and where "biinded men" can not sec 

In the dark garden 
I hear strange rhythms 
Rising and falling: 
Deeper and deeper 
The elms delve their arms 
Into the helpless earth 
And suck the young wines 
Of spring. 

S tronger and bolder are elms 
Than blinded men. (GP 3) 

In Roberts's sonnet "In The Wide Awe and Wisdom of the Niçht," the speaker affirms "the 

auyst  infinitude of man." (107) In the night he is grounded in the "uttcr and etcrnal thought of 

Him." (108) But in the night world of Livesay's "The Invincible," thcre is no supreme 

signifying "Him" to reassurc the speakcr of the "au p s t  infinitude of man ," as manifest in 



parriarcha1 culture, but rather a sense of a force that is "(s)aonger and bolder" than those who 

daim mastery over i t  The garden world of the poem itself is not, of course, "natural" but a 

carefully constructed linguistic site in which men appear in an unrhymed surnmation , as 

"blinded." In Oedipus and King Leur we watch the action and know why the blindness 

occurs, whereas within Livesay's poem "blinded men" are the given. To make sense of the 

text, the reader is challenged to reach "(d)eeper and deeper" into the poetic ground of modern 

poctry; a ground on which an old order of "the Invincible" "Km" (God) is in eclipse. 

In the poem "Phantasy in May," the lack of both power and pleasure in the feminine 

"pale. . . sober. . . chaste" candles is juxtaposed with the "swaying and flaunting" endurance 

and the laughter of the "hadot" flowers which resist the extinguishing power of the "ancien t" 

male wind. In a journal entry of May 20th ,  1928 Livesay writes: 

Respectability is a good weapon but 1 have forsaken it -- quite consciously. 'Phantasy 
in May' to my amusement shocks polite people. No longer do they think me "a swect 
girl." And so in a way there's a victory gained, and much laughter. . . (DLUM Dl, 
May 20th, 1928) 

The use of (r)espectability as a good weapon suggests the perception of need to arm the 

(female) self. ui "forsak(ing)" "respectability " in "(s)waying and flaunting " free verse, the 

speaker rnoves between figuration of women, frst as fiora "scarlet and russet, arnber and 

gold/(i)n the wind" then. in stanza t h e ,  as antiquated candles like the stereotype of proper 

ladies: 

Candles flicker and flutter pdely 
On the dark altar: 
Candles are yellow and steadily bright, 
T ~ i n g  never to dance 
But to gleam palely. soberly. chastely, 
In a weak imitation 
Of electric Iight. 
Cornes the wind-- 
And pouf! They are gone! 
And the altar is bIack 



As the unstarred night. (GP 7) 

Anne Crannie Francis, reading (prose) fantasy as a gendered genre suggests that wornen 

writers of fantasy - "(h)aving scrutinized the category of 'the real' and found it to be a 

phallocentric construct," - have set out to "use the fantastic to deconstruct that reaüty, and 

realign, and refom it" (45): Livesay's "Fantas y" works to a sKnilar end by explorkg the 

stcreotypical representation of women and the omnipotent "He," which is not God, but an 

"ancicnt Fury." "Phantasy" is a poem which mocks the feminine stcreotype of virginal candlcs 

while allying the speaker with the irreverent "harlot," as well as celebrating the female-centrcd 

"Ha! Ha!" response to the "Doomsday" of male authonty: 

He may blow and blow 
Till Doomsday--- 
And blow he does! 
And tulips bow and bend 
Till the moment he thinks 
They wiil sputter out. 
Not they ! 
Ha! Ha! 
They Iaugh 
They are weak with laughter, 
They can hardly dance 
To the Song he sings. 
They totter and reel like dmnken harlots 
And fall quite helpless 
In each other's m s .  (GP 8) 

The above-quoted middle section of "Phantasy in May" suggests a female community in which 

one may be "weak" and "fall quite helpless" without fearing h m .  This sorority of "harlot" 

nilips -- rather than the "virginal candles" - suggests a free verse upset of the old binaries of 

good ("virginal") and bad ("harlot") wornen. In "Phantasy in May," the "candles" "gleam 

palely, soberly, chastely" while the "dmnken harlots" are within the "riccursed city," but the 

old pieties sound out of order. The candles are "virginal" objects of use, the "tulips" are, by 



contrast, "1augh[inglm beings which insist on their own "gainsaying." In a world of "[ojld 

Bey gardens " and hufing " wind" they exis t, as sensual beings , for themselves . 

In "Phantasy" the "ancient Fury" is not female (as in classical Greek rnyth of the female 

Furies) but male and sent "mnning" in free verse which "Phantas(iis) " a break wiih old codes 

of authority as it observes the break with old patterns of hyme! The "tulips" ". . . dazzle his 

eyes/His watery eyesBut never, ah, never/Go out." Wind can not extinguish them. 

"Phantasy in May" provides its reader with a delicious moment in which to celebrate an 

h v e r e n t  fcmale homo-erotic community collapsing "[iln each other's amis," as an "ancicnt 

Fury" exhausts his breath. 

In Green Pizcher cultural fictions of female submission and passivity are explored 

through a series of lyrics which quickiy change tone. In "discovering myself' in the last Iine of 

"The Foresaken", the speaker refuses to suçgest either through metrics or rhyrne that the 

fomulation is pleasing. The speaker is both present and cancelled. The poem enacts the 

subject's entrapment within inanimate "nature." The poem plays between a sibilant "sclf' as 

"still" "stone," and the repeated assertion "1 found. . . ." In her use of "quivering" (ie. in "The 

Foresaken") Livesay animates nature in the f ia l  poem of Signpon "spring/sets. . . trees a- 

quivering" (SP 61). Uthe poem is a mask, as Livesay suggests in her Sorbonne thesis, then it 
O 

may constitute a "landscape for the living" to use Jeanette Armstrong's phrase (5), in which 

even when suppressed as in "Wraith" and "The Forsaken," gendered subjectivity is always in , 

play (Armstrong 5). 

In "Reality" the re-visionary power of "my dream" is set against a "sudden" wakiking: 

Encased in the hard, bright shcll of my dream, 
How sudden now to wake 
And fmd the night still passing overhead, 
The wind still crying in the naked trces, 
Myself alone, within a narrow bed. (GP 6) 



"Reality" presents the "sudden" waking from "the hard, bright sheU of my dream," a End of 

womb-like space of safety and vision, into a night world in which the self is "alone." The 

poem's four k a  syllable lines offer a meîrical harmony which the one six syllablc line - "How 

suddeo now to wake" - intempts. The poem's one sentence evokes the Linguistic 

compression of H. D.'s imagism with a single rhyme between "overhead" and "bed" 

rerniniscent of Ernily Dickinson who rhymed not by rote but with reason. The centrai verb 

phrase ("to wake") marks the shift between the world of "my dream," and of thc challenge of 

"reality" when one is confined to a "narrow bed." In itself this image of "awakening" is richly 

allusive of female subjectivity, from Dickinson's poetry, which was first publishcd in the 

1880s to Kate Chopin's The Awakening (1899) and Edith Sitwell's long poem "Sleeping 

Beauty" (1 924). The last three lines of "Reality" establish a second sublunary space, a riight 

world in which the speaker experiences no comforting sense of definition from an orhcr, no 

visionary "dream," (GP 1) but the isolated existentid perception, (recurrcnt in Green Pilchcr ) 

of "(m)yseIf alone" (GP 6). The prominent imrges of "the dark garden" (GP 3) and the nizht 

world in Livesay's fmt book of poems signals a renegotiation of "Reality" in an altemate 

space, a both dreaded and desired texnial 'room of one's own,' where "night. . . overhead" 

interlocks with the "nmow bed" of a lone female speaker within patriarchal culture (GP 6). 

The "1" which speaks in the last NO poems in Green Pitcher speaks of the "sharp 

clarity" of nipht (GP 16) of watching "slaughter" with neither heroism nor horror. The 

pûndoxical qualities in both last poems in Green Pitcher conespond to what Livesay scts 

down as "a riddle" at the end of her 1927-1929 journal when she States: "D. K. Livesay would 

rather be "happy and loved" than a poct" (DLUM Dl). In the fmal poems in Green Pitcher. 

one faces an imagist sphinx which refuses to explain its messaçe but instead leaves its reader to 

stniççle as must the younç Canadian poet, circa 1928: both as a woman and as a poet. Thc 



speaker describes a pattern in which "(w)hales are the waves" and violence occurs "(a)gain and 

again." and when: no mcrcy is asked and none shown: 

It is a night of slaughter 
But for me 
Meditation. (GP 16) 

In this poem, titled "Chinese," the speaker "pull(s) closer" the "cloak," "pac(ing)" 

beyond the range of "harpoon(s)" and yet inside the charged space of poetry. Whilc the 

speaker's gcnder remains under a "cloak," if read as female her position seems analogous to 

that of the self textualized in Livesay's journals where the recording self mediates on whedicr 

to choose marriage and ffamily, or become an artist. A speaker is using modemist verse as a 

"meditation," as a space to texnialize a disturbance in her own night vision. in "Meditation" we 

are @en the bare bones of a drama in which violence rccurs as "I pacc back and forth" (GP 

16). With imagistic compression, "Chinese" conveys an exotic landscape littered with 

harpoons. Just as there was no comfort in the comrnunity of "quivering" stones in "The 

Forsaken," so there is no comfort among whaies, frequent as waves, "harpoonedJAgain and 

again. . . ." The poem does not read as a fachiai account, but neither is the speaker henelf a 

"whaie" viccim. Although the me in the poem reports the enactment of an androcentric drama 

of men seeking whales, it is no man but the fist of night which "pierces a wnthing back." The 

speaker presents a troubiing vision of a "slaughter" which the title suggests is as alien to her as 

the cailigraphy of "Chinese" characters. Yet, as in "Sta~cato,~' the night world of poetry clearly 

challenges her to puzzle with nightmare images. 

In "Fire and Reason" the night is paradoxically described as a "sharp clarity" rather ihan 

a space in which, as in "Old Man" (SP 381, perceptic : is easily disoriented and lost. If 

patriarchal power is the dominant "reality" by &y within Livesay's carly poetry, the night 



world, the world given to "(rn)editation" and dream, constitutes a centrai space in which to 

explore the distance between the "You and 1" narned in "Fie and Reason": 

1 cannot shut out the night- 
Nor its sharp clarity. 

The many blinds we draw, 
You and 1, 
The many fms we Light 
C m  never obliterate 
The irony of stars, 
The deliberate rnoon, 
The last, unsolved, finality of night. (GP 16) 

In "Fire and Reason," the "deliberate rnoon" rides over the "many fires" -- home fues 

representing "steady certain Iight" (SP 38) - of Iife within the patriarchal home. Critic Estclla 

Lauter wnting of another female poet's use of moon imagery wonders "what happens when a 

woman raised in a scientifixc age identifies with nature, the object of science. . . [begins] to 

ponder whether a woman can use the traditional equation of woman with nature for her own 

purpose?" (99). When she studies Livesay's early poetry in her doctoral dissertation, Diana 

Relke suggests that in her early poetry Livesay mediates between nature and culture. In "Fire 

and Reason" the "deliberate moon" and "irony of stars" mark a tuming away fiom the day 

world of Sun, "reason," and circumscribed codes of knowledge dorninated by what Roberts 

caiied "the august i n f ~ t u d e  of man." Day is fmite in "Fi and Reason" and night represents 

the infinite questions unsolved by science. "Fire and Reason" is a free verse poem without any 

of the certitude promised in Roberts's sonnet "In the Wide Awe and Wisdom of the Night." I t  

faces "night" without any of the forma codes of traditional poetic order, without rhyme and 

without even lines. It is a pocm in which there is no other authority than the "sharp clanty" of 

reckoning with night. From my perspective, night's "sharp clarity" signals a new vision on the 

part of the speaker who is learning to trust the night world of dream and revision. 



The "prince" and "faky Godmother" of Livesay's Life writing do not reappear in her 

poetxy. But the struggie to situate a culnirally-consequentid femaie subject as speaker within 

what her diaries refen to as "ArtH occm undercover throughout Green Pitcher in Iyrics where 

the sex of the lyric "1" is often oot specified while, at the same time, these I*cs repeatedly 

explore the relation beîween an "1" and a "you," an "1" in the process of pronouncing on the 

"impotence" of an old order and proceeding in the breath line of free verse to explore the new. 

In "Form and Vision in the Poetry of Dorothy Livesay " (1 986), Sandra Hutchison 

writes that Signposl documents Livesay's "fmt forays outside the garden of childhood and its 

adjacent 'Iittle wood,' her first tentative sfeps towards the 'expenence' for which she had 

yeamed" (32). Hutchison echoes W. E. Collin's Canadian Forum review (1932) of Signpon 

which suggests that Livesay's "revolt fkom romanticism" had not been entirely successful. 

Collin had commented that the young poet was "writing from her own mind" without "enough 

contact with life," and therefore her style was not yet fuiiy modernist (191). Collin's position 

has, with Pacey's faint praise for Livesay's early work, perhaps influenced critics such as 

Debbie Fouks. In "Livesay's Two Season's of Love," Fouks dismisses as superfluous both 

Livesay's early books, faulting what she reads as a "steady romantic emphasis," while adding 

a dismissive note on Livesay's early treatment of gender roles: 

Prior to her most concentrated penod of political activity in the 1930s, Livesay's poetry 
axhibited a steady romantic emphasis. The intimate verses which Livesay wrote in her 
iate teens and early twenties display a precocious poetic talent and fervent emoconal 
intensity. They aiso reflect her obsessive reliance on the conventional sex roles which 
were taken for granted in the society in which she lived. They reveai her personal 
vulnerabiiity to the destructive effects of these stereotyped patterns of love 
relationships. Yet, evcn in this youthful period, the poet occasionally shows a resentful 
rcaction against the constricting influences. ( Fouks 63) 



Where Hutchison's image of the young Livesay taking "frst tentative stepsn tends to make a 

toddler of a poet, Foulks's descriptive vocabulary is Iimited to binding the young female poet's 

work with beüîiling stereotypes in describing the poetry as an "intimate," "precocious." 

"fervent" display of "personal vulnerability" with occasional "resentfui reaction." Her article 

lends itself to the reinscription of the very "stereotyped patterns" which she seeks to critique.' 

F. R. Scon wntes in his poem "Overture" of the modemist period which Livesay 

helped to introduce: ". . . The tissue of art is tomNith overtures of an era being bom" (350). 

Critics of Livesay's evly work h m  W. E. Collin to Hutchison have misscd the manncr in 

which Signpost moves away from 'the expenence" of the male "1" to record in a female kcy 

"an era being born" with its eruption of uncertainty and ambiyity. "Staccato" and the pocms 

which foliow explore how, in modernist verse, "the tissue is tom" between old and new. male 

and female, and the poems do this îhrough interrogation of both traditional patterns in vcrsc 

and of gender. 

In Lee Briscoe Thompson's Dorothy Livesay (1987), Signposr is seen as ncithcr 

"romantic" nor "jejeune," but is linked to continental modernism as practiced by both Sitwcll 

and Eliot. Thornpson writes: 

Livesay was hardly the fmt Canadian to write in fkee verse but she was a younç poet 
writing at a time when vers Iibre was stiU viewed with a certain amount of displeasure. 
Her choice in Signposi of exactly half traditional verse and half free or innovative verse 
f o m  represented a dcclaration of some independence from received models, including 
the highly structurai preference of her mother. (22) 

The "declaration of independence" was not açainst her mother, to whom Signposi is 

dedicated.' In fact, as we wiil see later, FIorence Randal Livesay actively helped in the 

preparation of Signposr. 



The poems in Signposf are organized under three categories: "Sober Songs," 

"Pastods," and "Variations." The categories seem traditional and, not surprisingly, perhaps, 

Thompson judges them as "prirnariiy a concession to the fashions of poeq  publication, "for 

almost every poem could be justifiably reassigned to one of the other sections" (28). 1 would 

suggest, instead, that poetic categories are both obscrved, and revised. Frorn my perspective, 

these poems question old patterns and old ways of knowing. 

Kaplan locates questionhg at the centre of what she refen to 3s the "rhetoric and 

doctrine of a woman's line of British modemism . . . consolidatcd by Woolf' (1 1). A lcttcr 

which Livesay wrote her mother in 1930 indicates her close reading of Woolf s Roonz of 

One's Own and reveals that she considered choosing a title for her own book f'm the pages of 

Room of One's Oivn (DLUM). Livesay's mother helped her dauçhter prepare Signposi for 

publication. Florence Randal Livesay was, as David Arnason notes, interestcd in modern 

verse foms (8). The archival comspondence makcs clear that she shared rnuch of the work in 

prepxing the manuscript for publication from typing to advising about the sclcction of pocms. 

In Livesay's eleven-page hand-written letter to her mother dated March 30th. 1930, "Realities" 

was the last of three titles suggested from Roorn of One's Own . Other titles included 

"Deviations," and Signais." 

Livesay States that if "Realities" is chosen as title, the new book should be introduced 

with the following epigraph from Woolf s Roonz of One's Own: 

What is meant by reality? It would seem to be something very emtic, very 
undependable - now to be found on a dusty road, now in a scrap of ncwspaper in the 
Street. . . . (DLUM B37, FI 1) 

Significantly enough, this passage of Woolf s opens with a question, a form of consmction 

with which Signpost both begins and ends. Livesay wntes her mother that thc titie Realitics 



"satisfies me very much, as it stands for dl the fights I've had with a good many people on the 

subject of reality " (DLUM Letîer to FRL Mar 30,1930). Wxitten two years after the 

publication of Green Pifcher, this letter underscores the influence of fernale modemism from 

England, even as it emphasizes the importance of questioning "textual realities" îraditionally 

defmed by dominant males (Smith 83). 

In the first poem of Signpost one finds irreverent "Staccato," rather than "Sober 

Song," free verse nther than iraditional meter and rhyme. In this fmt poem "waking" alone is 

an occasion for both fear of the outside world, and an unsettling swing bctwcen dcsirc and 

disdain for an absent "you." In "Staccato" the dark side of what I have called transformativc 

poetics ocçurs in the poem's rcgister of turbulence and confusion. This is a pocm which 

records the difficulty of claiming language for the "1" no longer complcted through the presencc 

of a male "you." "Staccato" enacts the process of the fernale subject using the "Staccato" of 

modernist verse as a means to 'sound' her own mind and find where she is. The voiccs 

outside in the first part of the poem move inside the "hcad" as it proceeds. The at fmt 

externalized "someone" is, by the end of the poem known to rcside within the sclf. 

The title "Staccato" suggests abrupt or distinct elements or sounds. The speaker opcns 

with a stanza-long question set in free verse. The speaker h e m  wind as a source of 

disturbance, a menacing force. At fmt "heu is described as an intnidcr: 

That must be the wind 
Pushing at my blind. 
That must be the wind 
Trying to force his way-- 
Certüinly , the wind. 
Who else? (SP 3) 

The intrusive figure pushing and trying to force his way seems at fmt to be feared but through 

repetition of "(t)hat must be the wind" he becomes a familiar nothing ("Who else?") present in 

the absence of "you," or a (once) promised prince. 



The poem presents both a cover story for the speakefs desire for "you," and an 

undercover story of conflicting desire and fear. For me the poem's power is in its refusal to 

offw a comforting resolution? "Staccato" ends, as it begins, with a question relating to 

"wind." To be chosen as a partner in maniage, the female must, Livesay's journals suggest, 

be w i b g  to renounce aii artistic aspiration to the lync wind. In "Staccato," such renunciation 

is refused as the l*c "1" stmggles in the night world. There are no simple answers within the 

process of the poem. The absence of the significant other, the "you," is a source of confusion 

and ambivalence. The "Prince" in the journal entry, discussed earlier, said "the trouble with 

being a poetess is you have to be deep" (DLUM Dl). Being deep meant trouble for the girl of 

eiateen. In "Staccato" that "trouble" erupts. 

With the second stanza, the speaker ". . . challenges the taut darkness: Nothinç stirs." 

The passage is metrically uneven and unrhymed. It enacts thc difficulty it records: 

Then whisper, whisper, whisper-- 
Someone's trying to speak: 
Cackle, mutter, cackie- 
Someone nearly laughed. (SP 3) 

In the "(c)ackle, mutter, cackle" one h e m  the "Nothing" wind change into a "Someone. . ." 

who sounds like a pamot. 

From the perspective of symbolic language, repeated reference to the "parrot in a cage" 

seems as an emblem for that which is "fumbling," "cage[d]," and "hungry" in the self: 

AU houn 1 hear it talking, talking, 
Like a parrot in a cage, 
Mumblinç to itself 
Words of helpless rage: 
Talking, muttering, taking 
Fully half the night, 
Cackling to a heedless wind 
in a heedless flight. (SP 3) 



There is a correspondence behveen the self and caged bird: ". . . the pmot in a cagdAnd 1 too 

deep, Too slumber bound to rise-Ruming, I sleep" (SP 4). Sleep itself has been a kind of 

golden cage, a room (not) of one's own, in which one exists to be taken. The pmot is a mimic 

which repeats words without meaning. Like the nineteenth cenhuy 'Angel in the House,' the 

parrot of the house (encountered again in "Green Rain") was present to decorate and entertain. 

Bennett notes: 

To Woolf, the Ange1 represented everything a woman was supposed to be: 
sympatheric, charming, utterly unselfish, domestic, self-sacrifiçing, and, abovc all, 
pure. Her nature was, of course, fictitious but therein lay the roots of hcr irnmcnse 
bppcal. It was, ~ o o l f  discovered, "far harder to kili a phantom thrin a reaiity." ( 2) 

In "Staccato" the parrot offers no domestic cornfort, and the phantom is not an ange1 but 

neverthclcss senpes as a possessing force, hard to extinguish. The speaker identifies not with a 

traditional gaze of a patriarchal master but with the tormented caged bkd, and a sleeping self, 

which, between hem,  suggest hunger, discontent, and fear. The poern accentuates 

"repetition," beginning with "That must be the windpushing. . ." and "That niust be the 

wind/Trying. . ." to a kind of stutter, a "Fumbling," "Mumbling," "Taking, muttering, 

talking " which while persistendy intrusive, apparently fails to Say anything. 

"Staccato" would seem to suggest the rage that Wooifforbade to women writers. As 

the voices within "Staccato" sound out a broken syntax of cackling, the subject splits between 

the parrot and the sleeping "1." The parrot is linked to its cage and a signifying process which 

dictatcs empty repetition such as the "Crack, crack cnckle/Creak" of stanza five. The formal 

elements of "Staccato" announce rupture with traditional rhyme, meter. and syntacticdly 

polished performance. The lover confiçured as "you" is never more than a phantom within the 

poem. 



la "Interrogation," a tentative "1" questions a "you" who is described as engossed by 

work. With the image of the bird the speaker evokes .an dtemate heaven juxtaposed to the 

work of the textual "you." The simile, Uening the speaker to a bird, provides an emblem 

through which to represent the unequal status between "1" and "you": 

If 1 come unasked 
Will it be 
As if a meadow-Iark 
Suddenly 
Startled you as you worked 
And you smiled, 
-But were not disturbed - 
Scarce diinking, even, 
Of the bird or its heaven? (SP 12) 

Through its modernist form, seen here in irre y lar line length and highly selective rhymc (be, 

suddenly), "Interrogation" eschews the traditional metric value and predictable rhyme in favour 

of something new. In its repetition of "If" the poem cdls to mind Rudyard Kipling's 

preeminent "If' which holds out the possibiliv of full subjectivity -- father CO son -- if one is 

male. Livesay's "If' erases d l  reference to gender. It displays no didactic formulations about 

what one must be. Radier it is a poem which asks rather than tells. It asks for a suspension of 

old manners and old systerns of etiquette. 

In Pickthall's "The Wife," the "great hours" of the male are set against the wife's 

inabiliîy to intempt since, as she puts it, "Living 1 had no might n o  xnake you hear." 

Livesay's "Interrogation" records the ardent desire to intempt, to come unasked, breaking 

learned patterns of behavior which confine both Pickthall's "The Wife" and the woman in 

Livesay's "City Wife." 
. - 

Through the persistent coming which the speaker posits in the fmt hne of each irregulrir 

stanza, "Intemogation" breaches the ndi t iond etiquette which represented cultivated ladies of 

the nineteenth century busy with needlcwork "utterly unselfish, domestic" waiting for the man. 



Through the simile of self as meadow-lark -- with a separate reality (its heaven) - the subjcct 

speaking within "Interrogation" is symbolically equivalent to the young female attempting to 

corne unaskcd within the text of a poem to speak of herself and thus a whole diffcrent reality. 

In "Pastorals," the middle part of Signpos~. the speaker stands at the transitional spncc 

("the archway") between the past and the "noonday" of now where "some clear voice lis] 

singing outlhlusic 1 knew long since. . . ." (SP 27). "Threshold" presents a kind of 

compressed bildungsroman in which the protagonist "gaze(s) over well loved fields/Bcforc. . 

." lcaving home, pursuing "my way." However, as female bildungsromans have becn 

observed by Elizabeth Abel to break with linear patteming, so in this poem and pocms such as 

"City Wife," "Green Rain," and "Old Man" which follow, the inner space of home is not 

simply a space to be left, but a site of retum, where "the fm within" is a metonjm for the body 

housing "the heart." The natural world with its "wild raspbemes and grass" (Si? 30) and 

"homets" - becomes a textual site of "(h)aunt(ing)," a space the old man knows by day but 

must retreat from at night. The night world figured prorninently in Green PNcher as a spacc in 

which the power of the (male) sun fell under eclipse in lyric-centred "mcditation." The 
* 

"pastoral(s)"in Signposr do not simply represent "more nature poetry " uhompson 22) but 

work, as Relke suggests, to mediate behveen nature and modem culture. The explicit focus on 

female subjectivity in such poems as "Green Rain," and "City Wife" is upon an inner world 

gauied in tumir~g away frorn "romantic thralldom" of male-female romance towards a natural 

world in which the female is both allied with nature and yet an active agent with a life of hcr 

10 own. 

The male characters in "Old Man" and "Vandal" are dcscribed in postures which 

suggest loss of authonty. In "Old Man," "Knowledge of things" dissolves within the night 

world of the poem: 

Knowledge of things was nothing but a light, 



The old man thinks, that vanished with the day: 
Now that the dark has corne he stands and gropcs 
Each roughened tree beside the gate, that he may know. . . (SP 38) 

Thc new way of knowing which the "Old Man" seeks is analogous to the wife's "know[ingJ" 

of self in the following poem, "City Wife" (SP 40). They record a rich ambiçuity in which one 

finds "unrest," doubt, and questions, rather than the inflated verities which A. J. M. Smith 

found in traditional Canadian verse. 

Livcsay's poems in Signposl sugest new ways of knowing which lead the lyric 

subjects in her poerns not to rhapsodiu: over nature for its own sake, but through a trajccfory 

from the "roughcned tree" (SP 38) and "the earth" (SP 45), to "plunçing into light" (SP 39) 

and "(s)tareing the fre" (SP 45) of human comunity. But humans have to bc watched. Thc 

old man who would teach wasps is named "(v)andal" for the fire he sets (SP 37). The 

knowledge of the otd man with his "red wand" is possessed by his drcam that the wasps arc 

"men burned in bed --" (SP 37). 

in "The Intimates," the male and the female are set togcther as celebnnts. The malc's 

repeated exclamation - "See what the bees have done!" - provides not authoritative 

pronouncement, but nther, an occasion to wonder together at the glory of celebnting the 

exchange between bee and delphinium. Neither God nor "r' and "You" in die poem 

orchestrates the bloom of the flowers. "(B)eesM are represented as having produced "(m)ass on 

mass of blue delphiniudHiçh in my m s  . . ." The repeiîtion of "mass" in combination with 

""High" provides an ironic evocation of Catholic and High Anglican "mass," yet the bees m 

not presented in a hierarchical chah of being. The intimacy betwecn the nvo in the garden 
. - 

cornes from sharing an ability to "see" "Blue r(u)n riot." If God has not necessarily made the 

delphiniums, neither has man. For me, "The Intimates" suggests a new way of seeing the 



human garden, using the poetic line to surge fonvard in free verse whiie breaking old 

conventions which signaled, if not business, then 'the gardent and patnarchal order as usual. 

In Bliss Carnian's work, "landscape remains pastoral and life simple," the garden 

"Edenic" (Brown & Bennett 171), but in Dorothy Livesay's Signpost the middle pastoral 

section revises pastoral to reveal a renegotiation of textuai authority: neither God nor his 

gardener have the last word which is, instead, most often given over to a subject confipred as 

"she" or  as "1." In "The Intimates" the rupture with the prernodem pastoral is enacted through 

a marked break with traditional fonn (SP 3 1). The irregular line length and absencc of rhymc 

mark the modernist push to make it new: 

Mad laughing founwins splashed and ran, 
Colour was captured in a snare 
Of blue, 
And only blue 
Lay in the shadows of the g a s s  
And outshone the Sun. (SP 31) 

This passage refigures the visual field of the pastoral in the snare of lan yage .  The progressive 

metricd expansion moves from one metrk foot "of blue" to the two foot "And only blue," and 

the four foot "Lay in the shadows of the grass" to break in the final. uneven, five syllable "And 

outshone the sun." The "see" and "bee" rhyme playfutly underscores our chance to recreate the 

familiar poetic topos, offcring an occasion to "see" both the subject "bees," and the lyric "1" in 

new ways. 

"Green Rain" is one of Livesay's most anthologized poems and, appropriately, it 

appears at the numerical centre of Signposr. It is a poem in which female subjectivity is 

celebnted through its connections with a female line. The poem is what Liz Yorke calls a 

"work of reminiscence" in which thc speaker locates hcr own position as subject with reference 

to hcr pndmother. "1 remembcr" occurç five times in the pocm's eighteen lines. "Green 



Rain" privileges the retrospecîive glance of a woman remembering a woman: it is a p r n  in 

which a femde speaker modifies her own perception of rneaning through poetic process. 

The figuration and sirnile in opening lines evoke the enveloping presence of the 

grandmother: 

1 remember long veils of green rain 
Feathered like the shawl of my grandmother- 
Green fmm the half-green of the spring mes 
Waving in the vdley. (SP 32) 

The imagist credo had proclaimed the need for poetry to make what Pound callcd a "(d)ircct 

treatrnent of the 'thing' whether subjective or objective" (Pound 18). In the tangible "thing!~)" 

summoned within this poem, one fmds the naturai world of "long veils of green rain" and "thc 

haif-green of the spring mes" associated with "the shawl of my grandmother." But the 

grandmother herself rernains elusive: her subjectivity is at once at the centre of the poem and 

yet, rather like Roberts's divine "His," only profoundly female-centrcd, i t  ndiatcs through thc 

poem. It is not the physical presence of the grandmother which is describcd but, rdther, "her 

voice, nsing and faUing--main and wind intenningled" (SP 32). In "Staccato" 1 note thai 

"Qing to speak" is a preeminent stmggle. Ln "Green Rain," the gnndrnother's voice carrics 

no explicit message. It is rather a rhythm which continues with the repetition of "1 remember" 

throughout the poem. The musicality of this poem is based on the rhythm of ". . . her voice 

rising and fdling' al1 the while revising the p s t .  It is not, then, the rornantic "love's house" 

which occasions this lyric, but rather a change in perspective: 

I rernember on that day 
I was thinking only of my love 
And my love's house. 
But now 1 rcmember the day 
As 1 remember my grandmother. 
I remember the nin as the feathery fringe of her shawl (SP 32) 



When the book fvst appeared, reviewer Charles Bruce found a "curious and rather beautifui 

fatalism" in sima.' ' But 1 would argue with particular reference to "Green Rain" that the 

volume constitutes not the fatalism of accepting a Axed pattern, but rather a "resounding" - that 

is an echoing and reverbention (Williamson xi) - of female-centred process which is 

an tithetical to fatalism. 

In the award-winning poem "City Wife," the process of the female subject is set in the 

context of testing male-defined "reality" through the "plunge" into shifting perception and 

d r ~ a m . ' ~  In "City Wife," the fernale speaker stands apart from "reality -- the scarIet sun" and 

hcr husband "(a)bsorbed in the day ahead, which means to h idonly  the d q  betwcen 

concession lines." The "Wife" speaks from the textual teritory of what fcminist critics Gilbcrt 

and Gubar refer to as "re-vision and recreation" and Williamson figures as a proce& of 

"sounding" and "re-sounding" through which both female gender patteming and literary 

tradition shift shape. 

Within "City Wife," the "wife," having "plunged" into "thc wood," enters a temtory 

not of "concession lines" which order her husband's We, but "a line of pale wild cherry 

treesfloo lovely to be startied by a sound/roo young to be enchanted by the wind" (SP 42). 

The ordered "concession lines" are analogous to the traditional metric connct of the iambic 

pentameter lines of tradi tional verse which "breaks over dl" in "City Wife" with the italicized: 

Jet crows beuting ~he i r  tireless wings. 
Fighting norrh ward ivhere fh e snoiu sfiU clings: 
Strung crows breaking in10 siriden1 song-- 
And now I remember hoiv fhe ivinter was long. ( S P  41) 

In this instance, remembrance of a too-long winter sounds a note of mphire which is also 

reflected in a break with the ten syUable beat of the lines. The mettic break is thematically 

repeated with ". . . strident song." In "City Wife" the venture is not -- as in de la Roche's 



quatrain in Dorothy Livesay's autograph book -- persona1 "fa~ne,"'~ but rather the exploration 

of altering "(d)ream into changing dream. . . ." This represents a resistance to the preordained 

order of what "the wife" caUs "things I ought to do. . ." (SP 40). In niming away from the 

definition of self as "Wife," the fernale subject reports her shifting process of "song into song" 

(SP 41). The "spring" which the "City Wife" makes is toward tnisting her own ways of 

knowing and feeling. Her delight in "watching the elms" stands in contradiction to the 

measured world confining hcr husband to endless repctition in work, and exists in tension with 

the measurcd paa: of the poem. 

"City Wife" ihN.rates the distance between a man and a woman in a traditional socicty. 

But while the "concession lines" of the husband's world can be linked to a plodding (mctric) 

tradition, the wife's "linc of paie wild cherry trees," is in itself a line which breaks with the old 

mcasured pace, frst to hcar, and later in the poem to speak of a "singing festival" (SP 41) 
* 

which "cries to be exprcssed. . . " (SP 41). "The City Wife" is, like other speakers in 

Livesay's carly poetry, fundamentally concemed with whether or not what is new in the fcmalc 

voice will register with the male. She wonden: 

. . . -- If 1 speak, will 
he look, 

Will he open his eyes and gaze suddenly into my face, 
Starting the fre of my joy, and the sweet unrest? (SP 45) 

The wife's qucstion in "City Wife" can be linked to questions asked in earlier poems in 

Signposf such as "Interrogation," and "Protcst," questions about subjectivity Li relation to the 

authonty of the dominant "you" whether configured as lover, father, or other left undescribcd. 

In "Protest," the last poem of Signposr, irreverent coupiets enact the teasing 

presumption of a speaker within a text which plays out like a jazz variation on the traditionai 

lyric. Here is imitation of the Canadian "masters" (Lampman, Carman, Roberts) with a 

difference which makes a windy sprinç game of opening "closed" form. The rhetorical gesnirc 



of question suggests heverent teashg as does the use of the seif-consciously antiquated "a- 

quivering." "Rotest" is a poem about female subjectivity disrupting what A J.M. Smith had 

called "the poehc subject" with "flame-enchanted" (t)hrusts" of the "(s)cariet" leaf-tongue into 

speech. A stoiid tradition would seem to challenge a speaker who responds: 

Can I help it, if the spnng 
Sets these mes a-quivering. 

So the maple now remembers 
Scarlct of her Iost Septcmbers, 

And in flarne-enchanted mood 
Thmsts her thought on solitude? 

The personificd maple "(t)hrustingU her thought into speech and ending in the space of pocûy 

even as the speaker hangs back coyly asking, "Can 1 hclp it. . . ." plays oui a double gesture of 

a female "1" exploring her own "flame enchanted" subjectivity. The speaker is swept, through 

alliance with the speaking maple and signifyinç wind, into the "ecstasy--" of poetic spccch: 

Can I help it then, if I 
Seize forgotten ecstasy- 

Give away closed thoughts of mine, 
Haog my secrets on the line? (SP 6 1) 

In these last lines of "Protest," the "line" is used as a site of playful transgression: the poetic 

line (traditionally the 'ink-waysting toye' of the male) and the clothes-line (site of 

female/domestic labour) fuse in a "line" of print. The fmt and last poems in Signposl open and 

close with question marks. They cal1 their reader to continue the process of interrogation of 

lanpage, in protest against the invisi bility of fernale subjectivity , " brcaking old metric values" 

in order to open a changd lync to a new gencntion of women. 

1 Pacey does not use the term "modernism" in  his "1ntroduciion"buut refers 
instend to the "battle for simplicity and directness against the ornateness 
and involved rhetoric of late Victorian verse. ...( in which) Ezra Pound, T.S. 



Eliot and Edith SitweI1 were leading poetry beyond irnagism into the 
exciting new complexities of symbolism." Pacey credits women poets "like 
Amy Lowell, Elinor Wyiie, Hilda Doolittle and Edna St. Vincent Millay ..." for 
"experimenting with new technical effects ." (DP xii) . 
2 The quotation from The Robber Bride concerns Tony who is a female 
historian at University of Toronto's (fictitious) McClung House- The 
passage is about Tony's feelings for her dead mother: "She hovered just out 
of reach, a tantalizing wraith, an alrnos~,  endowed with a sort of gauzy flesh 
by Tony's Ionging for her" (179). 

For a discussion of the manner in which visual representation continues 
to reduce women to limiting stereotypes see Mariana Warner, M o n u m e n t s  
and Maidens; The Allegory of the Female Form (1985). 
4 Dorothy Livcsay, photocopy of her Sorbonne thesis, "Symbolism and the 
Metaphysical Tradition in Modern English Poetry," 1932. A11 subsequent 
references to this thesis will be made in the dissertation as MEP. Passages 
of Donne which portray women in an unflattering light, or challenge 
their right to speak are not selected for scrutiny, ie. in Livesay's thesis. 
' Wakerdine observes "...if we want to understand the production of girls as 
subjects and the production of alternatives for girls, we must pay attention 
to desire and fantasy."(l990: 104) 
6 For a discussion of the significance of the Funes in Oresteia  and in the 
context of Western tradition see Luce Irigaray (36-37). Irigaray writes that 
the Furies represent the "ghosts ofn Orestes's murdered mother. "These 
women cry vengeance. They are women in revolt, rising up like 
revolutionary hysterics against the patriarchal order in the process of 
being established." Tt is interesting to consider the implications of 
Livesay's change of the sex of plural "Furiesn to the singular "Fury." She 
presents the wind as a huffy patriarch at the end of his powers. 

Both Sandra Hutchison and Lee Briscoe Thompson use Livesay's categories 
of "Innocencen and "Experiencen to organize their critical writing on 
Livesay without exploring the complexity of "1nnocence"in Livesay's 
work. Thompson's consideration of the complexity of Signpost belies the 
relevance of the chapter title under which she includes Signpost: "Songs of 
Innocence." The use of these categories tends to re-inscribe Collin's 
suggestion that the volume portrays a "lack of experiencen (following 
Collin) with adult sexuality . Livesay's comments in the "Foreword" to 
Collected Poems: The Two Semons suggest that a complex "pull betweenn 
c#chotorny is "characteristic of being a woman ...." See "Forewordn Collected 
Poems: The Two Seasons, v. In her unpublished 1977 Diary she writes: "1 
am certain that some adults retain their innocence throughout life. 
ParticuIarIy some women. My mother ... also my sister & myself. 1 approach 
people believing in them; again--and again 1 mistrust their motivation. Yet 
again and again believe .... This does not make me pure, or without cruelty or 
without guilt." No page entry under "Useful Notes On FRL, Diary 1977 Box 2 
Folder 5 ,  
8 See "Dorothy Livesay's Correspondence with her mother. FRL, 1926-1952," 
The Papers of Dorothy Livesay, Special Collections, University of Manitoba, 
(Box 37, Folder I l ) .  



- 

9 Walkerdine's essay, "Sorne day My Prince WiIl Corne: young girIs and the 
preparation for adoIescent sexuality," provides interesting cornmentary on 
the persuasiveness on the ideal of the prince in contemporary femaIe 
ender formation. (87- 106). 

'O Relke's dissertation suggests that Livesay's early poetry engages in the 
task of "poetic mediation." She adds: "For Livesay the personal is always the 
universal: whether she addresses the theme of female poweriessness in 
heterosexual relationships or the woman poet's experience of patriarchal 
literary conventions, she depicts the struggle as part of the Iarger conflict 
between nature and culture" (224). 
1 1  Charles Bruce, "A Canadian Poet," "Star" (Halifax), 1 0  December, 1932, 10. 
Box 10, Folder 4,  The Dorolhy Livesay Collection, Department of Archives 
and Special Collections, University of Manitoba. 
12 In Journey Wirh My Selves Livesay recalls writing "City Wifen against the 
reaIity of the farm husband. "I feft that the farmer, although part of the 
rhythm of the natural world, was insensitive to its beauty. Above all, he 
was insensitive to the personai needs of his womenfolk, their very psyche. 
Like (Raymond) Knister, 1 was reading Martha Ostenso's Wild Geese. .. ." 
(JWS94). 
13 Mazo de la Roche: her autograph in  Livesay's Autograph Book speaks of 
trying to "capture fame" with graceless "dagger thrust." Signed and dated 
1st July, 1926. The Papers of Dorothy Livesay, Tbe Department of Archives 
and Special Collections, Box 3, Folder 2. 



Chapter Two: "1," "Unknown": Female Subjectivity in 

Miriam Waddington's Early Life Writing and Green World (1945) 

In a letter to her fiend Waddington in 1945, Livesay recognized in Green W d d  "the 

only probing poetry we have" (WPNA). In suggesting the need to "Probe," that is to "examine 

searchingly," to venture beneath surfaces, to investigate that which is not immediately evident 

@avidson 586), Livesay's words provide a fitting introduction to Waddington's early life 

writing and p o e o  al1 of which explore "the inner underground life" of her own sex, fmt in 

unpublished joumals, and later in her f rs t  published book of poetry.l After Waddington had 

published two books, Milton Wilson called her a "very uneven" and "unsatisQing poet" while 

conceding that her "work as a whole is more impressive than any poem or selection of poems 

can make it seem" (1955:83). Although early cntics of Waddington's fmt  books failed to 

engage with her "probing" of female subjectivity, it is at the centre of her contribution to the 

second wave of Canadian modernist poetry. Attention to this central aspect of Waddington's 

work will explain the rewarding substance of the poetry which early criticism of her fmt two 

books fails to acknowledge. 

As well as being part of an emerging group of f e d e  poets including Avison, Page, 

and Mmiot t  who, with Livesay, used modernist techniques, Waddington is markedly different 

in background: not a Gentile, but a Jew, a self-described "outsider" in Canadian fiterature (AS 

36)? Waddington spoke Yiddish before she spoke English (AS 203). The speaker in hes 

poem "The Bond," a central poem in Green World, asserts the presence of the "twice isolate" 

in both Canadian culture and the modernist Canadian lyric. 

Waddington had a more eclectic range of influences than Canadian poets raised to 

speak and read only English and possibly French; always she had more than the English 

tradition of poetry, though she had that too. In her essay "m. Maza's Salon," Waddington 



attests to the cosmopolitan influence of the Yiddish p e t  Ida Maza, fiom Montreal, who "took 

charge of [her] reading" fiom the age of fourteen, encouraging her to read an eclectic range of 

British, Irish, and Amencan poets as well as her own Yiddish poems (AS 3). 

In Aparîment Seven Waddington represents her Me, as she began to write, as 

characteristic of women writers of her time in English Canada (AS 203) : 

Fifty yean ago women wrote, but that didn't make thern writers. They had other 
primary functions that defined them: to get a husband, have children, and manage a 
household. Their inner lives were lived anonymously and underground. The inner 
underground life applied to me as it did most women writers of my gencration. (AS 
203) 

. Waddington has noted "[ajs an issue gender did not even exist until the [EngIisi] publication of 

Simone de Beauvoir's Second Sex 119531 [and flor my part, I accepted. . . that it would be a 

waste of time to try IO change what John Stuart Mill called the received opinions of a wholc 

country" (AS 34). The "received opinions" which she accepted in published criticism, she 

nonetheless challenged in both Life writing and poetry. In Waddington's early work poctry 

becomes an occasion to cast off traditional rhyrne and meter, to "step out" of traditional patterns 

in poetry while simultaneously challenging female subordination in Canadian culture (CP 1). 

As stated in my inîroduction, Canadian literary criticisrn of the forties, fifties, and 

sixties failed to perceive gender as a factor in discussions of modemism and modem poetry. 

While reviewers like MacLure in 1957 found "a curious likeness of response to certain favorite 

subjects, Say nature, love, children among fernale poets othenvise very dissimilar," they tcnded 

to implicitly lump female poets' interest in female, not male, subjectivity as inconsequential to 

cnticism (63). It is as if the highest compliment a critic like MacLure might have paid to a 

fernale poet in the post-World War Two period would be not to notice any difference between 

her work and that of a male poet. "We could dmost define the typical Canadian poet of the 

forties ," wro te Waddington's fm t publisher John Sutherland, to his conternporaries in the 



forties, "as an Englishman trying hard to stop being one, but so far not succeedingn (53). The 

"Englishman" rnight want to "stop being" English, but few men in this male dominant period 

would have willingly chosen to "stop being," or for that matter stop 'sounding,' male. 

In her early unpublished writing, Waddington (nee Dworkin) uses both journal writing 

and poetry to pursue what she, in a later essay, calls "leaps into the unknown by means of 

~ a n ~ u a ~ e . " ~  In the following discussion of Waddington's life writing, I use journals, 

unpublished poems, essays, and Waddington's master of social work thesis as a means of 

contexnializing what she refers to in the passage cited above as the "inner underground iife" of 

the female writer. Within that context, 1 collapse the once critically maintained division 

between private and public in order to pursue rny own probhg of Green World as a fernale- 

centred book of Canadian modemist poetry. 

As in the preceding chapter on Livesay, 1 have two purposes in this chapter: the first is 

to offer a bnef preliminary account of the matenai relevant to this study found in the early 

unpublished material in the Waddington Papers at the National Archives; and die second, to 

explore female subjectivity in both the unpublished life wnting and Green Wodd. In her 

journals and poetry, Waddington placed femde subjectivity at the centre of her own work. At 

the same t h e ,  in her published essays she has often written of the "artist" and "poet" in the 

abstract as male. In this she follows a long tradition. As Waddington has observed, "[tjhe 

artist's materid is always more responsive to him than the outside world, which usuaily resists 

his revisions of it" (AS 160). In her f r s t  book of poetry Green World, the patriarchal 

contingencies manifest in the phrase "responsive to him" are open to a shift in gender which 

Waddington would not attempt in her cntical writing for decades. 

In Waddington's early iife writing, the "womanfs way" of the stereotypically passive, 

innocent, female, untouched by the modem world, cornes under the scrutiny of a girl who 

learned Engiish when she went to school, and who, as an adolescent, had "nourished [herlself 



on the poetry of Emily Bronte, Chnstina Rossetti, Elizabeth Browning, Sara Teasdale, and 

Edna St Vincent Millay" as well as "Marjone Pickthd and Pauline Johnson" (AS 202). The 

writing self in the joumals moves from the h a l l  of romance and tradi tionai poetic f o m  in the 

1933-1935 period, to an ironic tone and a free verse f o m  in the years from 1936-1944. In 

"Women and Writing" Waddington notes that she, too, read Virghia Woolf in adolescence (AS 

203). A f m t  genention of female rnodemist writers in England and America had already 

asserted their legitimacy by taking issue with their unequal status through their life writing, 

poetry, and fiction. 

In Livesay's eady journals, the influence of Vkginia Woolf and Kathenne Mansfield is 

emphaticaly marked, whereas in Waddington's life writing one fmds no explicit reference to 

female modemisis other than the transitional poet Edna St. Vincent Millay. From the 

beginning, Livesay's joumals indicate an awareness of an ernerging female-centred tradition of 

EngIish modemism; as noted in the preceding chapter she calis on Woolf in her early journals 

as if she is her personal muse. By contrast, Waddington is, in her early journals, a Jewish 

girl, writing English in a Yiddish-speaking household. Her journals and poetry explore a new 

world. Waddington was one of the p e t s  -- including also Souster and Layton -- about whom 

Sutherland could write"[ tlhey are determined on principle not to ignore the coarse bustle of 

humanity" (51). Capturing the bustle of modem Me in Canada is an interest evident in journal 

notes Waddington kept while a university student in Toronto, as is a populist interest in "we 

common average types" (MWCP 38). 

Waddington's life writing includes a wide range of material: two epistolary joumals, 

traditional verse, Stream of consciousness prose, drafts of modemist poems, and academic 

writing. Where Livesay kept different types of writing separate, noi usually rnixing poeûy, 

and never rnixing prose narrative with her early journals, Waddington's journals tend to 

combine drafts of poems and stories dong with autobiographical notes. This rnixing-up of 



different genres dlowed her to use the journal as a work book in which she rnight begin with a 

note, and then proceed to a draft of a story or poem. Whatever the foxm of writing in the 

joumals, female subjectivity is almost always the centrai concern. In Waddington's early 

joumals there is an ongoing "audit of meaning" (Berthoff 11) nom the point of view of the 

fernaie subject. Berthoff notes that using the journal "recreates us as historical creatures," 

fieeing us "from the momentary, the eternal present of the beasts" (12). Such an etemal 

present has been the domain of both beasts and women who have been silent partners within 

poetic tradition (MWCP 278). Modemist poetry might be read as a moment of rupture whcn 

the monologic address of the voice of "Man" is challenged within its own "fragments" (Eliot 

"The Waste Land" 75). In shifting the dialogue from himseif to herself (AS log), a female 

modenÿst poet performs a fundamental act of transformation in attending to female voices 

marginalized in traditional verse. In both Waddington's and Livesay's frst  works of publishcd 

poetry, the speaker is in dia10 y e  with a "self" which most often either refuses the stable 

referent of gendcr, or is gendered female. 

Waddington's early journals "audit" how gender inequality works within her own life 

circa 1933-1943, and they also continue to "review the meanings [she] is making" with words 

(Berthoff 11). In Waddington's early journals we encounter open questions which one rnight 

paraphrase as foilows: Why must the woman be beautiftd and passive? What happens to a 

woman who does not fit the pattern? Why must a girl, U e  herself circa 1933, who thinks and 

wntes poetry, be judged queer? Why does the concept of "identity," which (she writes) is the 

preoccupation of her university fnend and feiiow poet Margaret Avison, seem too cornplex, 

though Waddington c m  quite readily follow male thinkers ranging from Milton and Marx? The 

idea of applying the concept of "identity" to the femaie self is seen in Waddington's life wriring 

as both daunting and irresistible. 



In Livesay's poem "Staccato," the nightmare is represented through the ambigous 

symbol of the poem's captive-rnimic, the "Parrot." In Chapter One 1 interpret the centrai 

"unknown" as the ernerging self which hamrners to break out, away from the mimic position of 

parrot, to explore difference within a male dominant culture. In Waddington's early life 

writing and poetry a comparable strugçle is played out. 

Green World contains both a pervasive sense of cultural crisis, and a response. As 

Pacey has observed, in the Canada of the 1930s "[tlhe Great Depression had set in, and Icft- 

winç politics wcre replacing literature and nationalkm as the chief interests of the more alcrt 

undergraduates" (xiv). Waddington's life writing from the late thirties, when she became a 

student a? the University of Toronto, reflects the desire to wnte a poetry which ençaged with 

the pressing conccms of North American culture, including urban poverty and the care of 

children born into poverty. In early unpublished free verse from the 1 %Os, as weii as in 

Green World. traditional rhyme and meter are gone and one finds in the ragged lines of such 

poems as "Investigator" a confrontation with a "sbeet hown" and "sbeet knowing" 

"modernity" (AS 160). 

With her frst book, Waddington begins to use poetry as a bridge between fernale 

subjectivity and a modem world in which neither psychiatrists, nor professors, nor social 

workers, seem able to answer the question "Who Will Build Jerusalem" (MWCP 8). Anne 

Stevenson wntes of Wallace Stevens' refusal to locate "Jerusalem" what Stevenson calls the 

joys of art, "anywhere but in the individual imagination i.ustrat[ing]. As perhaps no other p e t  

so clearly does, this illustrates the break with the romantic tradition which gave impenis to 

modemism" (54). In Waddington's poetry 1 find a similar emphasis on shifting ground, 

moving, with the creative ima,@ation, to challenge both speaker and reader to know their 

world, neither through nostalgia about place, nor through the opinion of experts, but, nrher, 

through imagination. Green World ventures into the breach of failed vision of both self 



knowledge and social connection: matters which, in Waddington's work, constitute gender as a 

Although Green World is uneven, it is a work which W & s  the elevated statu which 

Waddington, in subsequent critical writing has attributed to poetry as a genre "related to culture 

and religion" (WPNA "The Creative Pmcess in Wriîing)." In Green World. Waddington takes 

questions about female subjectivity which fmt  found expression in her life writhg and she 

sets them into "the momentary verbal limit" of her own free verse. She meets the "cnsis of 

rnodemity" with modem rhythms and lineation which foregound, not observation of old mlcs, 

but rather, the process of m a h g  poetxy new (AS 162). 

The Joumals of Miriam Waddington: 1933- 1943 

Twelve years before the publication of her fxst book, Green World. Miriam 

Waddington's earliest journal creates her f rs t  reader as an "Unknown," as "my best and most 

complete friend. . ." This reader is addressed on the first page: 

Dear Unknown, 
This diary is going to consist wholly of letters to you. You are somewhere and 
somebody, and some day I'Il meet you and you shall read these letters. You are my 
best and most complete fnend and I am going to tell you everything. (WPNA April 
20,1933) 

Waddington's first journal is in a soft-back scribbler with the appropriate title "The Challenger" 

under which Waddington, the fifteen-year-old girl, writes "what we aLI need, a chailcnger." 

The imagineci reader is configured as both "challenger" and one who may end the state of 

isolation of which the "1" of both Waddington's joumals and lyric poetry speaks. In 

Waddington's early life writing the known master nanatives which configured female identity 

within bounds of passivity, senice, and sleep corne up against the inky hand of a modern 



teenage girl, and later a young woman, who ventures to address the "Unknown" in recognition 

that the old narratives no longer serve within her own life. 

Throughout the journal, the issue of unrequited love for one "Marvin" - an artistic 

Jewish young male from Montreal who is "beautiful mentally, spiritually" - provides a loose 

but uniQing theme with which the journal entries of 1933-34 begin and end. The young 

Waddington critiques the conventional end of the romance plot in mamage. Throughout the 

four months of writing the journal, MaMn both remains with his girlfriend, Faegal, and fails 

to answer the young poet's letters. He is much less a real person in the journal than a muse 

figure for Miriam Dworkin, an Ottawa teenager, to begin to write. As in Livesay's early 

diaries, the young Waddington's principal interest is not a day to day record of family or 

fnends. Instead the focus is on using language as a mode of expression and tool of 

investigation to explore female subjectivity. Dissatisfaction with women's lot both as spinstcn 

and wives in patnarchal society is the point corn which Waddington's life writing beçins. Shc 

writes in the 1933 journal: 

Spinsterhood does not particularly appeal to me. But then--neither does life at 4 0  in a 
kitchen appeal to me. It's so funny. I don't want to look forward to maniage Iike 
100% of the girls I know. I won't be a slave! That's what maniage means. Slavcry 
for the woman, & in a Iesser degee, even for the man. After all -- 2 years, 3 years of 
happiness & the rest of your life you pay & pay & pay. 

Enough! I've stU got 1 0  more years to think of it. (WPNA May 3,1933) 

In configuring a self with "10 years more to think of it," Waddington hims the attention of her 

ideal reader, Unknown, away from "Marvin," the idealized beloved. Love poets such as 

Petrarch shifted attention ont0 themselves in claiming love for their lady. Unwittingly 

parodying the convention of courtly love, the young female journal keeper uses unrequited love 

as a guiding literary trope through which she is authorized to explore not the indistinct "other" 

but the proximate self. 



The dissatisfaction which Waddington records with the limited roles assigned to 

women extends to her critique of the patriarchal organization of seating at Synagogue. When 

she occasionally attended synagogue with fnends, "1 felt out of place and didn't like being 

singled out to sit on the hard wooden benches in the women's gallery" (AS 37). Growing up 

in a secular Jewish family, she was sent to a Yiddish school with a "permissive atrnosphere" of 

which she writes, "[wJe were encouraged to question our teachers, [and] to work at our own 

pace," and a One Big Union Summer camp oqanized by Fabian Socialists (AS 36-38). 

Within the journal, Waddington speculates on God not as the male patriarch of Judaic 

tradition but as female. She reveals a questioning "1" inclincd to examine the convention of 

fernale submission in love. Even as she proclaims her love for Manin. she challenges the 

status quo of both Christianity and Judaism in wnting: 

My materialistic conception of Jehovah is that of a wornan. A plain woman with coils 
and coils of hair. 1s God the power? 1s there a God? Or is the world a chaos? 1 think 
it must be. (WPNA 1933) 

The "matenalistic conception of Jehovah" as a plain wornan is not associated with the 

cataclysrnic power of the old Testament paûiarch Yahweh. Among the most Orthodox Jews, 

manied wornen had their hair, as " their crowning beauty" hidden, or completely shorn, "so as 

not to attract men from prayer or study" (Rosten 337). 

Having set forth the image of "God" as female the text immediately doubts this enti ty's 

açency, wondering "1s God the power. 1s there a God?" In its reference to chaos the text 

retums to the world before all written record. Revisionhg the "Genesis" account of creation, 

so as to conceive of God as a woman, spins the power authorking paûiarchal codes of 

meaning into the chaos and doubt of moderniîy. With the master narrative of patriarchy out of 

place, the female God in the text is an unstable and shifting presence, like the faines, 



mermaids, and spntes the reader will encounter, later in this chapter. With her long braids, 

God appears uithin texîual figuration as a supreme presence who, if "she" exists at all, exists 

without the power conferred by traditional Western codes of rneaning. 

Waddington's early childhood education had encouraged her to question both extemal 

authority and her own mind. Having moved to Ottawa, she used her journal to question hcr 

infatuation with Marvin, and to ask herself and "Unknown," the fundamenta1 questions which 

recognize the agency of the female subject beyond the consûicting confines of hcr socicty's 

gcndcr patteming of the female. In her writing the female rangs, as the readcr wiU see, from a 

sister to a Caliban who does not fit with the noms of her society to the eminentiy questionüblc 

authority of the female God she wrote about at ffiteen. 

Waddington notes in her fust journal a dissatisfaction with Oscar Wilde's ". . . coarse 

repulsive face! Such sensuous lips." In a subsequent entry, she finds her own visage equally 

flawed. Artistic temperament seems to be experienced as something which prevents those who 

possess it from successfully fitting in with the group. Wilde had, of course, been pcrsecuted 

for his difference from heterosexual culture. The journal is a place where the young Jewish- 

Canadian can explore her discornfort with being - albeit in another sense - different. 

The self in the minor is the frst object of Waddingtcn's questioning and subject of the 

"bricks and mortar" of texhial process: 

Have you ever felt tired of yourself unknown? And have you ever looked into the 
mirror and k e n  confronted with your face and suddenly realized how unsymmetricai it 
is? That your forehead is too low, and your mouth is vague, indefinite and weak. . . . 
That your face is too wide at the cheekbones and the chin too tremulous. And the Iips 
pale and pouting. And the eyes set too close together and rnurky. If you haven't I 
have. And it's the most inglorious sensation. 

I'm tired of it d l .  Tired of being considered eccentric and queer. . . . How am 1 
ecceneic? Because 1 read what are considered "deep books"? . . . . Because 1 indulge 
in poetry writing? A11 nght that's something that 99% of us try to do. Because I'm not 
affaid to say what 1 think? But it is so senseless to be afraid! So -- how am 1 different? 
. . . . What do you think Unknown? W N A  June 11,1933) 



The questions in this passage shift from the seif and face of "Unknown" to the narrating "1" 

who is "(t)ired of being considered eccentric and queer" because she reads "deep books" and 

writes poety. The assertion of lack of energy runs through the fmt  journal: the female God is 

not "the power," and neither is the young wornan, who experiences herseif as Iacking power 

even as she challenges herself. Waddington's expression of disgmntledness conveys a lack of 

connection with other dissonant voices as well as a seeking of connection through the 

questions addressed to "Unknown." 

Hcr own "unsymmeüical" face is linked to the "eccentnc" difference bctwecn 

Waddington and her more conventional school friends. Many of these fnends seem to have 

been Jewish themselves; however, concem with k i n g  different because one is Jewish, not 

gentile, may have triggered an increased desire not to be visibly different. But as can be seen 

in the above-quoted passage, being different is also presented as "indulg[ing] in poehy 

writing." For the young Waddington, definition of the writing self involved studying that self 

fmt  of aiI as girl facing a mirror and then retuming to her desk to ask her unknown questions, 

using her own writing process to assert a bond between an anguished isolate self and a future 

reader. The textual self is a fmt witness for the witing self. 

Waddington's early journals present a textual record of bonding with a much-desired 

future reader, and with the female writing self. The bond between the "1" wnting and "Dear 

Unknown" reader is made in entries in which gender difference, like a jazz chorus, plays a 

recurrent but always shifting part. The male artist ( Marvin in the 1933 journal) is ailowed to 

be eccentric with some impunity but for a girl to pursue poetry as anything more than "an 

Indulgence" represents a venture into a forbidden unknown temtory. Not surprisingly, the 

reader finds reference to a desire to rewrite, word for word, the poetry of Mna St. Vincent 

Miilay. In taking poetry senously "Miriam" begins a Me where it seems aiI her words may? 



like the female God she imagines, be without power. Millay had made people listen; for this 

reason, her words, for a t h e  at Ieast, seemed the only possible words. 

Whereas the pnnted lflcs of Millay could oot be written again, the questions within the 

journals were about the received order of being and knowing. As a grammatical sign the 

interrogative marks other possibilities within the culnual saipt  of the female. It is the most 

representative sign in the journal of the young writer: the sign of a questioning self. As Shari 

Benstock notes, "[fjocusing on image and metaphor as p r i m q  modes of representation, 

li tcrary criticism often dismisses as perfunctory the work of grammar and puncniation" (xv). 
8 

Ln her own early journal, Livesay, too, indicated a similar ambivalent isolation judged 

by her girl self as "of no consequence." ln the above excerpt from Waddington's journal, the 

writing self seeks both to fit with the "us" of the group, and Say what she thinks. The question 

mark is the grammatical sign of her attemp t to share her own dis-ease wiih the reader. The 

abstract idea of a "The Bond" with another outcast member of her "twice isolatc" group will 

appear in her fmt book (MWCP 9- 10).  

In the joumals her sole dly is Unknown. Unable to find understanding among her 

own acquaintance, the young Waddington conjures a reader with whom she rnay converse. 

When Inez, a female fnend referred to more than once, tells her "1 know I haven't gotten to the 

bottom of you yet. But 1 will!", the young writer is momentarily caustic in tone, "(w)e can 

laugh at her can't we? Yes, yes. We can laugh." The journal's explici t questioning of 

traditional female definition of femininity through assigned social roles (schoolçirl, sweetheart, 

housewife) precipitates an invigorating sense of a textually-based relationship which the 

asphng poet henelf rnay work with Unknown to sustain. This "1" is noi merely a schoolgirl 

self; she has the added dimension of the textual self she creates through her writing. 

Waddington's early journals display none of the linguistic pyro-technics of Imagism, 

Vorticism, or Surrealism, yet I would suggest that they, too, challenge their reader to consider 



what Benstock c a s  the transfomative powers of language. In the fouowing pages 1 explore 

the manner in which unpublished Iife writing by Waddington begins to challenge the self that is 

fed up with assigned societal identities. In the fmt  two chapters of this dissertation these "NO 

ways" of exploring "cultural representation" of the colonized subject corne together. There is 

both the v o i e  of the critic and the voice of the 'submeged' unpublished writer speaking first 

of al1 to herser about whether or not she will be able to make room within a patriarchal 

language for her own still anonymous, c u h r a ~ y  invisible self. 

Waddington's unpublished record is full of self-effacing recantations that the writinp 

"1," who has bccn too bold, is therefore "ridiculous." In more than one instance, the rcbeliious 

self-seeking young girl is replaced by a more culturally decorous and correct "1" which records 

displeasure with a different version of self: "when 1 read the sloppy stuff 1 wrote yesterday 1 

feel sick. Consider it vagary -- please. It's silly and it's sloppy & I hope it isn't like me" 

(WPNA July 6th, 1933). The correct "me" of this entry would evidently stay within the 

received pattern of Millay's "lovely light." 

Ln considering Livesay's journals, 1 commented on the record of significant dreams in 

which "Dorothy Livesay" is singled out as exceptional. Waddington's 1933 journal recounts a 

drearn in which, rather than appearing exceptional, she is diminished as a "formula female" 

who is both "little" and submissive when paired with a remarkable male artist figure 

(Xolbenschlag 13). The entry describes the dream as "extraordinary," "nice," and "rather 

sweet" but later when receiving the fairy-tale kiss, the female "1" within the drearn feels 

"tembly tired and sad" (June 27, 1933). The conventional story of Sleeping Beauty is 

reversed rather than reinscribed: the female amives at the home of the sleeping Maniin. 

Contrary to the situation in which the Rince cornes looking for Sleeping Beauty, here the 

fernale dreamer is the one in pursuit. However, on entering Marvio's house she finds two 

generations of older women, his mother and gandrnother, who are the aii but mute keepers of 



the parnpered male-artist figure. In the dream, women exist to serve him; as they usher her in, 

they eiicit a promise that she wiU not wake him: 

They answered quietly and hushed me up. Then they led me into a r w m  where there 
was a piano & a fneplace opponte it. At the far end of the room was a cooch. And at 
the other end of the nom, by the window, were two mchai rs .  Marvin was lying 
sprawled across the couch, face d o m .  His mother explained that he had played too 
long & it had excited and exhausted hin. She asked me to be quiet, and to wait till he 
got up himself. I sat down in an amichair, and started to think that music was a form 
of insanity. It had the same power of carrying you away, leaving you reckless, and 
with a glorious abandon. It carried you right out of yourself, away from yourself, and 
brought out the dormant fonn of insanity, which lies, I thought, in everyone. 
(WPNAMThe Challenger Notebook," 1933-34) 

Ln relation to the ciream, the signifi cance of Manin's presence in the journal takes on depth: he 

is the quintessential male d s t  as both the object of desire and eclipse. The repeated ernphasis 

on a silence which protects the artist is heavily gendered. The three women are to be silent in 

order to protect the privileged male's sleep and the silent service of Marvin's mother and 

grandmother tends to place thern in the traditional role of female 'appendage' to the male. 

The sprawled male artist figure does not serve women, but as the Promethean male, is 

carried away through the power of his art. Marvin's form of insanity is not seen as specifically 

male. instead, meditating on "music" (itself an element of poetry), the female "1" fmds the 

potential for this form of insanity fmt in the neutml "you" and finally in "everyone." The fmt 

sleep, the sleep of the privileged man, is followed by a "reverie," that of the woman. Hers is 

not the sprawled sleep of the son but a lcind of dismal descent from which she rises with fear: 

Then 1 felt suddenly tired. I closed my eyes, and thought about disrnal things. 1 was 
half asleep. How long -- 1 do not know. (WPNA) 

She is met, on waking, with Marvin's question "what is it linle Miriam?" When she is asked to 

explain what is wrong, she replies, "Nothing. Only 1 would like you to kiss me, because 1 



love you." The dream records an antagonism which the drzarner can not yet explain to henelf. 

It revises the fairy tale of the sleeping beauty so that privilege is explicitly placed with the male. 

It correctly suggests that the maIe kiss wiU not bring lasting happiness. But within the drearn, 

art remains the domain of the male and love is what is sought by the female. As the drearn 

ends, the mother and grandmother have slipped out of the house, leaving Miriam in their place 

to play her female role. 

A few months later Waddington records the end of the largely one-sided romance 

which has been the pretext through which she began to wïte. The configuration of the writing 

self is markedly difirent from the Petrarchan lover: it is passive, not active. Fernale gender 

patterns in Canada in the 1 930s encourage her, as female, to figure her self in the passive role . 
t 

The entry of May 27,1933 concludes, "And so, dear Urhown,  we can write 'fmis' to the 

Marvin cornplex. . . . And now the Sleeping Beauty waits for another prince chamllng! And 

how fickle is the mind of youth and woman." Stereotypes are a f f i e d  with the still 

deliciously seductive (for the woman) image of sleeping beauty, accompanied widi not only the 

passivity but also the misogyny of the dominant culture. 

But three days later there is another entry and further movement away from "living out" 

what Kolbenschlag calls "the Pygmalion script" of confomiing to the "sculpted, shaved, 

painted" and "pedestaled" designs of the male. Writing is a means to "bud" on one's own: 

Dear Unknown (a la convention) , Well-congratulate me! Ahem -- 1 am a budding 
young author! Swell ---huh? This is my big day. Am 1 W e d !  Wouldn't you be? 
Just imagine - they actually p ~ t e d  "Thank you" and "In a Cernetery. . ." (WPNA 
May 30th,1933) 

The cliched idiom of the passage is not the usual tone of the journal -- which tends toward a 

register of dissonance and uneasiness -- but rather the "swell -- huh?" of a self presented as 

nothing special, nothing different, an insider. in Apartmeni Seven Waddington states "I was a 



typical girl, and rnaybe that's why it took me so long to become a writer" (202). Ln her 

aspiration to be this typicd girl, "1" is split in the early journals with a figuration of self as 

rebel, not willing to stay within the confines of the "formula fernale," and the self as desirable 

object for the culturally-dominant male. As Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson note. "the 

autobiographical occasion (whether performance or text) becomes a site on which culniral 

ideologies intersect and dissect one another, in conûadiction, consonance. and adjacency" 

(xix). The desire to present the self "they acnially printed" as an "ordinary girl" is evident in 

the syntax of the above passage; publication threatens the girl who is subject to "his meaning" 

in a dream in which the young women in her culture are raised not to cxcel, but to fit 

(Smith&Watson xix). 

The journal ends with a selection of hand-written early poeûy organized like a chap- 

book. It begins with a verse which foregrounds the use of writing to create the equivalent of "a 

room of one's own ": 

1 live in a world al1 my own 
My thoughts are my friends 
and my sou1 is my home. (WPNA 1933) 

When she writes that she "dream[s] Edna S t. Vincent Miliay's poems at night" (1 933), 

Waddington suggests the power that poetry has for her to create an alternate reality. The 

"world al1 my own" is set up in poems which, unlike the dream of Marvin, suggest not a 

family home in which women sente the young male artist, but a place in the world made 

through poetry. 

The "world aIi my own" bepins with the fmt poem "Ocean by Night, To Miss Jones," 

in which the ocean is a sea of female-centred play. Here the "dismal thinçs" and the "tembly 

tired and sad" finish of the prose part of the journal are counterpointed by the "occan pnncing" 



of the "mermaideens." If the adult world threatens in the journal to overwhelm the young 

"Miriam," poetry is a medium she cm "own." Here is an excerpt from the fmt poem: 

Tiny , Tinkling Tambourines, 
Sounding fiom The Turf, 
Dainty, diving mermaideens 
Dancing on the surf. 

Dashing--dipping--dancing 
A miilion &-white steeds, 
Across the ocean prancing 
Each wave the other leads. (WPNA April, 1930) 

The poem conveys a delight in play with "[sjounding" out poetic language. Both the night 

world and water imagery signal a sea-change from the world of day-liçht and solid ground. 

Thc emphasis is on the play of female sprites, "Lovely sea-nymphs of the dark," who as 

"Tiny " and "Dainty ," are stereotypically ferninine and yet, as "memaideens ," charçed with a 

"moonlight" which suggesü female magic. The dance of the "memaidcens," set in miniaturc 

sçale with its "Tiny, Tinkling Tambourines," portrays a female-centred celebration. In the 

fantastic r e a h  descnbed "magic moonlight" plays with "dashing" steeds who move with the 

mennaids beyond the constrictions of girls in the 'real' world. 

In a 1992 interview in Toronto, Waddington stressed that the lyric speaker within her 

poems has no sex and no gender and is, in fact, an etemal child. She was emphatic: 

It isn't a real, personal '1,' that's the whole point. . . . 1'11 tell you. . . this is my idea of 
poetry. . . . When nature deals out the genes she doesn't care if you're a male or a 
female. She deals them out and lucky you if you've got it, and also sorry you. [But] 
it's a ten-year-old child without sex at all who is writing that poetry, and it is always a 
ten-year-old child. There's no man or wornan in it at ail. It's a ten-year-old child and 
the angel of poetry that's doing that. (Waddington taped interview, March 1992) 

The assertion fits, at first, only with poems such as the one just discussed. 1 asked her what 

happens when that ten-year-old child encounters a world which is particularly hostile to 



women. She laughed, conceding that "a lot more cornes into it. But that ten-year-di child is a 

natuml force." The intentional fallacy defmed by the New Critics reduces such statements by 

an author to irrelevance (Wimsatt 1014). But the developing theory of life writing tends, while 

aware that the text and the witer are never the same, to insist on reconnecting the writing self 

with the text produced.4 1 have corne to see Waddington's insistence that the ten-year-old 

writing the poetry is a naturd force as an imaginative means of escaping culturai defmition as a 

girl and woman; that is, as 'subject to' the universal humanist "heu of the male. In rnodemist 

poeûy, Waddington found a genre in which modem women poets had trespasscd with mm, 

açainst rules of meter, rhyme, and antiquated diction. But bcforc breaking those mlcs, her 

earIy life writing - with its hand-written record of poems -- suçgests that poetry begins as a 

vehicle through which the girl is able to play with language and, in this play, to explore a 

generic means through which to speak in a voice which is not confmed within the gender codes 

which configure her sex. 

In her earliest unpublished poetry Waddington explored "the oracular gift" of a voice 

untamed by the quietly srnothering forces so deplored by Carol Gilligan in her study of the 

coming of age of young women in Western society. Life writing leadr to a trusting of the 

process of a textual self, moving away from objectivity and a linear proving of an argument, 

toward a lyrk voice which, whatever its age, insists upon the transfomative possibility of 

PoetrY - 
The journal of 1934-35 is a black scnbbler which includes journal entries, quotations, 

and fragments of dialogue. In an entry of April6th, 1934 the season intenects with the writing 

self's "newness & strangeness & wonder": 

Spring does things to you, doesn't it? It does to me. Today 1 felt the stirrings. . . . 
There was and is a gea t  mass of something in me struggling to escape. A sort of 
yeaming & longkg to shake off everything duli & heavy & wander forever under a free 
blue sky. It is such a strong feeling too. (WPNA April6,1934) 



The colloquial language and speculative questioning invite the reader to about what sprhç 

does to the sensate self. As noted in my introduction, Homans theorizes that because nature 

was considered femde, the Romantics conflated women and nature, while the male poets 

contemplated a passive "her" as silent partner to their (male) inspiration. In Waddington's 

journal of 1934 Spring is represented as chailenging the fernale self of winter to escape, "to 

shake off everything du11 & heavy and wander." As in Livesay's early wrîting, nature is scen 

not as a silent materna1 force but as an active one which challenges the "colonized subject" to 

change; this challenge will f ï d  poetic form in Green World (Smith & Watson xiv). 

Waddington's joumals foreground the rnost seductive element in a fernale subjectivity 

created through patnarchal alliance and heterosexual romance. In an enûy of Auçust, 1933, 

Waddington rnoves from leaving the identity of her reader "Unknown" to a new position: "1 

think 1 shall love you. And you will love me -- Yes?" In identifying "Unknown" as the man 

she "wiU love" she cornes close to consigning the journal to the senice of a romantic project, 

not so much the record of a young artist as a woman seeking a partner. At the same time, she 

insists on growth away from the perfect "jeune file": 

There's no use fooling myself. I'11 never regain that sweet enthusiasm and wonder that 
1 had at ffieen and during the fmt part of my sixteenth year. People can not expect me 
to be etemally naive. I'm growing, and rhat "sweet, wholesome & refreshing" type of 
girl has no place in me now, unless I force it. And I don? want to be artificial. 1 must 
be only what 1 am. But what in the hell am I? Oh it's such a muddle. (WPNA 
Decembcr 26,1934) 

The muddled "1" asking questions, brashly making assertions, has lost the common sense logic 

of her own culture. This textual "1" represents a split subject, unsure whether to place 

emphasis on the mysterious wisdom of a woman's dream, or to own a muddle of selves, none 

of which fits. Significantly, she experiences this refusal not as legitirnate rebellion but as 



confusion. With the above entry one version of the difficult and uneven process of "growing" 

away from the immobilizing pattern of correct female behaviour has been set down on a page. 

Waddington's early journds of 1933-1936 are marked with the sense of the female self 

as secondary to a cultivated and dominant male while, at the same time, in self-contradiction, 

they display both implicit and explicit challenges to the subsenient configuration of the "sweet 

wholesome and refieshing type" consigned to a feminine role. In her work from 1935 on there 

is a depruture from the seductive Ianguor of what in "A Woman At Evening" she refers to as ". 

. . hcr woman's dream" of gentle submission to the will of a man (NA Notcbook 1933-35). In 

"A Woman at Evcning," the woman is pictured as emblcmatic of her cntire sex, she is 

"[sltrange and mysterious with ancient/Far off wisdom."' Rather than suggesting an esscncc of 

far off femde wisdom, the poerns from 1936 are more self-consciously modem in theme and 

idiom and they tend to suggest a social critique of the power of patriarchy as figured in "the 

smug blue sheen of heavy/ jowls that waited orders" from "old men" (W'PNA Notebook 1937- 

38).6 

In A p a r n e n ~  Seven Waddington notes that she and other modem Canadian poets read 

"the new British poets -- Auden, Lewis, Spender, MacNeice. . ." (AS 22). The unpublished 

poem "We of 1937" reflects a political awareness suggesting the influence of these modem 

British male poets, and undertakes a critique of a militaristic male-dominant elite, emphasizing 

the culpability of "the old men" who "sat and/wasted time and urged us to wait" while 

"the/world was crumbling" (WPNA MG31D54). The reference to the "cmrnbling" of the 

world is, of course, a phrase which suggests the rise of Fascism, leading up to World War 

Two. 

Ln subsequent joumals, Waddington's writing shifts from autobiographical entries to 

f iapents  of stories and drafts of poems which focus on men and women as both intimates and 

adversaries. Consider the handwritten "Weekend," from a notebook of 1939: 



Men have become sterile 
Dont know how to make Iove anyrnore 
First beer, then line up single file. 
And then they sleep because they are too tked 
Yet love is admired. 

We have memorized 
Our tum to laugh. We never miss the cue. 
Srniles corne single, joy is polarized 
For fantasy we have the f o m  of beer, 
This is now, my dear, now and here. (WPNA Notebook 1939) 

Thc brash speaker announcing the "now" and "here" sugçests discord between the sexes. 

" [ S  JtenIe" men "line up" in the fmt stanza, "single fiIe" to relieve themselves. The rcfercncc in 

the next stanza to the women's "turn to laugh" suggests a technological society of well- 

' socialized love objects rather tban the laughter of lovers. The poem speaks out of a time when 

mariageable girls like Waddington -- as one c m  see her in archival pictures circa 1940 -- 

applied fresh Lipstick and swallowed their anger that their male-centred culture had seduccd 

them into domesticity without the reward of romantic "love." In place of a fcmaie-centrcd 

magic, evident in the juvenile poem "Ocean By Night," we are told that "for fantasy we have 

the foam of beer." The poem suggests what women have to lose when they are dutiful bed- 

partners in a male-centred reality; they risk losing dreams of their own. 

In a journal entry of the same year, Waddington again articulates a social consciousness 

in tems of the oppositional leftist rhetonc of the day: a rhetoric through which leftist poets 

tcnded to subsume references to women with references to "workers" and "the working men." 

Without explicitly mentioninç her own approaching mamage to Patrick Waddington, she 

indicates a need to "aily" the engaged self with "someone, something." Interestingly, she 

considen that the alternative to this engagement is the "objective" analytic position she was 

taught to observe at the University of Toronto. As Gabrielle Griffu has noted, the code of 

objectivity has very often served "patriarchal thought [which] does. . . rcpresent itself as 



emotionless (objective, detached, and bodiless) ." The style of the following journal entry from 

the 1940s suggests the influence of female modernists. The passage follows the process of 

her own non-stop rush of confiicting thought. She speaks in the f m t  person: 

1 think I must identify myself with someone, something at this tirne. This, if ever, is 
not the tirne to be objective, or super-intellectudy above things. 

I'm wiliing to let my humanity drag me into the stmggle on the side of the 
working men. They , losers or winnen, ought to win for the sake of justice. 1 think 
they will. Anyway, it is the only chance for a full life which today must include a 
social consciousness. 1 dont want to go under the purple ether with T. S. Eliot and 
that gang. . . . I'rn a person, I've got to live on al1 planes that 1 know; 1 can't, Iike somc 
si& rnyself in the specialization of one subject. mat 's  really a rnind tumed to 
mcchanical use. 

About reality. Take the reality of love. Nothing is more fundamcntal, moving 
than a man and a woman. I'm sure that 1 saw something ve r '  real, today, but 1 can't 
prove it. 

The back of a man's trench coat - he was leaning toward a smallish woman in 
some dark windblown clothes. They waked down into a strect car tunnel. I watchcd 
them fade into it. It was somehow very significant. There seemed so much urgency in 
the fact of their togethemess -- it was inevitable. 

I don't get the feeling of urgency about most people that smoose around the 
Royal York. Or any dance hail. After au, one can sleep with a bitch anytime. And onc 
can fmd a man anytirne, wherever. It's not particularly urgent. (WPNA 1936-1 939 
Notebook March 18,1939) 

In this entry a woman who is available for sex is categorized as "a bitch." The remark conveys 

a casual misogyny: a man Iooking for sex is a "man," a woman doing the same thing is a 

"bitch." Yet, even as this journal enby reflects sexism, it also conveys the very different 

perspective on male-female connection in the brief account of die windblown couple observcd 

in "their togethemess." Taken as a whole the passage foregrounds a shiiting, and 

contradictory, point of view. The passage can not pronounce upon either scene as "rcality." 
9 

Instead it explores a shifting scene and shifting feelings. In rnixing diverse reprcsentations of 

coupling with her own thoughts on reality, Waddington represents a kind of writing which 

Hanscombe and Smyen discuss as representative of the rnodernist penod. They observe that 



an interrogation of objective reality was proceeding in physics, in mathematics, and in 

psychoanal ysis: 

What is startling and different is their pursuit in lanyage of what was taking place in 
physics and other mathematical languages, and in psychoanalysis: the radical 
hypothesis that nothing objective exists, that a sepration between 'subjectivity' and 
'objectivity' is spunous, that the observer (so called) is inîrinsic to every phenornenon. 
(9) 

Notwithstanding these interrogations of objectivity, most males of the penod held fast to the 

view that both litcranire and history wcre the record of men. The male "1" still spoke for al1 

humanity unless, that is, one was reading writen like Woolf and Mansfield. Rcprcscntative 

male modernists such as T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound tended, as products of their culture, to rc;id 

and represent the fcmale half of the human race as coming and çoing through history "talking 

of MichelangeIo," nameless and ephcmeral to both art and (male) artist. As DeKoven notcs, in 

Eliot's "Prufrock" women "an: either the banal degnders of high culture, dispensers of thc 

quotidian 'teas, cakes, and ices' or the disappointing and even disçusting, yet unattainabk, 

objects of Prufrockian desire" (DeKoven 190). In her journal Waddington conveys the scnse 

that high modernist "T. S. Eliot and the gang" have not caught with their "purple ether" the 

"essence (sic) of things" she has seen on the streets of Toronto W N A  Notebook 1936- 

1939. March 18, 1939). 

There are no references to contemporary women wnters, other than Margaret Avison, 

in the brief journal entries from 1939 to 1945, but Waddington does single out Yeats, Proust, 

and Rilke, with particular admiration. However, Waddington has noted elsewhere that she 

wa; reading wornen writcrs too. Not surprisinçly, their names do not often appear at a time 

when, both in Life and in fitenture, Waddington found that male claims for attention carne fust. 

Waddington asked and received permission from the "anti-woman" "great Milton 

Scholar" A. S. P. Woodhouse to wi te  on "Milton and ~omen." '  Her essay reveals an interest 



in gender uncomrnon for her time and a grasp of the history of women's oppression under 

patriarchy. She recognizes the need to read Milton in the larger context of androceniric 

iradition, writing that: 

In order to estimate properly Milton's view of women [marker wites 'woman'] it is 
necessary to trace briefly the historical position of women in society, as well as the 
social, reiigious, and cultural influences that molded Milton's thought on the subject. 
(WPNA "Milton's Views of Wornen" 1) 

This excerpt f?om the beginning of Waddington's essay reflects her early recognition of seeing 

gender in the importance of historical context. Her reading infers an understanding that literary 

works express, and respond to, culnirai value placed on "the subject." Waddington locatcs 

" t h e  approaches to the subject, al1 of them concument, but not dways consistent" (WPNA 

"Milton's View of Women" 7-8). What interests me here is the expectation that a male writer 

considering "women" will not present one unified argument over a life-the but wiii likeiy hold 

views both in accord and at variance with received tradition. This presentation stresses dint a 

male writer, too, may well register the shifts of view and self contradiction which she has 

described in her joumals as "rnuddle" in her own writing. 

The paper on Milton traces the Christian tradition of misogyny from Catholicism into 

Protestantirni. Waddington's great professor, A.S .P. Woodhouse, was known to be anti- 

women, yet Waddington chose a topic on which it might have been assumed he would be 

biased. Although trained to wnte essays in 'correct form' which, then, meant keeping the f i t  

person out, Waddington once breaks into the fmt person to assert a personal commentary -- 

writing, "it might be tentatively suggested @y me) that man represents Reason to Milton, and 

woman represents Passion" (WPNA "Mil ton's View"). The parenthetical "(by me)" ventures a 

small but definite step away from the valorization of 'objective' scholarship. Although 

Woodhouse gave hcr a good mark on her paper, her independence of mind was not always 



appreciated. It is not surprising to read Waddington's assertion in 1939 that she is "not 

sufficiently dead to be a good student . . . ."' 
Just as E. J. Pratt, "the most celebrated Canadian poet of the period," was "a man 

among men," so the Canadian women poets of the late thirties and early forties, were very 

rnuch "women among They were products of a culture which privileged men and 

educated women in what men had thought, and written, leaving their own sex's writing out as 

of secondary interest. In "A brief record of women in academia," Caplan writcs: 

One woman's college president, noting the potential for education to question our 
subordinate position in society, has said that 'to educate women to take thernsclves 
senously, at al1 is, in itself, a subversive act.' There have bcen long-standing bclicfs 
that men represent the mind, women represent the body, and the mind is supenor to the 
body. In this context, to acknowledge that it is legitimate for women to develop their 
minds raises the spectre of women leaving their 'natural,' infenor place. (1 5) 

Waddington's work repeatedly refers to die influence of teachers both in university and bcforc 

it. From an early age, and throughout her life, women teachers had a markcdly strong, 

although not exclusive, influence. As already noted, the fmt poem in her handwritten verse 

collection is dedicated to a female teacher, and Waddington's book of short stories Sumnzer ai 

Loneiy Beach (1982) "is dedicated to my teachen and the memory of my teachers" and names 

eight women and six men.'' At the university level Waddington names one male and three 

fernale professors. 

Waddington's journals from 1939 focus not on her own relationship with a significant 

male -- as the earlier journals did -- but, rather, on drafts of poems, br-ief notes about her own 

ideas, and captured impressions of city life. Omission of the male is sigificant: the still fngilc 

creation of the female writing self is the focus. Accordingly, we no longer find a verbatim 

record -- as in the 1936 journal - of what "heu said. In fact, the journal of 1939 does not even 



mention her tnaniage to Patrick Waddington. Margaret Avison is, in contrast. rnentioned 

twice. In April of 1939 Waddington writes: 

1 long to be close to myself - were it even the sad oId tomired self of long ago -- I long 
to feel 1 am my own -- but 1 feel not so anymore. Whose am 1 thcn, whose? 

Went for a walk wiîb Margaret Avison. 
We took the Yonge Street car to the end of the line and walked over the crossroads. It 
was dry & cold - the wind blew us from al1 four sides. (WPNA April 16, 1939) 

As young but aiready-published lyric poets, both she and Avison rnight well be fi y rcd  at "the 

crossroads": between traditional female expectations and venturing fonvard as modemist pocts. 

As an about to be marricd woman, Waddington records feelings of alienation not onIy from hcr 

male-centred culture but also from herself. The question -- "[wlhose am 1 then, whose?" -- 

posed without answer, sugpests an ongoing stmggle for self definition through texnial 

process. In writing these words down she addresses not an 'unknown" reader as in her earlier 

joumals, but her own writing self. The image of the two young female pocts, windblown, at 

"the crossroads" suggests a point of transition without offering a sense of funire direction. 

Susan Leonardi analyzcs women's experience after they ceased to be "locked out" of 

Oxford University in England by noting how women wnten such as Vera Brittain and Dorothy 

Sayers -- who attended Oxford during the period just before and after the First World War -- 

created women characters who chailenged their male-centred cultural iradition. There is a sense 

in Waddington's life writing from 1939 to 1944 that she, too, is preparing to use her liberal 

arts education at university in order to talk back to a culture in which "the Canadian poet" is still 

very much British and maIe (Sutherland 53). The fvst challenge is in the hand-witten journafs 

addressed principally to herself. . . . 

Waddington wntes at the start of the 1940s that contemporary art is no longer a 

temtory forbidden to women and relates that reality to the "dominating core of. . . society": 



The dominating core of our society is to make money, to acquire material beauty , show 
possession. This preoccupation with rnoney forms the boundary, the frame, the 
sbleton of the society. Beyond is a vast 'outremer' which is vague and chaotic and 
uneasy & which no one cares about. Here everything goes because it does not matter, 
has no power, and is therefore beyond the pale of serious concem. It is in this vast 
cimrnarion region that art is created, and that outlaw spirits must thrive. Naiuraiiy. only 
a few spirits care to venture into this v a p e ,  unknown and unadvertised region; most 
are content with what they €id  inside the circle. There are no directions, only currents, 
no pointers, on1 y indications. (WPNA October 13, Notebook 1940) 

The female voice Woolf figured as "inner" in Room of One's Own. Waddington figures in 

tcms of "outlaw spirits" on the margins in her notebook of 1940. 

The vague and chaotic and uneasy, less-securely-situated voice, reminds mc that circa 

1930 most women still had less monetas, stanis than their male contemporaries (WPNA 

October 13,40)." Throuçh both life writing and poetry the parameten circurnscribing a 

"woman's dream" are open to her "outlaw" revision of self. But the 'haunting' question 

remains, how successful can the female poet be in locating both a self, and an audience, in 

what she figures spatially as the "vast outremer." 

Waddington's early interest in fantasies of mermaids, a fairy tale prince, slceping 

beauty draws on a tradition of fairy tales which, of course, existed long before modemism. 

However, rather than reinforcing traditional female roles of subordination, in Waddington's 

early, and subsequent, writing the use of fahytale seerns to extend to the "vast cimmarion 

region" of art as a means "of shifiing something in the mind, just as so many fairytale 

characters shift something in their shape" (Warner ix). 

The matenal order is, in Waddington's notebook of 1940, embodied in the core of 

patriarchal values represented by "money," "material beauty, and "possession" (WPNA 

October 13,1930). This order tends to evacuate the living substance from the "halfpoet" who 

without culhua1 authorization remains unsure of herself in a culture in which she knows herseif 

mainly with reference to what she calls "the core." A self-described "rniddle-class social 



worker," Waddington writes that in 1943 "only half of me was a poet," noting that in 1944 

there was a sleeping artist within her which woke up only i n ~ r m i t t e n t l ~ . ' ~  Waddington wntes: 

This problem of identity. Key to Avison that is. Kafka is occupied with it. It 
absorbs M. [Avison]. She says - "itts all such a joke - identity." No one can redly 
h o w  who he is. 

To me that's very strange talk. Maybe I'm not intellectual enough to appreciate 
this problem of identity. 1 don't think it exists for me. 1 never think about it. Of 
course fmt 1 sink into the entity of me - Miriam. Then Miriam is absorbed & su& & 
drowned in the F a t  beard of Jew. Then, outside that circle, or intenvoven, is the area 
of system. 1 identQ with a cornmunist system. . . . Then therets the world. Physical 
world of streets, Sun, people, jazz. In all of these are me. And so easily am I Iost in 
them. Where's the problern of identity? 

Of course, when I was a lad[?] 1 often stopped & thought to myself. " M a t  if 
this is a play, & I'rn acting on a stage and someone's watching. Suppose 1 wakc up 
and find I'm not me at d l .  

This feeling always amazed me, gave me a feeling of being a stranger in the 
world. 1 suppose in a small way it was my groping for identity. (WPNA October 22, 
1943) 

The male-dominant tradition they had both encountered at the University of Toronto had, of 

course, taught both poets to question identity, or as Avison put it: "who he is." Judaism and 

Marxîst politics also tended to sink the female self in focusing on the exploitation of another 

class. Like the earlier passage objecting to "the purple ether of Eliot," the writinç process in 

the above passage displays a 'stream of consciousness'13 which feminist cntics trace to early 

fernale modemists such as Dorothy Richardson, Woolf, Gertrude Stein, May Sinclair, as well 

as Mansfield (Blain 900).14 The process of writing about "identity" seems to function a linle 

like a long hook seeking to reach for the sleeping artist, "absorbed & sunk & drowned," in 

androcentnc-centred systems of thought. In its circling process, this passage suggests the 

influence of female modernists such as Woolf. It sinks, ir cucles, and it rejoices, as Woolf 

had, in the urban msh of "streets, Sun, people, jazz." Even as i t  denies "[tlhis problem of 

identity," the passage pursues new ways of knowing not "who he is," so much as "who" is 

asking. In begiming to explore the strearn of consciousness of her own writing style 



Waddington follows the " s d  way" of a groping femde self which knows what she knows in 

opposition to received tradition. 

Masters Thesis (1945): "Leaming to help in the functional setting of a Child 

Guidance Clinic" 

In Aparmeni Seven Waddington describes the year she spent in the "Advanced 

Course, for social workers already in practice" as "the most liberating, painful, growth- 

producing educational experience of my life" (AS 33). Where as an undergraduate 

Waddington had studied the thought and the literature of famous men, in social work she 

studied the social thought of pioneer women social workers from the Victonan penod. At the 

Philadelphia School, Waddington chose as a supervisor Dr. Virgkia Robinson who 

subsequently became what she referred to, in a 1992 i n t e ~ e w  with me, as her "spiritual 

mother." Livesay also chose to become a social worker, as did Margaret Avison. The 

discipline was not onIy open to women but to some degree focused on female-centred theory 

and energy.ls The thesis she produced the same year as Green World is a document which is 

pertinent here for three reasons: fmt, it emphasizes a cornmitment to the process of the f ~ s t  

person singular; second, it focuses exclusively on women; third, it discusses the significance 

of accepting "the negativeW in the self. Each of these concepts will be relevant to my reading of 

female subjectivity in Green World. 

Livesay's M. A. thesis at the Sorbonne follows the convention of objectivity. 

Waddington, in rnarked conûast, sets the autobiographical "1" at the explicit centre of the 

leaniing process her thesis describes: 

When a student enters a new setting and undertakes to give a seMce unfamiliar to him, 
something happens to di the expenence that has been gained in former training and 



professional practice. A mysterious disorganization takes place. Lf forma1 organization 
has been strong, total, the present disorganization has the same characteristic totality. 
And yet, somewhere in this chaotic and disorganized self something mobilizes toward 
this new and desired goal of development, and the h t  connection is made. 

With me it was structure. My physical presence in the c h i c ,  my offke, 
telephone and mail box a l l  proved to me that I was there. The mith is, 1 needed diose 
constant factud proofs to verify my presence, for actudy very little of myself was 
there in the frst weeks, most of myself was hanging back and cautiously waiting to see 
what this was a.U about. (WPNA Thesis MG31 D54.233) 

In referring to the genenc student as "he," Waddington both reflects the convention of the time, 

and perhaps implies the prestige of the "heu of a male-dominant discipline. 

The process of arriva1 which she documents is analogous to the process of asserting the 

self as a wnter. There is reference to the need for the extemal reality of office, telephone and 

mail box and a correspondent sense of doubting the self, needing proofs to verify my presence, 

and even with "proofs" finding "very little of myself was there." The thesis tells the story of 

conjuring the self to appear, a conjuring which foregrounds a slow, "painful," process 

(MWNA 'T'hesis).l6 She states that "all movement is process, and neither structure, function, 

nor feeling have the separate existence. . . that they appear to have in the cold white pages of a 

thesis." The writing self is linked to an extemal world of physical being and histoncal context, 

which the text as physical artifact tends to flatten and reduce. In saying no to this reduction 

within her own thesis Waddington uses the "cold white pages" in a new way. She insists on 

the connection of what she wrïtes with a human context which may, or may not, numire the 

writing self. 

The textual selves in both Waddington's iife writing and early poety might be said to 

suffer from the problem of "too little self' which Waddington analyzes in both heneif and the 

fernale clients who are the case studies of her Master's thesis. In both herself and the mothers 

she interviews, Waddington locates a fundamental lack of "self." The fust phrase of this 

passage rnight be read as a found poem: 



Not enough self, or a self so tenuous that it feels threatened by the srnaest breeze, or a 
seif so entangled with the self of the child that it is no longer. . . capable of 
independence. All of these problems which are the fundamental problems of life 
emerge in the interviews with parents around their relationships with children. . . . 
(WPNA Thesis 37-38) 

While locating the lack of agency in "not enough seif" in the client mothers of distutbed 

children, Waddington tellingly represses the copular verb which would give the fust phrase 

normal syntax. Within the thesis, she cornes to recognize that her own "process" of prowth in 

writing the thesis has also fundamentally related to problems of "self," specifically her own 

self, "for it challenges her whole self and caUs into question dl that she is" (WPNA Thesis 52). 

In Green World the negative female-centred self loathing is explored as a part of what 

the thesis cdls "two-sided nature." Waddington writes that she sought to understand, in the 

negative, "the thing that says no in a penon when the other part of him [sic ] says yes." This 

use of "him" for "person" in the absmct indicates both correct usage and immersion in the 

syntax of a written language still very much by and for men. The generic individual remains 

male, bct the specificity of the thesis is that of a female writer with femaie clients: each of the 

clients Waddington mentions in the thesis is a woman. She writes that the negative is the space 

where the female person rnust enter her own thought-process and go into the unknown to 

"t[a]ke back some of the problem into herself" (MWNA Thesis 26). Here is the negative: 

The negaiive cm be ignored, but not elirninated. It can be diverted to channels outside 
the c h i c  so it does not ruffle the surface of the interview. But usually the child pays 
for it. 1 know now that the other side will fmd expression anyway. . . (WPNA Thesis 
22) 

The emphasis of the thesis is on the relationship between the female caseworker and !icr 

adult female client, the mother of a disturbed child. From the perspective of female subjectivity 



the thesis considen the need to articulate the difficulty of being a M y  human adult in a culture 

which denigrates the importance of both women and children. Both the woman client and the 

female caseworker must be given the opportunity to articulate "the negative," that is their own 

anger, self contradiction, rage. Waddington allows that 

. . . this new understanding of feeling in its two-sided nature was probably the most 
powerful catdyst in my whole leaming process. It enabled me to break through a 
certain dead-level of tone which until now had aiways dominated my interviews. At 
1st 1 was freed h m  the compulsion to recognize and identiQ only with the positive, 
and 1 could range with my clients into whatever area their necessity demanded of me, 
be it positive or negative, pleasant or painfûl. 1 had become Iike the poet's mistress, 
who can sing both high and low, instead of monotone. W N A  Thesis 24-25) 

The reference to "the poet's mistress" is undoubtedly positive. But to this reader, at least, thc 

sirnile "1 had become like. . ." suggests a gender barrier still in place for Waddington circa 

1945: the poet is male, the singing female not another poet but, rather, a mistress. 

Significantly Waddington figures a fernale "who can sing both high and low, instead of 

monotone." The proxirnity to the male poet and poetry is a liberating element for the "mistress" 

and, by extension, it is also liberating to the professional woman writing of the "two-sided 

nature" of feeling. 

Not mentioned in her thesis, Waddington's mother had, for her, represented much that 

she, in her youth, at least, associated with the negative including anger, fnistration, and 

"useless female rebellion" (MW interview with LM). Margaret Homans notes, "women have 

intemalized their oppressors' negative view of their sex" and she speculates that "[ilf women 

reject materna1 figures it is because they have been conditioned to do so by masculine culture. . 

." (15). In both Waddington's thesis and in Green World, as the reader will presently see, the 

"compulsion to recognize and identify oniy with the positive" is renounced. However, within 

the thesis, the recognition of the negative does not, in itself, allow the writing self to assért a 

self who is also a poet. 



From my perspective, Waddington's thesis is a texnial record of a wornan begiming a 

life-long process of authonzing henelf and other women to "sing both high and low," is to 

articulate their own conflichg expenences of self. Without being explicitly centred on 

women, Waddington observes that the problems women must face in coming to tems with 

"the negative" in thernselves and the world around them. What Avison had c d e d  "[tlhis 

problem of identity . . ." is in Waddington's thesis a problem of exploring the process 

whereby the female self gathers "enough self' to be. 

Green World: "Probing Poetry" (1 945) 

In a comment which is characteristic of androcentric rnodemist poetics Waddington 

If he is an authentic poet, the poet's seIf is never just a private self. His anxieties speak 
for aLi our anxieties. He may, as John Stuart Miil pointed out in one of his essays on 
poetry, be engaged in a dialogue with himself; but if he publishes his poems, he wants 
us to overhear hirn. (AS 109) 

Ln shifting the dialogue fkom "himself' to "herseIf" within her own poetry, the female 

rnodernist poet perfoms a fundamental act of transfomation. She introduces a subject which 

even later criticism of the fifties and sixties has not formally recognized as poeticdy worthy of 

words. Her dialogue posits a difference which she uses poetry to explore. But the premise of 

difference from what Sutherland called "the rypical Canadian poet of the forties" remains 

implicit within the poetry. It has waited for readers who are ready to pause and rethink this 

pcriod. 

As Waddington has noted, "[plart of the problem of modernisrn is to accept that not 

evcrything c m  be unified" (AS 160). Modemist poehy cm be read as an expression of rupture 



within contemporary culture expressed in poetic syntax of "fkagments shored against lits] min" 

(Eliot 75). But as Waddington notes elsewhere, poetry is more than an avenue into a 

representation of this min: 

Poetry is the most psychically sensitive forrn of literature as well as being the most 
ancient and most closely related to culture and religion. Therefore it ought to be studied 
not only for its aesthetic or synthesizing qualities, but for its revelatory ones: through it 
we may arrive at a deeper level of awareness of who we are collectively. (WPNA 
"Teaching Canadian Poetry") 

Green World does not fit with the modernism of Eliot and Pound. It is a work which displays 

a shifi in emphasis away from the "impiicitly masculine aesthetic of hard, abstract, learned 

verse" to explore a femde-centred modem verse (Gilbert & Gubar 154). In Green World 

Waddington responds to the questions about female subjectivity expressed in her life writing. 

These questions were still largely unasked within Canadian culture, when she introduced them 

into her poeiry. Such significant early published poems as "Green World" (MWCP l), "Ln the 

Big City" (CP 7) and "Morning Until Night" (CP 15) evoke what Marianna Warner (writing 

of Angela Carter) calls "a means of flying - of fmding and telling an alternative story" (ix). 

Although reviews were favourable, the year 1945 was not an auspicious moment for 

the female poet's "dialogue with merlself' to be heard. Gerson notes that female poets like 

Waddington who did use modernist methods were "seldom taken as seriously as their male 

counterparts" (Gerson 54-55). Reviewing Green World favourably for "Canadian Verse," 

Alan Crawley found that "much of the cham of the writing cornes from the skillful recording 

of visual beauty and from [Waddington's] sensitive feeling for the loveliness of lan y a g e "  

(Crawley). Ten years later, Desmond Pacey called the "dominant theme" of Green World "the 

beauty and goodness of the natural world, suggesîed by recumng images of geenness and 

growth" and set in contrast to the "twisted and frustrating nature of contemporary urban 



society" (56). In addition, Pacey commented on the volume's "straightforwardness of. . . 

technique" in contrast to the early work of P. K. Page and Pairick Anderson (56). The 

dominant tone of both reviews suggests that while Green World displays "chami" and 

"loveliness," there is linle else, really , to Say about this first volume of verse. 

Numerous critics have tended to find Green World "boring," or, as Jacobs surmises, 

"too simple" (26). One of the difficulties in writing about Green World has been the range of 

my own response. 1 thought, for a t h e ,  that reviewers had been kind in their perhaps rather 

deliberately vague comments about the book. There are defmite flaws in the prosaic phrasing 

and a lack of attention to structure in a nurnber of poerns.17 Certain phrases tend to jar such as 

"[flame's blandishments grow Sour to the iaste" and the "thought that waggles in my brain" (in 

"Dog Days"); a cliched reference to "the surge of blood" (in "Into the Moming"), a somewhat 

awkward reference to hands and feet as "end organs" in the sarne poem, an antiquated 

reference to "the blooded stan," and the inexplicable allusion to "your sombrero 

accent/RoU[ing] over my senses like prairie sunshine," at the conclusion of "Uncertainties." 

These defects undermine the poetry, as does the declaration, in tirne of war, that "[nlothing cm 

Save us but Our own reserves." None of these flaws in the poems are cited by Crawley or 

Pacey . 

Yet, in their faint praise, these critics have also tended to overlook the complexity of the 

"1" within Green World; a complexity which is, in fact, neither "charm[ing]" "passive," nor 

"simple," but consumed with the "exploration of conûadictions" which makes the book, flaws 

and all, a work of art. Frye seerned to recognize this when he wrote that "the most successful 

poems in Green World are "strikingly original" and display a "distinctive quality" (Frye 

197151). 

In Green World. female figures are portrayed in the context of mouming, prostitution 

and econornic oppression, and with regard to the fear of violence in poems such as "Ballet," 



"The Bond," "Girls," and "In the Big City." The young female is repeatedly figured as hunted 

and hurt within her own culture. The few older wornen represented in Green World offer no 

answers for the younger ones. In the poem "Ballet" the women in mouming can present only 

a "flowerwise" pattern, an emblern of grief. "[Tl he foul granny," in "Investigator," has no 

answers as she "[slits counting last year's newspapers lost in a timeless litter" (CP 5). But 

there is also, in these poems, the assertion of strength and the ûansfomative power centred 

around the lyric "1." 

It is the lyric "1," addressing a changed world, an "1" not always identifed as female, 

which offers an altered vision both of self and "girls" (MWCP 7,12), and the recognition of a 

"twice isolate" "woman" as "kin to me" (MWCP 9). 1 focus on the most successful poems, 

which include "Green World," "Girnli," "The Bond," "Investigator," and "Summer in the 

Street," as well as the final poem, "Moming Until Night." But 1 also discuss less successful 

works, such as "Portrait," "Tapestry," and "Girls" because they are vital to the o v e r d  process 

which 1 read as the "probing" of female subjectivity to make visible "the imer underground 

life." 

Both Laurence Ricou and D. G. Jones descnbe the title poem, "Green World" as, to 

quote Jones, "mark[ing] the fundamental direction of her poetry, and its fundamental strength" 

(146). While praising "Green World" as both "rhythmically and aurally beautiful," Ricou 

regards this poem as dealing with a "conventional simation: the speaker of the poem steps out 

of doors, perhaps on a late spring morning." My reading is markedly different kom his, for 

what he finds "conventionai" 1 read as charged with significance. In this f ~ s t  mernorable poem 

the speaker ventures forth as a voice, an "1" without sex within a text which is resonant of the 

child's first Iandscape; the mother's body, " c u ~ n g "  inside, in the first stanza, alive to the 

"grccn rhythms" of the fmt mePic marker: the heart. The poem is a "step out" and away from 



the past "cast[ing] out of focus" d l  that is known of the world. The "1" is catapulted with the 

first phrase into the poetic space of "feel[ing] the green world." 

The green world, into which the "1" ventures in the f m t  seven-line stanza of the poem 

is not, as Ricou would suggest, simply "a metaphor [for the] growth of a plant" (141). Instead 

this world is described as a space of poetic revision "beyond al1 geography," a "transparent 

place" which nurtures a growing self. 1 read this space as both suffused with the presence of 

the matemal and, for ail its register of ~ o u b l e ,  as "the inside sphere" of poetry in which the 

speaking "1" can play out a transfomative process. This enclosed space in the f i t  stanza is as 

close to a womb as language can bring us. In this receptive, altemate green world the subject 

both steps out and is held: 

When 1 step out and feel the green world 
its concave waUs must cup my summer coming 
and curving, hold me 
beyond all geography in a transparent place 
where water images cling to the inside sphere 
move and distend as rainbows in a mirror 
cast out of focus. (MWCP 1) 

As was noted of her fmt collection of unpublished poems in her 1933 journal, Waddington 

claimed poetry as a distinctive generic space, "a world all my own," here represented as a green 

world.18 The feeling "1" enters the green world of free verse contained in the traditional lençîh 

of the sonnet, in order to pursue the compelling "must" of its own need, to be held, not as a 

lover holds the beloved, but rather, in the "inside sphere" of a rnind conceiving the possibilities 

of selves within the charged language of poetry. The phrase "water images" draws our 

attention to poetic constmction as artifice, the means of poetic signification. The imaçery 

intensifies in complexity at its centre, with the "sphere"/"rnirrortt end rhyme ernphasizing 

"mirror." 



The mirror in "Green World" is not that of the Evil Queen of fairytale, nor is it Ovid's 

bucolic "pool, silver with shining water" where Narcissus "mistakes identity for difference" 

and, reaching for himself, drowns (Williamson 1986: 177). Neidier is it the "absent center," in 

which Pickthall's fernale speaker in "The SpeU" finds "[a] pool like glas  that pves on an 

empty room." Instead, "Green World" creates a topography in which the speaker f i s t  "step[sj 

out" of what 1 read as the known world of paûiarchy -- the father's house - into an alternate 

poetic enclosure resonant of the f ~ s t  home one has before birth, in the womb. "Green World" 

observes neither fixed metre nor rhyme. Instead it moves in the heation of its own "step out," 

jenisonhg the metric conbact of traditional verse in favour of a lineation which begins with odd 

numben of feet (nine, eleven, five syllables). Two lines mention the "inside sphere" and 

"mirmr" within the f i t  stanza. The even lines offer just enough balance to provide a slight 

pause. The mirror is conûiiry to Ovid's deceptive double and Pickthdl's "empty room" in her 

poem "The Spell." Waddington's mirror opens a temtory of imaginative possibility, an "inside 

sphere" of prismatic possibility, "as rainbows." The womb irnagery of the "concave walls" 

which "mut  cup" the transitional self in the "distend[ed]" abdomen, and the explicit reference 

to water imagery, underscores the fluidity of movement. 

In the second stanza, there are also seven lines. Where the fmt  stanza cups, the 

second stanza serves to "uncup" the speaker from the "crystal chrysalis," represented here at 

the instant of change. What is "out of focus" within the fmt  stanza cornes to a "gold point" 

within the second stanza which " w m s ,  expands, Nntil waiis crack." The transformative 

imagery draws together the "green rhythms" of free verse with images which suggest the 

female-centred process of birth and metamorphosis, as the waters break before birth: 

And this crystal chrysalis 
Shapes to green rhythrns to long ocean flowings 
Rolls toward the sun with sure and spiming speed 
And under the intensely gold point 
Warms, expands, 



Until walls crack suddenly 
Uncup me into large and windy space. (MWCP 1) 

The poem constitutes a poetic space at frst "hold[ing]" the speaker and then, in the second 

stanza, enacting the passage of the as yet ungendered "me" "into [the] large and windy space" 

of modernist verse. 

"Gimli," the second poem in Green Wodd, also contains two matched sranzas of equal 

length: in this case sixteen fines. As in "Green World," the word "1" occurs only once, in the 

fmt line of the poem, and is not identified as either male or fernale. The "inner sphere" of the 

fmt poem is gone and we find, in "GiBili," the geographic specificity of a known Canadian 

place. The "1" of this poem travels over the "you" of Hnear track while pursuing its past in the 

trajectory of the poetic line. The fvst h e  situates the metaphormaking process of poetry on 

the free verse line, and the modem "track." The "railway track" accornpanies memory 

"spinning" back to witness the fecundity of nature as "Frog ditches pockets of jeUy 

eggs/Hanging from banks" and " July lilies/Bursting orange from nests of grass.' In this pocm 

the lyric "1" which "travel[s]" reads something like the "1" of what Waddington in a journal 

entry of November 1943 calls "the voice": 

Always in her the voice. The voice aiways telling her. Always in her. Saying you're a 
writer. Be a writer. . . Listen to that voice. It goes on al1 the tirne never stops. In me 
like a child I'm canying it. Will it ever be something? (WPNA Journal 1940) 

The temtory of "the voice in me like a child" is the one celebrated in this poem; and that voice 

takes us back into its past. The poern functions as a metonym of "the green world," not only of 

"dark spaces" but also of poetic process. The reader may recall Waddington's insistence diat 
-- 

the poetic voice is "without gender," "a voice" 1 read as, at strategic points, refusing to be 

either decisively fernale, or male, within specific poerns - notably the fmt three -- in Green 



World. This "In sees the fme detail of a particular landscape and dso sets forth a roaming "1" 

in the lyric: 

I travel over you a swift railway track 
Spinning to Gimli's summer sudden beach 
Rusty weil-water, bitter, iroo-tasting 
Frog ditches pockets of jelly eggs 
Hanging fiom the banks. (MWCP 1) 

The technological world which cm diminish the human self attempting to speak in modem 

verse, is here an engine assisting the "spinning," "hanging," "blowing" process of memory. 

in the f ~ s t  line of the second stanza "you" repeats. In contrast to the human "you" "impotent 

with words" in Livesay's poem "Sympathy," the "you" wiihin "Gimli" is a "you a swift 

railway track" able in the second stanza to "lead" "straight to" the past. 

There are two women in the poem. Neither is described as a mother, but both offer 

children rnilk: the "shnil-voiced English woman handed us/Sad blue milk for our r d  pails," 

while the Polish woman is "the bright kerchief keeper of two cows" with "[rlich miJ.k 

foaming." English milk is "sad blue rnilk," while the Polish woman's is "rich." The "voice" 

speaking in "Gimli" celebrates the memory of a Canadian childhood which is neither sustained 

by things "British," nor centred on men. 

Like "Green World," with its "rainbows in a minor/[c]ast out of focus," "Gimli" 

reflects back on its speaker, as rnirrors do. The last lines read: 

AU those castles we planted in childhood 
Now bear their fniit of lighted aching windows 
My grief of waiting. (MWCP 2) 

Like "Green World," "Girnli" conjures a transitional "1" able to move back and forward 

through poetry. The text of this poem, and the two which bncket it, suçgest the protective 

"cup" of "the green world," and the sustenance and encouragement of childhood sumrners in 

"Gimli" within which the lyrk  speaker punues altemate visions of what it is to "step out," to 



"travel" as "1" alone with words on a line. In the last line of "Gimli," "[mly gief of waiting" 

reminds the reader of a future time and place, a world beyond the parenthetical space of the 

poem. 

in the third poem, "Into the Morning," power is conjured through a poem of the 

"stnd[ing]" self with the frsst h e  "Into the deep mountain of moming now 1 stnde" (MWCP 

2).  Once again the fmt line of the poem emphasks a subject in motion. Although her farnily 

the Dworkins, were secular Jews, Waddington knew the Orthodox Jewish male's prayer said 

every morning, thanking God "1" was not bom a woman. While "Into the Moming" is not a 

tembly successful poem with its rnixed images of "[wjhite sailboats" and "wall of vein," it is 

mernorable to me as a lyric prayer in which the theme of a divided self -- prominent in the last 

poem in Green Wodd "Morning Until Night" -- is introduced. The image of hands dorninatcs 

in this poem, the reader is told "[mly two hands breathe in their separate ways. . ." (MWCP 

2). The image suggests differences within the subject: differences which the speaker prays to 

nourish as part of growth. 

The fmt line places the subject and verb at the end, rather than the begming of the 

line, suggesting the somewhat daunting significance of the day world - "deep mountain of 

rnoming" -- into which the "1" ventures forward: 

Into the deep mountain of morning now I stride 
Holding my heart a folded bird inside one hand, 
My other hand uptumed splayed out against the sun 
Catches and holds the light, 
Burns fiery red, measures life's concentrate 
With rhythrnic pulses. . . . (MWCP 2) 

Thcre is no magic phrase in this poem to open the mountain, only the dual source of enerçy 

d n w n  from the inner space of the heart hcld as folded bKd, in one hand, and the sun to which 

thc speaker presenü "[mly other hand uptumed and splayed out" open to wonder and pain. 



The speaker's desire is "[to] stride" empowered by the "rhythmic pulses" of the breath line, 

and to grow. 

As in the two opening poems in Green World, the "1" is not identified as male or 

femde. In "Weekend," a poem writîen in 1939, "[tlhis is now, my dear, now and here" was 

proclaimed with the last line of the poem in the name of a "we" highly cnticai of "men." In 

"Into the Moming" the fust line's proclamation "now 1 stride" can be linked not to the 

description of men or women but to the process of the lytic text, now opening a liberating 

space in which the speaker moves into the deep beyond the constraints of gendered 

subjectivity. Three six foot lines suggest long strides, unhobbled by the social irnpress of 

second sex stanis, which 1 observed in the clipped phrases of "Weekcnd." The tone of "Into 

the Moming" is close to prayer: 

, . . oh let 
AU end organs draw the sun to îhern, and let 
Al1 growinç points tum outward. (MWCP 2) 

If the night world is often associated in poetry with dream and with female Iunar imagery, the 

day-world may be seen as temtory of the male sun and of reason. In praying to be alIowed to 

"let" grow, the speaker strides forward into "the deep mountain" world of morning. The plea 

to be granted permission to "grow" has particular significance in the context of the constraints 

upon female subjectivity as represented in both Waddington's early life writing, and the poems 

in Green World which follow. 

"Portrait" is the fourth poem in the book and the fmt to place ernphasis on the 

description of a woman. Like traditional ladies within patriarchal culture, the "Lady" is a fixed 

subject. She exists in thc poem as a split image, fmt a "Lady by Renoir," a man-made woman 

in paint, an image from a simpler, "sun-dappled" t h e ,  then challenged to move from male 

representation of women to thinking being. The fust stanza suggests a parailel between the 



'pmning" hand of the gardener, and the male artist who set his "Lady" "au bord de la Seine" in 

a "charneleon gown," her "pointed feet" "[tlreading between hedges. . . ." There is a sense of 

preca-ious footing. Unlike the speakers of the fmt three poems who " step out," "travel," and 

"stride," the "Lady" has "pointed feet/ Treading between hedges. . ." (MWCP 2) The repeated 

reference to the "Lady" as "synthesize[ing] Sunday" and the cal1 to "rernind me of Sunday" 

suggests that the spe f  er relishes the peace which the portrait represents (MWCP 2). 

However, the presentation conveys ambivalence from the frst stanza. 

The speaker asks the "Lady" to "think forward" iike Sleeping Beauty, to wake from a 

hundred year sleep to a world where there is no more faky tale, no more "spriçs of this or that" 

but the fatal direction towards a catacl ysm: 

Lady by Renoir 
Think forward a hundred years to our Sundays 
Ambushed by sun no longer, 
No quiet leaping between our light 
No sprigs of this or that sweetly 
Tickling the anktes, 
No river except (MWCP 2) 

At the start of the stanza the "Lady," "ambushed by sun no longer," is sununoned to use her 

own mind to illuminate a "secret passage." She must move into a new time, as we are 

catapulteci forward with a forced jump between the last ihe of the second stanza which ends as 

if in mid air: 

No river except 

The slow surge of cold hatred 
FIowing through secret passages 
Under Our tunneled cities, 
The murder without motive 
Ripeninç in a million brains. 

in the duil offices, 
Bursting Iike a sickncss 
Ovcr the angular faces of tight-lipped people, 
Blowing an il1 wind 



Over the sterile and severe avenues 
Unflanked by flowers and fiippery. 

Along the close margins of the street-car tracks 
Cruelty travels a safe road to a smooth ending 
In our familiar country. 
Here kindness is pmned and love tom up by the roots. 

Sweet lady, remind me of Sunday. (MWCP 2-3) 

The poem is "probing" the "tunneled cities" of the modem world. It is a world in 

which the old images of the female as object of beauty no longer answer the speaker looking 

for meaning within modem culture. There seems an irnplicit critique of a modemisni in whicii 

sentiment was banned. The nighmiare time leaves no room for sentiment. It is "unflanked by 

flowers and fnppery" so that 'ccruelty travels a safe roadl' The "close margins of the strcet-car 

uricks" confine this speaker to an existence in which "kindness is pruned and love/[t]orn up by 

the roots." The romance of the "Sweet lady," however ardently invoked in the poem, is a split 

image for she is challenged to "think." "Portrait" is, finally, a poem which reçisten its 

speaker's desire to go back to a "Sunday" in which the world again values quiditics which 

"T.S. Eliot and the gang" had discarded as sentimental and dated. Monstrosity exists not in 

Renoir's "portrait" "au bord de la Seine," but in "our familiar country," that is, the modem 

world. 

As noted earlier, Waddington wrote of art as an altemate temtory, "a vast outremer" 

where neither "the acquisition of beauty [nor the] show [ofj possession" held sway. Within 

"Pomait" and many of the poems which follow, poetry becomes a temiory of secret passages 

in which the outlaw spirit reckons with a changed world. 

In the following poem, "Unquiet World," the reader rnoves from "Sunday," sacrcd to 

Chnstians, to "Friday's Festival," and the Jewish heritage. In "Unquict World" the Old 

Tcstarnent "Prophet" is kept offstage, likc a muse, for a speaker who, while using thc imagcry 



of the Jewish Sabbath, speaks of renewed vision and hope for the entire "w~rld."'~  The image 

of the pious wife is at the centre of the poem, and one notes that the pattern of imagery moves 

from the al1 consuming male "beard of Jew," refened to in the October 22,1943 journal entry, 

to the " fold[s] " of the fernale's "shining hair." Both reader and speaker are "fold[ed]" togcher 

in sleep: 

Fold us smooth as shining hair 
of a pious wife in slumbers sweet, 
then wake us fresh with sabbath bread 
from enchanted sleep and look 
with us past tcmpled ruins, 
deep as the mtered earth 
plumb our purpose and hallowed be 
the heady wine of our hope. (MWCP 3) 

This brief poern haç within it a dense clustcr of imaçery. It draws together the faky tale of 

Sleeping Beauty, the tradition of pahiarchy within Judaism, and the "templed ruins" of post- 

war Europe. None of the imagery is developed. Instead, consistent with Waddington's 

modemism. the reader receives fragments. The "prophet" is invoked like a male muse to "look 

deep" and "plumb our purpose," then having done so, to bless "the heady wine of our hopç" 

(MWCP 3). The waking from "enchanted sleep" in the centre of the poem suggests a challçcge 

to pursue transfomative vision centred around women waking within a changed world; the ofd 

world is in "ruins" and the new one remains to be raised. 

Numerous poems which follow, such as "Ballet," "Tapestry," "In die Big City," and 

"Girls," specifically focus on the contemponry woman and record a recurrent lament for what 

sccms, in part, a sameness in expenence articulated through recurrent ernphasis on girl g-icf, 

fcar, and mouming. The "1" in both "Tapestry" and "Girlstt responds to "sorrows," "Ionging," 

("Tapcstry") and "the broken winps of your future"("Gir1s") with thc offer of "mak[inç]" 



sornething from sonow, a worlc which is, in "Tapestry" both tinked to the fabric of a female 

tradition in art, and associated with the healing power of poetic making. 

"Tapesty" (MWCP 7) and "Girls" (MWCP 12) foregound the awareness of the 

particular vunerabMy of young women within patriarchal culture. The lyric speaker of 

"Tapesûy" is presented as the one who is "pattem[ingJ9' a picture on behalf of the wlnerable 

Girls, 1 will make a tapestry of your sorrows, 
Sew sequins for tears into the stuff of the sky 
Cnss cross your sameness with rainbows 
Tie silken love-knots into the field of your wishes. 
1 will pattern waves to the shores of your longing 
And make nests of geen leaves 
Warm as mother, feed you fountains of milk 
Across the looping hours. 
Six angels will 1 set to watch 
The seed of your sleep. (MWCP 7) 

The "1" of the speaker is making a picture rather than offering any solution to sorrows which 

seem patterned into the "sameness" of lives. What the girls are promised is representation 

within the tapestry: 

And 1 will drop pain sweet as honey 
Over the bare tongue, feather my siitches 
Soft as thighs and tender will be my care 
Tender as a l i  your years, gentle 
As girl grief. (MWCP 7) 

The promise to "feather my stitches" suggests the future weavinç of comfort and 

"tender[ness]" which wiU be the work of the tapeshy maker. Clarissa Pinkola Estes notes diat 

"[iln mythology, the woven cloth is the work of the LifelDeathLife mothers" (95). The 

"woven cloth" of a female-centred vision is made again within " T a p e s ~ . "  The oxymoron 

"pain sweet as honey" catches the essence of seduction into culturai subordination through thc 

rolcs of dutiful wivcs and mothers. Waddington's speaker docs not clairn the pain for herhis 



self but, rather, suggests a certain critical distance, maliuig sweet female pain a tapestry, a 

visual field, which insists on giving representation to female emotion as subject. As a 

politicaliy-aware young Jewish socialist, Waddington was particularly aware that soldiers were 

not the only victirns of war. Ahhough war is not part of "Tapestry" it is referred to in the 

second stanza of the next poem in the collection which focuses on "[glirls" as a marpinalized 

group. 

The fist stanza of "Girls" evokes the "green street" of "girls" "in summer," and we 

hear "their curving laughter," see "the strands of their damp hair" as "tendrils reachinç from the 

roots of their joy." p e  long lines of this the-stanza poem suggest the expansive "growing," 

the confidant fernale camaraderie of these unfettered youths. In the second stanza the long lines 

break after a cluster of images which Links the future of these same girls to the destruction of 

war, including the fascist m y ,  the burning of maiden villages, and the lethal chambers of 

destruction, aLi of which are in marked contrast to the "laughter" at the'centre of the fmt shnza 

(MWCP 12). n i e  crucial role of this "1" is to be a witness, to "see" what others have not. The 

thrice repeated "1 seeu emphasizes the significance of vision. The second stanza reads: 

Oh my gir ls ,  as you rush to me with your swift huiIos 
1 see over your shoulders the years like a fascist army 
Advancing against your stU rninorities destroyed in lethal chambers 
Your defenceless drearns shot bacLward into the pit, 
And 1 see 
The IeveIiing d o m  of all your innocent worlds. (MWCP 12) 

The reference to lethal chambers and the pit evokes the concentration camps where Jews, 

Gypsies, poiitical prisoners, and homosexuals were murdered throughout the Second World 

War. The reader is challcnçed to consider both the promising appcannce of "my girls" in 

"summcr," in the first stanm, and the "so~ows" associated with adult womanhood that follow 

in stanzas two and thrce. The ending of "Girls" offers no miracle resolution. The speaker is 



concemcd with addressing a fcmale-centred resurrection of hope. But the speaker's promise is 

of a "spLint" rather than any miraculous cure: 

1 offer myself as a splint against your sorrows 
And 1 bss the broken wings of your future. 

"The Bond" suggests a femde-centred alliance beîween the "twice isolate" - two 

female Jews - of "varied low estate." The poem eschews the fRe verse, unrhymed stanzas, 

which are used throughout most of Green World and uses quatrain$, repetition, and rhymc. 

The traditional fom is in contrast to the poem's highly unconventional subject matter. Once 

again, as in "ppestry" and "Girls," the oppressed individuals are aot the oppressed "workinç 

man" the focus of "social consciousness" in Waddington's journals, but rather, women of 

"varied low estate" (MWCP 10). The poem makes a connection between oppression and what 

we now refer to as issues of "race, class, and gender" that are missing in the prose passages of 

Waddington's jouxnals. The speaker within "The Bond" states that she "sense[s] evil at the 

source" of "misdirected social force." Rhyme helps make the analysis aesthetically pleasing: 

1 sense the evil at the source 
Now at this golden point of noon, 
The misdirected social force 
Will grind me also, and too soon. 

On Jarvis Street the Jewish whore 
The Jewish me on Adelaide-- 
Both of the narneless million poor 
Who Wear no medals and no braid. 

Oh woman you are kin to me, 
Your heart beats something like rny own 
When idiot female ecstasy 
Transforms in love the fiesh and bone; 

And woman, you are kin to me 
Those tense momcnts fmt and last, 
Whcn men dende your ancestry 
Whorc, Jewess, you are twicc outcast. 



Whore, Jewess, I acknowledge you 
Joint hein to varied low estate, 
No heroes will arise anew 
Avenging us twice isolate. (MWCP 9,10) 

This rniddle section of "The Bond" represents in Waddington a continuing focus on female 

subjectivity in modem Western society. In this poem one woman speaks to another about the 

cornpliciry of females wiîh men, both individually in the sexud act when "idiot femde ecshsyl 

[t]nnsfoms in love the flesh and bone," and also collectively, as "shriek[ing]" supportcrs -- "a 

hundred windows hi&" -- of men marching dong Toronto's Adelaide Street on their way to 

war. The emphasis is not on "men" as the enemy. Those tense moments fmt or last whcn 

they are with men suggest, instead, the bond between men and women. Between the fust 

verses and the last two stanzas of "The Bond" the reader moves from "dawn" through noon 

into "the heavy night": temtory which, for the speaker, "[s]ignal[s] ornens everywhere." If 

direction has been lost in the day world, the night world opens a space from which to question 

who is "bond[edlN with whom, and why. 

While the women within this poem are joint hein to "varied low estate" (MWCP IO), 

the conclusion to the poem sugçests an alternate possibility of new self-defmition through 

fernde alliance: 

The heavy night is closing in, 
Signal omens everywhere, 
You woman who have lived by sin, 
And 1 who dwelt in office air 

Shalf share a common rendezvous. (MWCP 10) 

The two "isolate" femalcs share a bond with those who are disempowercd, as well as the 

proclamation: "Sistcr, my salute to you!A wili recognize your face" in which they will savc 

thcmsclvcs. 



In "Investipator," the probing of the one who investigates is directed to the decay of 

urban civilkation. With the fust line of the poem the speaker is not only "street known" but 

"also street knowing." The repeated play with the verb 'to know' which continues in the f i t  

and second stanzas of "Investigator" sugests  an emphasis on ways of knowing. Beginning 

with "1" and ending with "me" "Investigator" is, nevertheless, a poem in which the openinç 

premise is not to be believed for this is a poem about a "knowing" which seems to preclude 

being " h o w n  ." 

The "Investigator" delves into "knowing" nothing but darkness and debris, openinç 

before us a "timeless litter" of the modem world, and anything other than urban refuse and 

squalor remains outside the parameters of the poem. We are presented with a record of urban 

grotesques: "fou1 granny," "hunchback son," and "old man." In "Portrait" the reference to 

"cities" only suggests, but does not te& what is "secret" and hidden. In "Investigator" the lyric 

"1" both descnbes the "hot streets" and sees inside dweliings: 

1 could tell you and no exaggeration 
Of the in and out of houses twenty tirnes a day, 
Of the lace antimacassars, the pictures of kings and queens, 
The pious mottoes, the printed blessing, the dust piling up on bureaus, 
The velour intenors, the Niagara souvenirs, 
The faded needlepoint, the hair pulled tight 
And the blinds drawn against day and the feel of Sun. (?viWCP 5) 

There is no pauiarch in the "once-mansion," only the "droolinç senile decay" of "the old man" 

who sits " [pjast the garden" and "[llets the sun slip ceaselessly through his fingers." The old 

markers of beauty, order, and symmetry so evidently remembered in "Portmit" are gone in 

"Investigator." 

In Writing in the Farherfs House, Smart writes of the ferninist critic as the 

"investiçator" of matricide." In this poern the lyric speaker is the "invcstigator" of an urban 

world in which women disappear into interiors of "faded needlepoint. the hair pulled tight." 



There is no specific crime here but, instead, a deaih in life extending to both sexes. The urban 

scene is one of oppressive containment. What is of interest here with regard to issues of 

female subjectivity is that these perceptions are expressed in a book of poems entitled Green 

World, as opposed to a title Ike The Wasre Lond and Orher Poem.  "Investigator" contains a 

chronicle of an urban culture full of "dust." As such, the "Investigator" covers the "waste" 

land beat of what Waddington referred to in her joumals as "T. S. Eliot and the gang." 

Whereas many of the other poems in Green World suggest a dichotomy between "green" 

nature and a decaying urban world, the "Investigator" is confined to recording decay. The 

irrevcrent tone of ironic distance is set at the start ("Just Ask Me") and affmed again at the end 

of the poem when a "long lean lap-eared dog. . . Blinks wet eyes at me." The image of a 

garden and dog echoes images found at the end of "The Burial of the Dcad," the f ~ s t  section of 
. 

The Wasfe Land, where one fmds the lines: 

'That corpse you planted last year in your garden, 
'Has it begun to sprout? Will it bloom this year? 
'Or has the sudden frost disturbed its bed? 
'O keep the Dog far hence, that's friend to men, 
'Or with his nails he'll dig it up again!' (Eliot 63) 

In "The Investigator," the dog is both present and passive rather than absent and menacing. 

The "dog sitting on the roof' suggests a poetic remove "for humourT* (MWCP 5). The namitor 

of the poem responds with immediacy to the scene observed. There is no received mindsct or 

formula of belief displayed here; the investigator moves about unfettered by "mind forg'd 

manacles." There is no possible "friend to men" (ELiot 63) or, for that matter women, in 

Waddington's poem. The dog seems more aiive than "the old man" "drooiing" in the last 

stanza. Green Workd begins, and concludes, with a very different version of subjectivity dinn 

Eliot's spcakcr offcred in 1922 to "You! hypocrite Iccteur! -- mon semblable, -- mon frcrc!" 



In other poems in Green IVorld. such as "The Sleepers," and "Levers," the emphasis is 

on heterosexual love. These are successftd pocms worthy of separate treatment. But romantic 

love is not, as 1 read it, a cenird concem of Green Worid. Instead of romance, 1 find 

references to love as a culturally favoured sleep-in-Me; a sleep in which the female may, or 

may not remain. The "enchanted sleep" of Sleeping B e a q  is a r e c m n t  motif; the most 

haunting question, raised in "LuIlabyu is "lf he never cornes?" 

In the opening three poems of Green World, as weU as in "Summer in the Street," dic 

lyric "1" waits for no man. The lyric speaker in the latter poem claims her life, her city, and the 

space of the free verse line to explore her own process of "passionate transport" neither 

stopped, nor "dead end[ed]" in a "hundred years" sleep: 

Summer in the street was a w a m  welcome 
Drowning me in rnicknoise and the shouts of children 
Laving me deep to my tamed arms. 
Sumrner in the street was a sudden river 
Eddying me from the long rain in the mountains 
Lifting me from the introverted undertones 
Of the deep St. Lawrence brooding in its banks, 
Erasing the endless landscapes 
Of green and white silences. . . (MWCP 12-13) 

"Summer in the Street," opens the street as a physical teritory, a home place, of welcome, a 

space analogous to the numiring green world of feeling within the first poem. The street is a 

force larger than the self, "[dlrowninç me," "[elddying me," and "[IJifting me." Summer, 

too, is figured as a moving force larger than the speaker. Here is a poem which stresses the 

inter-subjectivity of a woman in an ecstacy of being-in-relation not to a man, but to her o\srn 

"city md s u m e r  and the street": 

. . . Sumrner piloted 
The sunlcss channcls of rny private mind. 

Until I was a woman in passionate transport 
Of love for my own city and summcr and the strect, 
The meadowed hush still fallow in my mind 



Waking to rnmcars whistling at intersections, 
While my eyes joyfuliy accepted their new focus, saw 
Faces of strangers each the flag of his own nation 
Sail past me. Like allied ships 

We r a d  the signal of rescue and recognition 
And saw the coast of our only cornfon 
Rising from maze of streets and dead-end lanes 
Tumed inside out, the known confusions 
Transfonned to brillian t poh ters . (1 2- 1 3) 

The "brilliant pointers" come after "the known confusions." Transfomative process seems a 

matter of "wallcing" through the world as both witness and celebnnt open to acccpting "new 

focus." (1 3) 

A number of the final poems in Green World pose questions for which there arc no 

simple answers. We are challcnged to respond to a female-centred poetry which has "probed" 

modem life and is "elecbic[aily]" charged even as it reaches with Adam for "heaven" (MWCP 

In "Investigator," 1 noted the ironic play between being "known" and "knowing" set 

out in terms of what is observed on the contemporary Street. "Morning Until Night" prcsents a 

coming to ternis with inner division. Anyone who doubts Waddington's recognition of female 

complicity within patriarchy need only reread the last poem in Green World. It records a 

subjectivity split between "fresh and forgethil" innocence and the "dark intenors" of a night 

world of "secret" experience. The "know[ïng]" of this lyric speaker involves following her, 

"in the wake of alley cats," "srniling and secret" as she moves out of doors. What this speaker 

seeks to "know" and name is her own complex and complicit female self: 

Who could know my gothic gyish life 
Srarts so simply from moming 
When fresh and forgeduII emerge 
From my red-brick tower to stride through fog? 
Then 1 walk milk-young and innocent 
In the wake of the allcy cats 
And 1 am smiling and k e r  



Aggnst the uneasy memory of night. 

spatia 

of life 

The marble steps are white in the morning 
Pale and white they lead to dark intenors 
I hirn my eyes worshipping to the sun 
See far ahead of me the rainbow roofs 
The white spear of the Italian church. 
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Everythîng praises this fmt moment of moming 
Which loops and sings into the early sky 
And spreads its pure curves over the angled city. (MWCP 15) 

This final poem repeats the "step out," which 1 read, in the volumes's f rs t  poem, as a 

1 marker of change within the lyrk self. But this time the "gothic and garish" confusion 

: in the "red-brick tower" is, according to evidence later in the poem, preciseiy what cm 

not be escaped. The "1" of the poem look a Little like the fais, tale heroine for she, too, is 

"milk-young and innocent," but she Ieaves her home with a sense of inner division which is 

typical not of fairy tale but of a modemist text. The fmt stanza jettisons the objective 

modemist Line in favour of the clutter of "gothic garish life." The "dark interiors" suçgest a 

retum to the "night" in which the no-longer innocent woman plays out her subordinate rolc as 

mistress to master within the old hierarchicd tower. The poetic text, part tapestry, part choral 

mangement, "loops and sings" and "spreads its pure curves" against the linear logic of the 

"angled city." 

With "Moming Until Niçht," the speaker retums to the everyday world of the strcct, 

teasing the reader who May still be unable to follow the process of the "Minam," narned 

moving between "morning" and "night. In place of rhyme, the poem rcpears in compact 

amngemcnts of sound: "gothic" and "garish," "[s jtarts so simply," "fresh and forgetful," 

"moming," "mik-young," and "memory." In contrast tu the repetition of consonants and 

sibilants "starts so simply," certain other words gain emphasis. "1 cmcrge," the words 



"wake," and "night" seem to stand out to sumrnon the descent toward the female unknown, 

the "sudden wolves" of the second part of the poem. 

The next three sections of the poem use images from the naninl world: "dogs," " 

foxes," "wolves," "crows" and "doves." 1 noted in "Investigator" that the "dog" at the end of 

the poem. may suggest a connection with poems which corne before and follow; poems which 

refuse to accept the waste land as fmal. The nightrnare "dogs" and "wolves" of the second part 

of "Morning Until Night" insist on having an audience with the secret self in part three. It is 

here that the speaker both anticipates fmding her name written in wind and discoven a brokcn 

face: 

Gradually 1 enter solitude, 
1 open the door and where 1 thought to see 
Green meadows flowering with my name 
Miriam written in wind, a star on the sea, 
I rneet only the broken face of pain 
m a t  has dogged me al1 day and now has found the way 
To my secret self. There is no place left 
Hidden and whole, 1 nim and cry 
O God deliver me from that sad and broken face 
The crippled laugh and slow relinquishing 
Of life, 1 would be transformed swift 
As lightning, my evil discovered utterly 
And proclaimed in its own season. (MWCP 16) 

The frst section of the poem seems to play with the fernale as a "mik-young" "innocent," but 

the second and third stanza "shed" "innocence" as the "chrysaiis" is shed in the f i t  poern. It 

would seem through th i s  repetition that the lyric speaker is bringing the reader back around. 

once again, to the departure, the "large and windy space" of the book's bqinning. 

Waddington's Master's thesis affms the need of women to claim our own inncr dark, 

to recogniu: the self as cornplicit in whatever problcms emerge in our lives. The thcsis 

providcs a uscful background against which to rcad this last pocm. The spcakcr is now 

cxplicitly fcmale as she is named. What has becn dcnied in the self -- irnprisoned crows -- 



m u t  be known and released. Rereading Livesay's "Staccato" 1 fmd a similar suggestion of a 

division in the self evoked by images of the mirnic, the "parrot in a cage," and "the h u n g y  

pecking bird" within the "1." But "Staccato" ends with the denial with which it begins. The 

"hungy bird" in "Staccato" is neither fed, nor can it fiy free. In Waddington's "Moming Until 

Night" , the "world mingles" in the last two lines: 

Now world mingles, feathers bmsh my sleep 
And doves and crows fly free. (MWCP 16) 

With this fmal image the poem and the book close. In this modemist text, the disparate parts of 

the self are not unified but released in "free" fom with Green World's last line. They suççest 

the process of flight rather than, as in "Staccato," the female exploring her fear of the "wind." 

In Livesay's poem "Monition, from Signposr," "The msh of a motor is too sudden a windAn 

my mind" (DLSP 26). The compressed imagist f o m  of "Monition" insists, as does her pocm 

"Threshold," on a dcsire to pause and contemplate rather than "stride" into the modem uorld as 

does the lyric' speaker in Green World. 

In Green World the modem "rush of a motor," modemism, and the cnsis of niodemity 

are al1 brought together. Perhaps it was this bold quality which Frye recognized when he 

called the most successful poems in Green World " strikinçly original." Livesay, too, 

recognized the book's "probing" quality. 1 began this discussion with a note about the uncvcn 

qualiiy of certain poems. Livesay's fust two books reflect the craftsrnanship of what Eliot, 

echoing Dante, calis, the better maker; ("il miçlior fabbro"). However, Waddington's Green 

World represents a significant moment of accomplishment in the context of Ençlish Canadian 

modemist verse. 

if, as 1 have argued in the introduction to this dissertation, modcrn Canadian worncn 

pocts have bcen lcft out of the cntical scholarship on the making of modemist poctry in 

Canada, their published and unpublishcd Iife writing may wcll providc a basis on which to 



reevaluate their work. The next chapter -- which concems the correspondence between 

Livesay and Waddington - suggests the manner in which unpublished archival letters by 

modem Canadian women poets may also help aitics to mive at a more accurate version of 

modem Canadian poehy in the making; a feminist version which will include, dong with the 

ongoing and worthy study of male poets, a female-oriented exploration of modemiiy and the 

Canadiari modernist Iyric. 

' Although Smart is concerned with a literary motif in the work of male as 
well as female writers, Waddington's phrase "inner underground lifen is in 
some ways - analagous to the buried woman Patricia Smart has analyzed in 
Quebec's literature. See Patricia Smart, Writing in ~ h e  Father's House: The 
Emergence of the Ferninine in the Quebec Literary Tradifion, (3-20). Smart 
quotes from the final page of Anne Hebert's Kamouraska: "Off in a parched 
field, under the rocks, they've dug up a woman, al1 black but still alive, 
buried there long ago, in some far-off savage tirne. Strangely preserved." 
Smart (4). Hebert (249). 
2 As discussed earlier the forma1 similarities of modernist technique 
indude movement away from routine use of end rhyme and regular poetic 
feet, absence of antiquated language, and the use of the cadences of modern 
speech as well as free verse. 
3 Miriam Waddington, "The Creative Process in Writing," Waddington 
Papers, National Archives, MG31 D54 Vol 23. 3. 

Marlene Kadar's two recent books on life writing celebrate this 
"reconnection" from a ferninist perspective. 
' 1 quote here from Waddington's "Woman at Evening," the end of stanza 
one. The first stanza is unrhymed with lines of varying length. Sibilant 
"S'sn associate the "she" who "sat and brushed her hair of an evening," -- 
"Silent," "shadow, " "slow," and "slowly" -- with the "Strange and 
mysterious" female. 
6 These lines are from a draft of a poem titied "We of 1937," This is an 
unrhymed two page poern with stanzas of irregular length. I t  is written in  
a collective voice of "we," of youth but  the "they" in power are al1 of one 
sex. the R.C.M.P. "sleek men in red coats," and the politicians, "old men." 
7 Waddington, Letter to Laura McLauchlan. July 12. 1993. Waddington 
wites: "1 wrote a paper for A.S.P. Woodhouse on Milton & Women as an 
undergrad in 1938, or 39. . . . 1 got an A. Thol(sic) he was rnisanthropic 
(nnti-women) in  rnany ways. He was a great Milton scholar!" 
il Nothing is mentioned of the Hebraic tradition. For Waddington's 
cornmentary on the aiienating effect of exclusion from public discourse see 
her essay "Bias," in AS. (207-210). 
9 Car1 Klinck, "Thoughts on EJ. Pratt," The EJ.. Prarr Symposium, 1 1 .  David 
Pitt recalls E.J. Pratt "as the 'convivial centre of attention i n  a convivial 
gathering of friends, rnostly males."' E.J. Prarr: Thc Truattt Years 1882-1927. 
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984. 



'O In The Collccred Poems Waddington dedicates "Three Poems to My 
Teacher" to Jessie Taft one of  her professors at the University of 
Pennsylvania School of Social Work. (MWCP 22). 
" I am thinking here of Marjorie Pickthall, "The Wife," The Wood Carverrs 
i f ,  (Toronto: McCIelland & Stewart) 39. Dorothy Livesay, "Wraith," 
Green Pircher, (Toronto: Macmillan, 1928) S .  
'' Miriam Waddington. John Sutherland, 7. See also AS 157, 166. 
l 3  M.H. Abrams A Glossary of Literary Terms. New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, Inc., 1988: 180). Abrams notes, "The Stream of consciousness, as it 
has been refined since the 19201s,  is a special mode of narration that 
undertakes the fuI1 spectrum and the continuous flow of a character's 
mental process. . . ." 
14 In her sequential novel P i l g  r i m a g e  (1 9 12- 1967) Dorothy Richardson 
sought to express a 'contemplated reality' which was also an attempt 'to 
produce a feminine equivalent of the current masculine realism.' See 
Blain, (900). 
15 One of Waddington's undated notebooks in the Waddington Papers 
contains notes on the social thought of pioneer women social workers. 
16 In the thesis she writes of "the hardship in getting goingn noting "my 
teachers believed that growth is always accompanied by pain ." (3) 
17 "Ballet" for example, in Green World," has a first stanza of six lines and a 
second one of five lines. 1 can find no reason for this stmcture. 
Waddington's unrhymed quatrains in "In The Big City" work less well than 
in "Who WilI Build Jerusalem?" The most successful use of quatrains is in 
"The Bond" where Waddington uses rhyme skillfully. 
l g  The line "a world of my own," quoted earlier. is from the introductory 
e igraph to the hand- written poems in the journal of 1933. 

It would make an interesting study to compare and contrast Waddington's 
poems with recent poetry by Rhea Tregebov, a contemporary poet born in 
Winnipeg in the 1950's and now living in Toronto. Both poets are Jewish 
women interested in female subjectivity, history, left wing politics, and 
both often write with insights which belong to what Tregebov, in her poem 
"The Bloor Line," calls "my Little shadow, the Jew." (33) 
'O See Patricia Smart, Wriring in the Farher's House, "Introduction: Traces of 
a Murder," (3-20). 



Chapter Three -- "1 of Ink": Female Friendship and Female Subjectivity in the 

Correspondence of Dorothy Livesay and Miriam Waddington: 1944 - 197 1. 

"Life writkg," writes Marlene Kadar, "is the playgound for new relationships both 

within and without the text and most important it is the site of new langage and new 

grammars. . . " (157). One siWcant area of this generic "playgound" is comespondence. In 

a book review published in the 1940's in which she praised Amy Lowell's letters to a female 

acadernic, Livesay was clearly aware of the positive potential of letters between female writen. 

In a letter in die 1 9 5 0 1 s ,  she urged Waddington to read the published letters of nineteenth 

cenniry wornen writers.' The extant record of the Livesay-Waddington correspondence is 

noteworthy in that it stretches from 1944-82, whereas the archival letters - in the Livesay 

Papen -- f'rorn other prominent women poets such as Page, Avison, and Maniott begin in the 

1970s. Although I wish to emphasize the emerging connections between women poets, it is 

important not to exaggerate the links between English Canadian women poets of this period. 

The links were forged in a culture in which, though women poets won prizes, male poets held 

more influence sirnply because they were men. When 1 spoke briefly, and informally, to P.K. 

Page, for example, she recalled Little sense of connection to other women poets in the forties 

and fifties? In Livesay's and Waddington's correspondence, however, a cornmitment to 

Canadian modemist poetry and female fiendship merge as shared concems. 

Although Livesay's extant archivai correspondence is a "very large and very rich 

component of the Dorothy Livesay Collection" (Banting Correspondence, 39). very few 

excerpts of her correspondence have been published. Banting's "Daddy's Girl" is still the only 

published article on her lctters. Apart from the present snidy, the lctters of Waddington have 

bccn overlooked by scholars, although she kept many lcners from Canadian wnten, both male 

and femaie. 



In Aparmzent Seven Waddington refers to her comspondence with Canadian writers in 

the forties , recdling: 

I did not keep copies of my letten to [Crawley] (or to anyone else), but his letters to 
me, as well as those from Livesay, Avison, and Maniott, are still so dive, so full of 
vitality, that I believe the correspondence behueen writers and editors of the forties-if i t 
is ever coilected and collated - wiil be every bit as exciting and inteliecnially varicd as 
the letters of the Bloomsbury Group -- always, of course allowing for the different 
Canadian context. (AS 24) 

Many letters fmm this varied group have disappeared. But an inquiry into both the Livesay 

and Waddington archival collections suggests that selected publication of their correspondcnce 

may lead to a fuller appreciation of the emerging concems of women who, with male pocts and 

critics, sought to innoduce their fellow Canadians to new ways of seeing themselves, each 

other, and the world which are reflected in their poetry. 

For Livesay, as Helen Buss suggests, the process of "mapping" the self, and the selves 

of other and fernale contemporaries was a recurrent part of her published life writing (150- 

153). In the extant unpublished letters she exchanged with Waddington the "1" of ink, the 

sometimes typed, more often hand-written, correspondence provides valuable insight in to dic 

difficulties both poets expenenced in constituting the female as textual subject in a period in 

which they began to develop a female-centred cornmunity. "Outsiders may gain sirençth," 

writes Carolyn Heilbmn, "if they bond among themselves, offering each other comradeship, 

encouragement, protection, support" (6 1 ). The correspondence between female friends has 

becn recognized by a number of Canadian feminist cntics, including Buss and Kadar, as one 

mcans of resisting the "outsider" status of al1 women within patriarchai literary culture. 

Dunng the writing of this dissertation 1 located additional lctters by Waddington to 

Livcsay in the Livesay Papers at Queen's ~niversit~.'  While Waddington provided writtcn 

pcrmission to Queen's Archivist George Hendcrson for me to snidy hcr letten, neither Livcs;iy 



-- who was then aged and ill - nor her literary executor Jay Stewart, responded to my requests 

for their permission to consult the letters, permission which Queen's University required to 

p t  me accesss. 

I have two goals in this chapter: the frst  is pragmatic, the other more analytical. The 

pragmatic goal is to provide readers with a sense of the archival record of a significant part of 

the extant correspondence between two Canadian women who were both poets and fricnds. 

My second goal is to use close readings of selected passages from the letters to explore issucs 

related to fcmale subjectivity within the correspondence. I examine these letters as 

rcprcscntative documents providing their readers with a contcxt against which to retum to 

Livesay's and Waddington's poetxy while thinking about their place as modem Canadian poco 

within the current canon of English Canadian literature. 

In Reinventing Womanhood Heilbrun notes, as a Jew, a female academic, and a 

professor of literanire in the fifties, "1 pretended to be a part of two worlds, the gentile, the 

male, to neither of which 1 belonged" (61). As a poet Waddington was in an analogous 

position in Canada in the forties and fiities with the significant dierence that as a modem 

female poet she was -- as 1 suggested last chapter -- on record in her fmt books as 

investigating the "inner underground He" of herseif and her sex. The material world of 

Canadian iiterary culture remained dominated by male editon, acdemics, and critics. The 

corrcspondcnce between Livesay and Waddington deals with the anxieties felt by these two 

women poets. Even as they share in an emerging femaie-centred modemist poetry, both writc 

of fcelinç excluded by male poets and critics such as Dudek, Layton, and Smith. Over the 

ycars the two explore the vocation of poetry and corne to agee on the need for female-centrcd 

cornmuni ty. 

The Livesay-Waddington correspondence sugçests the circulation -- between friends -- 

of contradictory vcrsions of the self: givcn ovcr to poctry, and yct, to usc Livesay's phrase, 



"callously countinç the cost"; reaching out for the "sister" poet, and yet, in a preferninist e n ,  

evincing intermittent mistrust that they could ever sustain female alliances with each orlier, as 

women, rivalling their connections with men. In the contradictory versions of self which 

emerge in the ietters one fmds that female subjectivity is always at issue whether a poet is 

writing of her day-to-day Me, or her poetry . 
Waddington's letters often contain the impatient rush of language one associates with 

the rnodernist prose of women wrïters such as Dorothy Richardson, and Katherine Mansfield, 

and which I have found in Emily C m ' s  life  riti in^.^ In the Livesay-Waddington 

correspondence we encounter the '1 of ink,' of textual selves full of [the] contradictions, 

forces, and counter-forces of Canadian culture. 

"trivial subjects": The Social Context of A Friendship 

In Right Hand Lefr Hand: A True LiJe of lhe Thirties, Livesay reprinted two articlcs by 

other women, first published in 1936, which suggested that the "woman problem" is "a 

problem not of woman but of al1 society" (124-128). What Helen Buss has called "the 

male/female dichotomies" of the period seemed to dictate that male poets and critics f o m  

modem culture's elite; an elite which tended to view boih leftist politics and modem art as the 

province of a new genention of men (152). In estabiishing their fnendships with other poets 

of their own sex Livesay and Waddington found one means of support for their own emerging 

feminism. 

In Changing Pnttcrm: Wornen in Canada Jane Emngon notes that "(t)hroughout die 

1940's and 1 %O's, ideas of fernininity, of fundamental diffcrences bctwccn the sexes and of 

'woman's place' persisted. . ." (76). In the adult livcs of both Livesay and Waddington, to bc 

a poct, and fcmale, meant conffict with culturd codes of fcmale subordination. The canonical 



venion of modem poetry has becn so weighted towards males that one critic wonders, is "a 

poetry that radically dissents from the fathers, still part of modem poetry?" (Child 150). To 

conceive of a modem poetry that carries within it "dissent from the fathen," while stili 

remaining part of its t h e ,  we must go back to the period, and look again. The co~espondence 

makes it clear that both poets sought to be recognized and remembered as having played a 

central part in the making of modem Canadian poetry even as they, themselves, had 

intemalized the message that men were "top dog" (AS 34). 

Both Livesay and Waddington were educated to use the code of objectivity when they 

wrote as pritics instead of "dragging in the personal element," a practice which tended to mark 

hem as "Women" (RHLH 125). In their correspondence and outside of it, as for example 

when reviewing Waddington's work, Livesay recognizes the professional ment of "stayinç in 

the realrn of statement," rather than "flying to" a fnend's defense. Yet she also, by tums, 

asserted the need for a more "loving" female-centred community. 

The code of objectivity is, itself, one expression of the professionalism of both poet 

and critic dunng the modem period. This professionalism is not wiihout gender politics. But 

one of the difficulties of making these politics explicit has been the fact that until recently 

gender was not considered as an issue which applied to Canadian modemism. As feminist 

sociologist Dorothy Smith notes in an article on ideological structures, "(t)he perspective of 

men is not apparent as such for i t  has becorne institutionalized as the 'field' or the 'discipline"' 

(353). As both Livesay and Waddington have noted, neither their male "comrades" of the Ieft 

nor rnany of their "colleaçues" in poetry offered them equal statu. Livesay writes of the 

thirtics in Right Hand Lefr Hund "(i)n theory we were free and equd as comrades on the Icft. 

In  practice, our right hand was ticd to the kitchen sink" (1 24). As a wornan poct, Livesay hns 

rcmarked that she was "curiously alone" until she made the conncction with youngcr women 

pocts such as Waddington in the fortics. To cal1 Livcsay a "Daddy's Girl," as Parnela Banting 



bas in her article on thc correspondencc between Livesay and her father, is to diminish her 

çtniçgle with the sexist pmdigms of not simply one particular "Daddy," but the patnarchai 

values of modem Canadian culture. 

This correspondence between two women writen constitutes a discourse in which 

differences with the " sister" wri ter, and also differences within the wrïting self, are explored in 

an exchange where the world was for a tirne, at Ieast, deliberakly bracketed out. While neither 

Livesay nor Waddington use the critical term "female subjectivity," their wnting process in 

lyric and life wnting focuses on the textual exploration of what Waddington refers to in the 

liberal-humanist tradition as the "whole unified self -- physical, emotional, and intellechsal," 

even while the 'grittiness' of sema1 difference troubles the inhented liberal humanist notion of 

that "whoIe" (AS 167). The correspondence takes place over decades and even in itç 

fngmented form one finds a record of the mutable "1" of chronological tirne remarking on 

physical as weU as emotional change: "1 fool myself if 1 do not see the wrinkles and falling 

teeth," *tes Livesay in the 1950s. In one Ietter Livesay wntes from the hairdresser shop, 

beginning a lctter under the dryer whiie reckoning in ink with the middle-agcd woman in the 

mirror. 

In her journal of 1941, Waddington writes of "this problem of identity so central to 

Avison" as having less relevance to her (WPNA). Livesay, too, evidently knew of Avision's 

concern with identity for, in sharing a parenthetical jest, she comments to Waddington in her 

first extant letter to her, dated 1944, that her daughter young Marcia is "like Avison unsure 

who she is" (WPNA). Taken toçether, the letters from Livesay and Waddington suggest that 

both writcrs wcrc, in fact, from the rnid-forties on, moving away from the unified scnse of self 

which "idcntity" implies, towards an "1 of ink" that is an "1" in thc transfomative process, 

taking ncw shape within the syntax of the modemist prose. Hcncc, the lettcn often reflect the 



"osciiiating moment to moment am biguity " (Dekoven 14) which numerous critiw associate 

witb t l e  female modernism of Stein, Woolf, and Mansfield. 

Kaplan writes of the "ovenvhelming significance of women writers -- as womcn -- in 

the creation of. . . modemism" (6). She notes that writen such as Woolf and Mansfield -- 
femaie writers whom I have noted are repeatedly mentioned in Livesay's early journal~ - 
"inventeci new ways of shaping language or smicnirùig reality in order to communicate 

expenences and feelings their inherited masculine culture would either not accept or allow" (7). 

Kaplan attributes this stylistic innovation to "a social change. . . the rise in women's 

expectations and the alterations of their roles in society during the fmt decades of the twentieth 

century" (6). The partial record of Livesay's and Waddington's correspondence which 1 have 

now read provides a register of disturbance, upset, and resistance within the historical context 

of the second wave of North Amencan modemism. 

Adrienne Rich writes of her own joumey as a young woman poet in the fortics and 

fifties as requiring "constant footwork of the imagination, a kind of perpetual translation, an 

unconscious fragmentation of identity: wornan fkom poet" (175) .' Their penonal 

correspondence is a mediating space in which these women poets explore female subjectivity in 

a kind of episodic duet drawn directly from life. Waddington notes in Apartmenl Seven that 

poems were exchanged with the letters and the correspondence reflects a clear interest in each 

other's work. The hand-written title page of Livesay's Sorbonne thesis -- now in Special 

Collections at the University of Manitoba -- contains Miriam Waddington's name and her 

Montreal address in the nght-hand marg-in with the requcst, "Retum to Mrs. P.C. MacNair d o  

Mrs. P. A. Waddington." Waddington recalls, "Dee wanted me to read it--probably in the 

1 950's ."6 

In "Form and Idcology in Poetry," Waddington writes "this dualisrn from my own 

expcrienccs in writing. . . hiil of pleasure and surprise in the aesthetic arca (diat is, in the actual 



writing of the poem) while just as often the same expericnces have been painful and defeating 

in the area of living" (AS 158). The letters provide a textual bridge between the "pleasure" of 

their work and "the area of living" in which, as women poets, they both stiil sharcd the status 

of the "i~olate."~ 

Seventy-eight Pieces Available: Puuling the Livesay-Waddington 

Correspondence 

There are fifty-four letters written by Livesay to Waddington in the National Archives, 

eiçhteen of which were written before 1970. Livesay savcd comparatively few of 

Waddington's many early letters to her. There are slightly less than half as many letten by 

Waddington in the extant correspondence. The Livesay Papes at the University of Manitoba 

have twenty-four of Waddington's letiers on file, six of thcm written pnor tcr 1970: two from 

the forties, one from the fifties, and three from the sixties. The bulk of the extant Waddington 

letters (to Livesay) in the N o  archives 1 visited are i o m  the 1970s, with two letters from the 

1980s. But, in contrast to the earlier correspondence, the letters wrïtten aftcr 1970 tend to 

reflect less cornmitment to their friendship. 

" . . . too big for capitals": Four Letters From the Mid-Forties 

Whcn the extant archival correspondence begins, Waddington, açed twenty-seven, has 

tcmporarily left her husband, Patrick Waddington, in Toronto to pursue her ~ a & e r  of Social 

Work in Philadelphia in 1944. At this time Livesay is an alrcady established poet of thirty-fiw, 

balancing wnting and mothcrhood with two younç childrcn at home while living with her 

husband, Duncan MacNair, in Vancouver. Each of the four lctters from the 1910s -- two by 

# 



each writer -- is a sigificant piece of correspondence. Waddington is separated from Patrick 

Waddington, alone in Philadelphia when she writes to "Dee": 

I'm sittinç in my lonely nun-like charnber in the YWCA. . . . 1 am alone in THE BIG 
CITY and it feels just like it. What an ovenvhelming sense of anonymity 1 feel. 1 
begin to mante1 and wonder whether 1 ever was or ever will be a poet. But I'm sure to 
feel like my own self açain in a few days - as soon as 1 begin to work. . . . There is a 
Jewish folk Song. . . "there flew a golden peacock, always to distant seas," which 
comes to mind. (DLUM) 

This letter, written the year before the publication of Waddington's f r s t  book Green World 

(1945), reveals Waddington facing her self-doubt with honesty - "1 begin to rnarvel and 

wonder if 1 ever will be a poet" -- then foilowing it with a phrase in which "to feel Iikc my own 

self again" is equated with a renewcd cornmitment "to work." The reference to the Jewish fok  

Song sounds a note of difference between Livesay, the Gentile daughter, a self-described 

"WASP," and Waddington. In this passage, Waddington represents herself as the exotic 

"peacock." The "1" within her letter is both aware of her "own self" as solitriry poet and able to 

place herself in a, for Livesay, alien iradition of wandenng Jew. Ln this fmt extant letter to 

Livesay there is the perception of both their shared position as women poets, and their 

difference stemmhg in part from different ethnic backgrounds. 

Their common ground is made clear in the letter when Waddington wntes: 

Don't ever believe there is no esprit de corps among men as a sex - They aii look out 
for each other. . . now I'm removed from the sheitered status of a married woman with 
a husband, job, home & friends, 1 see things with ncw eyes. For instance as 1 walk 
dong the main streets of this town I am impressed with the honible brutality which 
underlies the general sexual attitude--maybe its the war--undoubtedly it is--but belicve 
you me, that on the sidewaks of Philadelphia sex is not romantic. C'est la guerre. 
(DLUM Sept 29, 1944) 

In this passage "war" is mentioned twice. The entry of Amcnca into the war aftcr Pearl 

Harbour scems, in Waddington's view, to have acccntuated "la gucrre" betwcen the sexes: as 

in her pocm "In the Big City" men arc prcdators (MWCP 7-8). The "1" wnting of hcr 



removal "from the sheltered stams of a married woman. . ." is no longer positioned under 

cover of "husband, job, home & friends," and what she sees as a woman alone tends to 

ernphasize the general siçnificance of pursuinç a gendered critique of everyday Iife. if men 

have "esprit de corps" then perhaps she and Dee, too, may corne together, as women wnten, 

to protect their own distinct interests. 

in the lecter's next paragraph Waddington notes that she is moving from her "nun-likc 

cell" to a residence where she will make contact with another female poet: "1 am going to 

borrow her book and show her ours, soon as 1 move in which will be tomorrow." Though 

Waddington had, in fact, not yet published a book, Livesay was already the award-winning 

author of two books. In asserting that she wiIl "show her ours," Waddington indicates bodi 

membership in, and allegiance with, whatever constitutes "ours." Whatever the reali ty of the 

"BIG CITY" within her letter, there is a safe space where women "look out for each other." 

In Livesay, Waddington found an older and more accomplished female writer who 

centred her fmt  two books on exploring female subjectivity. As Waddington pointcd out to 

me when she read an earlier draft of bis dissertation, Livesay had published two books bcfore 

P. R. Scott who, though he had of course appeared in anthologies and in Little revicws, saw his 

first book Overture appear in 1945. Waddington commented, " b ] e  came to the launching of 

Green World at John Sutherland's in June 1945 & 1 dont think he had a book yet." Livesay's 

influence on her younger fnend was at least as strong as that of any male poet. Livesay, who 

sought Waddington out when she visited Toronto after reading her work, was impressed she 

later recaIied in a review of The Price of Gold, with her work's "specific dctail with city life at 

a time of social upheaval" (CVII 15). Livesay was pregnant and visiting from Vancouver 

when she and Waddington fust met "in a longvanished restaurant on the southwest corner of 

Yonge and Bloor" (AS 1 2). Waddington recalls: 



After that fmt meeting we becarne close fnends and carried on a hectic correspondence 
for many years, exchanging poems, literary news, and gossip. Dee had inexhaustible 
enerey and wrote every day no matter what else was going on in her Me. That spring 
in Toronto she began to work on 'Prelude', her poem about childbirth. It is a poem 
that my students-after 1 had begun to teach Ençlish at York -found very hard to 
understand; probably because the themes of pregnancy and childbirth, unheard of as 
they were in the forties, are stili rare today. (AS 21) 

Ln her second lener from the Philadelphia School of Social Work, Waddington notes 

that "with due acknowledgrnents of course" she has drawn Livesay's poem "Serenadc for 

String" into a paper "on the birth experience" with such success that hcr professor Miss 

Virginia Robinson asked to keep it; and she adds "so you see, you are even present in the 

Pennsylvania School" (DLUM). In using one of the two poems Livesay had antten about 

childbirth in an academic paper itself centred on "birth experience and mothef s attitudes," 

Waddington uses modem poetry as commentary on fernale-centred experience. Hcr prcrnise is 

that poetry intersects with and can illuminate contemporary women's lives. The "1 AM 

cryingExhorting, compelling" in Livesay's "Nativity" -- retitled "Serenade for Strings" in 

Selened Poems (1957) -- challenges its reader to consider a gynocentric revision of the Book 

of Genesis; a lower case creation of "man! " (SP 33).8 

Waddington's leiter, following Livesay, breaks with conventional capitalkation. 

Throughout this two-page typed letter from Philadelphia dated "March 22,1945" Waddington 

writes single space with capitalization used only for the name of her professor "Miss Virçinia 

Robinson," descnbed in a 1992 interview as her "spiritual mother." The lower case "bricks 

and mortar" of Waddington's Ietter suggest a stylistic departure which underscores an 

important change in her life. After discussing thc use of "your serenade for strings" (sic) -- a 

poem which, towards the end, breaks from conventional capitalization and spatial amngcmcnt, 

whilc also using ellipses and italics -- Waddington goes on in a second paragaph to note: 

othenvisc i have bcen having a lcind of st(i)rred up time which is just now subsiding. 
pat and i have dccidcd to (s)epmtc and go our separate ways. we have discovcred 



they are differcnt. and to iive together would be minous for pat and hard for me. it 
isn't (sic) at all easy to write about, and perhaps it seems sudden and shoclcing to you. 
it was a shock to me too, when it hit me with its full impact. it was a great sorrow. . . . 
my goinç away only crystallized it. it is s trange how Iittle of it was conscious. . . with 
the statc of the world as it is today i stand a good chance to remain forever single, and 
believe me i am enough of a woman to hate that. . . . i doubt there is a man in the world 
as could bear with me - life is too hectic and violent with me. as my teacher puts it - 
there is something about me (and all creative people) which is consuming to the other 
unless it is handied - and she thinks i am only just beghnhg to be responsible for 
myself. anyway, there it is, dee - and does it surprise you? (DLUM March 22,45) 

This separation, which is also mentioned in Apartmenf Seven. proved temporary, as did the 

shift to lower case. 

Waddington emphasizes the significance of her year's stay at the Pennsylvania School 

of Social Work in Apartnzenl Seven. There, she notes, "(w)ith the help of three great teachers. 

. . 1 managed to weather. . . (the) crises and to transform myself fiorn a child into a wornan 

who was at last ready and grown-up enough to take on the responsibilities of maniage and 

children" (AS34). Although Waddington has assured me -- by way of a marginal note -- that 

"it was [merely] easier to type that way" the Iower case suggests a readiness to use language 

without observing old rules. 

Livesay's reply begins with speculation on the lower case printing of Waddington's 

name in an issue of Allan Crawley's publication CV: 

New Westminster, April 1,1945 
Dear Miriam: 

I said Miriam's signature in CV was misprinted and Duncan said no Minam doesn't 
believe in capitals, she is too big for capitals. And 1 reread your ietter and saw there 
were no capitals in it. So one half of his statement is correct? (WPNA) 

In begiming this letter by reporting what she said to Duncan, and what Duncan replied, 

Livesay undcrscorcs her own status as a married woman. And in starting the letter with the 

spcculation that Minam may no longer "believe in capitals," Livesay indicatcs that she, too, is 

awarc of the possibility of ceashg "to bclievc" in syniactic convcntion. Such challenges to 



tradition were, of course, already evident in the writing of Gertrude Stein and the poetry of e.e. 

cummings. It seems significsnt that Livesay's f rs t  pparapph closes with a question mark: she 

puzzles, perhaps. more than she explicitly asks. 

in the second paragaph of this same letter, Livesay mats the challenge of marital 

rupture as completely distinct from the syntactic one. It is as if Livesay's leîter has two starts 

in its fmt  two parapphs: the opening one reads like a postscript. The second beginninç tends 

to negate the connection between a Minam "too big for capitals" and marital trouble: 

It was a fine fresh moming and Good Fnday. . . . 1 sailed out to the corner bus with 
mail in hand, and feeling fme and fkesh. So you may believe it was a blow to read your 
news, and a tearful reading. YOLU silence had prepared me for something, but not quitc 
that. (WPNA Aprii 1,1945 ) 

Her reply seems to suggest that for women like themselves, represented as "perfectionist[s] in 

marriage," the expectations of a Life partner are impossible to meet, "[alnd no man c m  stand it. 

Some few endure it (I think of Duncan!)" (WPNA April 1,1945). 

Livesay's letter speculates about why Waddington's mariage might have failed and 

why , despite admitted diffîculty , her-O wn remains intact. Livesay writes: 

In case 1 sound harsh, let me remind you that 1 twice would have left DCM, wcre it not 
for Peter. The third t h e  Marcia swung me to a new level. And the fourth time father 
died. One has to be independent and also dependent, a pendulum swing, and so 
husband finally tits. And it wouldn't rnatter what husband. That is the cnicial point. 
Almost any equal would do. The respect matters. (CF Levy, The Happy Family [sic] 
who is so simple yet so sound.) (WPNA ApriI 1 1945) 

This passage is valuable precisely bccause it uses Livesay's marital experience to discuss the 

"pendulum swing" between femde dependence and independence. Both the birth of children 

and the death of her father make the marital pendulum swing back toward dependence. 

Waddington is toid "(û)lmost any equal would do." The specific "1" caught in the rnovemcnr 

of thc familial pendulum toward the stasis of the "fit" sup~csts a fundamental tension bctwccn 
C 

thc fcmalc as independent subject, and the wife who, because of her familial obligations, 



accepts dependence when "husband" "fits." The reference to received wisdom on "The Happy 

Family" is f d y  in place to support staying, yet set carefully inside the fvst phrase in the 

passage cited above is the daring and generous admission to a childless, separated, woman 

poet: "let me remind you that 1 twice would have left. . . ." W N A  April 1 1945). 

Reference to Livesay's own writing occupies a bnef space in this three-page typed 

letter. This abbreviation is remarkable since it manages to.include the news that Livesay has 

won an award for her last book Day and Night (1944). She writes, "Yesterday it was 

announced I saved Lorne Pierce from disgrace, by getting the gold medal. Everybody happy 

but me, cdlously counting the cost." Behind the female poet is hcr prominent male publishcr 

"saved: . . from disgrace" suggesting a reversa1 of conventional gender roles which configured 

the female as dependent on the male. Through writing the female may "save" her publisher, 

without being able to do much for h e r s e r  In "callously counting the cost" Livesay would 

seem to suggest that poetic excelience has exacted a high price. The cost, the letter seems to 

imply, involves the poet's often conflicting responsibilities to her family as wife and mother. 

The letter is concerned with the vital question of balancing female aspiration with the existing 

demands on "a wife" within marriage circa the mid-1940s. 

Appropriately enough Livesay signs off with reference to a "vicious circle" in her then- 

troubled relation with daughter Marcia. She closes with reference to the "encircling movement" 

of her own life: 

Well must leave off this encirchg movement. 

Maybe it Ieaves you to see the fmstrations y u (sic) have escaped: and the way you 
could be usefil in your present role to desperate fools like me? 

So writc quickly. . . . Also we had a cat walked in on Valentine's Day, on Holy 
Thursday shc had six kittens and on Easter there was one left-shc had eatcn a11 the rcst. 
So you sce what a maniacal house this is! 

Cmst bcar it? 



Luv, Dee (WPNA April 1,45) 

Rosemary Sullivan notes that "(m)ost writers, at one point in their career, need the catalytic 

influence of other writers who share their concerns" (xi). Near the centre of the attempt to 

bring modemist poetry to Canada, Livesay, in the above letter, negotiates the gap between hcr 

stanis as award-winning poet, and her role as mother in a "maniacal house." The style of the 

letter tends to reflect the female modemist impulse she celebrated as a girl reading Katherine 

Mansfield, which involves setting d o m  contradictory impulses -- to stay and to leave, to value 

stability and yet esteem revolt. In closing with the reference to the pregnant cat Livesay 

suggests the domestic "fnistrations" Waddington may have escaped in separating from her 

husband; an action which Livesay elsewhere in the letter, calls a " s h ~ c k . ~ ' ~  

However different their personal lives were at ihis point, 1 recoçnize a "catalytic 

influence" of the "shared concerns" in the frst  letters (SuUivan xi). Through correspondencc. 

both women put their day-to-day lives into words. It is, in fact, in the record of the day to day 

that the personal and the political can be read as indivisibly b i t .  Havinç "saved" her male 

editor with her poetry Livesay represents herself as caught in the "encirclinç movernent" of one 

who can neither Save herself or solve the enigrnas which occur in her own Me. 

In this letter Livesay could be said to foilow the technique of her contemporary, the 

female modemist painter Peggy Nicol MacLeod, creating a text of "busy surfaces" which art 

critic Paul Duval comected with "shortcomings which arose from her need to put aii she felt 

down at once, in a single nish" (Duval 44). These "busy surfaces" are evocative of the lertcrs 

which Livesay knew of other, earlicr, female modemist writers such as Amy Lowell. 

Kaplan suggests that Mansfield's Life writinç "reveal[s] how thc impetus for her own 

innovations came out of a despente attempt to undersiand, sort out, and makc manageable 

socially unacceptablc impulses and desires. . ." (5). The Livesay-Waddington correspondence 



takes place over a penod of marked "alteration" in women's roles. Waddington notes in 

Aparrincnf Sevrn, "[tlhe feminist movement didn't spring up full blown in 1970, but long 

before that, and this needs to be remembered. Every woman who was an artist and who wrote 

out of herseif, her life, and her values was a fcminist whether she knew it o r  not" (201). 

The "April lst, 1945" three page-letter presents Livesay using "the busy surfaces" of 

her own domesticity to delight and to entertain. Duncan's comrnentq on Miriam's letter 

suggests the connection of a family friend.l0 Livesay's household provides her with rich 

material for ferninist revision of the situation of women within the "Happy Family." The 

interesthg thing to note is that both the inscription of paûiarchal order and the critique of it 

coexist uneasily in the same letter. Set off from the text of the letter, the final three word 

question reads like a found (Irnagist) poem: "Canst bear it?" It is, aficr all a question for both 

wornen whether they stay or leave households; they are bodi caught up in a shared 

correspondence, a discourse of two, probing what it means to be a woman. It is Waddington's 

solitary predicament -- not just the devouring cat - which makes for "tearful readinç." 

When Waddington sends Livesay Green World, the latter responds fust of al1 that shc 

needs another copy, having lent the f m t  one out repeatedly. As the senior writer, she 

implicitly asserts her right to a second copy, a privilege for an honored fnend. The judgment 

she deliven is both reserved and decidedly encouraging: 

At fmt feeling 1 thought it too circumscribed in thought and feeling, and resented the 
omission of certain poems more militant which 1 knew you had written. But latterly 1 
tum to it as a very complete statement about one area of sensitivity, the psychological, 
and the only probing poetry we have. (WPNA Feb 24,1946) 

As noted in  Chapter Two, the fmding that Green World is "the only probing poetry we have." 

Livcsay confi yrcs Waddington within new tenitory -- within the uncxplored "largencss" of 

the "psychological" -- and also as part of a community constituted in the pronoun "we." Thc 

rcpctition of "Grecn" in the title of both Livesay's and Waddington's first books suggcsts a 



shared emphasis on the natural world, an emphasis generally eschewed by high modernist 

poets. Any synthesis these writers seek is set in texms of their links with a world of organic 

process a 

Livesay's 1946 letter focuses on the world outside households: the world where well- 

connected men Wre her fnend AUan Crawley read and respond to Canadian poetry. It is 

evident that whether male or female a poet must be connecteci to a literary community 

dominated by male poets and critics. Livesay tells Waddington that Crawley "has been doing 

wonden with his public lecturing" on Canadian poets. Her next move wili be to urge Crawley 

to cut down on Souster and "put some of your social work poems in instead." For the oldcr 

and more successful Livesay, the packaging of a poet evidently, at this point in 1946, at Ieast, 

hvolves selectinç poetry the Canadian public may more readily understand: the preference here 

is given not to "probing" female subjectivity , but to the asexual narrator of other poems, the 

"street known and street knowing" social worker pacing the urban landscape in "Lnvestigator." 

". . . for it is not you Miriam who is writing this poetry": 

Livesay in the Fifties 

I asked Waddington in an interview in the spring of 1992 what a writer wants from a 

critic. Her immediate response was simply "Praise!" When A. J. M. Smith visited the West 

Coast in the 1950s, Livesay recorded a wary reaction to Smith as a prominent male critic who 

had set himself up as knowledgeable compiler of what Christopher Levenson in Canadian 

Poerv calls a kind of "school tearn or cabinct photo" of modem Canadian poets.ll With the 

suddcn shift from the discouraçing words of the male cntk to fernale fnendship. Livcsay 

suggcsts the necessity for herself and other fcmale pocts to tum from the 'objective' stance of 

criticism to fecd on the pnise of one's friend: 



The main thing I got from Smith was the feeling that it is no use to expect any 
recognition today -- the public is hostile to poetry today; and poets can not judçe each 
other's work. 1 have been (doinç) more digging this summer into Dickinson; and the 
astonishing thing is how the thoroughly successful and esteemed poet of the day -- 
Helen Hunt Jackson - is the only person who ever told Emily Dickinson what she so 
needed to h o w  "You are a great poet." 

Read the b iopphy,  the last one, by Thomas Johnson. (WPNA Friday, August 9, 
n-y* 

Earlier in this letier, Livesay both recognizes Smith's growing significance in the 

making of modem Canadian criticism and remains skeptical of him. Livesay descnbes him as 

"very importantly busy searching out new talent," and notes that "i (sic) listened to Smith with 

growing disillusion." She goes on to sute that she has found an "astonishing thing," not in 

Listening to the rising male critic and poet, but in reading about women poets who conversed 

much as Livesay and Waddington did. The inference in this typed one page lettcr is clcar. they 

must read the record of wornen poets in the past and think about who they are, and may yet bc, 

to each other. 

Livesay's and Waddington's construction of reality works wiîhin the codes of a 

dominant society and at the same time questions the given social order in which womcn have 

tended to be assigned subordinate roles. Within a society in which they, as rnarried women. 

were identified under the names of their husbands, the letten between these two female poets 

tend to assert a textual gound in which pairiarchd affdiation -- whether with husband or male 

editors -- is not the rnost vital thing. In the correspondence, lines of ngged type and of ink 

connect one female poet with another; both are, to use Livesay's phrase, "stmçgling. . . to 

makc a woman's voice heard." As Josephine Donovan notes in "Towards a Women's 

Poctics'l : 

. . . the 'social construction of rcality' has becn donc by males, and that construction 
has cast women in the role of other and seen their expcriencc as deviant, or has not sccn 
thcm at all. . . . For the silenccd Othcr to bcgin to spcak, to crcate art, shc must be in 



communication with others of her group in order that a collective "social construction of 
realiv" be articulated. (1 01) 

From Donavon's perspective, female fnendship between writers is vital to any future 

articulation of a women's poetics. 

Livesay's letter of Auys t  9 (ny) asserts the rich ambiguity of such connections: in life 

as in the letter there is the suggestion of what DeKoven characterizes as "the irreducible 

undecidability" and "unsynthesized dialectic" of modcmist prose (DeKoven 14). Having 

stayed one weebnd with PhyUis Webb, Livesay teases Waddington that she may be jealous. 

as the latter had known Webb in Montreal through shared literary activity without ever 

becorning a fiend. In a contemporary interview Webb recalls having known Waddington in 

Montreal in the 1940s, but States, "there wasn't much resonance between us." Webb notes 

that, at the tirne, it did oot occur to her to think of herself as a woman writer. For her an 

awareness of the signficance of sex and gender came later. Webb recalls at the time that 

although Waddington was "occasionally present. . . 1 try to visualize the scene in Layton's 

living room and 1 dont see many women writers. . ." (321). Unlike Webb, Waddington was 

always aware of herself as both woman and writer. When 1 mentioned Webb's comment to 

Waddington, she reminded me that Webb was a younger poet, very much a newcomer. 

Fifteen years later in an undated Ietter fkom the early sixties, Livesay writes: 

1 hope you won? take it as treason, should you hear from any devious source -- the 
tmth -- that 1 stayed with Phyllis Webb, when in Victoria! 1 was over at Art Smith's 
poetry workshop. Sanirday last, and was anxious to Save money so as to take Marcia 
sight-seeing when she arrives Sunday. So when Phyllis asked 1 gladly complied. Hcr 
mother has a vcry pretty house, a çarden and is a wondcrful cook and manager. 1 
gather that she works also. . . . Phyllis is totdly unlikc her mother in every respect. 
She still givcs that slithery cobra feeling. . . . She is intelligent you know -- adrnits to 
her own ncuroses -- and has many amusing tales to tell of LIFE IN MONTREAL. You 
ncvcr tell me! Particularly aU about Dudek. . . and the Rorschach tests she did on thcm 
al], with disastrous resuli, because no therapy .12 Hcr main loyal ty is to Layton, but 
she can still distinguish betwecn his good and bad pocms. 1 suppose you know that 
Williams has wntten the introduction to Layton's Selccted Pocms [sic], to appear in  the 



U.S.?. . . . think you should send your poems to him. He says he wants de la 
musique encore et toujours. (WPNA) 

Layton's good fortune with Williams is presented as something which may also be useful to 

Waddington. The visit to Victoria is descnbed with verbal compression yet rhe "slithery cobra 

feeling" attributed to Webb's presence tends to dominate the letter. The cobra was for the 

Egyptians a symbol of the goddess as creator. Barbara Waker notes that "[tlhe symbol was 

wom on the foreheads of deities and d e r s  in the position of the third eye of insight. It stood 

for royal spirit, healing, and wisdom" (109). The immediate response, of course, is revulsion 

from the "slithery" snake, but the reference to the "cobra" awards a recognition of female 

power to this sign5cant fellow woman poet which the explicit description denies. 

A contrast between Webb's domestic mother and daughter p e t  Phyllis is suçgested by 

Livcsay, but not fleshed out, and the "disastrous results" of the Rorschach tests are 

unspecified. The sense of alliance between writers is ambiyous and not here, at least, linkcd 

with gender. Livesay, having stayed with Webb, is gratefbl for the "amushg tales" which 

Waddington "never tel1[sjM but starts off the letter teasing her fnend about "treason." Treason 

and "loyalty" bodi are questioned in the context of an ineverent tone, less than senous but al1 

the same, telling as any "tests." "[Mjain loyalty" to Layton on Webb's part does not prevent 

distinction between "good and bad poems." One's ultimate loyalty, Livesay seems to infcr, 

belongs not to people but to poerns. 

Tracing the archival record of this friendship in letters provides readen with a focus on 

Canadian poeûy seen from the perspective of female poets. But it can equally, I think, suggcst 

the darkness and confusion of a timc when thc voice of a woman poct was less valued than the 

voiu: of a male, whether critic or poct. At tirncs, the sensc of injustice made Waddington, l&c 

Charlotte Brontc, "write in a rage."" In a tiçhtly spaced Icttcr, just over a page long, 

Waddington wntes of an article by James Reancy on Jay Macpherson, a poct shc h e w  and 



had some correspondence with: "1 object like heu to having that braad of ontario christianity 

[sic] and s m d  t o m  big city-ism rammed down my throat. AU in the name of what? 

Literature. Frig him." Capitalization is irregular in this letter which begins with "Dear dee - 

glad. . ." and proceeds in erratic, unpredictable sentences replicating, as lettes can, one side of 

an intense conversation with a close niend. A few words are underlined for emphasis as is the 

phrase " srnail-t-town Anglican ," while "etemal Truth" and "ONLY TRUTH" appear wi th 

capitalization for emphasis. AU of this dong with the fiequent use of the dash suggests that the 

"bricks and mortar" (Benstock xv) l4 of punctuation, capitalization , lower-case letters for 

usually capitalized words such as "christianity" are not being deployed to maintain the stahis 

quo. Waddington's letter indicates her awareness "that poetry is a means of communication as 

well as an expression, and that its impact should be primarily ernoti~nal."'~ This emphasis on 

the "emotional" has no place with the critics Waddington has been reading when she writes: 

You know, one of the things that scares me about Reaney and that whole group - of 
which Weaver is one (and he holds quite a few strings in the power-net of the CBC) is 
the implicii assumptions that social realities are at best dull, that moral interpretation is 
suspect of psychological problems, and that psychological interpretation is on the other 
hand pretenhous in literature and out of place too. In other words what they like, want, 
admire is; No emotions; to cover up large doses of authonty denved £rom Christian 
religious myth; steal the ferninine principle, but in case any one suspects that's what 
you are using, deny there's any such thllig; allow of only one kind of fiterature; in 
diversity there lies danger. no differences allowed; penalty excommunication. Make of 
it what you wU.(WPNA no date, typed one page letter) 

More than any other extant letter in the correspondence, this is the letter which States 

Waddington's position as "twice isolate" within a culture in which no bwish man or woman 

could get a job teaching English in a Canadian university until after the Second World War (AS 

40). To see the " inipliciî assumptions" of gentile supenority retum under the guise of literary 

criticism clearly rerninded her of the "outsider" stams she had as a Jew in Canada before the 

War. But part of being an outsider was also, as Heilbrun has noted, simply the result of being 

female within a period in which culture was dominated by the men. 



Combined with her critique of "Reaney and that whole group" (which of course 

included women) is the perception that what she calls "the feminine principle" is being 

appropriated by male wnters. Her essay "Women and Wnting," in Apartmeni Seven refers to 

an international conference of women wRters in Jenisalem in 1987: 

The theme of the conference was simply 'women do differently'. Everyone was in 
agreement about that. But how do wornen do differently? In what way? Not a single 
participant had an answer. . . . But it was enough that the question had been raised - 
that it was in the air - that it hovered over every session and was imprinted on 
everyone's mind. We all took it home with us. It was like a Stone you throw into a 
pool; it radiates into wider and wider circles covering more and more space but always 
a f f i g  that women are different. (AS 2 0 0 )  

However, thirty years before in the 1950s in Canada, there was liale sense of how to go about 

defending the in terests of women. 

ALI other letters from the 1950s in the correspondence are Livesay's. As her biographer 

Lee Bnscoe Thompson observes, the 1950s were for Livesay "a gray, largely fnistrating 

decade. . 3 7 ) .  In a 1977 interview with Nadine Mchnis which Livesay forwarded in a letter 

to Waddington, Livesay reflects that in the l95O5, "the pressures of family Life" were 

particularly difficult for the woman poet, and suggests, as McInnis paraphrases, a "great 

ambivalence of feeling as a mother."16 Some of this ambivalence finds its way into the letters 

to Waddington in this period: 

. . . these goddamn spinsten who sigh spinsterly and insist you must love and care for 
your children -- I've still no truck with them. . . having felt so long, myself, the 
impatience of being a parer t. (WPNASeptember 17, n.y .) 

Ln her poem "The Three Emiiys" (1953), Livesay writes of the "spinsten" as artists: in 

this poem the wornen artists who are single and who are placed "crying in my head" and "Walk 

alone, uncornforted. . ." (CPDL 202).17 The poem transfoms the lone women into individual 

wornen who are known to the poem's speaker, a mother, through writing a d o r  painting. As 



artists they "cry to me," the mother in the poem who has, with motherhood, "another kingdom 

bmed/To them. . ." (stanza three, CPDL 202). What is valuable about the letter is its 

uncompromising record of a mother-poet's angerr the anger at the centre of everyday Life in 

which, as a mother, she must steal t h e  to wnte. In raging against the spinsterly sigh, the 

judgment of women with the Liberty to work on their art, nther than at the deeper inequity 

within the patriarchal family, Livesay suggests the "inner storrn" through which she, as a 

woman poet, will write when she speaks in the voice of a mother (DLCP 202). 

When Livesay l e m s  of Waddington's f m t  pregnancy in 1946, the r d  and the 

imapinary intersect to produce optimism and excitement. The fnendship between the two 

women is set out tangibly in the offer to retum a coat previously sent by Patrick Waddington: 

Lf 1 had heard a week before, my potato sack dress would not have been cut down to a 
skut, and my tweed butcher-boy coat would not have been eimmed to a fashionable 
cut. It's too bad. However, 1 should think your own coat would be useful, would it 
not. . . the one Pat [Waddington] sent me?. . . . Just say the word and 1'11 express it. 
(WPNA 1 946 403,7th Avenue, Vancouver) 

This passage celebrates female subjectivity through attention to details of the "cut down," the 

trimmed," and the "useful." It proceeds to assert comrnunity and caring through scraps. 

Process is in the forepround of this passage, as it was for the artist-mother of Adele Wiseman 

when Wiseman writes yens later in Old Womm al PIny of "foretasting MfiUment, her fingers 

ready to shape the future, teasing it from the cloth. . . the flotsam of possibility" (44). 

Waddington's experiences of the intensity of motherhood constitute a lacuna, a lost 

fragment, in the correspondence. Her letiers to Livesay from this penod may have survived in 

Livcsay's currently restricted collection of Waddington lettes held by Queens University. In 

thc availablc rnatenal, there is only one extant letter by Waddington written in the 1950's in the 

Livcsay Papers, Special Collection. University of Manitoba. Waddington is, however, still 

prcscn t, b j rcflection, in the Ietters she saved from Livesay. 



Three letters written by Livesay wiU conclude my discussion of the conespondence of 

the fdties: they were written berneen 1956 and 1958. In her letter of 1956 from North 

Vancouver, Livesay begins: 

Dear Miriam, 
Just a chat while having my hair done! Going to hear Sir Herbert R a d  tonight, at 
UBC-but not being in the Dept. of English anymore, no one will invite me to the dos' 
[sic] which I suppose are going on. How sirnilar are our frustrations! But I think I do 
not bother any more about recognition, status-it is the poem that matten. It should be 
recognized of course. P K. Page's very lovely new ones from Australia are being 
pblished in Poeny. Why don't you try there? (WPNA July 10,1956) 

In this excerpt, Livesay sets herself in the salon, seeking a hair-do to W e a r  to that night's 

literary event, and f i y  displaying her different approach to the "similar frustrations" she 

shares with her &end. In A. S. Byatt's latest collection The Matisse Stories, there is a fmt 

peson account of a middle-aged fernale writer trashing a beauty sdon because the stylist makes 

her look, as she is, middle-aged. Livesay is blunt about her changing Iooks and jests, as the 

woman in the Byatt story can not, that she is "half-way through menopause, dl carefülly 

cleaned up in hospital in January, so no, no caviar, darling" (WPNA). This four page hand- 

wntten leîîer to Waddington navigates between "the poems that matter" (WPNA) and concem 

for the self and female fnends. She notes that the intersection between art and life may provide 

"the answer for us women": 

Have been re-visiting Henry Moore's Show and struggling to help a fnend decide 
between marriage, separation, divorce, aloneness. Henry Moore provides the answer 
for us women -- did you know? -- Herrnaphroditism! Any way 1 respond to and love 
him as an artist, more than any other of today's. (WPNA) 

The "Love and pain, Darlinck" with which she signs off is a register of the equipoise she seeks 

between die "pain" of, as she puts it, having no "sex life at this trying tirne" and the "love" 

which she fmds restored in visual art, in poetry, and in female friendship. She wites of Henry 



Moore's in the weli-known and much-anthologized poem "On Looking into Henry Moore*' 

(CPDL 236). 

In her letter of August 26th, 1957, she exclaims, "Returning from holiday, what a 

blessing your letter was! So wise and w m .  I have re-read it several times each time drawing 

cornfort." It is in this context that Livesay asserts a difference between them grounded in their 

experience: 

1 confess 1 have needed some clarification in the past, on your attitude to falling in love. 
Because usually your letter descnbes some experience or affair, usually at its height, 
and then your next letter offers no clues, and then your next letter is mysterious about 
someone else -- or is it the fmt  one? Whereas my life has been plagued latkrly by few 
intimate relationships (new ones, that is) but by half-felt ones which lead to more 
fantasy than 1 have ever had to cope with. I make ready for an encounter (even with an 
old friend) by extraordinary imaghary conversations, which never approximate reality. 
. . . And al1 this welling front a profound deep uselessness. As I suddenly expressed it 
to a Unitarian pastor. 1 feel unused. (WPNA Aug 26 1957) 

The "unused" feeling of the "1" at the centre of Livesay's middle years exists in contrast to the 

imagined lyric "1." The teliing image is gone. The "extraordinary ima_&ary conversations" 

suggest a need to connect not oniy with this particular friend but the world where she fmds 

herself "unused." She records the pastois response: 

1 oniy had a few brief conversations with him aside from public listening: but in each 
encounter he sounded the same note for us: accept, accept, accept. Nothing new, of 
course; but you know how resendully 1 have kicked against the pricks; and my deadly 
gift for analyzing other people's weakness ! (WPNA July 10 ,  1956) 

From the perspective of ferninist theory and in view of both poets' poetry and life 

writing, it seems clear that the pastor was wrong. Having "kicked against the pncks," as she 

says, Livesay records the attraction of submitting the ego to the "dzguerreotype" delivered by 

cri tics: 

You say it is the cntics who are mediocre: but that seems too easy a whippinç-post. 
Fashions change, every bit in poetry as in plumage; and T accept my daguerreotype. It 
has been my lot never to be a critic's poet, but to have missed as well the pleasant. if 
flceting, rclish of popular appeal. Neighbours who borrow my book continue to say: 



"1 don't understand it." But my obscurity is far too simple for the professon. Al11 am 
sure of rnyself, is that there is thought in the content of my poems, and music in its 
expression: more music than occm in contemporary Canadian poetry . 

So do not rush to my defense darling . Let us stay in the realm of statement. (WPN A 
July 10, ~6)~' 

This 1956 letier challenges both Livesay heself and Waddington her reader, and fnend, to 

negotiate a dficult passage as female writers facing an apparently unreceptive Literq 

community. She writes that neighboun who b o ~ ~ o w  her books retum them not only without 

one word of congratulations or praise, but, in fact, without understanding. One has only to 

reread A. M. Klein's "Portrait of a Poet as Landscape" to be rerninded that the male poets of 

the tune were not necessarily cornpanionable when they met, each "alone, yet not completely 

alone. . ." "everywhere menial, a shadow's shadow" (Klein 504). In Klein's poem, all the 

poets are male but that fact does not give much cornfort. His poem struggles with "egos" and 

"esteem" echoing much of the desire for 'l/nme" and a "green inventory" so evident in the 

poetry and life writing of Livesay and Waddington. 

While Klein went mad, Livesay and Waddington both went on to write about Klein. 

They survived. Joining together as women poets is one of the ways they came through. 

Oddly enough, the very quarrels between them, such as the one Livesay tries to conclude in her 

letter from London in 1958, c m  be cited as evidence of the way in which they survived. They 

cut teeth that they wodd need in the world each on the bones of the oùier. After one 

disasterous meeting with Waddington in Montreal, Livesay writes h m  London: 

Cm you not see that it is myself 1 am criticizing when 1 criticize you? This mistaken 
path I took could be so easily avoided -- one feels -- can 1 not wan Miriam? But no, 
we each have our own expenence, and experience cannot be shared and so rarely 
transferred. 

What 1 have learned in the last nine years (if we take forty as a starting point) is that this 
dcsire and yearning for recognition and support is a self-destructive force. It eats you 
up. The ego is never sated. The more it is given, the more it must have. Therefore if 
one is a serious wnter at al1 (or painter or composer) the actual purity of the work done, 



the integrity of it, is threatened by this insatiable ego-craving. For it is not you, Minam 
who is writing this poetry. You are an i n s r n e n t  through which POETRY Lives. Or 1 
am. . . . Therefore when it cornes through it should be recorded wiîh a sense of 
hurnility, and a sense of offering. "1 offer it back to the source of poetry from whence 
it came." If it is recognized by people fine. If not, fine. (WPNA Oct 8, n d .  1 %8?) 

Perhaps the Waddington Ietters in the Livesay Papen at Queens wdI include Waddington's 

response to this letter. In reading the one-sided record of Livesay's mernorable letters to "Ma 

Chere," (the begiming of her letter from England, October 8,1958). one is aware that the 

sometimes pnckly relationship between the two provoked them both to engage in M e r  

smggle in forging their own point of view with regard to the place of female subjectivity in 

Poe w - 
The assertion that ". . . it is not you, Miriam who is writing this poetry" can be read in 

the context of an older tradition of inspired poetry,lg with a fernale sense added of "offering" as 

a pragmatic side-step of selflessness, a means of getthg around what has been called "the 

undernounshed voice of wornan," to use Gai1 Scott's phrase, within a male-centred culture. In 

focusing on "the actuai purity of the work done," rather than self as lone woman, Livesay 

shifts emphasis away £rom the evaluation of her literary stock by (male) critics and 

anthologists, and gives power, instead, to work women poets can do for poetry in itself. 

Waddington's reply to this particular letter is also misshg, but elsewhere she insists on the 

connection between the woman poet and the poems which she produces. Clearly she believed 

that a particular man or woman produces poems: 

As for myself, 1 have always known that all language is physiolog-ical as well as 
symbolic. A poem is a physical act. What after all are rhythm, rhyme, alliteration, 
except pulse and breath? A woman's language, like the language of any other person, 
expresses hcr pulse, her rhythms, her breath - and the pulse and the breath are those of 
a woman. (AS 2 0  1) 

Livesay's Ietters of the fifties provide the explanation for why, with "few intimate 

rclationships. . . and feeling a disconnection with audience," and, as she puts it, with her 



"obscurity far too simple for the professors," she felt the need to adopt a poetic stance which 

would arm her against a society which, despite formd awards, failed to offer her an ongoing 

sense of "recognition and support as a female poet." She coocludes that "it is the poem that 

matters" (WPNA July 10 ,  1956). This premise seems a suitable coat of armour to protect her 

fundamental alliance with "the most important dung in the world - Literature" (AS 20). As 

Livesay develops her position in letters fiom 1956 to 1958, neither feelings of being "unused" 

(WPNA Aug 26,57) nor the lack of interest in her work need stop her from letting "POETRY" 

"corne through" (WPNA Oct 858). Personal doubt, like her one reference in the 

correspondence to her health in menopause, is "all carefulIy cleaned up" W N A  July 56) by 

means of a theory which separates wornan from poet. Appropnately enough, Livesay shifts, at 

the end of her letter of October 1958, from figuring the poet as "he." In erasing the "self 

destructive force" of two specific fernale poets -- herself and Waddington - she "dig[s] down 

to basic principles" to discover not "you, Miriam" but the triurnphant lower case male: 

If it is recognized by the people fine. If not fine. The writer should be whoily detached 
from what he has done --- [sic] once he has done it. If this is too rnystical a view for 
you -- well and good. But you must recognize that it is my view and al1 my critical 
apparatus will be informed by it. (WPNA Oct. 8,1958) 

Underlining is used twice. The frs t  time it is used, in the phrase "v to be ohiective and 

understand r n ~  oint of view. Not ~ o u n . "  The second time, as quoted above, emphasis falls 

on -- "once h e  has done it." It is the "he," "not you, Miriam" not the specific, needy, ego- 

driven particular woman poet in the middle of marital crisis in Montreal, that Livesay 

rcpresents. No specific "hem is named here, and significantly so, for in this letter Livesay 

cmbraces the abstract ground of unitary subjectivity, reduced to one universal artist figure: the 

male. The modest lower case "he" asserts, once again, the power of the iiberal humanist 

univcnai cthos to cail to order even the most "rebelliously" spirited woman. In representing 



this passage as perhaps "too ideaiistic or nystical a view for you," Livesay claims the high 

ground of abstraction and p ~ c i p l e .  This undencores her recognition of the shift from 

"personal elements" of "this desmictive ego business" and "temperamental outbursts," to the 

"idedistic or mystical view" in which "conversations with each other," even about shared 

"desire and yearning ," are eclipsed. 

"1 just cannot be 'modrenf. . .": Correspondence from the Sixties and Early 

Seventies 

In their subsequent letiers of the sixties and seventies, one senses in both writers less 

cornmitment to the friendship, and a haste cornmensurate with a desire to rush back into life 

with drafis of new poems, manuscripts, and readings all demanding attention. Waddington left 

Montreal with her two sons in 1960 for Toronto. In Aparmenr Seven she recalls that she did 

not leave Montreal "willingly or under happy circumstances" (1 63). Her marriage to Patrick 

Waddington had ended and she was srarting a new life in Toronto. The letters of the 1970s, 

particulad y, reflect the tirne-pressure under which both, now mature, poets managed to write 

some of their best work. This correspondence suggests that their writing-tirne in this period 

was expended not so much in writing what Woolf called "the unpublished works of women," 

including their "pesonal letters," but in published work." During this period Livesay wrote 

The Unquiet Bed (1967), Pluinsongs (197 l) ,  ?ce Age (1975), and The Woman I Am (1 978). 

She also cdited two anthologies of poetry by women: Forty Women Poezs of Canada with 

Seymour Mayne (1971), and Wooments Eye: 12 BC Poels (1974). Waddington was productive 

both as a poet and Full Professor of English at York University, publishing The Glass Truntpet 

( 1  966), Say Yes (1 969), Drennt Telescope (1 Wî),  The Price of Gold ( 1  976), and a critical 

study A M. Klcin ( 1  WO), as well as compiling Klein's Collected Pocnrr (1 974). 



As a single mother with her two teenage boys at home during this penod, Waddington 

felt the pressure of the poet who must eam a living through teaching her "love." She writes 

Livesay : 

I'm smiggling with the intro to the Klein collected poerns -- I fmd it very hard to write 
criticism - Teaching drains one of ideas, & so does running around lecturing & talking 
about poetry - as Blake said -- never seek to teil thy love, love which never can be toid; 
nor ought to be. 1 now understand the idea of the Catholic retreat. . . . the poems 
though are worth aU the attention I can give. (DLUM March, 1974) 

Waddington fought for Canadian fiteranire courses at York, for Klein's literary reputation, and 

for her own work. The conespondence stresses the practical exigencies of getting poetry to 

market, getting readings amanged, "intros" written, connecting with Livesay in bnef visits to 

exchange the shop-tak of now senior Canadian poets. In a letter of June, 1965 Waddington 

sounds a legitimate note of concem that "you & me" WU be left out of the canon which trendy 

younger male academics are beginning to formulate. She writes: 

1 havent had the courage to read Can. Lit. hist. as yet - I notice that you & me are 
completely ornitted from the poet's lists that are raitled off by Frank Davey, George 
Bowenng, & others. . . . Earle (Birney) has managed to retain his influence, & so has 
A M  (Smith). The Ianer on a very thinnish production. You & 1 made a mistake not to 
tie onto the tail of either Dudek or Layton. No - Earie does not c d  me -- 1 suppose he 
knows I am Esther's fnend. 1 just cannot be 'rnodren' about divorce after 20-30-40 
years of married life. A woman has nothing to gain & everythmg to lose -- you have 
surely expenenced the unenviable social & economic situation of the single unyoung 
woman! Especially with children. (DLUM June 21,1965) 

Like Waddington's earlier letters, this excerpt reads like a stream of consciousness passage in 

Dorothy Richardson's modemist prose work PiZgrimage. Althouçh the noms of 'objective' 

writing would trcat literary reptation and divorce as chak and cheese Waddkgon sets thern 

on one "busy" and level "surface." In one dense paragraph the connection is made between 

who will Set read, whose name and work wiii remain, and the mutable, idnerable position of 

both Ester Bimcy and herself as "unyoung woman" within patriarchal society. The "modren" 

(sic) young men wirh thcir "poets' lists" focus attention on "Dudek or Layton" leavinç 



Waddington to wish henelf "tie[d] ont0 the tail of either" of the men. It is, of course, eaçy 

enough to denigmte such an admission as weakness. However, here once again, is the 

dissonant analysis of the ciifferences of treatment in Canadian literary history. This letter is not 

pretty in its meditation on "broken things." At this point (in1965) Waddington h a  not yet 

assumed the position of "prophetic messengef* to use Judith Brown's phrase for her status as 

an older Canadian poet (269). However, she rakes a fmt step toward pursuing more equitable 

treatment. That step involves anaiysis of inequity beîween the way men and women poets of 

one generation are treated. It also involves a refusal to patch-over the gaps, losses, and 

"ornissi(on)" so central to her own Iife and work- 

The letters fiom this penod maintain continuity in insisting upon the connection 

between poetry and everyday He; for Livesay, at least, new adventures in love fmd their way 

into poeby. As before the letters insist on digression, indirection, and open questions: so in 

the 1960s Livesay writes Waddington that the ending of "my 'to-be-ended' love affairais only 

theoretically possible and necessary. In reality it will be frightening." And wonders, almost as 

if to herself, "1 keep writing 'notations' are they poems?" The letter then includes "today's 

sample," a section from "The Notations of Love," which later appeared in The Unquiet Bed. 

In the work of these two writers, men are oever purely the "Other," the essential 

enemy. Though in later life Livesay has descnbed herself as bi-sexual, both she and 

Waddington have rnaintained rich connections with men. 'Ihe sense of connection with male 

Poe& and male editors is something a number of critics have cornmented on in Livesay's work. 

Male poets and critics held the positions of power. They edited magazines, they held 

University positions. Waddington notes that within Canada "few, if any women, during the 

forties edited journals, rcviewed books, or held positions of power in publishing or other 

mcdia" (AS 204). But cmcially in the sixties and seventies both poets moved in to the same 

positions which previously had been held by "the men." Livesay was on the editorial board of 



both Prism and CV2 and held various University positions across Canada, Waddington was, 

as noted above, a professor at York University. Also durin; this period the critique of gender 

prejudice against women became a prominent force within Canadian culture. As Jane 

Enkgton notes, "(f)or the fmt  t h e ,  a significant proportion of women in Canada in the 

1960's was questioning the basic tenets of a paternalistic, male-dorninated society" (77). 

In a letter written at the start of the seventies Livesay invited, and received, 

Waddington's contribution for what she then called "the gals anthology," the Anfhology of 

Conlemporary Wumen Poets in Canada (1 971) which she edited with Seymour Mayne. With 

apparent reference to something Waddington had written with regard to women writers Livesay 

writes, "of cousr  I agree we've p t  to fight. Sheila Watson says 'We must work, not fight.' 1 

say "we must work and fight!" (MWNA). Her position has shifted from an emphasis on 

poetry for its own sake to a closer connection between ferninist engagement and her own work 

both as editor and poet. There is a clear sense of female centred comrnunity; a community 

which includes "the Anthology editing with Seymour." Some fernale poets such as Pat 

Lowther at fmt refbsed to contribute on the grounds that they did not wish to be set in a female 

ghetto. Both Livesay and Waddington realized the necessity of practical remedial measures. 

In 1970 kvesay solicited poems from Waddington, Page, Avison, Webb and others for 

Forty Women Poets of Canada. She noted in an unpubiished letter to Lowther, that Canadian 

women poets needed to assert their existence as a comrnunity in the face of their "ghettoization" 

within a canon shaped by the tastes and the friendships of male critics and poets. In situating 

her own position within Canadian poetry, Livesay makes reference to Waddington and to 

Page, this time within the context of a larger picture of female exclusion in the emerging canon 

of Canadian poetry. Here, Livesay asserts the significance of her own female community more 

strongly than ever before: 



Yes, my dear gal, there have been anthologies wiîh men only. And one of them is 
"poets of Confederation" (sic) And the most important, key figure, was left out! A 
woman: Isabella Valancy Crawford. Elizabeth Brewster, who has doubts aiso, set to 
and counted the no. of women represented in the last 4 Canadian poetry anthologies. 
The count was about 5% wornen. A tuMy unjust picture. In the main new much 
publicized Gany Geddes Oxford paperback anthology, 1.5 Canadian Poefs, which wiU 
go a l l  over the world, there are only 3 women. . . not P.K. Page, Miriam Waddington, 
or Dorothy Livesay. . . . Believe me, we are not putting ourselves in the ghetto by 
being in an anthology of women poets. WE ARE ZN THE GHETTO! . . . . And the 
only way to get out [is J to proclaim, Our nghts, our place, our worîh. (DLUM 
Edmonton, March 1 1,197 1) 

The urgency of Livesay's message is particularized as a timely, if ineffective, waming to 

Lowther, who, at that point, was both a poet with a growing reputation and an abused wife. 

The letters to Livesay make no reference to abuse, but they do refer to persistent il1 health. In 

1975 Lowther was murdered by her husband. Livesay's connections with younger women 

poets and writers including both Lowther, Nadine Mchnis, and Joy Kogawa deserve separate 

treatment? The question of Livesay and of Waddington's Literary contribution to modem 

Canadian poetry rnust involve a reckoning with both their work and their roles in the context of 

a developing literary community in which women fomed a vital part. A recent Canadian 

P o e 0  review by Christopher Levenson notes that the third version of the Geddes anthology 

includes Waddington, a figure whose "significance for contemporary Canadian poetry has 

tended to be over~ooked."~~ It is also noted that although Geddes has increased "the 

representation of wornen poets. . . with only eleven out of thirty it still does less than justice to 

the dominant role of women poets in the contemporary poetic scene" (Levenson 138). 

Livesay and Waddington have not been victims. To the contrary, they are both, as one 

reviewer pointed out recently of Waddington, among "this country's formidable Literary 

survivorst' (Golfman 179). Over a thirty-five year period, their letten tell something about 

how they came throuçh toçether, absorbed, drudging, puzzled, but nonetheless prolific 

achievers . 



Conclusion 

In an undated letter sent fkom Vancouver in the 1950s to Waddington in Montreal, 

Livesay suggests that their "main trouble" as womeo poets may be that they have not yet 

abandoned "inhibition" and ventured to support one another, as women writers , more hiUy : 

Dear Miriam, Thank you for the loving. We all need such. Perhaps our main trouble, 
this inhibition between fnends? Those Victonan women were amazingly wami and 
outspoken in their fnendship. Cf. Gaskell, Browning, Bronte. Also of course, Emily 
D. (know her letters) (WPNA Oct 21 ny, [1954?] ) 

in asking Waddington if she "know[s]" "Erniiy D.'[s]" letters, Livesay challenges her to make 

a comection between female fiiendship and a wornan poet: if "Emily D." had good female 

friends so can they. 1 would suggest that in order to enlarge o u  "consû-uction" of Canadian 

literary history in the modem penod, we wiIi do well to leam what we can of letters by and 

about Canadian women poets. Livesay and Waddington had a dificuit friendship. They 

aIways seem a little strange to each other, and yet are committed as witnesses to each other's 

lives. Waddington writes Livesay in 1982 afier meeting her son Peter, ". . . it was odd how 

when 1 saw him 1 remembered Duncan so cIearIy from 1942 & our threesome walk in a 

meadow near your house. And your cooking of a seafood casserole" (DLUM March 20, 

1982). 

As 1 complete this dissertation in 1996, both Dorothy Livesay and Miriam Waddington 

are still alive, and since Waddington's move from Toronto in 1992, both of them live on the 

West Coast. They hear of each other through their mutual fnend, Jewish by birth. Anne 

Campbell, to whom Livesay dedicated Journey Wilh My Selves. Othenvise. they have not 

scen or spoken to each other in quite a few years. 1 found a photopph in the Waddington 

Photoçraphs, National Archives, dated July , 1989. Waddington srniles, proud to stand with 



her old fkiend, Dorothy Livesay. On the back of the original print Livesay writes "Love to 

Miriam, ta' auld sakes sake. Love ~ e e ?  When 1 met Livesay in 1992 1 mentioned 

Waddington to her, but it was not a good day for "Mrs. MacNaU" as she was called by the 

staff of her nuning home. That day, the friendship with Waddington seemed, as my Scottish 

grandfather would have said "too far away." I realized as I left Livesay that it is now up to 

scholars of Canadian literahire to read the fkaegnentary record of these women poets' 

unpublished archival joumals and letters so that the "web of action" (CPDL 275) which they 
' 

worked in comecting with other poets will be recognized as a part of the Literary history of 

Canadian poetry both during the modemist penod, and beyond it. 

1 In a book review of 1946 Livesay wrote in Correspondence of n Fricndship: 
Florence Ayscough & Amy Lowe11 that the scholar and poet had a 
friendship "unmarred by malice o r  jealousy, held together by the 
importance of a grand job to be  done" (45). 1 will refer to the particular 
archival letter by Livesay to  Waddington iater in the chapter. 
2 Page gave a poetry reading a t  York University in the Winter Term of 1994. 
3 The Queens University Archives have a file of Waddington's letters from 
J a n u a y  1945 to May 1996 in Box SB. 

1 am thinking of Emily Cam's Hurtdreds and Thousands: The Journals Of An 
Arrisr 1927-1941 which was first published in 1961. 
5 Rich. 1973. 
6 Miriam Waddington, Letter to Laura McLauchlan, Summer  1993. 
7 Both writers use this word. Waddington refers to the female speaker 
within her poem "The Bond" as "twice isolate," because she is both a woman 
and a Jew. See also, Dorothy Livesay, "Isolate," The Self Completing Tree 
(46). * Both "Nativity" and "Five Poems" are revised in Dorothy Livesay: Selected 
Poems 1926-1956 (1957).  T h e  title of "Nativity" clearly marks the theme of  
birth. However, the poem's title was subsequently changed to "Serenade 
For Strings." The revision of an  already published poem was rare for 
Livesay. Her return to both "Nativity" and "Five Poems" indicates the 
particular significance she  attached to these poems. The  revisions on both 
poems may also suggest s o m e  dissatisfaction with the versions which 
appear in Day aiid Nighr (1944). While outside the parameters of this work 
the differences between versions of these poems warrant attention. 
9 I n  a marginal note on an earl ier  draft of the dissertation Waddington 
added the following clarification on the separation, ". . .actually it was my 
husband who initiated the idea of separating -- 1 was devastated, but the 
new me understood it and accepted it (with help from my teachers)." The 
"teachers" she refers to were Virginia Robinson and Jessie Taft, two 
accomplished professors at the  Philadelphia School of Social Woric. 



Robinson had done her doctoral work on "The Wornan Question," 
nineteenth century American debate about women's role in American 
c u l t u r e ,  
' O  Waddington attached a note to a draft of the dissertation at this point, 
'The 'too big' was a compliment. I knew Duncan," she continues, "who 
didn't ever have a mean thought in his head." 
11 Christopher Levenson, Canadian Poetry , 1990. 
l 2  Waddington informs me that "Stephanie, Louis Dudek's wife was a 
p:ychologis t." 

Virginia Woolf, A Room of One's Own. London: Triad Grafton, 1929: 67. 
The comment is made with reference to Charlotte Bronte: "Her books will 
be deformed and twisted .... She will write of herself where she should write 
of her characters. She is at war with her lot. How could she help but die 
YFung, crarnped and thwarted?"(67). 

Benstock notes "Focusing on image and rnetaphor as primary modes of 
representation, Iiterary criticism often dismisses as perfunctory the work 
of grammar and punctuation. We read "beyond" devalued cursory forms or 
details, interpreting the message emblazoned on the textual facade, often 
i noring the bricks and mortar that support the edifice."(xv) '' This quotation is taken from the fly-leaf of the copy of Green Worid in 
the Rare Book Collection at Dalhousie University, Halifax. The York . 

University copy of Green World  does not have a dust-jacket. 
16 Nadine McInnis, " 1977 Interview in Ottawa with Dorothy Livesay for 
University Paper," in Waddington Papers, National Archives. (exact 
reference not available). 
17  The poem appears in the "Faces of Emily (1948-53) " grouping. 
!' The immediate context for this remark is occasioned by a hostile 
reference to her work by critic, "Dr. Endicott." She records "one's sense of 
rnediocrity not exactly banished by this morning's post: Tarn a r a  c k 
Review ...." WPNA. 
l 9  1 thank Agnes Whitfield for this suggestion. Julia Neuberger's T h e  
Things That Motter: An AnthoCogy of Women's Spiriluai Poetry notes tbat 
what she calls "spiritual poetryn by women tended to be disregarded. She 
cites Nicholson and Lee's Oxford Book of English Mystical Verse (1927) as an 
exception. Her own selection of female poets includes Emily Dickinson, 
Emily & Charlotte Bronte, Christina Rossetti, Elizabeth B arett Browning, as 
weI1 as moclernist women poets including Charlotte Mew, Edith SitwelI, Amy 
Lowell, and H.D.. 
20 Virginia Woolf, quoted in "Letters," Virginia Blain, IsobeI Grundy, 
Patricia Clements, The Femiriist Cornpanion irr English. London: B ,T. 
Batsford, IWO: 653. 
2 1 Nadine McInnis is quoted in an interview, "1 learnt my Iines, so to speak 
from Dorothy." Frorn " I n  League with some Canadian poets," Phi1 Jenkins, 
The Ottawa Citizeir, Sunday 7 ,  1992. Livesay gave me a copy of this article 
when I visited her in Victoria, October 1992. 
22 C hrisropher Levenson, Canadian Poerry , (Check Issue) 1 38 
" Photograph File, Waddington Papers, National Archives. 



Chapter Four - "Are you there, are you there/Are you there?": Fernale 

Subjectivity and Late Modernism in Livesay's and Waddington's Lyric Poetry 

a t  Mid-Career. 

"Are you there, are you thereJAre you there?" persists a nameless voice in 

Waddington's "Night in October." Within the poem's allusive h e  of reference the reader is 

irnplicitly challenged to recognize the subjectivity of the female: a woman in the process of 

bodily labour. This poem will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. 1 begin with this lyric 

question from Waddington's work because it is central to female subjectivity, as it is a central 

one, also, to both Livesay's and Waddington's work in the late modernist penod. From the 

perspective of the written word on the page, the question "Are you there?" opens the text to 

man's cultural other. It challenges the femaie subject to transform her silent self through the 

register of a lyric response which will concem me throuçhout this chapter. 

"Woman's position in the world, even in the modem world, is rernarkably inelastic" 

wntes poet Anne Wilkinson in 1950, "[iln the eyes of husband, children and the world, the 

family should be enough to absorb her" (65). Yet, the poetry and fiction by women writers in 

the forties and fifties in Canada suggests that there was, in fact, a creative turbulence around 

what Wilkinson called "Woman's position" a turbulence which was, at Ieast in part, inherited 

from a previous generaîion of women. Donovan notes: 

Despite its limited success as a revolutionary transformation, the wornen's nghts 
movement did manage to raise senous questions about gender identity, such that the old 
certainties about what a woman was or what her proper role or behavior should be had 
been fractured by the early twentieth century. (x) 



For Livesay and Waddington, neither motherhood nor maniage were essentially nonradical' 

and their modemist l y c  poetry explores a turbulent, sometirnes rebellious ferment in relation 

to the inelastic position of their sex. 

In the work of Livesay and Waddington, modemism continus in what A. J. M. Smith 

refers to as a second wave in the foxties and fifties (1974 80). As noted in the introduction, 

one looks in vain for polemical prefaces from these female wnten bringing second wave 

feminisrn together with this second wave of Canadian modemist poetry occurrhg in the late 

forties and fifties in Canada. Polemics about gendered subjectivity would have, Minarn 

- Waddington States, "mark[ed] you as a crank & cornplainef' at the time.' Deploying, instead, 

what Rich c a s  the unfathomed resource of poetry (1993 19), Livesay and Waddington are two 

writen from the modemist period in Canada whose poetry made gender difference an issue. 

In this chapter, 1 wiU examine the manner in which Livesay's Day and Nighr and 

Poem For People, and Waddington's The Second Silence deploy lyric p o e q  to explore 

female subjectivity during a period when North American women seemed to retreat en masse to 

the anonymity of the domestic realm. In "The Canadian Woman's Movement:The Second 

Wave" Naomi Black makes it clear that, in fact, no such reaeat had taken place. She wntes 

instead of "growing strains and tensions for women." One of the key issues seems to be entry 

into the paid labour force. as well as a lack of male support on the domestic front: 

Looking back, we can see that ferninist stirrings were unexpected for the sarne reason 
that they had occurred: during the 1950s and 1960s, women's domestic obligations and 
their self images had remained virîually unchanged while their activities had altered 
drastically. Most importantly, women had retained responsibility for household and 
family at the same time as their participation in the paid labour force increased 
massively. . . . (82) 

In their wnting about female subjectiviiy in the postwar period, Livesay and Waddington 

provide maps for rereading the tirne from the perspective which put women frst. 



In discussing their works, 1 will focus specificdy on the experience of motherhood, as 

it is represented in a selection of poems from the above-rnentioned work. The denigration of 

women's work (Newton 10) in the home is reflected in the critical disparagement of the work 

of female poets as "the kitchea sink brigade" (Geddes 31) when they wrote about domestic 

themes. An even stronger denigration, however, lay in reviews which simply passed over 

major poems - about birth -- which did not fit with male modemism. 

When Livesay focused on themes which exclusively seemed to deal with men, as in the 

poem "Day & Night," she received critical praise. Even there, however, Millar MacLure found 

"it takes the clangour of a larger rhetoric than this poet ever commanded to echo in the valley of 

modem history" (1957 64). "We shall be disappointed," he warns "if we look for anything 

very cornplex" (65). With other critics of his penod, MacLure passed over Livesay's birth 

poems in silence. Both Livesay and Waddington have quite mistakenly been seen as lyricists 

whose work often lacks the complexity of 'the men.' A return to poems which are explicitiy 

concemed with femde subjectivity -- poems their contemporaries seem to have ignored -- will 

suggest a markedly different and more rewarding approach. 

Ln Wild Morher Dancing. Di Brandt notes a long silence about motherhood in the 

iiterature she studied while a graduate student. She writes: 

Dangerous, heroic events, such as wars, in which large numbers of men nsked and lost 
their lives, were written about extensively in fiction, why not childbirth? Having 
experienced both States, 1 could not concur that adolescence [as chronicled in the 
bildungsroman] was more interesthg and challenging than motherhood. In fact, I 
couldn't think of a single expenence (except perhaps being bom) that involved as 
much, amazinç, transformation as becoming a mother. (6) 

Only with referencc to what historian Joan Kelly calls the strençth of patriarchy in al1 its 

historical f oms  does the neçlect of writing about birth and motherhood become understandable 

(61). Even today Livesay's and Waddington's birth poems, and poems wntten about 



motherhood -- with the exception of Livesay's rnuch-anthologized "The Three Emilys" -- are 

not widely known. This chaptefs focus on these poems -- in the books of their midde years 

-- will argue that their work on mariage, giving birth. and motherhood opens the confines of 

biologicd determinism by exploring female subjectivity as  engaged in a femaie-cenîred 

"[~Jearching for me" (SS 22) within a culture which had held female subjectivity behind a 

barricaded and disabled door @&N 25). Rather than embracing an essentialist version of the 

matemal, both poets, instead, record dissonance, ambivalence. and unresolved dialecticdity as 

they engage with motherhood, a subject which a previous generation of Canadian women 

writen had treated quite differently. 

Despite their alliances with male poets and cntics -- Livesay's with Knister, Crawley, 

and Pacey, and Waddington's with Sutherland and Souster -- they could never be one of the 

boys. The patnarchal bias which treated female subjectivity as a motherhood issue, outside 

cultural discourse, was a central, though invisible, force against which they both iived and 

worked as female poets. Day and Nighl, Poems For People, and The Second Silence are 

books of poetry which, at specific point, slip beneath the male dominant rnind-set in North 

Amerka at mid-century to explore the cultural representation of the female in the process of 

transfomative stniggle. 

Canadian Modernism in the Forties and Fifties 

What Frye writes about modem poetry in The Modern Century can be applied to 

modcrnist verse in Canada during this period. "Modem poetry," writes Fxye, "tends to be 

discontinuous, to break the hypnotic continuity of settled rnetre, or a line of thouiht" (66). 

Whcn dirccted at gcnder incquity the break in hypnotic continuity can work to mark a rupture 

with patriarchal codes of authority. In the poetry of Livesay and Waddington in this period, 



the discontinuous break of both metre and thought can be read as a response to the hypnotic 

continuity of the cultural master narrative of "[tJhe young man, the young man, the young man. 

. . ." (Woolf 1922.4). While that shift in Europe has a typical temiinal date of 1940, the 

emerging ethos of Canadian literature in the f i e s  was refiective of the shift in parameters of a 

continuing modemism. 

In The Canadian Form. the ieading Canadian magazine of the forties and f ~ t i e s  -- in 

which both Livesay and Waddington fkequently appeared - one fmds traces of a post-World 

War Two debate about women's place within modem culture (Royce 108): However, in the 

same magazine, one fmds numerous indications of male hegemony, including marginal 

decorations of woodcuts of female, not male, nudes, and reviews which assume that while 

women may be writers of poetry, their presence in numbers is undesirable. Reflecting this bias 

in his review for The Canadian Forum of Livesay's Collecied Poems, Millar MacLure 

wondered at the strong proportion of [significant] women poets in Canada during the modem 

period, adding "[ilt is just as well that 1 havent the wit to be facetious about this, but 1 wish 1 

had the wisdom to understand it" (63). As was noted earlier, whatever the evidence in 

accomplished volumes of poetry to the contrary, most male poets and reviewers tended to 

regard modernist poetry as their exclusive preserve. Reflecting the penod, in 1955 Wilson 

presents Waddington as being concemed with "Love or Children or Everyday Life," and 

lacking the ideas which fred the poetics of modem male poets (162). Reviewing Livesay, 

MacLure located "a curious likeness of response to certain favorite subjects , say nature, love, 

children, among women poets othenvise very dissimilar" (63). In focusing on what MacLure 

called something vague like tendemess or womanliness, both Livesay and Waddington risked 

bcing dismissed with the previous generation of lady poets (63). In a 1983 essay, Waddington 

writcs that, "it takes a great energy and effort to free oneself from the constant pressure to 

conform to [masculine] ideology, especially when so rnany cntics and teachers are men" (AS 



209). While both poets were less politically engaged after having children, for each poetry 

became a central medium to free oneself from mute acceptance of the status quo. 

Motherhood Issues 

In The Moiher/Duughfer Plot: Narrative. Psychoa~lysk.  Feminism, Ma.riane Hirsch 

discusses the difficulty each generation of wornen within patriarchy have in seeing their own 

moihers outside the realrn of dismissal, laughter, and stereotype. She observes that the 

problem is not limited to a previous generation but also to younger women today, including 

feminists. She writes of her expenence as a new mother talking to other women involved in 

the same experience: 

Although as mothers we were eager to tell Our stones, as daughters, we could not fully 
listen to our mothers' stones. This tragic asymmetry between our own two voices, 
was so pervasive as to be ex~emely  difficult to discuss. (26) 

Despite her mother's avowed encouragement of her daughter's poetry one finds in Livesay's 

published life writing that, within the family, "Mother" was not considered a fully-developed 

person. On becoming a mother, Florence Randal Livesay seems to have set the traditional role 

of homemaker ahead of her own literary work and her daughter was, in youth, at least, only 

sketchily aware that her mother had pubiished modemist poetry.4 In the Livesay Papen at the 

University of Manitoba, Rorence Randal Livesay's archival diaries provide evidence of her 

own adventmous life before marriage. In 1905, shortly before marriage, Florence Randal 

wntes of feeling daunted by the erudition of her future husband: "1 h o w  just enough to reaiize 

how littlc 1 do know and how shallow I must seem to such a connaisseur as he. . . . 1 don't 

likc having him so far ahead of me!" For her daughter Dorothy, Florence RandaI Livesay came 

to rcprescnt a traditional woman who hadn't developed. Later in her own life, Livesay saw her 



mother as tom between conservatism and "desire to become a person in her own right. . ." 

( J W S  52). 

In Livesay's autobiographical radio play of the thirties "The Times Were Differen t?," 

the "Mother" buries her ambivalence about her traditional matemal role wben she buries 

Woolf s Jacob's Room "with ber] owo hands ." Without observing the presence of her 

f~teen-year-old daughter she tells a fnend over tea: 

I hated it so, wanted to do something about it, with rny own hands. So 1 got Jack's 
trowel and went out into the garden. 1 dug a hole, under the oak tree -- and there 1 
buried it! . . . I'U show you the spot, over there beyond the harnmock. O-hh! Margaret! 
I didn't know you were there. 

Margaret: (yawning) I didn't either, I've been asleep, 1 guess. . . . 
Margaret: (adult) But as I passed the oak tree, I no ticed that there was a fresh pile of 
earth, upnimed. . . . Would the tree be poisoned, 1 wondered? Would the tree die?" 
(RHLH 135) 

Significantly, the perceived threat of poison cornes not from a male author, or the mother's 

action, but from the rnodernist fernale writer, Virginia ~ o o l f . '  As was pointed out in Chapter 

One, Livesay took Woolf as what one might c d  a "self-selected ancestor" (Hynes 57). one 

whose work she quoted at length in lettee from Paris to her modier back home in Clarkson, 

During an interview, Waddington recded a childhood nightmare centred around a 

statue -- most likely Laocoon and sons - which she believes arose from seeing a postcard of 

that statue sent to her parents in Winnipeg while she was still a child. To be bound up with 

mother, as she was in the drearn, meant being unfidfdled as her mother had been. She told mc 

in a taped interview: 

She was artistic in her bent. . . . She was a great rebel and 1 didn't like that even as a 
child. My mothcr's rebellion was aimless and unfocused. 1 did not have a positive 
rclationship with my mother. . . . she was dependent on me. She was devoted, she 



was fond of me. . . . she was proud. She admired me. [But] . . . my father was the 
thinker. He was a much more constructive person. He was much more focused. . . . 
She was big and I was small and 1 did not dare oppose her. . . . [She was] childlike, 
unfulfiled, would have Liked to cut ice in the world? 

In Aparmzent Seven, Waddington recalls her mother as "a rebeilious feminist who never 

accepted her wornan's lot. Subverting the text of life was her favorite pursuit and she worked 
I 

at it with a passion" (AS 204). The passion is, in the above passage, set against the ice of the 

world, 

The female fawn in Livesay's poem "Prelude for Spring" is, in a sense, analogous to 

both mothers discussed here. For îhese mothers, the given order offered chase and chill and a 

recurrent sense that they were vulnerable to a greater male power. Although 1 will Iater suggest 

another reading, gendered difference is part of the poem: 

And now the chdl 
Raw Sun 
Goes greener s till-- 
The sky 
Cracks like an icicle: 

Frozen , foot-locked 
Heart choked and chafed 
Wing-battered, and unsafe, 
Grovel to ground! 
A crY 
Lashes the sky- (D&N) 

If their mothers were foot-locked with previous generations of women, in the prelude to 

sccond-wave feminism, Livesay and Waddington explored altemate possibilities for 

thcmsclvcs when they wrote Iyric poetry. And when they became wives and mothers 

thcmselvcs, they were able to use the broken cadences of free verse to explore why 

motherhood might stiU thcn -- as now -- seern, to lift a phrase from a Waddington poern, "like 

sorne grcat eclipse" (SS 1 8) of female subjectivity.' 



In Livesay's poems in Day and Night and Poems For People which relate to giving 

birth and to motherhood, as weli as in those poems Waddington wrote in Second Silence on 

the same subject, foliowing Livesay, one finds what DeKoven describes: 

The irresolvable ambivalence (fear and desire in equal portion) of modemist writers 
concerning their proposals for the wholesale revision of culture, proposals paralleled in 
the political sphere by socialism and feminism, generated the irreducible self- 
contradiction, what I will c d  the sousrature, of modernist fom. @eKoven 20) 

In both Livesay's and Waddington's life writing, there is adequate evidence of their common 

desire for a wholesale revision of culture, at specific points in their young lives, along9with 

second thoughts about that wholesale revision. Both writers seem to have seen the fmt-wave 

feminism of their own mothers as a source of volatility and fnistration for women who, after 

all, were largely occupied with traditional women's work. They sought to break away in a 

genre which did not pnvilege a correct Line of any kind, using instead a medium which wculd 

register complexity , ambigui ty , and ambivalence. 

DeKoven specifies that she has found "male rnodemists generaily feared the loss of 

their hegemony implicit in a wholesale revision of culnire," and that "fernale modemists 

generally feared punishment for their dangerous desire for that revision" (DeKoven 20). in 

poems such as Livesay's "Serenade For Strings," and "Five Poerns," and Waddington's 

"Night in October," and "Fables of Birth," the diffculty of moving into motherhood seems 

unsolved and insoluble (SS 23). Yer each poet wrote lyrics which reçistered both the 

apparently unresolvable contradiction and "sous-rature of modemist form" (DeKoven 21) 

aiong with the push of a transfomative poetics, engaged with ambiguity and ambivalence. As 

Naorni Black has observed in the context of second-wave feminism: "[a] society in which 

women werc equally influential would be one that took women's preferences and expenence 

scnously and that was transformed as a result" (82). Resistinç the very difficulty proclaimed, 



Livesay and Waddington used the Buid line toward both a new verse, and a new way of seeing 

female subjectivity. In both poets' works this transition is paralleled by movement from the 

husk of the old world toward the new (DLSP14). 

Livesay's Day and Night and Poems for People 

Many of the lyrics in Duy nnd Nighl which explore female subjectivity have been 

passed over by critics in preference for discussion of documentary poems such as "Day and 

Night," and "The Ouûider," as well as "West Coast." Recent overviews of Day and Night and 

Poem for People by Lee Briscoe îhompson and Sandra Hutchison have not, for example, 

discussed Livesay's lyric sequences centenng on female labour. The two books Livesay 

published in the forties present a balance between a sociaIly-engaged poetxy -- which most 

often refers to mankind and man -- and an exploration of a subjectivity other than that of men. 

But a significant number of the long poems in Day and Night are either about female 

subjectivity or else iike "The Outrider" allude to a lost mother. "Prelude For Sprhg" @&N 

25-28), "Five Poems" (D&N 33-37), and "Fantasia" (D&N 37-39) refuse the mystique of 

motherhood which would become prevalent in the post-war years, prefeming a fluid mobility 

for the female subject who may open the disabled doors with her own words. 

Day and Night (1 945) has a table of contents in which each poem is dated, so as to 

provide a record of a poet engaged in writing over the thirteen year hiatus since Signposi 

(1932). This is a book of connected lyrics, modernist long poems broken in a fnpentation 

which lends itself to expressing a break with traditional verse. Formai discontinuity mirrors a 

Society in crisis. Northrop Frye notes that "the decline of admiration for continuity is one of 

the most strilünp differences between the Romantic and modem feeling" (1990:65-66). in 

using the modernist lyric. Livesay eschews the formal marken of poetic order such as even 



feet and unity of poetic theme. Day and Night emphasizes the brokenness of the modernist 

inheritance of the enduring monuments and agaan designs of the past (MacLure 63). If 

forernothers W;e Pickthall had been framed by Canadian culture's attachment to the ideal of the 

lady poet facing the m a t  male poets with awe, Livesay's books at mid-career break the fnme 

with the " blinding/searing/terrifying cry " of their own making @&N 3 1 ). 

Livesay be@s Day a d  Nighf with a decisive announcement of the devastation which 

occurred in the period between 1934 and 1940 while she had worked on "Seven Poems." 

That devastation is broken up in discontinuous brief lyrics which escape organizing narrative 

and any c l eq  line of thought. Reference to birth and to mothen are parts of the poem. 

Morhers move about at a distance without offering care. In the fûst poem, the shell burst of 

war announces both upheaval and the end of confmement which is particularly resonant when 

set in a fernale voice: 

A sheli burst in my mind 
Upheaving roots since birth, perhaps, confined 
Before I dreamed 
The devastation there outlined.. 

And so my body now 
Owes no allegïance to the scythe and plough: 
1, dispossessed 
Count no blossorns on the bough. 

1 build on no man's land 
A city not my own, with others planned 
By others dreamed, 
And with a new race forged and manned! @&N 1) 

It would seem that the speaker in this poem has been confined in roots since blrth, perhaps. 

Yet the lyric speaker seerns to hover between escape from a rooted past, and an inability to 

stake purposeful claim to a less confmed future. The speaker neither owns the heroic past of 

battle, nor feels part of the new feanires of the city. The use of the generic man's and manned 



reminds one that fernales play a nebulous part in this new, and that fact rnay be central to the 

alienation of the speaker. From my perspective, the inability of this speaker to assert a 

gendered subjectivity seerns to suggest the insubstantiality of this 1 within the new order. 

However, at the end of the seven linked lyrics which begin Day and Night, I shifts to 

the coupled we bound up with the rejuvenation of spring in the natural world. The green ribs 

of a single leaf are presented as a restorative power, an image which will reverberate Iater in 

Day and Nighf in "Five Pocms." Here is the fmt  stanza of the final poem of "Seven Poems": 

And life goes on. And here 
We hold a leaf upon the eyes 
And its green ribs press iike veins 
Into the nerve and sinew of ourselves. 
Your fmger-tip on eyelid, or rny brows 
Bent in the conclave of your cheek, 
Spurs vibrant nerve to life, adheres like leaf to stem 
Stem into me, tree rooted into earth. @&N 6) 

These verses move to root male and femde in a restorative poetics of connected bliss linked to 

recuning waves of dream: 

No hazard here, for we 
Like sleepen plunging deep 
Into recurring waves of drearn 
Cannot awake frorn the connected bliss 
We are asleep on the long iimb of tirne. @&N 6) 

The connected poems which begin Day and Night move their reader from destmction to the 

challcnçc of transformation. Through poetry "We" are Jiven both the meditative dream space 

and the fiuid mobility of an undersea deep in which we may seek a new world. 

In "Prelude For Spring" the mobile-water-world of now female-ccntred dreams opcns 

with a lcap to shore: 

Thcse drean~s abound: 



Foot's leap to shore 
Above the sound 
Of river's roar-- 
Disabled door 
Banged and banicaded 
Then on, 
Funow fawn 
Through wall and wood 
So fast no daring could 
Tear off the hood 
Unmask the sou1 pursued. @&N 25) 

The image of the "Disabled door" @&N 25) stands out like a card in the Tarot; a marker of a 

difficult ~ansition in which one will find neither solace nor help. The fawn self is summoned 

to move through physical wall and wood to leap through the door associated so strongly with 

voice and with poetic transformation in "Lorca." But where Livesay's poem "Lorca" 

concludes with a movement through the doorway, "Prelude for Spring" is a poem about Life 

perceived as a chase in which the unknown self wears mask and hood. 

The mask and hood fit with a speaker who feels too threatened tu reveal the gendered 

self. In Wild Mother Dancing, Di Brandt recounts the emergence of questions of çender when 

she studied under Northrop Frye at the University of Toronto in the seventies: 

Someone asked Frye about gender in class one time (it was a tirnid question in the 
1 9701s), and Frye replied that gender was metaphoncal in literature, that we are aLI 
female, for example, in relation to God, Biblically speaking, and al l  male in relation to 
nature, as the heroes of history. This made perfect sense in class, looking at literature 
as a self-contained body of work, full of interlocking, shifting, sliding metaphon and 
symbols. It was incomprehensible in my house, where the realiy of my matemal body 
and transformed subjectivity were insisting theV unmetaphoncal otherness unpolitely 
into my consciousness. (4) 

1 like Brandt's point, yet when one reads Livesay's more difficult poems in Day and Night one 

has definite grounds for considering both metaphoncal and unmetaphorical otherness. For 

exümplc, "Prelude For Spring" may be read as one more interlocking, shifting, sliding 

modemist poem which uses "metaphor" to tell a s tory about fascist aggre-sion: the "Proud 



prowler" (D&N 25) resembles a bird of and Hitler was often Rpresented as nich while 

Western democracies were - in the Western press outside Germany - viewed as pursued. 

Wheîher male or female in the forties, one rnight have identified with the fawn fearing the lethal 

prowler. "Prelude For Spring" speaks to a world in whikh the patriarchal order has held the 

fawn-self 'frozen, foot-locked" @&N 28), twinning her with nature. By contrast the "Proud 

prowler[s] " caries with him the prernise of his own entitlement to the very life of the female 

He hunts. While the fawn alone must "Grovel to ground" (CP129), for the united couple -- the 

we of the poem -- the road rolls back to a paradisial past in which galloping they ride in 

spnng. In the following passage, the reader shifts from the dive and scuttle to the fearless 

union: 

Dive down then, scuttle under: 
Run, fearless of feet's thunder. 
Somehow the road rolls back in mist 
Here is the meadow where we kissed 
And here the horses, galloping 
We rode upon in spring. . . @&N 26) 

The inclusion in one stanza of a distinct tonal shift from "Fawn" as sought prey to the we of the 

lovers suggests an interactive movement not between self and other, but, rather, of a self aware 

that words have the power to shift ground. Where the loven may move side by side and 

"[slwathe sunlight over/[ejvery shadow" @&N 27) the female alone -- unaccompanied by a 

male -- must nin a different race. She is a sou1 punued. 

The self under hood is confounded with the negative (" Not" and "Nor") flowing in 

inner darkness: 

How blind two eyes 
Shuttling to-fro 
Not weaving iight 
Nor sight 
In darkness flow. 

(Ody the self is loud; 



World's whisperless .) (D&N 26) 

The fawn has reason to fear. Her story represents boih emerging female power and 

concomitant danger 

Still will he swoop 
From heaven's heigh t 
Soaring unspent, ~h11 will he stoop to bmsh 
Wing tip on hair, 
Fan mind with fez .  (D&N 28) 

The "Wing-battered and unsafe" (D&N 28) female is a figure in "dreams abound[ing]" (D&N 

28) and these dreams are dnven along in uneven Iines and flat rhyme -- hair, fear -- exploring 

one's voice closing in with the last word on fear. 

C. Day Lewis -- a poet who influenced Livesay in her retum to subjective poetry -- 

dedicates his From Feafhers to Iron to "The ~other.*"* Although his book is one long 

meditation on die birth of a frst child, both wornan and womb are objectified by the male Iyric 

speaker and woman as "Mother" does not speak one word. The male speaker moves from 

conception to birth as witness to an event which Hynes notes "contemporary critics alrnost to a 

man took. . . as a political allegory" (157). Although Hynes does not consider the gender 

politics of such a response he does suggest that "there is something wrong with the critical 

environment in which a poem about the gestation of a baby can be taken by aZl the critics as a 

political allegory" (158). Where Lewis's From Feafhers to Iron is set in the father's v o i e  

objectifying the mother, Livesay's birth poems reçister the shift which occurs when a birth 

poem is in the mother's voice." Livesay's "Prelude To Spring" provides a picture of female 

subjectivity that is rnenaced because it is seen as the "Prowler['s]" natural p-ey.12 Just as in 

"Seven Poems" the couplcd "we" seem to have achieved a vital moment of balance: a moment 

in which they are both safe and equally human. 



Livesay has cailed "Serenade For Strings" the "fmt feminist gesture in Canadian 

writing" (Knelrnan 5).13 Here is a poem where what Brandt c d s  "the reality of the materna1 

body," insisting on the "unmetaphoncal othemess" (Brandt 4) of female subjectivity . The 

poem is dedicated to Livesay's son Peter and celebrates his birth in April of 1940 ( J W S  174). 

In "Serenade For Strings" gestation and labour become a space of mobility in which the 

"fmament is riven" @&N 31) and there is the fervent assertion of a new being whose fus$ tap 

tapping is read within the furtive, insistent sign langage - an interactive womb-Braille- 

which conveys subjectivity in the exhorting, compelling poetic rhythm between mother and 

child: 

At nine fiom behind the door 
The tap tapping 
1s furtive, insistent 
Recurren t, imperative 
The 1 AM crying 
Exhorting , compelling . (D&N 29) 

The expenence of labour is ciocked minute by minute, both with recurrent reference to time, 

and, also, in primeval terms of embodied creation -- or is it destruction with bouldes 

uprolling? -- to the fierce tropes of creation myths. In the second stanza, we are told both that 

it is eIeven and that the "1 AM" is Iouder until, in the third stanza, it is not the new son at the 

threshold, but God: 

And deep in the cavem 
No longer the hamrner 
Faintly insistent 
No longer the pickaxe 
Desperate to Save us 
But minute by minute 
The terrible hocking 
God at the tfueshold! 
Knocking down darkness 
Battcring daylight. (D&N 29) 



The female in "Prelude For Spring" has a face which is hidden, rather than knowo, and she is 

one with nahire, a fawn, rather than human. In "Serenade For Strings ," the "terrible 

knocking" (D&N 29) brings us back to the unresolved image of the closed door. In this poem, 

it is a "threshold" (D&N 29) through which darkness can be knocked down. Coilapsed, too, 

are the polarities of day and night. The knocking and battering suggest the need to break down 

formidable barriers. 

Within the poem's three italicized passages, there is a shift to a subjective "me," located 

in a "[blare body wracked and wn'thing" (D&N 3 0 )  from the chonis-like narration supplicathg 

the Good Lord to deliver us of the new lord. The italicized passages read with a rhythmic force 

moving frst as a space of peace between contractions: 

O green Jeld 
O Sun soaked 
On lavish emerald 
Blnde and sharp bud piercing 
O green field 
Cover and possess nze 
Shield me in brightness norv . 
From the knocking 
The ïerrible knocking. . . (D&N 3 0 )  

The italicized voice seeks protection within nature rather than culture. The new lord is 

rcpresented in the hierarchical world of the privileged Good Lord too proud for prison, too 

urgent for the grave. In this world the female is procreative: "hJamrnered and hollowed/[~]o 

airless hcaving "" @&N 3 0 ) .  Her labour is bound to the temporal: "[tlhe dock now" and the 

"Scmblady slishing" @&N 31). Ln part iii of "Serenade for Strings," the female subject 

asserts thc ritual signdïcance of labour. Fusion takes place in intense knocking rather than 

strings, twinning rhythm with this oxymoronic and most promising pain: 

Again. . . Again. . . O again 
Midnight. A new day 



Day of Days 
Night of nights 
Lord of lords. (D&N 30) 

Even as it sumrnons the Deuteronomy reference to the Lord of lords (D&N 30) this 

rinial is not one of traditional hi& holy places but accompanied, instead, with an embodied 

context. "Sudden knowledge" cornes in tension with the clock and slow creeping of coming 

clean until the sibilant slishing and sloshing of the scniblady. These fmal moments of labour 

bring with hem, too, the charged image of the high gear of the romance of flight, reccuming in 

the image of the "Steel bird" in "Five ~ o e r n s . " ' ~  "Rising and soarïng/On into high gear," 

"Serenade" is neither totally bound to the body, nor caught up in the cloudways of flight, 

executing its "Serenade" through the tense control of both: 

The clock now. Moming 
Moming cornes creeping 
Scmblady slishing 
And sloshing the waxway 
And crying O world 
Corne clean 
Clean for the newbom 
The sun soon nsing. . . 
Rising and soaring 
On into high gear 
S udden knowledge! 
Easy speedway 
Open country 
Hills low-flying 
Birds up-brooding 
CIouds cmssing 
A burning noon-day. . . 

Now double wing-beat 
Breasting body 
Till cloudways open 
Heaven trembles: 

And blinding 
scaring 
temfying 

cry ! 

The final bolt has fallen. 



The firmament is riven. @&N 37) 

The poem fuses destniction and creation in two lines after the cry. Women had traditionally 

been involved in taking the small stitches. with handiwork rather than art. The last part of the 

poem uses the long dash and exclamation mark favoured by Dickinson. The italicized message 

is one of release after the syntactic compression which precedes the cry: 

Now it is done. 
Relax. Release. 
And here. behold your handiwork: 
Behold--a man! (D&N 32) 

Livesay's "Serenade" is absorbed with recounting labour from the bodily centre of what Brandt 

called unmetaphoncal othemess. In this poem man's other, and mother, does not comrnand 

the "1" easily, the bold letters "1 AM" are not hers but those of Biblical generations of sons. 

We must wait for the last lines of the poem to read the possessive pronoun "your" in a phrase 

which sounds like a kind of rneditative dunking out loud of fmt  words for a fernale centred 

The suite of "Five Poems" in Doy and Night appears in Selected Poems with the f r s  t 

poem excised. This verse -- which begins "In the dream was no kiss" -- is reinstated in 

Collected ~oernr, '* after appearing as the retitled poem "Annunciation" in Selecfed Poeinr 

(1957). The latter title, helpfully marks this difficult poem as being about a mother's 

expectancy before birth.16 In the final version of the poem, the one fmt published in Day and 

Night. the entwined two beçin in the drearn slowly moving through silent water in pocm three, 

through night in poem four to the words of the other under the hum of day in poem five. 

Whercas, as 1 noted, the use of the first person, sinçular "1" appears only once in "Serenade 

for Strings." the birth pocm for Peter, "1" is used recurrently in the fmt three linked lyrics of 



"Five Poems" "for Marcia." Where "Serenade for Strings" is clearly about the birth of a child, 

in "Five Poems" the subject of the poem is never explicit. 

The opaque surface of the poem may weli have led even feminist critics of Livesay's 

work such as Hutchison, Thompson, and Mchnis to avoid what might seem an obscure, 

diffuse lyric sequence. For me, the disjointed images of banners, fauly doonvay, and drums 

serve as a kind of highly figurative moon-shot landscape against which the speaker may 

explore subjectivity not in ternis of an embodied female -- as in "Serenade for Strings" in the 

wilderness of labour -- but raîher as an abstract "1," in the night flight of a self-centred poetics 

open to the transfomative process of words. From poem i, and throughout the sequence, 

highly figurative language is the centre of this speaker's solitude: lyric sequence itself gives the 

one who speaks imaginative ground. In poem iv, emphasis shifts from "1" to a collective "we" 

and, finaily, in poem v to "Your words." 

Although she does not write about "Five Poems," McInnis -- whose focus is on 

reading Livesay's work as a poetics of desire -- offers a comment which helps to explain why 

an outward sign of affection, between mother and child, might menace Livesay's female 

subject as she contemplates motherhood: 

For Livesay , as well as many women wnters, physical intimacy (or proxirnity) calls. 
into seMce the traditional female roles that diminish the autonomy a woman writer 
requires in order to write. (3) 

In a similar vein poet Adrienne Rich, the mother of three children, writes "[fjor me, poetry was 

where 1 Iived as no one's mother, where I existed as myself "(1 B6:3 1). In "Five Poems" the 

speaker conkmplates what 1 read as a symbolic landscape in which the mother-child 

rclationship is imaçinatively transfonned. The speaker uses the image of two trees, which I 

rcad as self and child, conjuring for the meditative space both wiil need to contemplate the 

worid, and to grow. 



The frnt poem begins with no matemal gesture of welcome, and no clear indication that 

these two are mother and infant child: this speaker is, it would seem, "no one's rnother" (Rich 

31). Instead, we are given a textual window into a dream: 

In the dream was no kiss 
No banners were upshaken 
The sure, unsevered bonds of bliss 
Were the hands untaken. 

In the dream no falterinç 
Grew between your tree and mine 
Wind silenced us and sun embraced 
We seized no outward s i p  

In the dream aii burden feu 
Sheer away; bare breathing left- 
Bare eyes and light-cleft minds were formed 
And found, never to be bereft. 

It was the dream 1 saw again 
Meeting your person in the room 
The dream, electrified. Since, 1 am free: 
Bird funneiing night flight alone. (D&N 33) 

This "1" is a force which dreams, not to be eclipsed by a child -- not to be stopped (as mother), 

from funneling night flight alone. The "1" and "you" of the poem are given neither sexual 

identity, nor name, in the dream meeting. Where a number of Livesay's poems of the fifties 

grieve for parents, the peson who is new in this poem is to be allowed, with the speaker, to be 

free, and never to be bereft. One senses an appeal within the repetition of dream, now 

elcctrified for a brave new world. This can be read as lifting the burden of traditional 

rnotherhood, and as a refusal, on behalf of the daughter to whom the poem is dedicated, to 

accept traditional female roles. 

A bricf contrast with an early twentieth cenniry, and mainly traditional, poetic treatrnent 

of welcome to a new female child may be useful here. Yeats's "A Prayer For My Dauçhter" 

( 19 19) is a rather traditional prayer for an infant daughter "Under this cndle-hood and 



coverlid" who "sleeps on" (21 1) while her father looks forward to delivering her, as his ideal 

woman, ro her bridegroom's house "[wlhere au's accustomed and ceremonious" (214). 

Livesay's Five Poem, by contrast, is not prayer -- informed by male-centred iradition --but 

revisionary dream. It does not offer a title which foregrounds the daughter but with "Five 

Poems" sirnply suggests five lyric approaches to a fmt  reading which the reader is challenged 

also to dream. Yeats's poem is concemed with the daughter's loyalty to the patriarchal script 

of dutiful daughter and future wife, while Livesay's Five Poems are preoccupied with the child 

and self as distinct persons. 

Whereas the Yeats poem proceeds as one undivided work with eight line stanzas, 

Livesay's late modemist "Five Poems" is broken up into verse with shifting patterns of rhyme, 

and in section iv there is a shift out of quatrains to stanzas of varying length (D&N 35). While 

Yeats's poem closes with an affirmation of female innocence and beauty linked to custom, 

Livesay's "Five Poems" ends, as we shdl  see, with an affirmation which is centred on drums, 

not for mariage and patriarchal custom, but for the spacious, the distant answer of the new 

(D&N 36). 

Thefocus in the poem is on the "new; strange;/ Yet infmitely known" face of the self- 

consciously modem persona through the image of the steel bird, the flight imminent: 

Your face is new; strange; 
Yet infmitely known 
Loved in some century 
Grass swept, tree sown. 

1 memorize 
The hearnents, so Iean 
S tcel bird prey intent 
Flight imminent 

I sce you stride (no walk) 
Cleaving thc air 
Cloud trading, your hair 
Sickle bcnt. 



O early, early 
Before dawn whispers 
Before day fingea 
The fauIty doorway 

Early in the Iate 
Moon-tossed Nght 
Your face a flash 
Foreruns the light. @&N 33-34) 

The celebration the "new; strange" @&N 33) one is accompanied in the third verse with an 

image of the "strid[ing] no walk" (D&N 34) of one who is not grounded as the mother wilI be 

in Livesay's rnuch anthologized poem from the mid-fifties entitled "The Three Erniiy's" (CP 

202), but instead icearthward bound in poem II. In "The Three Emily's", it is childless female 

pis t s  - Emily Dickinson, E d y  Bronte, and Emily Carr - "whose kingdom is the sky." The 

reference to the faulty doorway echoes that of the disabled door in "Relude," and continues the 

motif of the difficulty of transfomative vision and moving through the threshold of birdi in 

"Serenade": vision which will bring this new being, and al1 humanity, to flight. The repetition 

of the word early in poems iii and iv of "Five Poems" suggests the need to push fonvard in 

tirne, to open new vistas through exploring the imminent (D&N 34) birth of a child. 

Whereas Hutchison considers poems such as "Prelude For Spring," "Serenade for 

Strings," and "Five Poems" as expressions of "a growing detachment and a concomitant 

withdrawal into the 'private worlds' of the individual" (1 1 l), 1 read these poems as works 

which explore female subjectivity in the modemist f o m  while conveying a complex mood of 

ambivalence and disjunction, forma11 y rehforced by these 1 yric sequence's refusals of simple 

harmonies in rhyme and rneter. Thcse poems are engaged with the "early, ea.ly/Before. . ." of 

rethinking motherhood from the inside of lyric: as such. they refuse patriarchal myths of 

crcation. 



Poem IV of "Five Poems" shifts from the quaerains and shorter lines of the preceding 

three poems to a six-fine stanza, and shifts, too, from early moming to night. In this night the 

speaker is undisnirbed and unfettered. able to contemplate a collective "we": 

Night's soft armour welds me into thoughr 
Pliant and ail engaging; w a m  dark, 
No scintitlations to distract 
Nor any restless ray, moon-shot. 
1 am still of aU but breathing - 
No throbbing eye, no pulse; and a hushed heart. (D&N 35) 

P o e q  serves as a pliant and engaging meditative space -- its carapace night's soft amour -- 

with the speaker's "1" a still but breathing centre: 

Then is all sound fled 
Flown h m  the fluted ear 
Wind in the heavy head 
Can find no corridor 

And then is sight so bound 
Lids petrified to earth 
Oniy one light is found-- 
Imagination's going forth ! 

Only the heaven sent 
Pulse of the universe 
Beats through the buned heart 
Its steady course. (iv, D&N 35)) 

The omniscient narrator in Woolf's Jacob's Roorn dudes  to the matemal "conspiracy of hush 

and clean bottles" (1 1). Livesay's "Five Poems" attends, instead, to a pliant and all engaghg 

receptivity in which the quiet self may truly welcome another. It asks for the kind of quiet one 

associates with the rc-creation of both self and the other. Lyric poetry is the chosen site of 

transfomative proccss in which the speaker within this poem seems able to do what Malcolm 

Lowry urged Livesay to do, that is, to write, and to "forget the children" ( J W S  168). "Five 

Pocms" knits the promise of a receptive listener into a future in which both this ' h u n * ~  



lisîener' and "Marcia," at least, by one possible reading, the new child to whom the scquence 

is dedicated, may be heard: 

Your words beat out in space- 
Distant drums under the hum of day 
Only the hunter humes for 
Only the parched heart hem. 

Look, it takes long to grow a listener 
To bend his bough, let fa11 his leaf to earth; 
Upward and on his own words speeding 
Leaps the self to Light. (D&N 36) 

The hunter like the "Roud Prowler" and a man is given a specific sex. Encapsulateci in 

"Prelude" and "Five Poems" in drearn, "He" seems to represent "Man" to the "sepante man in 

woman's form" who seeks a hearing within the distant drums of a new generation. . 

The last poem in "Five Poems" provides the "strata of flown flowea " a rich ground 

for the daughter to whom the poem is dedicated: 

Be earthward bound; and here 
In the strata of flown flowers 
And skeleton of Ieaf, set self d o m  
Hurry earth to ground. 

Not burials; not dust and ashes' crurnbs 
But world's own cty resounding! 
The spacious, the distant, m y  of your answer 
The fast approaching drums. @&N 38) 

In Signpost. in the poem "Alienation" -- which, Relke notes, reads "me a feminist inquiry into 

what really happened when Adam and Eve were expelled from Paradise" (247) -- the speaker is 

"Blind in a golden gadedwhere only you could sec." Whereas the "1" in "Alienation" is 

"shivering like a tree," within "Five Poems," published more than a decade latcr," the "1" is 

sighrcd and within the pocm one fmds assertions of power that is visual, spatial, and cognitivc: 

"1 sce" (D&N 34), "1 am" (D&N 35), "1 mcmorize" (D&N 34). This "1" has moved from the 



intemogtive stance of recurrent questions found in "Alienation" to an affirmation inside the 

garden, of "strata of flown flowers/[ajnd skeleton of leaf." The use of irnagery from the 

natural world suçgests generations not only of flowers but also of women so ofkn represented 

in f l o d  imagery in the poetry of past generations. 

When we go back in Livesay's work we find mernorable references to flowers and 

trees which knit the human and naturd world together, as in "Fireweed" (CPDL 10) "niçht- 

scented phlox," (CPDL 27) combined with "wild nspbemes," (CPDL 36) "blue delphinium," 

(CPDL 37) and the "haif-green of spring trees." But the fernale position as mother, her 

proximity to the fecundity of nature, c m  lead to trouble in a society where connections betwecn 

nature and culture are repressed. In "In Green Solariums" this repression is explored with 

reference to pregnancy. out of wedlock: 

. . . A girl alone 
Has cause to remember the green shooting pain, 
The small sick leaves that sprout, the heavy growth 
Inside the belly, suddenly made plain. (CPDL 73) 

In the concluding poem of Feathers zo Iron. dedicated to WH. Auden, C. Day Lewis uses the 

images of dafTodiIs and crocus as metaphors for the "pretty debutantes" and "plump boy, the 

crocus" who, as he addresses the poet, are meant "only [to] lie at your feet" (60). By contrat, 

in Livesay's work the green world is, as Reke has argued convincingly, much more than 

decorative although particularly connected with women. In "Livesay's cosmology," writes 

Reke, "what is required is an expansion of male consciousness to permit the inclusion rather 

that the 'Alienâtion' of naturelwoman" (247). For Livesay the "straîa of flown flowers" (D&N 

36) with the "skeleton of a leaf' in "Five Poems" connects with the earlier image of "green 

nbs" of the "Ieaf upon the eyes" (D&N 6) in "Sevcn Poems." This establishes a richly layered 

poctic gound -- "[njot burials; not dust and ashes' crumbs" (D&N 36) -- from which to 

rcccive the "drurn" messages of thosc who have not bcen heard within culture. Thc speaker 



can speak of those "flown" (D&N 36) like the "widow," the "wraiths" and "the f m  wife" in 

Livesay's early poems and the mother in the "Outrider" @&N 9) a l l  of whom, it seemed, were 

left with some variation of buriais, dust, ashes, and crumbs @&N 36) The poem closes with 

fast approaching drums suggesting ceremonid rhythm belonging to birth, as they belonç, too, 

to this female-centred modemist poem sequence. 

The two closing poerns of Day and N i g h  - ''Fantasia" and "West Coast" -- provide a 

strong finish for a book which moves from the devastation of war in "Seven Poems" through a 

series of connected Iyrics including those discussed above. "Fantasia" remains an oblique 

poem, closing with an enigmatic statement echoing the fmt  stanza: retuming to "Undine and 

her comb." The poem is full of the "ambiguity" and "uncertaintyt' which DeKoven associates 

with modemist tex& (23). "Fantasia" seems to play between the "1" who has "leamed how 

diving's done" @&N 37) in the spirit world and "Undine" who, after falling in love with a 

human, gives up her status as spirit to becorne mortal and bear human children (Evans 11 35). 

The figure of Undine -- fust spirit, then mother -- and the diving of the speaker between man- 

made tower and irna,pinationls undenvorld, lead me to conjecture that the troubled relationship 

between motherhood and subjectivity may be central here as 1 argued it was in "Five Poems." 

Although Undine begins aii-spirit she wiIl end her life in mutable flesh. in Livesay's lyric, we 

meet Undine before this change from water-spirit to rnother occurs: but the shadow of her 

mutable end creates added ambiguity. In this reworking of the role of drawing travelien asaay 

and drowning them, Undine is neither pure spirit nor yet, at least, a self-sacrificing mother 

whercas the speaker in the poem proclairns, through the diving of poetic process to have 

Icarned how to move bctwecn worlds: 

And 1 have lcarncd how diving's done 
How breathing air, cool wafted trecs 
Clouds rnasscd abovc the man-made tower 
How these 
Can livc no more in cye and ear. 



And mind be dumb 
To all Save Undine and her comb. @&N 37) 

As 1 have already noted, the use of negatives within the fmt and last verse of "Fantasia" 

sustains an atmosphere of "paradox, ambiguity, uncertainty" which have been recognized as 

characteristic of modemist f o m  (DeKoven 23). The speaker is bold, and yet Undine is surely 

a dangerous figure in that she may render the mind of the diver dumb to the mortal world. 

The two submerged females in "Fantasia" - modernist foremother Virania Woolf and 

the mydiical Undine - are figures of the undenvorld. The androcentIic world-view of the male 

child and adult male "lust wanderer" @&N 37) assume entitlement to ail things striding and 

possessing, stopped only by the courteous and caim Death. Death is presented as the eternal 

male power that waits in the seventh stanza. The references to the "man-devised" pulley (D&N 

39) and the "man-made tower" @&N 37) in the fmt and last verse are set against the 

mysterious deep reached by the speaker: 

Death courteous and calm, glass-smooth 
A weighted Stone. 
And death's deliberation, his 
Most certain waiting-room 
His patience with the patient, who will be 
His for infinity. . . (D&N 38) 

Death is here as the speaker says. But in this undewodd of the self (D&N 38) there is more 

than "fis1' will; there is also the will of ihe diver unmoored from the burden which fell sheer 

away in "Five Poems" (D&N 33). "Fantasia" is not a poem for surface craft nor does it serve 

the great worid of moving men celebrated in Day and Night's final poem. The undersea is, 

instead, the temtory where no "man-devised" "prayer[sj" or "puUey[s]" reach. For me this is 

the space of transfomative process created within the poem; a space in which neither sex nilcs: 

So no astounded peerers 
On the surface craft 



No dragging nets, no cranes 
No gnarled and toughened rope 
Not any prayer nor pulley man-devised 
Wili shake the undersea 
Or be 
More than a bnef torpedo, children's arrow 
More than a gaudy top outspun 
It's schedule done. . . @&N 39) 

The poem's middle section, on the male lust wanderer attests to the power of "the self 

unmooredRanging and roving -- man alone" @&N 39). Although the repeated ailusion to a 

male child, and to man seem to universalize "Fantasia" so that -- consistent with the tradition 

still observed for thirty years after the publication of this poem - both child and humanity are 

genericdly male, the prominent fi y r e  of Undine, the female shapeshifter, as well as the 

drowned modernist writer "Virginia" woo l f j  al1 dismpt such a reading. They challenge 

readers to dive deeper, yet, paradoxicaily, they warn us too. 

In the final poem in Day and Night. the temporal world is dominated by a great worid 

of moving men and moves back to affirmation of a male-centred order intent on "straddling 

new day" (D&N 48). The poem speaks of a united "we" who observe the harbour from 

above. "West Coast" is mobile and interactive, shifting in points of view fiom "Prelude" to 

"The Outsider," then on to "Shipyard Voices" to a "Finale." From the perspective of female 

subjectivity "West Coast" suggests eclipse of the female in favour of what E. J. Pratt called 

"fine muscular poetry" in which it seerned women have d l  but disappeared (Hutchison 1 22).li 

By pnising reconstruction of a nation of men, Livesay, herself, could assume an androcentnc 

powcr as "word-welder," creator of the poem. But with that power came the persona of the 

male poet: Canadian hero-poct, yet like Auden and Isherwood, as at home on the mountain as 

with the ciassics: 

He who knew heaven is coming down the rnountain 
1s stirrcd with wonder; cunous evcn he, 



Who sat with Horace at Socrate's heels 
Lulled to the rnmu of Virgdlian bees, 
Who bent his eyes bookward in the earliest days 
Sucking sunlight from a world of words 
Dreaming to be a word-welder, builder of these. @&N 41) 

In Collected P o e m  "West Coast" appeared with some revisions and the addition of a 

dedication to Earle Birney (1 40). "West Coast" is, perhaps, an attempt to prove she could 

write like the best of the boys. Briscoe Thompson notes: 

The poem's narration concems a Young, f m - b o m  outsider who moves from 
'dreaming to be a word welder' to singing with his comrades the 'song from the hcarts 
of men at labour/welding their words to the ship's side,' which can be seen as 
Livesay's own agenda." (49) 

But like "we cornmon average types" in Waddington's "Poems About War" (SS 40), the 

presence of the coupled "we" in both the poem's "Prelude" and "Finale" --"rooted up, set loose 

to beg/[o]r borrow a new roof, accept a poorer view" @&N 40)  -- suggests a somewhat ironic 

distance from the heroic word-welder. For the world of the couple is held back from the 

grandeur of the male poet's project by the pressing immediacy of begçing a familial roof. 

Throughout Day and Night. there is a tension between a traditional male-ceotred world 

-- both a world wiped out at the start of the volume, and later, in "Fantasia," "the man-made 

tower" -- and the flight to another world. The challenge which poems such as "Prelude to 

Spring" and "Five Poems" present to the male-centred world would become explicit a decade 

later as Livesay consolidated her poetic career with Dorothy Livesay: Selected Poems 1926- 

1956 a volume which closes with "Other," and "On Looking h to  Henry Moore." 

If, with its last poem, Duy and Night gives over to an androceniric vision of the new 

world, with "Page One" the f i t  poem in Poem For People. the emphasis retums to female 

subjectivity with purpose: the protaçonist is finally moved to an awareness of "hcr feet 

untried," "her winter thongs unpried" (PFP 3). In "Inheritance," father is the "sad parent" and 

mother is the parent wiped out (PFP 4). Silence about "Mothcr" in Western literary tradition 



leads Brandt to sumise: "there isn't rwm for the mother as subject" in the iraditional "Westcm 

conception of narrative" (6). However, as numerous cntics of women's p o e w  have pointed 

out, in the frst  half of the twentieth century womcn poets began to corne forward in numbers 

to challenge aU the old ways of knowing which, to lift a phrase from Livesay's "The Mother" 

left out the "irnmediates," "ail the sloughs and slips/[o]f day" (PFP 7). When Canadian 

modemist poets such as Livesay and Waddington wrote about female subjectivity their critics 

nonetheless took a long while to fuily corne to ternis with the gender-inflected imrnediacy of 

their words. When Waddington reviewed Poems For People (1947) she alone among 

reviewers focused on gender as a positive element in the book, noting that the strongest pocms 

ùi the volume related to female selves (165). She also recognized that: 

Livesay's ability to a f f m  nativeness, to take into herself her irnrnediate environment, 
however imperfect it is, and utilize it creatively. . . put her well ahead, in ternis of 
poetic development, of those who were still writing from the citadel of 
cosmopolitanism. (1 65) 

Part of the nativeness explored in the volume is that of the culturally naturalized situation of die 

female within a poetic milieu not so much "cosmopolitan" as stiil both patriarchal and 

colonial . 1 8  Reviewen such as Bimey praised the volume for its technical advancemen t. 

Clearly, reviewers did prdise both these volumes, and as noted earlier, iïke Day and Nighi, 

P o e m  For People won the Governor General's Award. However, reviewers did not wite  

about the role gendered subjectivity played within these books, or muse in print about the 

challenge they rnight represent to thei. own male-centred tradition. 

Whether dicy represent "a technical advancement" from Day and Nighl is debatable; 

but, certainly, the poems in this volume are more easily accessible than the birth poems in D q  

and Ni& (1 944). The thrcc part stmchtre -- "Poems of Childhood, Pocms For People, and 

Pocrns As Picnires" -- forcgounds the significance of the manncr in which one is "[r]carcd" 



(FFP 1) like the "she" and "me" of "Page One" and the "infant, like an invalid" in "Preludium." 

Waddington aione recognized the significance of what she cailed "the problems of. . . the 

rnany-sided ferninine seif" within the volume: 

Livesay is preoccupied with the problerns of expressing and perhaps reconciling, the 
many-sided ferninine self. This self continuaily appears in all its varied guises of child, 
wife, mother, and finally as the socially concemed human being. 

Poems For People is grounded in the subjectivity of a fernale "1" living in a particular time, and 

bound to a particular marriage and father-dominated past. That fictional subject smgçles not to 

be erased within pamarchal culture while, in large part, erasing her own mother, hcnelf. 

The title "Page One" suggcsts a kind of texhial genesis, a myth of origins to which 

Livesay will retum in subsequent books. The "she" at the start of this poem suggests a 

distance from "1" read as author, reminding its reader not to conflate poet and this textual "she" 

as the same: 

Reared on snow she was 
Manacled in ice 
In bondage to this Lear 
This blue lipped, fondling father 
Whose hard chains 
CIanked on her feet 
Pinched the poor fingers stiff with pain. 
Play, an ordeal to be endured 
As fcathery snow 
Festooncd the faces 
Ridiculed the shapes 
A rigid fence 
Lay bundled on the hill 
And snow made ladies out of trecs 
Thosc bare and gangling boys. (PFPI ) 

In "Page Onc" the motif of winter associated with the father suggests a naturd topopphy 

which is charged with chill. In the concluding section of Poe1n.s For People. Iandscape fuses 



with the subjectivity of both male and female in such a rnanner that the hurnan and naturai 

world are interwoven as one inericate pattem, a pattern which Reike has linked to Livesay's 

poetic vision. nie "she" of "Page One" is a prisoner of her father's kingdom: "manacled" and 

"[iln bandage." Winter is personified as "Lear." Where Cordelia loves "according to mer] 

bond," the Lear of this poem is "blue lipped" and a "fondling father," one who violates 

boundaries between self and other in order to claim absolute power himself. The ngid fence 

suggests the division bundled on the hill, as well as implying the coilapse of his order though 

hard chains still clanked on her feet. The syrnbolic economy of this microcosmic (lyric) world 

is one of disorder and chains which wiil melt with the cold. Nothhg rhymes, and Lines are 

uneven, consonants "clank. . ." over a pinched ridiculed female reared on snow. 

In the second part of "section i" in "Page One," snow is transfonned from a source of 

mutilation to a feast of imagination "in the corridors of crisp/[a]nd rainbow shaftcd crystai" 

(PFPZ). The " she" of the poem moves from "play, an ordeal" (PFPI) to the role of wish 

She traced the pattern of a princess' day 
And was her godrnother 
And listened to her pray. 

O might there always be 
Those wishes three 

That davling evanescent dress 
Those pearls, those tears ? 
That slipper made of glass -- 

But not for me. 

But not for me 
Whistled the winter wisdom of thc wind: 
The ice that bound her could not be her home 
Native this land, but not 
The boundary of her home. (PFP 2) 



Like the dream of the godmother in Livesay's early iife writing, this passage echoes the request 

that there "always be/[t]hose wishes three." The wishes for dress, pearls, and slipper made of 

glassuare framed in the aiways of others. But this speaker is separate fiom those of her sex 

who seek the traditional ending of the "Princess' day," and the poem underscores her 

difference with the repeated iine "p lu t  not for me." 

The wind is presented in its winter wisdom, shifting from "she" to the powerfbl 

gusting breath of a "me" which, while it has escaped winter, is now bound to move outside the 

confining, but seductive, wishes to be beautiful and meet with the man with the slippcr. This 

speaker knows she must go beyond the rigid fence of her past to make her own home. In doing 

so poetry allows her to step out of one socially-constnicted fiction into another of "me" in 

(poetic) making: 

But not for me 
Whistled the winter wisdom of the wind: 
The ice that bound her could not be her home 
Native this land, but not 
The boundary of her home. (Pm 2) 

This female-centred movernent binds the "me" and the "her" interwoven throughout this poem 

with the "whistl[ing]. . . winter wisdom of the wind" bnnging the break-up of (father's power) 

winter. Where the speaker in "Fantasia" had to learn how diving's done to retum ta 

imagination's underworld, the g i - I  child of "Page One" finds that "Water" -- Undinets temtory 

in "FantasiaN-- opens up in spring. The "ice" linked in the fmt part of "Page One" to the old 

fondling father has to be ground down with shovels. "[Tjhis Lear, unlike Shakespeare's ," 

rclinquishes al1 his sparkle in sceking, a further tcrm (PFP3). Like the "1" of "Fantasia," the 

daughter in "Page One" is dnwn from underground to sky. Both underground and the 

unstaincd sky arc tcmtories in which a ngid (PFPI) embeddcd (PFP3) p s t  powcr dissolws. 



The "Water" seerns mctonyrnic of female poetic power to work the "crack and swing" in what 

is referred to in "Fantasia" as imagination's undenvorld. If Western tradition found "no space 

for woman as subject" (Brandt) then she might claim a space in the crack-up of that tradition 

sibilantly f iyred - in the "sigh and sing" -- as both poetic process and "home": 

And in the slush al1 sparkle gone 
Water began to make its home 
To sigh and sing, to crack and swing 
Its column in the underground. (PFP 3) 

In "Page One['s]" last stanza the crack and swing of undeworld transformation @es way to 

an opening of wing and sound, foregrounding the "flight imminent" -- to lifi a phrase h-om 

"Five Poems " : 

At such a moment, such a day 
Her head was lifted suddenly 
Her ears beIieved, her heart heard 
The sky's hallooing honking word 
Here in the wasting winter, geese 
Briefly from feeding came to rest 
Here they were transients who knew 
Some other home lay further on 
Some gras upshaken 
A forest to be taken; 
And foilowing the? arrowed alphabet 
S training to see their jet- 
propulsion through the unstained sky 
She felt her feet untried 
Her winter thongs unpried. 
She was a moving miracle of wing and sound 
No one home hen, but al1 homes to be found. (PFP3) 

The sinylar female possessive pronoun -- "Her" -- moves with persistence to the front of 

these Lines, assuming the power of the arrowed alphabet which her childhood of winten 

denicd. The imagery in thc stanza tums upon messages "She" beiieved and heard. The 

"haIlooing honking word" is not contained in one monologic voie but in many voices. The 



arrowed alphabet of tnnsient geese suges t  a straining which this lyric poeûy makes toward 

the new world fmt proclairned at the start of Day and Nighf. 

Poems in Poerm For People such as "Inhentance" and "Preludium" provide diffcrent 

perspectives on subjectivity set in the parthenoçenetic frame in which "Man done!" (PFP 5) 

seems to create the child. In the f i t  poem the male has head thomed, he is the fiery father of 

us with a child who watches hirn with neither "power to bestow nor bless" (PFP 4). The 

dynamic between father and adult child in this poem is reminiscent of a passage in Journey 

Wilh My Selves in which father is the one who decides whether those around him have 

individuality or not. Althouçh 1 do not wish to conflate author with texnial fiction -- Livesay 

does link this poem with her father's death (JWS 176-82) -- it is obvious that in writinç this 

poetry Livesay drew on her own experience as daughter within a family in which mother was 

not judged father's equal. In becoming a mother herself Livesay worked fervently to see that 

her own "1" and "she" would count. "Mother" is not explicitly present in "Inheritance," and 

yet within the farnily romance, which this poem evokes, one of the "[tlwo poles" with "agony 

between" might well descnbe the division of male and female in mamage as it will be 

represented in "Wedlock" near the end of Dorothy Livesay: Selecml Poems 1926-56." 

In the memoirs, John Livesay is represented by his daughter in dialogue with her about 

intelligence and individuality while refusing, when challenged, io "talk about. . . mother": 

"l've no use for a man or wotnan who hasn't developed any intelligence he or she niay 
have - any individuality." 

". . .when you rnect such people - or live with hem, like Mother - you put them 
down." 

"We won't taik about your rnother." 

But, alas, we werc a family that did t a k  about each other, did analyze sometimcs quitc 
cmelly. . . . Each parent souçht to reign over me. (JWS 55) 



Whether drawn directly from life, or a distillation of androcenûic "Meritance," the father in 

the lync cames with him the authonty of words beneath which the female seems buned: "[alnd 

some might wonder why the grass grew grcenlWhere acid words had Iately been" (Pm 4). 

The inheritance of the burdened brood is an intemalization of the acid words of the narrative of 

one parent only. Yet the final verse of the poem suggests a movement toward transformation 

evoked in "Fantasia" through diving, and in "Page One" in an arrowed alphabet and a 

rnovement in lyric form: 

In the rooms of my heart you race 
Fiery father of us, your kind. 
Your burdened brood; who yet will face 
The day. the dark; housed in a quiet mhd.  (PFP 4) 

The father remains an intransigent disturbance encapsulated, as he is here, in the "roorns of my 

mindo (1st stanza) "roorns of my heart" (final stanza). The ABAB rhyme scheme in the last 

stanza reinforces the connection between these two aspects of self: the "A" rhyme between racc 

and face reinforces the desire to end the race in facing the father-cenired inhentance. The "us, 

your kind" "quiet rnind" rhyme suggests the speaker's appropriation of the father's power of 

muid to a transfomative end which will seek to dissolve past polarities. 

In "Inheritance," the iyric speaker faces the oId man, but in "Preludium" s h e  faces the 

new male child. The first line is anything but sweetly maternai. As in "Five Poems" the 

spcaker very quickly seeks to prod the new ohild erect: 

The infant, iike an invalid 
1s slow aware of worlds to win. 
At fmt thc lifting of a hand 
1s gasping effort: and the clutch at cloth 
Rclcases rhythm and delight 
Till day blooms whcn the body prone 
1s propped by inner urge is poddcd vertical 
And bdanced on fm flcsh. To sit donc 



1s an essentid bliss we know again 
After long illness, close to death. . . . (Pm 5) 

Whereas traditional Western art has idealized the bond between mother and male child, 

"Preludium" demystifies the subject. The infant is not like a cherub, but rather, "lilre an 

invaiid." The Madoma, who is stereotypically represented as gazing at "Mm," is completcly 

absent here. As the poem proceeds, the result is, "upriçht man," "Hercules ascending" (Pm 

5) as a soxt of tongue-in-cheek proto-baby who needs no support, thereby reinforcing the old 

cultural fib of "the towering portent, Man alone! " (Pm 5). Yet, once again, as with the Iast 

poem, although the female is carefdly removed from o u  direct vision, she surfaces in the 

hyperbolic "O" of the poem, and in the exclamation marks closing the two final stanzas. Her 

making is not celebrated but suppressed so that infancy is proximate not to birth, but to long 

iihess, close to death for the mother (PFP 5). 

The trap gender represents for the female within patriarchal culture is nowhere more 

apparent than in "The Mother," in which Livesay returns to quatrains of a circurnscribed ordcr. 

n e  female who is "The Mother" is not alone. She can not work her way into the gandiose 

frame of Man's soli tude to si t done (PFP 5). Instead: 

She cannot walk alone. Must set her Pace 
To the slow count of grasses, butterfiies 
To puppy's leap, and the new bulldozer's wheeze 
To Chinese fisherman, balancinp his pole. 

She cannot think alone. Words must be 
Poised to the smaller scope, irnmediates 
Of wagon's broken wheel, a battered knee, 
The sun's high promise for a day of play. (PFP 7) 

Hutchison points out the skillful manner in which this poem balances the constriction of 

mothcrhood in patriarchal culture with grasses, buttefies and promise for a day of play. The 



weight of the simple declarative phrases begins the fmt two stanzas -- "She cannot walk alone" 

and "She cannot think alone" (PFP 7). These are just the aspects of life which the speaker in 

"Five Poems" dreamed of sustainhg between self and new child. The knots and nooses and 

slough and slips of the subsequent verse with the enjambed line moving to the final verse 

involve the reader in the scraps of a woman's lot rather than life (PFP 7). 

Whereas the male poet in "West Coast" dreamed of "being a word welder" (CPDL 141) 

the mother must "busily bestir herself' with "slough and slips" (PFP 7). Dream is somethinç 

she leaves her child to at the end of the poem. Though offered a choice in the fmal shnza -- 

with choice so important to Auden and Day Lewis and to Livesay, too, in "Day and Niçht" -- 

this freedom is now ahost  illusory because of the pressing immediate needs captured spatially 

as we leap with "she must": 

And when the active hours are gone, it's still 
Her lot to busily bestir herself 
With knots and nooses, al1 the slough and slips 
Of day. When evenings seal is set she must 

Have chosen here to stay. To sit, to hear 
The day's confessional eased from tired tongue, 
To soothe the srnall lids down to drowsiness 
Till childhood sleep pefimes the darkened room. (PFP 7) 

There are intermittent shifts between poems such as "The Mother" to others such as "Of 

Moumers" (PFP 17) which seem to elevate the liberal humanisr male as subject. Yet they also 

rcmind the reader that with the striving of such poems as "Prelude For Spring" @&N) and 

"Fivc Poems," (D&N ) as well as "Page One" (PFP 1-3) Livesay is rnoving toward the 

androgynous vision she will claim in the fifties. 

In the final section of Poenrr For People -- which many critics have found the lcast 

succcssful part of the book -- the natural world becomcs cmblematic of "imagination's 



undenvorld" just as it was in "Page One" (Briscoe Thompson). In "Okanagan Pichires," we 

begin with cho@ images of night and water as a territory in which those within the "Interior 

towns" ". . . lcnow love's contours, and the roads/Equally by touch" (PFP 33). In this 

landscape al1 being is as fluid as the begiming of Woolf's Jacob's Room and yet bound by the 

title to Canada. As in Livesay's early poem t'Staccato," the speaker h e m  the outside Nght 

world. At fust it is described as "hi* river flood/[a Jnd thunder against my wall" (PFP 34). 

- But the rcsponse to the rnenacing sound is markedly different. 

In "Staccato" the speaker keeps to one room and a narrow bed. in this poem, she 

CaMot escape moving with the waterfall of poetic imagination. In the second place, whereas 

the menacing sound is reduced in "Staccato" to a meaningless and ominous repetition, in this 

poem the barrier between outside and inner world collapses as we read. In "Prelude For 

Spnng" the door imagery suggested a fernale (fawn) stopped behind voice's disabled door. 

Within the sensuous part ü of "Okanagan Picnires," the mobile fluidity of river flood moves 

self once more to a threshold. But this tirne the door seerns to thunder with the wall to be 

opened: 

I hear high river flood 
And thunder against my wall 
If 1 open the door, I become 
The waterfaii 
If1 escape I fumble and aii 
My h b s  are foam 
And branches of the source. @&N) 

Movinç through these turbulent waters the speaker courses into a world engendered by sound, 

neithcr male nor fernale, but able to range, as the persona wili be in Livesay's later poem 

My tributary fingcrs probe 
And lave the land 



Urater is Me; and the thnistuig fniit- 
Trees suck to rny twisted course; 
Peach blossom, or flesh in the tigerish skin 
Sways hiusides, leans my way 
And the ruffled fur of the lakes 
Licks rny lush 
And turbulent gates. (PFP 34) 

III 

What is the music of this land 
Okanagan singing? 
Sometimes its a fierce 
A shouted sentence meted out 
By wind's slumd frenzy , pnining trees; 
And fisted water, hammering the shore 
Sometimes these, 
But othewise a hush on sage-brush hill 
A pine-branch soaring to the high 
Blue bowl incessantly re-formed 
By foam and froth of cloud-- 
White against black 
Scudding a scoop of sky. (Pm 34) 

The "Poems as Picnires" concluding section of Poems For People sets the human and non- 

human together. The shattered world at war reflected in "London Revisited" is knit back 

together in taking part in a sky "incessantly re-formed." Whereas in a previous vese, water 

evoked transformation, in this image we have the transition skillfully repeated in foûm and 

froth of cloud. In "Okanagan Pictures," the cloud's arm opens in a beatinide of release both 

from "London Revisited" after War, and from the tangles binding "Mother": 

Let cloud's a m  move, dis till 
Every tangle of the wiU 
And the early whip-poor-wili 
Set an evening toIling bell 

Across the rnind's street-circled throng 
The millinp moods of right and wrong 
The swift rctort, the plunging tonçue 
A slave the moment it is stung. 

Let wind extcnd its soothing sound 
Brushing the bough with mother hand 



And there an untimed moment bend 
Arrested in a breathless land. (PFP 37) 

The rniddle verse seems to speak back to the "Fiery faiher" of "Inheritance," he of the acid 

words, now part of "the mind's street-circled throng." The suggestion seems to be that 

argument and swift retort hold few answers. These are held in the elliptical and elusive 

movement of wind: a power linked in this poem to the natural world as well as the fiuid 

"mother hand" wnting back to a world in which women, iike the bird "pinioned swift" (PFP 

36) in "Pheasant," have been denied poetic flight (PFP 36). In "Poems As Picture" thcre is no 

image of a woman -- except for the wind's "mother hand" -- yet female subjectivity is a 

pervasive force rnoving toward poetic power through irnagery linked to the female. 

In numerous poems in Day and Nighi and Poem For People, the child in the abstract is 

male. Perhaps Livesay was thinking about her first child Peter. However, the influence of a 

patriarchal society is pervasive in both of Livesay's books of the forties. The shifts between 

poems which critique gendered subjectivity and others which seamlessly accept the liberal 

humanist male as universal signifier -- such as "West Coast" in Day and Nighi and "Of 

Mourners" in  P o e m  For People -- remind the reader that with the striving of such poerns as 

"Prelude For Spring" and "Five Poems," as well as "Page One," Livesay is rnoving toward the 

androgynous vision she will daim in the rnid-fifties in poerns such as "Other" and "On 

Looking Into Henry Moore" (SP 82). What we read in the two books of the forties are poems 

whkh are engagcd in a process of working modem verse toward not only engendering sound 

for thc "othcr; fricnd," but also to the dis-ençcndering of the subscrvient selves in the course of 

both books. 



Waddington's The Second Silence 

Waddington's second book The Second Silence was published in 1955, after a hiatus 

of ten years, and following the birth of her two children. Many of the poems were published 

in Canadian penodicds such as Canadian Forzim in the late forties years before appearing in 

book fom. This fact is significant because of the gap between Livesay's Day and Night 

(1945) and Poem For People (1947) and Waddington's The Second Silence (1955). The 

Second Silence suggests an indebtedness to Livesay's Poems For People and as 1 have noted. 

in her review of Poem For People, Waddington found that Livesay's poems about being 

female were the most successful. Where Livesay had divided Poems For People into three 

sections, the fmt, "Poems of Childhood," Waddington included "Poems for Children" in a 

second section. She began with "Poems of Love," and concluded with "Poems of Work" and 

Poems of Living." One senses in this division an attempt to address al1 the significant aspects 

of Me made particular within lyric poetry. 

Milton Wilson reviewed Waddington's Second Silerzce according to the category in 

which he states Wordsworth would have placed it as "Poems of Sentiment and Affections," 

and found "[tjhe sentiment often threatens to cloy the reader" (1955: 162). In a review of four 

books of Canadian poetry published in 1955 by Waddington, Layton, Dudek, and Purdy, 

Wilson @es Waddington the ieast space, dismissing her work as an inventory of "the 'wear 

and tex' of our common life and the limitations of happiness" (162). There is no sense in his 

rcview that what he calls "our cornmon life," in thesc poerns, is often not "common" or 

mutually shared between the male and the female represented in these lyrics. 

In The Second Silence. the female speaker is increasingly aware that her interests are 

different from those of her mate, her children, and hcr culture. The book challenged reviewcrs 

to think about gcndcr. Wilson was typical in refusing to do so. For the fmt and only time in 



her career, Waddington recorded her objection to Wilson's review in a letter pub lished in the 

Canadian Forum. She writes: 

My qumel with Mr. Wilson is that he does not bring to my book.. . even the f i t  task 
of the critic, which is a willingness to read the work with attention. . . . No critic is 
obliged to like the poetry he reviews; he is obliged to crititize it however. . . [with] 
appropnate textual illustration. He takes to himself the M e r  unwmanted freedorn of 
dividing my poerns into those of Love, Children, and Everyday Life - which is a 
departwe from the headings in the text. That he left out poems of Work, 1 c m  only 
think of as being significant." (1 9SWO8) 

Waddington argues that by not even mentiming the section of the book devoted to "Work" 

outside the domestic sphere, Wilson incorrectly framed The Second Silence as conventionally 

"sentiment[al]." The book's central thematic area of concem is its timely investigation of 

growing "tensions" between North American men and women? 

When Livesay and Waddington became rnothers, they both experienced fmt-hand the 

then largely culniraily ignored struggle of manied women to sustain what Waddington's 

speaker in her poem "You and Me" refers to as "my own pattern" (SS 4). If fathers haunt 

Livesay's Poem For People then mothers haunt Waddington's Second Silence. Apart from 

her birth poems, mothers are seen from a distance and they do not speak, they are "indirect, 

elliptical" in "In the Park" or the mother 'Not there" in "Foundling." The most desirable 

mother refened to in The Second Silence is no t a biological rnother but a tacher in "Three 

Poems For My Teacher." Biologicd rnothers have a much harder time as they appear in The 

Second Silence. In Waddington's version of rnodemism brokeness is relaied both to the 

family romance, manifest in what seerns a persona1 history, with rnother at the centre. and to 

what the speaker caUs my own pattern. The artist at the dark centre of "You and Me" uses 

mpturc with the mother as a point of departure embedded in the poem to mark the beginninç of 



becoming a separate being. But the process of creation of the pattern of self is seen as 

onping . Here are the two middle stanzas: 

Capricorn, my golden goat of destiny 
Leaps from the slender curtain 
And butts my tender self 
From its place beside you, then am I 
Lifted to distance, and pain six-pointed 
As David's star, criss-crosses over me, 
1 am my own pattern and in the dark 
My artist still creates me, 
Leaf branch and bud. 

Who Iights this loneliness 
Between you and me, this solitude 
Of me, of me done? 
Oh darling, nothinç lights, 
And no one's kiss restores 
The lasting loss, all that is found 
1s lost, or how could it be found? 
III this life none are faithful 
My mother had four children, 
Love's pledge was broken early, 
And love's later pledge broken late. (SS 4) 

The poem reads as a female subject's response to the male in "Interval," who "thought he 

found in woman a divining rod" (SS 3). This artist speaker asserts an equality based on a 

shared inhentance of lasting loss and broken faith which "you and me, even me" must accept. 

The "even me" formulation is colloquid as is the line in stanza one: "Sornetimes it is me" (SS 

4). With the assertion "1 am my own pattern," the speaker claims the authority to g o w  beyond 

the circumscnbed script of women bound by paûiarchal tradition to accept subordinate stanis 

(SS 4). 

In Waddington's poems "At Midnight," "Lovcn," and "Novella," male and fcmale 

rcappear together as a matchcd pair "[ljike the one in the story" (SS 6) of heterosexual romance 

within Wcstem culture. "The Lovers" imputes a magic to the pair and in this bcautiful pocm 

we are told "al1 the world envies/[w ] here they go ." Rhyme is used skillfuil y if only 



occasionally in The Second Silence. As in the openinç lines of "The Lovers," "Lovers tread 

the waters, lovers go/[i]n dl the seasons where the waters flow" (SS 8). Repetition of "go" at 

the end of five lines, including the last one, emphasizes the season in which the lovers flow 

together as one. The lovers inhabit a world of possibility represented in spring, in rainbows 

and "the water of the wavering wiU ." But the internai rhyme of sleep and weep, in the last 

stanza, recalls the suffenng with which the fmt poem in The Second Silence concludes. 

The Second Silence neither begins, nor concludes, with a hornage to romantic love. In 

Waddington's published life writing, as in her poehy, human energy is both precious and 

finite. When the woman writer gives too much in the domestic sphere - as mothcr and 'wifc 

of -- she may disappear as a creator of texts. If she chooses an undivided focus on literaturc 

as did DeBeauvoir -- a writer Waddington writes about in Apartmenl Seven -- she may, in the 

end, "feel that she has paid with the wrong coin. . ." (AS 180). Waddington States: 

As for myself, "1 think 1 mighht have written more and more freely had 1 been a man. 
(Altematively). . . if 1 had been content to be only a wife and mother and not to write, 1 
might still have had a husband" (209). 

Meditation on the cost of moving away from a husband's "saying" of the female "me" is at the 

centre of "Thou Didst Say Me" in which the female speaker l e m s  she rnust speak of, and for, 

hcrself or disappear. The poem's antiquated use of langage in the title is carried into the pocm 

where it subtly undencores the overthrow of the magisterial thou which has, in time past, had 

the power to define the wife now speaking back. The female has capitulated to the power of 

this saying with a rcpetition of love. the central word of seduction: 

Late as last autumn 
thou didst say me, dear 
my doxy, 1 choosc you and 
always you, thou didst pledge 
mc love and throuçh the red- 
plumed wccks and sobcrly 
1 danced upon your words 



and garlanded these 
tender dangers. 

year curves to ending now 
and thou dost say me, wife 
1 choose another love, and oh 
the delicate del- 
icate serpent of your mouth 
stings deep, and bitter 
iron cuts and shapes 
my death, 1 was so fool. (SS 9- 1 0 )  

In the work of both Livesay and Waddington modemist technique marks a significant rupture 

with traditional values. In "Thou Didst Say Me" the use of antiquated langage and the modem 

idiom -- with free verse, lower case for the start of lines, with the spiinhg "del-kate" in mid- 

word - underscores rupture of the female self within patriarchai mariage. However, the pocm 

does not celebrate a brave new self andor world. The iron celebrated in this poem is "the 

bitterhon [which] cuts and shapes my death." However, death figures in this poem not as a 

literal ceasing to be but a fundarnental shift of be-inç. The last phrase "1 was so fool" -- 

repeated from the fmt line of the second stanza -- emphasizes the antiquated past, and the p s t  

tense. The self of present tense has an ironic stance which is characteristic of Waddington's 

version of modernism. 

"Three Poerns For My Teacher" and "Three Poems For a Pupil" utilize short lyrics 

c o ~ e c t e d  to form a longer poem as in Livesay's Day and Nighz. In Collected Poenzs. 

Waddington dedicates the former poem to one of two mentors -- both women -- at the 

Philadelphia School For Social Work where she did a Mastcr's Degree in 1945. In this poem, 

the emphasis changes from lyric meditation on heterosexual love to a claimhg of a spiritual 

mother. It seems significant that "Thrce Poems For My Teacher" begins with referencc to 

"your dcath" hcrc fi y r c d  as a space of transformation, sorncthing likc that bctwecn life, and 

thc rcndcnng of a lifc into poctry. in which a woman is claimcd as "My Teachcr." The "loving 



brain" (SS35) of an intellectual and nuriuring fernale presence is at the centre of "Three Poems 

For My Teacher": 

1 wish your death be magic as your life 
As loved and loving, and as full 
As seeded summer in its flmied colour. 
I wish you quiet hush and holy 
As this morning, and 1 wish 
All voices lost and gone 
And al1 those voices rnourning 
R e m  to attend your ending. 
You are a fortunate mother to be so loved 
By aii your children, Our words and thoughts 
Transfom you, and we keep 
In this mortal world your spirit 
Young forever, and your name 
By our humanity is hallowed. (SS 11) 

If we read death as a metonym for transformation fiom life into iext, the poem sugçests a 

shifting from the domestic world in which the female speaker must stmggle to assert 

"sometimes it is me," to a textual space which tums around not a Philosopher King, but a 

healing fernale presence both "Teacher" and "Mother." In "Journey to the clinic" this presencc 

is manifest in "Good fairy true-heart whose sweet skiil can ringmese wails with health like 

some gold glowingl rope (SS 35). In "Three Poems for My Teacher" the movement into 

female ernpowerment is anticipated as both death and a "transfonn[ation] accomplished with 

"words and thoughts" (SS 1 l), not of the "teacher" herself, but rather of those she has 

nurtured. The "wish" in the above stanza is not for "the wishes three" of the girls in Livesay's 

"Page One," but the "hush and holy" of new "morning." Here one is reminded of the 

association of the new moming and a reaching toward transfomative vision in Livesay's "Five 

Pocms" whcre "[elarly is bearly rcachable" (D&N 36). 

In the sccond stanza of "Three Pocms for My Teacher" die "mmied couples" retum 

" walk[ing]" in "double silence." It is thc "mother['s]" hand" which "stcadily reûievcsrBicir 



glances from the whirlpools" (SS 11). Although "Three Poems for My Teacher" geeneentcd no 

commentary among Waddington's reviewers when it was f rs t  published, it can be read today 

as engaged with the considention of a matemdiy based ethics of care which is promincnt 

throughout her social work poems. As Rosemarie Tong notes in Ferninine and Fenzinisl 

El hics: 

Care demands no less in the way of integrity, cornmitment, and heroism than justice. . . 
Rather than disrnissing the mother-child relationship as a mindless, thoughtless, 
"naturai" symbiosis, proponents of maternai approaches to ethics have argued that this. 
is a more realistic paradigm for human relationships than the kind of legalistic, 

formalistic contracts that consenhg adults enter into deliberately, consciously and 
presumably equdy. (221) 

Before "materna1 ethics" had been theorized, at a time when materna1 ferninism seemed dated, 

Waddington's "Three Poems for My Teacher" celebrates a rnatemally based ethics: manifest in 

provision of "the flowering season and moving space" of female-cenired nurture through 

which human beings rnay continue, past childhood, to grow. "[Wlords" arc the source of 

movement toward a "moving space" in which "her voice" and "[hier words" are celebnrcd. 

The play with "Her" is made particular by the possessive pronoun, "My" in the titie, and by the 

dedication "For Jessie Taft." The third and final lyric sequence of "Three Poems For My 

Teacher" reads: 

Beyond the white gothic of her srnile 
Far pools of stillness lie 
And the surnmer wind 
Plays the green mandolins of her voice, 
Her words are plain a ballads and they sing 
The flowering season and the movinç space 
Between waking and sleeping 
And then the final slccp. (SS 12) 



In praising "words plain as bdlads ," Waddington's "Thrce Poems For My Teacher" privileges 

the storied world of popular Song, and popuiist tradition, in which anon -- as Woolf had it, 

was a woman -- rather than the high modernism of Eliot and Pound. Waddington's emphasis 

on accessible form, on "words. . . plain as ballad," may have led critics like MacLure to judgc 

her work as less challenging than contemporary male lync poets such as Dudek. But in this 

poem there is the suggestion that plain langage may, itself, be a strategy linked not to a 

"mindless, thoughtless" approach to her material but, nther, to what Tong calls the 

development of an "ethics of caring" (221), an "ethics" which can be read to extend the book's 

subsequcnt exploration of the mother-chiid reiaîionship. 

In Apcuhnent Seven Waddington notes that " [plart of the problem of modemism is to 

accept that not everything c m  be unifed, or even should be" (AS 160). The Second Silence is 

a work which explores an ethics of caring but, at the same time, refuses both a unified identity 

for its female subjects, and a unified approach to female subjectivity. The female subject 

within her poems refuses to be captured in any one essentialist position. "Three Poems For 

My Teacher" is balanced with "Three Poems to a Pupil" and the latter poem insists on the 

teacher's confusion at being an authority figure, her desire to be considered by her male pupil 

as a sexual being. The idealization of the teacher in "Three Poems For My Teacher" balances 

with the ambiguity and ambivalence of "Three Poerns to a Pupil," and the balance established 

in placing the poems together suggests a refusai, at the centre of The Second Silence, to be 

fixed into any one position as female. 

in poems about motherhood, Waddington insists both on division within the individual 

speaker and upon different ways of seeing the sarne situation depcnding on one's role as, for 

example, mother or child. In the second section of The Second Silence. entitled "Poems of 

Children," one fui& a complcx constellation of poems rnoving frorn the threatening glance of a 

mother in "lo the Park," to the celebntion of iife with children in "Catalpa Trce" and 



"Wonderful Country," to birth poems, ending fmaily in "Childless." The image of a "haunted 

oedipus" [sic] in the fmt stanza of "In the Park" suggests a movernent from the male-centred 

Oedipal drama of father and son to a mother's expenence of this drama. Here is the fmt  verse: 

The child follows the Sun, 
Dizzy, lost in the circling asters 
And the criss-cross of dripping 
Deiicious honeysuckie, 
AU the pink and exploding delicacy, 
Oh what a curtain it makes for the myth, 
The haunted oedipus, a modem backdrop, 

a very 
Innocence of plants and children! (SS 18) 

The fmt stanza foregrounds child foliowing the sua and growing dizzy with the 

"dripping/[d]elicious" "exploding delicacy" of the plants growing with him in "a 

very/[i]nnocence." The child free to follow the Sun in an idyllic park with cinling asters and 

honeysuckle curtain reminds me of the idealization of the idyllic middle class childhood which 

occured in the fifties: an idealization which depended on fm gender roles setting vigilant 

mother down on a park bench and father outside the picture. Behind this myth of idyllic 

childhood runs Freud's emphasis on the Oedipal drarna, or on reading culture as a drama 

between fathers and sons. "Everybody read Freud in those days," Waddington told me on the 

phone long distance from Vancouver, "1 certainly did. Don? forget, 1 was a social worker." 

"In the Park" focuses on the mothers who sit in the shadows in the parks of the ffities. 

They are not at the centre of culture, and they offer no oven cornrnentary on their position as 

caregivers within it. They are not direct and purposeful, but indirect and elliptical and their 

Ianguor is at the delicious centre of this poem: 

And mothen, indirect, elliptical 
Undcr thcir shady hats, 
Nod at sailboats while their smiles 
Pull in stormy advcnturcrs, 



And their gestures 
Make such graceful pattems 
Willy nilly on the sun dial. (SS 18) 

The Sun, of course, is traditionally associated with male power, while the moon is traditionally 

associated with the femaie. The patterns of the children's movements on the sun dial suggest 

the patteming of postwar culture: Mother's home minding the children, father's out 

adventunng as their children one day wiU, in the world. But the mood changes quickly when 

mother speaks back. 

The speaker is not so much part of solar order as a symbol of its intemption, a p a t  eclipse 

in which the stany light of the heavens is cut off. This un-natunl mother will "teach hirn 

afternooo as if it were/[r]eligion." The intensity of the image suggests an almost hysterical 

intensity which is in stark contrat to the voluptuous lassitude of the previous stanza: 

But 1, like some great eclipse 
Cut off the starry light 
And teach hirn afternoon as if it were 
Religion, I'm a familiar island 
Hard and rock-bitten, though where 
The footprint leâds he cannot guess. 
Unanonymous 1 sit, the green park benches 
Make me a giant, and of course 
My glance is threatening. (SS 18) 

The intensiv of the images in this last verse -- " [clut off starry night," "teach hirn afternoon as 

if i t  wereReligion" -- manifest some of the the volatile energy behind the threatening glance. 

n i e  Oant rnother is Like the one Waddington recalled in an interview when she remembcred her 

own relationship with her mother. In this poem die "1" is "familiar island/m]ard and rock- 

bitten," the isolate "1" cut off from the male-centred world. Although indirect, elliptical in irs 

approach, the poem nevertheless challenges iis readers to move through the idcalization of 



maternity to meet the threaiening glance of a mother who challenges both her child and the 

reader to know her. 

The poems "Catalpa" and " Worlds" celebrate the intenvoven lives of mother and child. 

These are, with " Wonderful Country," poems which celebrate childhood. In "Worlds," therc 

are three verses which focus on the "1" of a mother. Once again, multiple allusions to death are 

interwoven with the child, and the femde speaker approaches her own subjectivity and its 

intersection with rnotherhood obliquely. She begins with the image of the unfolding play, 

then moves to seasons, with the conventional poetic theme of summer used as a background 

against which a complex mood can be explored. By the end of fxst stanza we know thnt the 

speaker is a mother contemplating her sleeping child; by the end of the second, with recurrent 

allusion to death and separation, the troubling expenence extends fiom chiid and mother to a 

broader statement which, while it includes othen still plays around them. Here is the end of 

the second stanza: 

We are each fqmented, 
Disguised and not understood 
Like jagged sky and r n i h h i t e  silken shroud. 

The lyric persona of Waddington's "Worlds" refuses to "unfold. . . Like" the heroines of the 

past. S he experiences the self as "fragmented," "disguised," and "not understood" (SS 21). 

The play she proposes contains bcth the regenerative "fair Bower of me, the child" and the 

"milkwhite silken shroud" of death. With its colour and "silken" texture the shroud is 

reminiscent of the crystal chrysalis in the title poem in Green World . As such the image 

suçgests both death of an old self and r transitional place in which the new in "each" may be 

concealcd (MWCP 1). But where in "Green World" "walls crack suddenly" in the above 

passage the allusive proccss of rebirth is described in tcrrns of a more difficult and lcss direct 



process moving into drearn, which we saw in Livesay's "Prelude for Spring," "Five Poems," 

and "Fantasia": 

The plural title "Worlds" seerns to allude to many individuds "each fragmented," rather than 

any one universalized Man, and like Livesay's title word "Selves" in her memoirs, Journcy 

Wifh My Selves, foregrounds the many within the one: a many which conveys the 

fragmentation at the centre of both poetsf work in this period. In the nidde of The Second 

Silence. Waddington's poem "Worlds" challenges readers to consider the "Intenor Casiles" of 

women in the fifties. The reflective stance of this speaker indicates meditative withdrawal from 

a North Amencan culture in which the Harvard-educated Diana Trilling remembers a Dean's 

speech "urging women to think about Keats and Shelley as they washed dishes" maledin 141 

118);' The "rnany quiets" in "Worlds" suggest both the silences which entomb women within 

a male-centred canonical tradition and the "second silence" of reverent "hush" in which new 

possibilities take place. Here is the final stanza of "World": 

It is difficult, 
This cold sun and the lent-out love, 
The spun gold sent and the child's hair 
Screarning, there are so many ways to speak 
And so many quiets too. 
Some iike the gave  entomb you, 
And some are paie fields of stiilness 
Crowded with hush 
Of the unborn. 
Like a scythe this second silence reaps me, 
1 enter darkness and with the chiid become 
The world of dream. (SS 21) 

The reference to the "cold sun" and "spun gold spent" (SS 21) conveys an economy of 

scarcity. As wcavcr of words the mother has corne to accept that rhe modcm world "is 

difficult" (SS 21). The statement does not prcclude the dificulties of mcn, but the focus is on 

the "worlds" of mother and child. As Loeffelholz notes, "dunng dic gcat  postwar voyage 



home in the late 1940s and early 1950s" (209) within North Amenca "issues of gender and 

sexudity were often not seen as matters of genuine political or intellechial consequence" and, 

as such, "what women modemists (and men as weU, for that matter) had had to Say about these 

buming social issues becarne invisible or trivialized" (21 0 ) .  The mother speaking in 

Waddington's poem "Worlds" speaks fkom a textual space where her concerns with balancinç 

her own needs with a child's may be heard, if not that summer, then years later within lyric 

(Waddington AS 203). 

The poem concludes with a "reap[ing]" of "me," an image which like the grave usually 

suggests death but in this context announces dream and new possibility. The move to 

abstraction opens into the "second silence," figured in the "unbom" in self, with the child 

rather than separate. The ending of "Worlds" conjures Iyric to be the transformative space 

from which to enter "[tlhe world of the dream" (SS 21). 

"Night in October" and "Fables of BUth" rnake an interesting contnst with Livcsay's 

two birth poems "Serenade For Strings" and "Five Poems." In these poems, Waddington 

continues to explore dream as a transformative space. Dream is also centrai in Livesay's "Fiw 

Poems," where 1 noted the Iyric speaker "dream[sj" of not being eclipsed by "you" whom I 

read as the new child. The speaker in "Five Poems" begins in the negative with "no" repeated 

twice in  the f ï s t  quatrain: "In the dream was no kiss/No banners were unshaken" where bliss 

dcpcnds on the hands untaken" (CP134). Waddington's "Night in October," wntten after the 

birth of her f i s t  son, Marcus, in October 1946, begins in a similarly unusal way, not with a 

ncgative, but with the indirect approach of parenthesis and using syntactic markers of fcrvent 

cmphasis as points of interrogation. 

The mothers in "In the Park" are "indircct, elliptical" and the poetic approach in 

Waddington's first birth pocm seems to corrcspond with thcm in its formal qualities, style, and 

contcnt. In the fint linc, thc origins of the drcam arc in question. For me the dream stan is 



particularly evocative in a poem centred upon the birth experience of the mother since, in 

western culture, birth has been CO-opted to serve patriarchy. In troubling the "begin[ning]" the 

speaker suçgests that she is questioning her own drearn seeking a new myth of ongins: 

(The dream, the dream, where did it begin? 
In the downpour of the light that flooded through the sky? 
Where was the key that opened up the door 
To a white room with candles buming? (SS 22) 

The dream of the prince -- so prominent for girls and women represented in Waddington's 

early Iife writing -- does not seem to be "[tlhe dream" considered here. The reference to 

origins in "the downpour of Light" and in terms of a lost key suggests traditional symbols uscd 

for enlightening the spiritual self. But this speaker fmds no simple answer. Poetry is f igred 

in "wind" and in "s[o]nç" which records tonnent and loss linking physical labour to a poetic 

process from a midnight of delinous dream: 

At midnight the wind 
Stretched long leathery fmgers 
Against the w m  night, 
Lifted the roof of tonnent and sang 
Luilabies fiom an old book 
Of apples and nutmegs and peacocks that flew 
Ceaselessly circling a golden sea. 
(ft was dream, it was dream, 
Light echoed and keys were lost in the sea.) (SS 22) 

The fmt version of the Yiddish folk verse, translated for me by Waddington, relates to the 

golden peacock asked to remember rnc to a distant mother?* At the centre of the poem, forceps 

and scissors are tuned as musical instruments against girhood. The labour is presented as a 

kind of rituai torture -- or a painful rire of initiation into motherhood; significantly the birth is 

controlled by doctors, not midwives or the mother herself. This nightmare is not mercly that of 

one isolatcd femalc taken ovcr by panic and pain; it is cmblcmatic of the birth experience which 



many North Amencan women who gave birth during the fdties recail. Mary O'Brien notes in 

The Politics of Reproduction: 

In Western society we acknowledge this moment as culnvally productive by calling it 
'labour,' and yet we negate its social importance by refusing to reward it as work and 
by rendering the mother passive, inert and often unconscious in the birth process, so 
that it appears that the (well salaried) doctors are delivering the child. (30) 

At the centre of Waddington's version of modemism, in her birth poems, we find pain and 

loss, and a refusal to smooth over female bodily expenence with either polite silence, or 

Then pain came in with its symphony 
With its many playen 
Who tuned forceps and scissors 
And the sharp cmel dancers 
Who whirled and galloped 
Al1 over my girihood, shipwrecked and bitter. 
(There was an answer, 1 heard it through water 
Through coils and coiumns, 
But it was Iost in the weather 
The genesis of snow.) (SS 22) 

This verse is both central to Waddington's work transcribing the voice of the twice isolate into 

Canadian poetry, and evocative, too, of the female-centred poems Livesay wrote in the forties. 

In Livesay's "Fantasia" the watery world is the world of poetic revelation, as it is in the answer 

heard through water (in the lines quoted above). The symphony of nined forceps and scissors, 

in Waddington's poem "Night in October," plays on the musical motif expericnced by the 

fernale as a kind of drearn hunt from which the female m u t  mn, as does Livesay's speaker in 

"Serenade For Spring." In both poems the speaker is pursued, in Livesay's poem by a "Proud 

Prowler" and in Waddington's poem by cruel dancers. 

In Livcsay's "Paçc One" the speaker is reared on snow "in bondage to this Lcar, [tlhis 

bluc lipped, fondling fathcr" (SP 55) ,  whilc in Waddington's thc fcrnale spcakcr is "los1 in the 



weather" as if labour were one more 'naturaiized' event within a post-war-still- pafriarchal 

culture, freezing the new mother into place. The many playen suççest a polyphonie even t 

rather than the count down to one cry, as in Livesay's "Serenade." But both poems retum to 

femaie subjectivity in endinç in the "me" (SS 22) or the "your" of a woman. In "Night in 

October," the birth of a new child balances with a searchinç for self: 

The dream the dream 
That nested like a dove 
In evergeens and eaves 
That fed on angel honey 
And loaves of siky bread, 
The dream still narneless, 
Wandering and restless, 
Searching for me. (SS 22) 

This poem, ostensibiy about labour, reads as a restless, searching for a subjectivity still 

nameless in "me." "Night in October" is a work engaged in transformation, docurncntinç the 

pain of physical birth, while simultaneously, continuing the search for the fernale self. To use 

a phrase fiom Adrienne Rich's Of Woman Born: Mofherhood as Erperience and Instifution -- it 

is a poem engaged in a puuling work, putthg together as it does "parts of an immense half- 

buried mosaic in the shape of a woman's face" (17). 

In "Fables of Birth," written in 1952 following the birth of a second son, Jonathan, 

there is a retum to the "October" foregrounded in the title of the previous poem, and there is a 

shift in technique and in imagery as well as of approach. In "Night in October", the beginninç 

of the pocm is feverish; in "Fables of Birth," we begin with the careful control of a couplet 

numbered as part one, the shortest of six parts: 

Where lifc the Iancc is death must be the spur 
And through such opposites, cvcnts occur. (SS 24) 



The refercnce to lance and spur sugçest that the chivalric tradition of heroism applies to "Fÿbles 

of Bïrth," whereby through the union of lance and spur -- life and death -- events occur. The 

fmt poern uses the forceps and scissors of the delivery room, and contains expicit reference, at 

the end, to the "new child's crying" (SS 23). "Fables of Birth" is more oblique in its approach 

to its subject. Having declared that to be "Birth," with the title, the subject seems to come 

foward under "the star of danger" first like a knight, then Like "David" reader of dreams. The 

poem uses "the star of danger" evoking the "star of David" wom by Jews in Germany under 

Hitler: rcminding the rcader of the inherent danger of di foms of cultural othemess. But the 

poem responds to danger in life through the inspiration of male visionaries -- "David" the 

dream-reader and " H ~ M  Matisse" artist -- sugesting the cross-fertilization between male and 

female, dream-reader, painter, and "1" figured after birth within this poem. 

The approach to "Birth" seems charactenstically hi& modemist in its obliqueness and 

its allusiveness. But, as 1 read it, this poem is fundamentally concemed with the "windows 

unknown" (SS 24) of female, not male, subjectivity . As such its difficulty can be read as 

metonymic of the difficulty of accepting the unmetaphoncal othemess of motherhood. In this 

Iync the speaker is acutely aware that possibilities for subjectivity are many rather than one. 

The poem's plural use nf "Fables" underscores the position that there is no one correct story of 

origins but, nther, many. The speaker allusively describes the transfomative experience of 

giving birth. In her Iatest book Whot 1s Found There: Notebooks on Poetry and Politics Rich 

suggests: 

A pocm.. . [is] not a philosophical or psychoIogical blueprint; its an instnimcnt for 
embodied expcrience. But we seek that experience, or recognize it when it is offercd to 
us, bccause it  reminds us of our own necd. Aftcr that rearousal of dcsire, the task of 
acting on that tnith, or making love, or meeting othcr nceds, is ours. (1993 13) 



The frapented pieces Waddington's "Fables of Buzh" make oblique appmaches to what Rich 

calls "our own need" using the intensity of labour moving "[a]lways forward. . . [olnly 

towards" (SS 24). Just as bodily labour proceeds in fits and starts, so the poem proceeds as 

what Rich cdls an instrument for embodied expenence, suggesting both the lulls of aftexwards 

and the intensity of the period before giving birth. In the following stanza description of the 

altered perception which bodily labour can induce renders the 'real' world fluid. Through this 

altered state of perception the reader is invited to contemplate many rooms and windows 

unknown: 

3 
Many little sheep 
Scud the white-lit grass 
And daisies flicker, 
Candles in the roorn of summer. 
There are many roorns 
Where windows unknown press 
Against al1 doon. 
See how the weather tapers 
And how its thimess falls 
Always forward, and it moves 
Only towards. (SS 24) 

"Fables of Birth" becomes a kuid of invitation to contemplate unmetaphorical othemess of a 

woman in labour, an invitation to move into the "what's nextlAnd unknownU(SS 24) through 

thc vchicle of the modemist lyric. Gilbert and Gubar note in No Man's Lod:  The Place of fhe 

Wonzan Wrifer in the Twcntieth Century that "on his f in t  reading of The Waste Lond Joyce 

noted that T. S. Eliot's masterpiece 'ends [the] idea of poetry for the ladies,' which was, aftcr 

d l .  no more than what Hulme had called 'roses, roses al1 the way' "(1 56). Waddington's 

poctry in The Second Silence is anything but "roses, roses al1 the way," and her pocms about 

Iribour cmphasize a transfomative process. 



In "Fables of Birth" the reader is challenged to consider the way physical birth may change 

perception. The change is tellingly related not to one message but rather to the bold celebration 

of process, to rnixed colours which Matisse brought -- as modernist painter -- to visual art: 

Afterwards 1 said 
Matisse m u t  have rnixed colours here. 
Only the view corn his good eighty year old eyes 
Could put lemon on that plate, 
The green tastes good and the blue 
Filtered through the clever rays of sun 
Laughs quictly, suks,  but sheds no tears. 
See how September strides 
Out of the g a y  around, 
Decisively it strides into what's next 
And unknown, into what glows red 
And reflects brown 
Straight out of the turquoise of surnmer 
It tunnels and collides 
With October. (SS 24-25) 

Whereas the f r s t  four sections of "Fables" read as distinct fragments, "Fable" "5" is 

thematicaliy c o ~ e c t e d  to poem "4" "[wjith October" which, in tum, alludes to the previous 

poem "Night in October." The reference to the month M e s  with it a retum to the intense pain 

figured in "Night in October," c a m n g  fonvard the image of al1 the dying. 

In the nineteenth centxry women who bore children braved a real risk of death in 

childbirth. Although giving birth was no longer physically Me-threatening, as it had been for 

many generations of women, the 1950s was a time in which "the mash  of motherhood" 

where f d y  in place (Rich 1986:25). As such giving birth might well represent a dearh thrcat 

to the subjectivity of the femaie speaker. As with Livesay's birth poems, the central 

subjectivity in these birth poems by Waddington is that of the mother who fears motherhood 

will involvc not physical dcath but death of the self. The references to dying (SS 25) and bcinç 

boni (SS 25) in "Fables of Birth" suggest the mixed blessing of having a child in a culture 

which undcrstood the role of mother to be one of tirclcss carcgiver and hclpmate. While the 



following portion of the poem suggests empathy for the chiid, for me, danger (SS 25) alludcs 

both to the child and to the mother who fmt likens him to "[alny little stone" which suçgestç 

the oppressive weight of the stereotype of dl-sacrificing matemity. Two beings, not one, arc 

embodied here. And the mother's unmetaphoncal othemess, her rushing waters seem to 

threaten the child, using the breaking waters of bYth metaphorically to express that part of her 

which is murderously angiy at the subjection of motherhood and the endless servitude it will 

involve. This part of her could "drown without a sorrow." 

The poem represents an ambiguity and ambivalence of unresolved contradiction, 

uns);nthesized dialectic. The mother both fears for the "little boy" beuig born and expcncnces 

his weight as a stone. Herc is verse 5: 

There was crying in October 
All the dying 
And the dficult being bom, 
Al1 the Ioneliness 
Of the way unknown. 
Ah, those rushing waters 
That wouId drown without a sorrow 
Any little stone 
Or Little boy 
Who was lost and alone. 
It was terrible being boni 
And chumed and driven 
To an outcome unknown. (SS 25) 

We saw in Waddington's early life writing the address to the personified "Dear Unknown." In 

"Fables of Birth," the unknown is instead a "way unknown" (SS 25) and "an outcome 

unknown" (SS 25) for a subject engaged in bccoming "iike oiher women" in giving birth, 

whilc, within poetry, smiggling for survival as a being separate from both husband and child 

(Rich OWB 25). The concIusion of "Fables of Birth" offers a moment of relcase from "no- 

fccling" to "clear deliçht" af~er the birth. The "mn" sugçests lyric verse as an alternatc world. 



present here in a lyric space in which the speaker breaks throuçh to a new state of beinç (SS 

24-25). 

As Edna Alford recently asked "[wjho on earth designated the 'field of battle' as a 

significanr site and the 'field of nurturing' as an insignificant site?" (Alford 12). Waddington's 

"Poems of Work" extend "the field of numire," they insist that "nurrure" is a fitting subject for 

modemist verse. Waddington shares this thematic emphasis with Livesay since, in the w ~ r k  1 

have considered in this chapter, both poets challenge their readen to p p p l e  with the field of 

numiring in writing poems about the birth of children from the perspective of the mother, and 

in writing about children, as well, and in Waddington's case, in writing about social work, a 

"caring" profession dominated by women. The "Poems of Work" in The Second Silence are 

concemed with investigating the subjectivity of a usuaily female speaker who is actively 

involved in tryinç to heal the suffenng and poverty in urban North Arnerica. Waddington's 

experiences as a social worker in Toronto and Montreal in the forties and fifties infonn these 

poems. The work on which they focus is that of "the lady from welfare" (SS 30) commutinç 

from the suburbs. This figure appeared in Waddington's Green World and recurs in 

Waddington's next two books, each of which has a section devoted to social work? 

In The Second Silence the connection between individual social worker and clients is set in 

the context of immense need and the fmite energy of a worker who is "confused by 

advertisementsl Engrossed by the humying faces" (SS 30). Critics have been divided as to the 

mcrit of these poems. Maria Jacobs comments "1 am sony she has not written more about die 

social problcms she knew so well. . . ." (32). These poems are not boring as Tom Wayman 

claims in a review which stridently dismisses Waddington's early work, while patronizingly 

priising one or two later ~ ~ r i c s . ' ~  The social worker is a quintessentially modemist fiçurc. a 

rccordcr of a nch ambiguity and ambivalence, "no judge of cvilhut [one who] hcar[s] how it 

has a singing life. . ." (SL 29). Where in the fust two scctions of The Second Silence. 



mothers arc responsive (if ambivalent) careçivcrs, in "Poems of Work" they are seen waiting 

for charity/[t]heir hands. . . exposed and eagcr" (SS 37) or else, as in "Foundling," dead and 

gone (SS 31). One gathers that beneath the "park" world open to middle class mothers and 

children "In The Park," and the dream kingdom of "May" in "Wondemil Country," thcrc is a 

world of dispossessed children. 

The dismal situation of the child, the "Myn" of the dedication, resonates within a male 

dominant culture in which çirls' d ~ a m s  -- the concern of Waddington's poem "Girls" in Grecn 

World (MWCP 12) -- often have had little correspondence with their circumscnbed livcs as 

gown women. "Foundling" is charged with images which suggest a renirn to the mothcr and 

daughter relationship touchcd on briefly in "You & Me" (SS 4). "Foundling" dludes to the 

suicide of the mother, and a grim awakening of hcr fernale child to a world without her which 

seems more frighhtening than fairytale. In "Fables of Birth," "[the] rushinç waters" of birth 

threaten the "littie boy/[w]ho was Iost alone" (SS 25). In "Foundling," the trauma of the "lost 

aloneU(SS 25) child who lacks nurture is arnplified in a female-centrcd "alphabet of pain" (SS 

3 1). Bruno Bettelheim suggests ùiat fairytale exists to warn us of real dangers wc may face. 

"Foundling" alludes to hvo cautionary tales: "Red Riding Hood," and "Goldilocks & The 

Three Bears." "Myra" becomes a "Red riding hood [who awakes] in the arms of the wolf" (SS 

31) to find she is unprorected since her mother, the f i y r e  of nurture, has disappeared. 

Reading this poem one is chailenged like the Old Testament drearn-reader, David, to 

interpret a dream. The bridge suggests a site of bansition and, cooversely, disappearing -- 

from the bridge -- suggests a failure of Myn's mothcr to bridge the "transformed subjectivity" 

which mothcrhood precipitatcs (Brandt 4). The "inside" "world" in which "Myra" has bccn 
b 

held rcrninds the reader of the womb-like matcmal space of "Green World." but hcr red scrirf is 

likc an umbilicus scvcrcd: 



The sparkling river, sugary, spins out 
Its beil, bridge bends to banks and dips 
Its steeples, and her red scarf screarns 
In pain, her mother's hand held her 
S he was held inside a world, inside, 
And belis rang outside in the snow, 
Then three b a r s  roared 
The rutted road was closed. (SS 31) 

The repetition of "inside" foregounds the mother as having protected her child up to the bridge 

"inside a world, inside" (SS 3 1). The "three bears roared" rerninds me of Goldilocks who is, 

as Betteiheirn notes, an intmder "most severely punished by the b e n  which (depending on the 

version) throw her into the fue, drown her, or drop her off a church steeple" (21 6). In The 

Second Silence, the bears are rerniniscent of the dancing doctors in "Night in October" who 

sing, rather than "roar" "in chorus" "now die again, yes die, yes die" (SS 23). This 

symbolically charged allusion to fairytale evokes the nasty fate of "Goldilocks," a Little like the 

female attemphg to enter culturai discourse of beksh males who have never welcomed 

intmders. The bears in the poem roar at the female orphan. She has Lost her mother and, like 

patriarchal culture, the bears do not regard Little Myra, as she is, without connections, "as 

intrinsically valuable or interesthg enough to be-friend" (Tong 195). Outside the possibility of 

her mother's return, "Myra" is beckoned to "corne close" to a text which "be-fYiend[sIu her in 

telling "the story of mer] loss": 

Corne close, lost goldilocks, come close 
And drown your loss, let waves of winter swirl 
And know you've tumed 
The fmt  leaf toward your death. 
Later grief wiU teach 
The alphabet of pain, and when you've grown 
You'll read the story of your loss 
In this white moming, Sunday's frosty bells, 
Bridge toppling and your mothds hand 
Not there, your woe, your woe. (SS 3 1) 



The antiquated "your woe, your woe" with the equdy antiquated title "Foundhg" suggests a 

continuity with the past in which, whether in childbirth or by design within fiction, mothers 

disappear? Rich writes of rnotherhood as the experience "of living. . . in the rhythms of other 

lives" (1986:33). "Foundlingt' is a brief but concentrated lament of a female child's loss of the 

one who protected and nurtured her. The poem's uneven lines emphasize rupture, 

foregrounding the broken rhythms of a eulogy to an unknown (not soldier but) mother. 

Wounded children are at the centre of the "inner world" (SS 34) of "Joumey To The 

Clinic." In seven Linked lyrics the speaker travels from "the white hush of quiet suburb" where 

she is "licked, possessed, idenufiedu (SS 32) by a neighborhood dog to "the sluggish gray/[o]f 

Saint Antoine's shore -lineu (SS 34) in Montreal. On the way to "the clinic," she is one of a 

nurnber "sway[ing] like mermaids on these leather straps;" the "crane quanies the city/[ajnd 

steam shovel spreads a naked, garish claw " (SS 32). The "indserent builders dredge/[t] he 

sou1 of my city" without "mercy" (SS 33). Undenvater imagery introduced in the second 

poem continues in the fourth poem. 

The speaker in "Joumey To The Clinic" takes us on a journey in which subjectivity of both 

males and females is diminished before the "machinely humour" of an industrial and uncarinç 

technology. Within the trains ail are "[ajnonymous" and the "thirst denied" in the second 

stanza is answered only by the bitter orphanage in which Little children seem linked to the sea 

imagery of tides and the sandpiper: 

Anonyrnous, we swim these deeps, 
These whales of misery, 
And through the glass 
Dnnk bitter orphanage. 
On tides of noise the Little children rise 
From playg~ound to day nursery, 
(Through the miles of space 
1 hear a sandpiper sing.) (SS 33) 



The weaving of this alieaated urban subject back into a communal life involves r e m  to a 

cornmitment to an unglaxnorous but vitally necessary caring concemed with what Livesay in 

"The Mother" called "immediates" (PFP 7) of "children's feet and pee" (SS 34). Although it 

records the "naked, garish claw" (SS 32) of the mechanized modem city, "Journey To The 

CIinic" challenges its reader to enter the " b e r  world" (SS 34) of "the loving brain" (SS 35) 

needed to care for these "Little fish" (SS 34). Both Waddington's and Livesay's poetry in the 

work discussed in this chap ter repeatedly retums to accep ting the necessity of "immediates" 

(PFP 7), inspired repeatedly, as in their earlier work, by inward glimpses of green (SS 35): 

This is no harbour. 
It is instead the place . 

Where years of make-do, rnonths of minimums 
And al i  the world of poor at last have brought you. 
Cal1 up the demons, let them scale the tree 
That waves its flags and flicken green to me 
In my most inward glirnpses. (SS 35) 

"Good fairy tme-heart" evokes the poetic power of an other worldly teacher. Like the fortunate 

mother in "Three Poems for My Teacher", true-heart exhibits materna1 caring without being 

either birth-mother or bound to a faniily. 

True-heart reads like an emblem of numire, and, while gender is not an explicit concem 

here, as compared to scarcity, poverty, "months of minimums," following "Foundling 

(Mm)," it seems committed to an active caring in an indushial world in which nurture has 

ceased to be valued. True-heart can be seen as a kind of 'littie-light-of-mine' stand-in for 

numire and renewal within a industrial culture which has lost its sense of purpose and 

direction: its'heart. The foUowing passage reads like a cross between a Cold-War f a j r  tale and 

a prayer to a white witch with a "transform[ing]" power: 

And may her wand transform 
The evil disease. 
And to all the strickcn bones 



Bring bandages to light. 
Beseech her clever touch 
(And more, her loving brain) 
Against your clouded drems 
Of injury and wreck. (SS 35) 

The evil disease not precisely defined is, in "The Bread We Eat" -- a poem in the final section 

entitled "Poerns of Living" -- related to the chill of Cold War with "bittemess [and] destruction" 

carried in mind at mid-cenniry "[nlot early and not late" (SS 39). Within this "suange neutral" 

(SS 39) appearances belie the underlying threat of nuclear war and that is the subject explored 

in "Poems about War" and the final poem "Inward Look The Trees." Waddington's poems in 

the final section of The Second Silence retum to female subjectivity, whether it is that of the 

old woman on the bus in "Rayer" (SS 48), or of "The Music Teachers" (SS 53), or in the 

marvelous poem "Getting Older," which focuses on a woman who "become[s] the 

red,[p]assionate dictionary" (SS 51) as she enters middle age . 

Conclusion 

Day and N i g h ~  and Poems For People focus on the lyric "1" of a female who, can be 

confined by "voices shriU with demand" (in "Small Fry" PFP 8), and yet moves at the end of 

die latter book, to an increasing emphasis on the use of rhythm and words (in "Okanagan 

Pictures" through "waterfall[s] ") (PET 34). In Livesay's work, there are shifts out of female 

subjectivity -- noted particularly in Day and Nighf , but also present in the briefer lyrics in 

Poem For People -- toward a poetry of and for the liberal humanist "Man" with his "building 

hcart, his shaping soul" (PFP 17). However, one notes that while male subjectivity cornrnands 

syrnpathy in both books, ii is often presented in compromised tcrms of dependence: in early 

childhood as in "Preludium" and "Carnival," or, as in "Sonnets For A Soldier" in the 



recognition of "man's undertakings. . . after a sorry lapse" (PFP 20) cast into relief after war. 

n e  two genden intenveave throughout Livesay's two books of the forties and are present, 

again, in her Selecfed Poem. With poems Like "Serenade For Strings," and "The Mother" she 

moves towards explicit ferninism. However, more oblique and difficult poems such as 

"Fantasia" and "Five Poems" challenge their reader to a more nuanced exploration of 

subjectivity in which the female is present as equal through application of an ambiguity which , 

thanks to a skilied adaptation of modernist form, belongs to Livesay as poet as much as it 

belongs to any Canadian male modernist poet. 

Livesay's poems to her two children present a female subjectivity which reaches 

beyond aii the cliches of motherhood to challenge iier children and al1 her readers to reconsider 

paeiarchal rnyths of origin in "Serenade for Strings" and oppressive gender codes (in "Five 

Poems"). Although she wrote about motherhood, for Livesay. as for Adnenne Rich, the lyric 

poem was a space where the "1" of the speaker fights, fmt of ail. for female subjectivity, and 

through that fight, for the female poet's poem, and her own writing life. 

In Waddington's The Second Silence, female subjectivity is linked to an exploration and 

growth of a fernale-centred poetics. Although matemal care serves as an ideal infused with 

poetic power in Waddington's work, mothers are not essentialized beings. They include the 

faUible mother in "You & Me," the gifted and childless teacher in "Three Poems for My 

Teacher," the mother in labour in "Night in October," the mother who jumps off the bridge in 

"Foundling," and "Good f a j r  tme-heart" (SS 35). 

Both poets wrote about the bYth of children and motherhood in a rnanner which ernphasized 

fcmale ambivalence about motherhood as a sociaIly-consûucted role. Waddington's poetry had 

a more consistent focus on female subjectivity than did Livesay's in Doy and Nighr and Poenrs 

For People and it seems that her reputation may have suffered for this reason. The well known 

prcmise that her work lacks intellectd content emphaskes the inability of cnùcs of this period, 



and our own, to consider the intellechial challenge of a female-centred ethics of carùig which 1 

have argued is explored in The Second Silence. 1 have also noted that fkom the fxst poems in 

The Second Silence it is c1ea.r that the speaker within these lyrics is accutely aware of gender as 

an issue. 'Wornan' is no longer available in these poems as divining rod. She is, instead, seen 

in many different lyric stances, most of which insist on fernale-centred ambivalence and 

ambiguity which 1, following DeKoven, find in the Canadian modemism of both Livesay and 

Waddington. 

For both poets, rnatemity represented a water-shed. It was an experience out of which 

they wrote some of their most c o m p e h g  and chdenging yet, up till now, curiously 

overlooked work. As mothers and poets during the late modemist period, they were involved 

in a sîruggle to juggle motherhwd -- as the full t h e  responsibiliv it was considered to be in 

most middle class circles during the post-war period -- with part-the paid work, and with 

contiming to &te poeûy. 1 opened t h i s  chapter quoting the question addressed to the subject 

in Waddington's "Night in October," "'Are you there, are you thereke  you there?" As the 

second wave of modernism drew to a close, the question hung in the air. Women had been 

" there" as mo thers, as poets , as teachers . But would successive generations recognize 

Livesay's and Waddington's stniggle to negotiate female subjectivity within the Canadian 

modernist lyric? For the ferr..de subject to be "there" in the text, the contemporary reader has, 

ultimately, to reread the question -- directed as it is to a female "you" t w  often neglected in our 

recent literary history of modernism -- to answer the "outcorne unknown" (SS 35), to Say yes. 

1 Whereas critics such as Gilbert and Gubar have studied the middle class 
nineteenth century idealization of the materna1 'Ange1 of the House,' 
cultural historian Janice Newton is concerned with a duplicitous 
idealization of maternity in Canada during the twentieth century. Newton 
writes: The simultaneous idealization and denigration of women's work -- 
and mothering is often seen as a central component of women's work -- has 
been a striking and pervasive development in twentieth century culture 
which we must view with skepticism. From the outset, I reject the notion 



that a concern for materna1 or domestic issues is inherently nonradicaln 
(10).  

Miriam Waddington. Unpublished letter to Laura McLauchlan, 1994. 
Royce notes " Post war expectations revealed distinct divergence. even 

conflict, between the attitudes of men and the intentions of women with 
respect to employmeotn (108). Writing in 1957. she notes that "a lingering 
uncertainty as to the place of the occupational component of women's role 
creates tensions within both individual women and society as a 
wholen(108). Kaledin notes the post-war penod was dominated by a 
deceptive idealization of motherhood which Betty Frieden would 
charkterize as "the feminine mystique": "On the surface" there seemed to 
be a "glorification of m o t h e r h ~ ~ d ,  but in fact mothenng was so denigrated 
that women who gave their serious energies to it for any period of tirne 
were considered unfit to do anything elsen(48). 

David Arnason comments on Florence Randal Livesay's use of "modern 
forms" for her loosely rendered translations: Songs of Ukrarzia wilh 
Ruthenian Poems (1916). He notes she "was a follower of new movements 
in poetry. . . . She was also a subscriber and a contributor to Poet r y  
(Chicago) and knew Harriet Monroe." (8) 
'1n Journey With My Selves Livesay states: "My mother was torn between 
her very traditional, conservative, provincial, Protestant upbringing and 
her desire to become a person in her own right. . ." while her father 
"became more and more authoritarian: a traditional father figure to whom 
his children and staffers were expected to look for guidance." (52) 
6 1 am refeming to the letter she sent to her mother from Paris suggesting 
introductory quotations for Green  P i f c h e r  from Woolf's Room of One's Own. - - 
However, there is one passage in her girlhood journals which considers 
Woolf as the same kind of threat as "Mother" does within the play. 
7 Miriam Waddington in a taped interview with Laura McLauchlan. 1992. 
& The passage is from the third stanza of "In The Parkn in which the mother 
contemplates her son. (SS 18). 
9 For example, John Lehmann notes : "1 was haunted by the feeling that 
time was running out for a new world war. 'How to get out of this trap?' 1 
noted in  my journal at the time. 'How to find sanity and clear thought 
again? How to defend oneself, to be active, not to crouch paralysed as the 
hawk descends? But there must be hundreds, thousands Like myself. . 
.wrestling with this nightmare."The Whispering Gallery (139). Quoted by 
Hynes (176). 
10 The dedication is on the opening page. 
1 1  Rather than finding Day Lewis objectified her sex, Livesay celebrated bis 
balance of political engagement with a return to subjectivity in verse. She 
dedicates "The Outrider" to Day Lewis and credits his poetry, with Auden's 
and Spender's as convincing her in the mid-thirties ti return to the lyric 
" 1 . " 
1 2  From Feathers To Iron repeatedly addresses "my son, my daughter" (47) 
suggesting the consideration of a child of either sex, yet through 
pregnancy the female becornes an object perceived as losing her beauty to 
the child while the male speaker gives birth to the text: this second birth is 



celebrated with the last poem, titled "Letter to W.H. Auden": in it women 
are, wi th  young boys. reduced to floral objecü which belong at the male 
poets' feet.  "Daffodils now, the pretty debutantesJAre curtsying a t  the first 
court o f  the  year! Their schoolgirl smel l  unmans the young  lechers. 
YoulPreferred 1 remember, the  plump boy, the crocus/Enough of that. 
They on ly  lie at your feet. T h e  inference is that, in the end,  although "The 
Mothern makes babies, the real glory goes to male poets, the young of both 
sexes a t  their feet: because they make books. 
13 Hutchison quotes this article in her dissertation (111). 
14 C. Day  Lewis celebrated flight "in 1934 his 'symphonie' poem, 'A Time To 
Dance'," published in The Magneric Mountain (Hynes 188). Hynes notes 
that fo r  poets like C. Day Lewis and others "[tlhe first World War  had 
destroyed the  traditional British ideal of  heroism in battle. but there was 
still t he  air ,  there were still mountains, and these offered metaphors for  
the chal lenge  and danger of  individual action, and the possibility of  
heroism" (188). Livesay quotes from The Magneric Mouniain at  the start of  
"The Outrider." 
15 The poem is not included in The Self Compieting Tree. 
16 L u k e  1:26-38. The ange1 Gabriel announced to the Virgin Mary that she 
would b e  the mother of the Messiah. The  fact that this title appears 
neither in Day and Nighi nor in Coiiecied Poems may suggest a 
dissatisfaction with the expectation of a male child. The dedication "To 
Marcian is missing in Seiecied Poems (1972). where the first poem is cut, 
but present  again, with the first poem of four stanzas restored, in C o i l e c t e d  
Poems.  
17 Hutchison refers to the quotation in a letter written by  E.J. Pratt to 
Doroth y Livesay , 26 June, 1 944, Dorothy Livesay Correspondence, Douglas 
Library  Archives,  Queen's University. 
18 There  was  a significant debate on the role of the "native" and the 
"cosmopolitan" in Canadian poetry in the 1940s. See Len Early's "A Public 
and Private Voice" in English Siudies in Canada, XIV.1 ( M a r  1988, 11 2-1 18). 
l 9  The first stanza of "Wedlockn reads: "Flesh binds us, makes us one/And yet 
in each alone/I hear the bat t le  of the bone:/A thousand ancestors have 
won" (DLSP 76). 
20 See  Susan A. MacDaniel, "The Changing Canadian Family: Women's Role 
and the  Impact of Feminism," Changing Patterns : W o m e n  in Ca~zada, "In  
the post-war period , women returned to housework and motherhood, 
leaving the jobs in the labour force they had held during the war. . . the 
efforts of  the Parliamentary Sub-cornmittee on the Post-war Problems of 
Women.  . . The propaganda of  the day pictured women a t  home and strong 
families as hedges against anorher war o r  as ballast in the  Cold Warn (106). 
2 1 "The image of Saint Teresa of  Avila's Interior Casile was the one Jean 
Stafford chose  in coinpiling o n e  of the most distinguished short story 
collections (about women) of the  decade" (Kaledin 141). 
" "The golden peacock flew & flew/across al1 the seas/remernber me you 
golden birdlto rny beloved loving mother." Miriam Waddington translated 
three variant  versions from the  Yiddish, sent to Laura McLauchlan March, 
1995. 



'' In Season's Lovers this section of poerns is entitled "To Be A Healer." 
24 He comrnents: "I t  is difficuIt now not to be bored with the careful 
encapsulating into rhyme of the passions and anguish of a sociaI worker in 
the 40's and SO's, and of the lives of those she was in contact with" (85). 
Fast this comment Wayman's a r t ide  makes no significant effort to engage 
with Waddington's early work. Far from being boring and irrelevant, 
these poems deserve a study in themselves raising, a s  they do, the question 
of  the moral  responsibility of the individual within industrial culture. 
2 5 Waddington told me, in a March 1995 cal1 1 made to her in Vancouver, 
that "Foundling" was written about a child who remembered her mother's 
d e a t h .  
26 See Di Brandt on misfing mothers in nineteenth century noveIs (5 ) .  



Conclusion: An Alphabet for a New World 

Looking back over Canadian poetcy, Earle Birney surmised "that a land which has 

grown up in conformity can only with gea t  difficulty produce artists able to break with the 

conventional" (23). Part of the excitement of Canadian modemism is the forma1 break with 

"the conventional" in p o e q ,  a break which m u t  have suggested al1 kinds of new possibilities 

not only for writing but also, even more broadly, for living one's life. Male and female poets 

of the period shared the excitement of making poetry "new." Nevertheless the early lyrk work 

of both Livesay and Waddington is also significantly different from that of their male 

contemporarieç. In focusing on the early Me writing and poetry of Livesay and Waddington, 

my aim has been to explore the manner in which their early work g e w  out of a poetics which 

was rebellious from its inception in placing female, not male, subjectivity at the centre of both 

life writing and modemist verse. 

As 1 noted in the introduction, scholarly works like Suzanne Clark's Senfimen~al 

Modernkm and Gilbert's and Gubar's No Mun's Land establish that male gender bias was 

present among writers in the United States and England during the fmt haLf of the twentieth 

century. It was also part of the period in Canada. As femaie poets, both Livesay and 

Waddington had to contend with a pervasive and yet rarely explicit bias against women as 

modernist poets. From my perspective, their most significant work in this period explored the 

gender bias of theû own tirne. Part of the exploration involved coming to terms with the 

altered sense of the role of the woman as part of a heterosexual couple. Waddington's 

"Interval;" which begins The Second Silence (1955), emphasizes that the female is no longer 

an etemal other. In "Lntervai" the familiar markers of a modemist poem are in place: there is 

rcfercnce to fragmentation and dislocation. The poem insists on the brokenness of a unified 

scnse of the world with ". . . self in a thousand pieces/AU separate and disjointcd" (MWCP 



17). But the focus is on the male at the moment that his essentialist notions of woman as 

"divining rod" break apart (MWCP 17). This disintegration occurs between a "change of 

trains." Within Waddington's poem, the fernale's apparent inability to f d f d  the male's 

illusions of her concludes with the cliched "lonely roadmiat each one travels with his 

suffering." Yet, something more significant than renewed solitude occurs within the poem: 

the female is no longer held in place as objectified source "where al1 the treasure's hidden" 

(MWCP 17). 'She' becomes a fellow traveller. 

The image of the female, as equal and feUow traveuer, is significant in the writing of 

both Livesay and Waddington during the second wave of modernism. In her fmt  two books 

of modernist poetry, Livesay charactensticdy picnires the female speaker either held to her 

room as in "Staccato," or contemplating the male's retum as in "City Wife," who States that 

"even as the tree, 1 wait" (CPDL 4 3 ,  or, like a ghost, held to a "House" unable to leave as in 

"Farewell" (CPDL 50). However, in Day and Night and Poerns For People. the speaker is a 

citizen of the world with laments such as "Lorca" (CPDL 125-127) and meditation on the 

intersection of international politics in the lives of îwo loves "Ln Time of War": "It seemed no 

time for love, when the handsAdled in the empty pockets and coffee was five cents a cup" 

(CPDL 169). n i e  interval between Dorothy Livesay's fint two books, in which women wait 

and meditate, and the second two, where the female is drawn from reclusive postures to engage 

with a changed world, seems most rnarked. 

In Waddington's fust book Green World (1945) 1 noted the repeated emphasis on an 

"1" linked to motion. Her poems begin " When 1 step out. . ." and "1 travel. . ." (MWCP 1) 

". . . 1 stnde," "I send you the message. . ." (MWCP 3). One's sense of a wayfaring "1" is 

immediate and persistant. But in her second book, The Second Silence, the images become 

more cornplex, and fernales, even when figured as "1" in the birth poems, seem Iess 

immediately present. "Night in October," writien to cornmernorate the birth of her first son 



Marcus in 1916, bepins not with a bold statement such as one fin& in Green World but in 

parenthesis "(The drearn the dream, where did it begin?. . . ." (MWCP 28). There seems, as 1 

reread, an added complexity of thought about subjectivity - whether male or female -- reflected 

in the more complex syntax of the The Second Silence. In The Second Silence female 

subjectivity is explored with reference to difference: the orphaned daughter in "Foundling" 

(MWCP 34-35), women commuting to work "sway tike memaids" in "Joumey to the C h i c "  

(MWCP 33-35), and "The Music Teachers" (MWCP 44-45), the lonely woman in "Childless" 

(MWCP 31), these figures provide an imaginative frame for the central lyric speaker, the "1" in 

the process of giving birth, the "1 in my tonnent" in "Night in October" (MWCP 28) and the 

"1" asserthg "my own pattern" in "You and Me" (MWCP 1 8). The reader encounters a blurr 

of fi y r e s  on a whiriwind tour of an urban landscape in which the greatest challenge may be to 

stay put and meet "the new moment" (MWCP 30). The dreamy lyrical voice repeatedly asking 

"Was she real?" and "(is she real?)" seems to be meditating that even interesting and 

autonornous women Like the music teachers lack reality within their own culture (MWCP 4 4  

46). in  "Night in October," the speaker is summoned back to the world by a "far away. . . 

voice" which asks: "Are you t h e ,  are you there/Are you there?" (MWCP 29). The question 

is not so different to "(is she real?)" in that, in both instances, what is questioned involves not 

so rnuch the fact of physical existence but the inquiry about the lesser known sense of "you" 

and "she" as spiritual beings. In "Getting Older," vivid presence is manifest in a metaphor 

which suggests the speaker's access to "[a] world of undone acts." The "Little sparrow 

spacciThat is inside and near" suggests Dickinson, but the "[pllain and homely" of the 

stcrcotypicaiiy fernale "inside and near" are altered by the fmt verse in which the speaker is: 

Full of scanered words and wider meanings 
Hidden synonyms 
A world of undone acts, of tremblings, leanings 
And unassembled iirnbs. (MWCP 44) 



For this speaker, langage is the means of spelling a new self "full of scattered words and 

wider meaningsmidden synonyms" (MWCP 44). In Livesay's Day and Nighi and Poems For 

People. and in Waddington's Second Silence, female speakers are no longer appendages of 

males. They may speak in "an alphabet of pain," but they spell out theV doubt and their 

ambivalence in texts which give female subjectivity a central place. 

in this dissertation 1 have focused on their early writing principally because 1 wanted to 

explore their early focus on female subjectivity in the context of Canadian modernist poetry. 

Diana Relke's doctoral dissertation dealt with "fernale identity" in Livesay's early poetry. 

However Relke was not interested, as I have been, in placing Livesay as a modemist. 

Although Waddington's poeûy has had less recent critical attention, critics such as Peter 

Stevens and Maria Jacobs have tended to divide "public" from "pnvate" without reflecting that, 

from a ferninist perspective, these two categones create a false binary. The "public" has been 

considered the masculine domain, and in her poeûy up to 1955, Waddington, more than 

Livesay, tended to stay with a female-centred perspective. And since it is female-centred, 

rnuch of Waddington's poetry has been categorized as "private." This may, in fact, be one 

hitherto unrecognized reason that, up till this point, it has had liale &tical attention. 

My purpose has been to consider Livesay's and Waddington's contribution as 

modemists and after the mid-f&ies the energy of that movement diminished while, in the 

sixties, there was a wave of new publishing of poetry in Canada. 1 cannot suggest, in 

concluding, that 1 have told anythmg like the whole story about the poetry of Dorothy Livesay 

and Miriam Waddington. 1 especially admire the fact that they have had long and accomplished 

careers as poets. In middle and old age they continued to grow in poetic stature. They 

perservered in claiminç a hentage which was rooted in Canada while responding to a period of 

unparalleled change. 



As was glimpsed in Chapter Three, the sixties was a time of ~grouping  for both poets. 

With Livesay's r e tm  from Zarnbia in 1963, she later remarked in an interview "1 thought 1 

was done for as a writer" (Stevens 64). Yet much of her best work remained to be written in 

The Unquiet Bed (1 967), Plainsongs ( 1  969), Ice Age (1 9 7 3 ,  along with collections such as 

The W o m n  I Am (1977), Collecfed Poems: The Two Seasom (1972), The Self-Completing 

Tree (1986). Waddington, too, produced significant work in later books such as The G l a s  

Trumper (1966). The Price of Gold (1972), Driving Horne: Poem New and Selecfed (1 972). 

and The Visiranrs (1 98 1). 

As noted in the discussion of the correspondence, Livesay urged Waddington to write 

more criticism, and, as if in eventual response, Waddington's pioneering cntical snidy of 

Klein, and her editions of Klein's poetry, as well as John Sutherland: essoys. controversies 

and poem were published in the seventies. In Waddington's published criticism, gender does 

not become an explicit issue until the eighties with essays such as "Bias" (1983) and "Women 

and Wnting" (1 987) found in Apartmenr Seven: Essays Selec~ed and New (1 989). Gender is 

an evident concem in Livesay's Righr Hand. LeJi Hand ( 1  977) as weli as in Journeys With My 

Selves ( 1  991). Their early unpublished Iife writing adds to the ferninist andysis which occurs 

in these later works. It provides readen a more extensive sense of how a ferninist critique of 

self and society emerged from their own lives. 

Life writing helped me gain access to what I referred to as the "underneath stones" 

(Wakerdine) that Livesay and Waddington told in unpublished joumals and letters. The 

dreams they recorded in the? joumals manifest the compelling atiraction of romantic love, 

tho~gh both recognized its dangers to them as aspiring female writers. Ambivalence and 

ambiguity are, as 1 have argued, not only general descriptive ternis which apply to rnodemist 

writing, thcy also apply specifically to the manner in which femaie subjectivity is treated in 

thcse two wnters' early life wnting about gender. 



This perspective on Canadian modemism &ses f'rom an emancipatory ferninism at the 

end of the twentieth cenhlry, and, as such, rny project is different from the one which 

preoccupied Livesay and Waddington as they approached rnid-cenniry. Livesay and 

Waddington sought equality with men but their own literary community of cntics and poets did 

not yet tend to recognize the validity of a systematic critique of patriarchy. It is signifîcant to 

recall that New Frontiers - the magazine Livesay was active in writing for during the rnid- 

thirties -- published early articles on the situation of Canadian women. Lee Briscoe Thornpson 

notes that Livesay repeatedly proposed articles on "women's statu in Canada" Ui the forties, 

but îhese articles were repeatedly rejected as "too negative and generahed" (48). What 

Livesay was ready to write few in her culture were ready to hear. But, as noted above, even as 

they sought to break with dirninishing convention, both Livesay and Waddington were also 

influenced by the kind of pervasive gender-bias which Ied critics like John Crowe Ransom to 

hold forth on the differences between men and women. Livesay's poetry of the thirties and 

forties is particularly expressive of a End of doubleness in which "man" and "rnankhd" are 

referred to as the repository of universal values, while female subjectivity seems both at 

.various points muted, silenced, and as in "Five Poems" for Marcia, explored in an oblique 

manner. 

This dissertation has represented a reading of these poets which is constnicted rather 

than 'discovered;' though the construction has been based on what 1 found in close readings of 

the carly life writing and the books of borh writers. My own focus has led me to resist 

rcadings of the modemist period which seem to have considered women poets as pretty much 

'out of the picture.' 1 believe, with Bronwen Wallace, that poetry can challenge its readers to 

change, that both as readers and as writers "we are not totally determincd by. bcspoken by a 

culture in which we live" (243). 1 do not believe that either Livesay or Waddington would 

conicst this position. Houtever, they have wntten of the penod in different terms. They have 



tended to write of "the modern," rather than modernism, and neither of them, of course, 

thought of "1" as the female subject, or of letters and joumals as 'life writing' before these 

critical ternis came into usage. This critical terminology has corne into usage with a new 

generation. 

In fmishing this dissertation I am grateful to have explored their movement away from 

"hegemonic femininity" (Hogue 73) within their journals and letters to each other as weLI as 

books of poetry. Centrd to my a rymen~has  been the transfomative poetics of an evolving 

feminism which 1 found represented in Livesay and Waddington's work in ambivalent and 

transitional tems. As poets they were never confmed, as 1 have been, to a central argument. 

Alîhough 1 do not Like to impose a ready-made grid when 1 read texts, there has, no doubt 

been, some imposition of argument upon texts for which other readings are certainly possible. 

In theû work, 1 found both enigmas 1 shared with them as well as differences which 

seemed related to penod. 1 could not write of "man" and "mankind" as they and their 

generation had. For better and worse my contemporary, Rhea Tregebov, writes of a much 

different collective "we," at the end of The Proving Grounds (1991): 

. . .the architect is 
vanished, 

the buildings infuiitely automatic. Facade, trademark, decor, menu 
maniacally repeated till we don't know where we stand- 
which side are you on? n ie  videologo grin: What need? 
Till we lose track of which interchangeable self we have become. 
Our real Life always elsewhere. (74) 

Livesay's and Waddington's liberal humanist emphasis in writing about "mankind" and "man" 

belongs to Canada at mid-century during the second wave of modernism. The cunent penod at 

the end of the twentieth century is one in which few female poets would write 

unseifconsciously of "mankind" and yet as the above excerpt from Tregebov's poem makes 4 



clear a collective "we," variously constituted, remains at the troubled and troubling centre of 

many poems. 

Livesayts two Govemor General award winning books of the forties, Day and Night 

and Poem For People were justly praised for theû commitment to a larger world. But today 

with the "architect. . .vanished" (Tregebov 74) their liberal humanist emphasis on "mankind" 

and "man. seems dated. In their engagement with other social issues both poets stmggled to 

get beyond gender. More than most contemporary Canadian poets, Livesay and Waddington 

made reference to a spirit of intemationalisrn. Part of their cornmitment to poety was a shared 

cornmitment to something larger than the individual, whether male or female. One sees this 

commitment in poems such as Dorothy Livesay's "Day and Night" and "Lorca;" poems which 

have been wriiten about quite widely and which I chose not to consider because they were not 

concerned with my own particular line of interest in the dissertation. 

When 1 began writing this dissertation 1 tended to see life writing and books of poetry 

as very much distinct. For me the "1" of the life wnting referred to a particular life, but the "1" 

of the lyric was always other. 1 saw that the post-smictwalist emphasis on the sepantion of 

what Paul Smith called "the hurnan agent" from "different subject positions" (xxxiv) as useful. 

and, 1 wanted to map-out a clear division of autobiographical "1" and lyric "1." That way 1 

hoped 1 would escape accusations of theoretical unsophistication. As 1 proceeded with the 

dissertation, the distinctions between "1" as the self in Life writing, and "1" as another in poetry 

remained but 1 was increasingly aware that both these "1"'s were linguistic marken of a 

subjectivity which could represent fiction in life writing, and conversely rnight well (on 

occasion) be auto-biogaphicaily accurate in poetry. 

At the end of this dissertation -- having spent so long reading work frorn the first half 

of the twenticih century -- 1 retum to the late twentieth century as if from the past. 1 realize that 

the books I have studied are now collecter's items long out of print. As these poets and their 



generaiion die, die record of the Literary history of English Canadian modemism will inevitably 

change. 1 noted David Amason's c d  for revision of the period in my introduction. Arnason 

argues that "b]istory is always in need of revision as additional facts become available and as 

different perspectives and visions inform the people who interpret it" (5). My analysis 

suggests a "different perspective" linked to a feminist rereading of the fernale Canadian 

modernists. Arnason does not, to my knowledge, identify himself as a feminist and yet 

judging from his lists of overlooked modemist poets, he has seen that the work of women 

writers, most notably Dorothy Livesay, has been neglected, while the significance of early 

snident work of A J.M. Smith and F.R. Scott has been exaggerated. It is now up to those of 

us who share this perception to revise the record of English-Canadian poetry dunng the 

rnodemist period. 

The works of other modernist women poets such as P.K. Page and Margaret Avison 

deserve further attention. As 1 write this, I can hear Waddington's voice over lunch two years 

ago bnskly advising me "don? forget Anne Marion either, Laura. At the time, everybody 

knew her long poem 'The Wind Our Enemy.' People used to repeat lines of it" (Taped 

Interview: Autumn 1994). In 1995, this poem of Marriottts was reprinted with poems by 

Livesay and Waddington and many other wnters of the rnodemist penod in Sealed In 

Struggle: Canadian Poerry & the Spanish Civil War. The volume provides a useful 

introductoiy essay by Nicola Vulpe which ernphasizes the importance of radical politicai 

cornmitment to the developrnent of Canadian modemism. As 1 have noted, both Livesay and 

Waddington were involved with the pressing social issues of the thirties and forties. Havinç 

focused on their writinç with respect to fernale subjectivity, which is, after all, only one aspect 

of their work, I am also pleased to find their poeûy anthologized by editors approaching 

Canadian poetry from an entirely different direction. 



One of the pleasures in making this study has corne from reading unpublished drafts of 

poems and letters. The letters 1 was able to include in one chapter of the dissertation, the drafts 

of poems fa11 outside the parameters of this work. My focus has been upon poems as they 

appear in specific books. However, I would Iike to give one glimpse into the archival dnfts of 

poems 1 read by Waddington. As already noted, Waddington edited Sutherland's essays and 

poeüy. So close was Sutherland's connection to the making of modemist poetry in Canada 

that Dudek and Gnarowski dedicated The Making of Modern Poeiry to him. In her 

unpublished papers 1 found a oumber of drafts of her eulogy for John Sutherland which were 

more autobiographically based, and, for me, at least, more compeUing than the published 

version. Here is a fragment never before published: 

He'll drem no more of me but pray he sleep 
White as the whale bone furrowed by the sea, 
Sing him a silence which I too will keep 

to grave 
Smooth as the pebble of necessity 
Separate he was, and separate must be. (WPNA, File Notebook: 1955-1959) 

There is a wonderful photopph Sutherland took of Waddington in 1945 in the Public 

Archives. Sutherland is buried in Lockeport, Nova Scotia about f~teen d e s  from our 

summer home. He and Waddington exchanged many letters but none have survived (AS 34). 

The "silence" between friends and iovers of this period in Canadian letters is ail but complete, 

and the loss is ours. 

Livesay and Waddington have both left published memoirs which recall the period in 

female-ccntred terms. From these works it is clear that both have cared deeply for Canadian 

poctry. A revised literary history of Canadian modemist poets might well now be wntten. 

From my own feMnist perspective, such a litenry history would emphasize the participation of 



women poets with the men whiie including fresh readings of selected poems which comment in 

some way on gender and culture. Such a project would surely make the whole modernist 

period in Canadian poetry more compelling to contemporaxy readers, and less a matter of an 

abmale assembly for whom [only] styles seemed to change. 

Sutherland's voice is evocative enough when he speaks of a collective "we" which, one 

assumes - because he both published and reviewed women -- includes Waddington, Maniott, 

Livesay, and Page as well as male poets. The "gesture" of which Sutherland speaks in the 

following quotation is specificaily about the role of the litile ~nagazine but can also apply to the 

question of the relevance of Canadian modemist poets, or, of writing about the history of 

Canadian poetry: 

Someone wiiI Say that we will be taking in a vacuum to ourselves alone, and be 
making gestures that have references to nothing. It does not seem to us an 
unreasonable criticism. In the present stage of Canadian literanire, a gesture would 
appear to be important. A display of activity may syrnbolize a future, and plant a 
suggestion in someone's mind (21). 

Sutherland and his contemporaries believed in their own Canadian poeûy as an expression of 

both individuai "identity" and cultural connection. If traditional verse had been a matter of male 

elites, then modernist p o e q  within Canada might represent a transgressive moment for the 

female poet to commit herself, as Livesay did, to the prernise that within Canada, "Literature," 

and mon: specificdy poetry, could be "the rnost important thing in the world" (AS 20). 

In reading the introductory prefaces drafted for New Provinces: Poems By Severn1 

Aurhors, one is stnick by the repeated emphasis placed by Scott and Smith on the role of the 

"modem" poet as leader who is quintessentially male. The traditional Canadian poet is 

characterized by Smith in tems of stereotypical female amibutes, "the victim of his feelings. . 

." with "a soft h a r t  and a soft soul; and a soft head" (xxviii). By contrast, the "modem" male 

poct has moved srnartly away from "the bulk of Canadian verse" with its thematics of nature 



and love, since "he" is part of a new world, "a man of sense" with "something more important 

to do than record his private emotions" (A J.M. Smith xxxi). In "following in the path of the 

more significant poets in England and the United States," female Canadian poets such as 

Livesay and Waddington had a mixed inheritance. In their Life wîting, they began to fomuiate 

a female-centred poetics which they brought to bear on Canadian poetry throughout long and 

significant careen as Canadian poets. M a t  Smith might well have dismissed as "a record of. . 

. private emotions," 1 represent as the beginning of a gendered critique of the place of the 

female subject in the modernist lyric poetry. And in a broader sense, rather than considering 

Canadian modernism as a kind of remediai provincial movement, a mere copying of the great 

innovative men from elsewhere -- whether London, Paris, or New York -- 1 suggest that it is a 

heterogeneous movement composed of conflicting influences. Livesay, Waddington, and 

other femaie poets were active conaibutors to the renegotiation of female mbjectivity which 

extends to an affirmation of women's agency in clairning their own "alphabet" in a changed 

world, 



Aftenvord: "the key to ongoing" 

As Woolf reflects in A Room Of One's Own "we think back through our mothers if we 

are women" (76). Before fmishing this work 1 want to reflect on the autobiographical aspect of 

femde subjectivity: fxst of all on Livesay's and Waddington's connection to their prairie 

childhoods, and their own mothers, and then on my meetings with them in the course of my 

research. In the second part of this "Aftenvord," I make a tangible connection between my 

interest in female subjectivity and my own mother and grandmothers. Because women of my 

own farnily initiated my fascination with female subjectivity, I want to make them visible as 1 

finish this dissertation. 

Livesay and Waddington wrote of the prairie which 1 knew growing up in Brandon 

and Winnipeg. 1 remember when 1 fmt read their poems as a teenager, I felt that their words 

welcomed me both as a female reader and a Western Canadian, creating a place of origin that 

seemed vital as the biblical stones of Genesis: but in this case fernales were the central subjectç. 

So it was that Livesay's Poemfor People opened with "Reared on snow she was/Manacled in 

icefïen frostbound winters of her life" (PFP 1); and in Waddington's "Saints and Others," 1 

read "1 was once proud and/loved rnyself I livedfive thousand fedabove sea level loved/my 

prairie city and the wild/windscattered roseland no one read the sky/so clear as 1" (MWCP 77). 

For me both poets' work offers vibrant responses to Kroetsch's question in Seed 

Cafalogue: "How do you g o w  a poet?" As the audior of a book of poetry (Lucuna 1980) 1 

have wondered about the "grow[ing]" of a female poet. Livesay writes in the last stanza of the 

long poem "From Roots" in Trace: Prairie Writers on Wriring (1986): 

1 wak beside you where 1 g e w  
amongt 
the flowers 
and retain 



in the s e n t  of the sweet-pea 
rny mother's scissors, snipping 
in the musk of nasnirtium 
rny father's thumbs, pressing 

heart planted then 
and never transplanted. (37) 

In this dissertation 1 have frequently noted the affiïation between the poeîry loving mother and 

her daughter "Dorothy." As Pamela Banting's "Daddy's Girl" makes abundantly clear, other 

readinçs of the Livesay family romance are certainly possible. While 1 stressed female 

connection in this dissertation 1 knew, at the same time, that Waddington had felt oppressed by 

hcr mother's "unfocused rebellion," and was closer to her father, and that Livesay, too, had a 

close connection with her father for whom she wrote the moving eulogy "Lament" (1957: 59)  

and "Heritage" (CPDL 348). 

In her last volume of poetry, The Larl Lanhcape (1992) Waddington's "The Snow 

Tramp," the fmt poem in the volume, focuses on a family romance in which the parents play 

opposed roles: father represents order and obligation, while mother represents personal 

anarchy and Song. In the last verse one fin& the mother's "soul" "wrapped like a gift" for the 

daughter who remembers "her gypsy tunes." The mother has been off alone tramping ttirough 

the snow in a Northend Winnipeg Park. Her husband upbraids the "Snow Tramp" on her 

return because she has not attended to her familial duties. Here is the final stanza: 

My father scolded, 
but my mother's soul 
was far away 
wrapped like a gift 
in stars and snow, 
and ail night long 
her gypsy tunes sang 
and danced in the wind 
around our house. (2) 



At the start of the dissertation, 1 noted that ihere is an ancient association of lyric with song. 

The "Snow Trarnpm's "tunest' sumound her family; Song is her lasting gift. Although she has 

written M e  poeûy for her mother, Livesay manifests her memones of her matemal 

g-randmother in "Green Rain." This poem, too, is an expression of what Naomi Lowinsky 

calls the "mother-line" connecting one generation of women with another: "Mothers who are 

also daughters, daughten who have become mothen; grandmothers who also rernain 

granddaugh ters " (Lo winsky 2). 

The struggle beiween father and mother is a recument element in Livesay's poeûy and 

life writing. Livesay published a fragment of a letter from her father in her memoirs. Her 

father wrote Dorothy when she was a shident in France in 1930: 

[Tlhe crown of rny achievernent is that both Sophie and you can go your ways -- your 
artistic ways -- without my snout-sniffing in barren lands. . . . Your poor mother never 
had an aspiration beyond preîty-pretty. (JWMS 37) 

The comment about "your poor mother" seems both cruel, and very much of its tirne. As 

David Perkins notes in A History of Modern Poetry: From rhe 1890's tu rhe High Modernist 

Mode many of the leading poets of the period such as Yeats, Pound, and ELiot, "took up arms 

against unimportant prettiness"' (209). In the Livesay family, the persond and the literary 

were never far apart. 

As numerous feminist writers have commented, the acceptance of denigration of one's 

own mother is a well entrenched part of patnarchd culture. As Andrea O'Reilly States in her 

doctoral dissertation on Toni Morrison, " [t] he cultunl devaluation and subordination of 

mothers and mothering gives rise to mother-blame" (26). In her memoirs Livesay records the 

"mothcr-blamc" in her own family with a marked ambivalence. Her poem "F.R.L." which 

appears in Dororhy Livesay Selected Pocnu: The Self Contpleting Tree ( 1  986) is markedly 

different to the two elegiac poems for her father which both focus on the close relationship 



between father and daughter. "F.R.L." is also a eulogy, but its emphasis is not upon 

larnenting a loss. Although she is not identifed as a mother anywhere in the poem, the initials 

" F R L "  direct our attention to Livesay's mother Florence Randd Livesay. The aged woman is 

"[llast seen at Vancouver station" (106). With this fmt line one senses not the certainty of this 

woman's demise but, rather, the possibility of her escape koom ". . being alone/with hyacinths 

in spring hugging a shaky tableU(lO6). "F.R.L."'s one line in the poem,"l'm Zooking fonvard 

ro rhis journey," suggests a fonvard looking response to life. It is "F.RL"'s parting gift. The 

word "joumey" reappears in the title of Livesay's memoirs Journey Wifh My Selves. In the 

last stanza of the eulogy to her mother the joumey with the self is "key" : 

Nothing ahead, 
but she had mastered the lock, 
in her hooked and freckled fimgers 
held the key to ongoing. (1 06)  

Like the mother in Waddington's "The Snow Tramp," the mother in "F.R.L." leaves her 

daughter a gift of moving alone, a "key to ongoing." 

Both Livesay and Waddington had a diffïcult time in corning to tem with their 

mothers, and with being mothers themselves. 1 knew this from my archival research. 1 also 

knew from their life writing that the mother-daughter relationship was not the straight-fonvard 

positive connection which 1 had somewhat naively wished to discover. In fact, despite 

knowing the record of mother-daughter conflict, 1 still fmd myself inclined to stress any help 

which 1 knew these mother gave their daughters. Both poets seem to recoçnize their mother's 

gift to them in the late poems 1 have mentioned. I hope that "The Snow Tramp" and "F.R.Lt' 

help to exemplify the ways in which to paraphrase Waddington in "The Golden Eye," 

"poem[s] know more than the poet" (1 986). 



lncreased familiarity with birth poems by Livesay and Waddington enriches my own 

sense of a female-centred writing on motherhood in contemporary Canadian poetry by Libby 

Scheier, Di Brandt, Bronwen Wallace, Daphne Marlatt, Marlene Nourbese Philip, Rhea 

Tregebov, Nadine McXnnis and others. Livesay and Waddington did not make the famiiial 

obligations of women seem like a particularly joyful experience. Livesay's representation of 

"The Mother" is of a woman who can neither "walk" nor "think alone" (PFP 7). It is, 

however, important to note that once they becarne rnothers they did not actually write a great 

deal about the experience of mothering. Instead, their poetry seemed to assert a space for the 

femde speaker to resurne her dialogue with herself and the world. 

In 1990,I gave birth to my son, Lauchlan and ten months of immersion in motherhood 

gave me time to "frame" a dissertation pro@osal. I reread Livesay's and Waddington's avant- 
9 

garde poems about the birth of their children with sharpened interest. At fhat point, 1 decided 

to sketch the fiame of my dissertation to include the second-wave of Canadian modemism up 

to Waddington's The Second Silence (1 955). M y  discussion has considered the dissonant 

meeting of Livesay's and Waddington's modernist lyrics and the self-consciously situated, 

lived expenence of motherhood. Di Brandt, though a poet henelf, chose to focus on materna1 

narrâtive in works of prose in Wiid Molher Dancing: M a t e m l  Narrative in C d i m  Literature 

(1 993). She does not mention Canâdian poetry. Her Molher, Nor Mo~her: P o e 0  is prefaced 

with a birth poem by her contemporary Libby Scheier. It would be useful to have a study of 

"Wiid Mother[s]" in English Canadian poetry. 

Rather than "Wiid Mother[s J"  ferninist philosopher M a y  Daly writes in a recent article 

t h  women must be "pirates" in a stilI-patriarchal culture. In her words: 

. . . we must Smuççle back to other women our Plundered treasures (sic). In ordcr to 
invent strategies that will be big and bold enough for the next millennium, it is cmcial 
that wornen s h m  our expenences: the chances we have taken and the choices that have 
kcpt us alive. They are my Pirate's battle cry and wake-up d l .  . . . (76) 



For me, "treasures" would have to include the lives and wïtings of previous generations of 

women . 1 do not see rnyseif as "plunder[ing] " from patriarchy , but, rather, recognizing value 

in work which a pahiarchal reading would often enough sirnply discard. 

Meeting each poet was important to me. While taking an evening course in poetry widi 

Patrick Lane at the University of Manitoba in 1979,I regularly walked by Livesay's office at 

St. John's College, where she was Writer in Residence. I regret that 1 never encountered her 

then. When I did meet Livesay in 1992 in Victoria, we spent only an hour together. She was 

suffering from short-term memory losses and she forbade me to take notes as we spoke. She 

complained that no one in the nursing home where she was newly arrived seemed to care îhat 

she was a poet. The cleaning staff sometimes brushed letters which she received into the trash. 

It was good of her to see me at dl. As 1 was about to leave, she suddedy leaned forward and 

put her hands on my head. To an observer it might have seerned a curious action. But 1 will 

always be grateful to her for the geshire of blessing. 

When 1 carne to York University in the late eighties, Minam Waddington was stiU 

occasionally on campus. She had been a professor of English iiterature at York Univenity. 

and had retired from academic life in 1983. Waddington's comment in Apartmen! Seven that 

"[glender has seldom, if ever, been studied or written about in relation to-the literary life in 

Canada during the forties" marked a critical direction which 1 followed in rereading Canadian 

modernism (AS34). Given Waddington's interest in the iiterary history of Canadian 

modernism, and her participation in this period as a poet, it seemed fining to snidy her early 

wnting together with the early writing of her friend Dorothy Livesay, who was so clearly 

marked in Apartmenr Sewn as a fundamental influence on Waddington from the early forties 

(AS20). 



During the period that 1 worked on the dissertation a friendship with Waddington 

developed. She read and comrnented upon the chapten concedng her work. She has visited 

with me and my family in Toronto, and in Shelbume County, Nova Scotia. I am particulariy 

grateful to her for encouraging me to rehim to writuiç poetry after a hiatus of fsteen years. 

Waddington explores the reversal of female silence in her poem "Women" (1976) she Mks: 

Now the winds blow 
old images off the 
mind's pages and we 
are no more the face 
in the picnire but 
the hand making the 
pichire, we are no more 
the watery song above 
the wind's waters but 
the source of the waters 
flowing back to the waters. (MWCP 278) 

In this poem, to which 1 will r e m ,  the speaker asserts the position of femaIe d s t s  actively 

"making the picture" raîher than posing as objectified 'other' for the male artist. 

The women of my own farnily shadowed me as I have snidied Livesay's and 

Waddington's poems. Linked to the choice to read literanire by and about women are the iives 

of my grandrnothers and mother. Each in ber own way taupht me not to smother my own 

voice, and to question whether a man's subjectivity should define mine. These are the women 

1 thought about most as 1 worked on Livesay's and Waddington's joumals and poetry. My 

mandmothers came of age in an era when women were just begiming to be considered as 
C 

'persons,' rather than appendages belonging to a father or a husband. 

My "Gran," Laura Forsythe, never, at least in rny ear-shot, used the word 'feminist.' 

The books in hcr living room in Fort Garry, Winnipeg, were leather-bound copies of Kipling, 

Tennyson, and Shakespeare. There was aiso a large suede-bound history of Manitoba which 

includcd the name of her father descnbed as Manitoba's f rs t  architect. As a citizen of 



Manitoba, she acquired the nght to vore thariks to women like Nefie McClung. But she was 

more concemed with the irnmediate vicissitudes of her own children and prandchildren than 

with women's rights. We were ail part of a Queen-centred Great White Anglican World. 

From rny perspective as her grandchild, and namesake, she defmed herself as a widow, and as 

mother. She was "Mn. Adrian Forsythe" on every envelope she ever sent into the worid. 

Men were the important ones in the outside world, but as the family matriarch she was our 

Queen. She raised my mother to the kind of "conformity" that held white middle-class women 

to a Iife of relative ease in homes fiom which a daughter was launched into the world wearing a 

long white gown and carrying peonies from the family garden. Back of mother and daughter 

there was the whole British Empire of dutifùl men. 

In her eighties "Gran" told me that what we needed in govemment were "some good 

house-cleaning people." It did not matter that she, herself, had never been a good 

housekeeper, attending, instead, to the web of intricate comection of family. She meant we 

needed, if not wornen, then men with the practicd ability of the "housekeeping people" she 

knew: women with the ability to work. She had power within her own farnily, managing to 

comrnand both daughter and sons. Livesay's poem "Green Rain" clearly recalls die power of a 

femde-centred memory of place. For me it is like a compass point, fmt of ali because I knew 

such a place in my own matemal prandmother's home. 

The other grandmother, Violet McLauchlan, descnbed herself to me as a child as "your 

modem grandmother." She believed, among other things, that teenage girls should be @ven 

birth-control pills with their milk. She championed al1 foms of revolt. The daughter of a Iay- 

ministcr she was, herself, an adamant atheist,,a working-class Scot whose fust pregnancy 

causcd hcr whole farnily to quit Scotland to conceal her disgace. Her mother raised Violet's 

first child as hcr own, and Violet was quietly married to a newly-emipted Scot, who was told 



nothing of her "past." My father discovered Violet's secret only when his half-brother 

introduced himself at their mother's funeral. 

Violet could certainly read and write, but I do oot remember books in her home. 1 

remember that she loved colour. She knit elaborak colourful sweaters for her grandchikiren 

without needing a pattern. She loved to give gifh and the wool she chose was as exotic and 

colourful as she could fmd in the depariment stores of Winnipeg. Her Life had been a hard, full 

of ill health in mid-Me and medical bills which her hard-working husband barely managed to 

pay. Although her iU health was legendâry, she rarely taiked about her own hardships. 

Instead, she loved to gossip about othes. 1 never heard her say a good word about a woman 

outside of her immediate family. Although she enjoyed attending her husband's business 

parties, beautifully dressed, it seemed the couple had few friends. Today 1 see that she fought 

as best she could against all the respectable ladies, including my materna1 grandmother, who 

she believed would have condernned her had they 'known.' She rejected them and their secure 

sense of the world; she had been 'caught' and knew more. She used to tell me that rny other 

grandmother was dowdy and old-fashioned. But she wept when this long-taunted symbol of 

large-hearted propriety died before her. 

A few years after the Second World War my mother manied the Winnipeg boy who 

had faiien in love with her before he left for overseas th the Royal Canadian Air Force at barely 

eighteen. When they became engaged he was a returning pnsoner of war: he had nearly 

starved as a prisoner, and was chased by the Gestapo when he fell behind on a forced march at 

the end of the war. He had seen enough of the world and he  wanted to marry his sweetheart 

and live down the trauma of havhg survived most of the young men he had flown with. By 

contrast, my mother had led a comparatively sheltered Me. She explained to me diat she had 

wanted to sce Europe aftcr war ended but that, in her day, girls rarely went to Europe alone, 

and the friend with whom she planned to travel decided to put the money into a trousseau. My 



mother also considered going to university before getting mamied, but that seemed selfishly 

expensive, @en her fatherls fuiancial concems after he had returned fiom the war. 

In tirne, my mother had three daughtee and stayed home to raise us. But her 

conformity as housewife was not unquestioning. She tended to be candid with each of her 

daughten about the frustration which she felt with her role as dutiful mother and wife. In 

Brandon, Manitoba, where we lived until the early seventies, there were few painten or poeü 

or conspicuous nonconfomists. 1 did not excel at school and was judged to be lazy by most of 

my teachers. After she read Henry David Thoreau, my mother told me that 1 would always 

march to my own dnunmer and that whatever others rnight think, that this was a strength. 

Since then my mother and 1 have discovered many writers and painten together. Her 

endiusiasm for Literature by Canadian women gave me an early example of the way that reading 

books could e ~ c h  one's inner life. Canadian writers provided us both with "a map, a 

geography of the mind" (Atwood, 1972,18-19). 1 Iearned as a teenager that Margaret 

Laurence, Dorothy Livesay, and Miriam Waddington gave cultural expression to the longings 

of women of rny mother's and prandmother's generations. These writers gave me a sense that 

fictional and poetic representations drawn from Canadian Lives might be as compelling as the 

Greek "Fates" whom 1 found in our farnily encyclopedia. 

As 1 fmish this dissertation, 1 realize how much this particular work of cnticisrn has to 

do with the "treasur[ingJW of a break with "conformity" both in literature and in life. As 

Waddington surmised "[fJor a thousand yearshn a thousand cities" "Women" had been dutiful 

to others, and not, fmt  of all, to themselves (MWCP 278-279). The dutihl women in my 

family led me to look back to the Literary history of rny own sex. The lives of these women 

provided my sense of cuihiral backdrop when I read Livesay's and Waddington's work on 

female subjectivity. Their explontions of subjectivity came out of a particular set of social 

relationships and expectations sometimes explicit in their life writing. Towards the end of her 



Life, Bronwen Wallace wrote "1 can't separate my persona1 poetics kom the life 1 am leading or 

the evenrs that have brou@ me to this point in it" (237). It was through thinking about the 

intercomection of my life with the sh-uggles of my own mother and grandmothers that 1 

realized diat transformative poetics applied as much to my own research and writing, as to the 

early work of Dorothy Livesay and Miriam Waddington. 
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